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FOREWORD

The study entitled "Space Transfer Concepts and Analyses for Exploration Missions

(STCAEM)" was performed by Boeing Defense and Space Group, Huntsville, Alabama, for

the George C. Marshal] Space Flight Center (MSFC). The activities reported herein were

carried out under Technical Directives I0, 11, 13, 14, and 15 during the period

October 1991 through December 1992. (TD-12, an investigation of laser-electric orbit

transfer, was separately reported.) The Boeing program manager was Gordon Woodcock

and the MSFC Contracting Officer's Technical Representative was Alan Adams. The

task activities for the studies carried out under these Technical Directives were

performed by M. Appleby, P. Buddlngton, J. Burruss, S. Capps, M. Cupples, S. Doll,

B. Donahue, D. Eder, R. Fowler, D. Harrison, K. Imtiaz, S. LeDoux, J. MeGhee, N. Rao,

and T. Ruff.

j. ,
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C02
COP

CP

CRV

CTV

D
D and C
DDCU

DDT&E
DI
DM
DMS
DSN

EC
ECLSS
ECWS

ED
EeL
EMU
EP
EPDS
EPS
ETO
EVA

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

Area

Atmosphere Composition Monitor

Atmosphere Composition Monitoring Assembly
Atmosphere Control and Supply
Airloek Depressurization Pump Assembly
Air Loek

As low as reasonably aehievable
Anomalously Large solar Proton Event
Air Revitalization

Atmosphere Revitalization System
Airborne Support Equipment

Blood-Forming Organs
Bed Moleeular Sieve
Bionie MEV

Boeing Radiation Exposure Model

Communieations and Traeking
CoUision Avoidanee, Commonality Assessment

Computer-Aided Design/Computer-Aided Manufaeturing
Computer Anatomies/Man
Critieal Fluids Control

Center of Gravity
Crew Health Care System
Coeffieient of Lift, Drag, Moment
Communieations
Carbon Dioxide
Coeffieient of Performance
Center of Pressure
Crew Return Vehiele

Cargo Transfer Vehiele

Drag
Display and Control
de-to-de Converter Unit

Design, Development, Test, and Evaluation
Design Integration
Data Management
Data Management System
Deep Space Network

Environmental Control

Environments/Control and Life Support System
Element Control Workstation

Emergency Deteetion
End of Life

Extra Vehieular Mobility Unit
Eleetrie Power and Distribution

Eleetrieal Power Distribution System
Electrical Power System
Earth-to-Orbit

Extravehicular Activity
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EVAS
ExPO

FC
FCW
FDS
FLO
FR
FSD
FSE
FSS

g
GaAs/Ge
GCA
GEO

HGA
HI
HLLV
HMEV
HRS

IA/V
IMLEO
IMV
IR&D
ITCS
IVA

JSC

K

kg
km
kin/see
KSC
kts
kW
kWe
kWt

L
LaRC
LCRV
LDR
LEO
LEV
LGA
LiOH
LOR

LPLM
LRU

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS (CONTINUED)

Extravehicular Activity System
Exploration Program Office

Flight Control
Fuel Cell Water

Fire Detection and Suppression
First Lunar Outpost
Fault detection, Isolation and Recovery
Full Scale Development
Flight Support Equipment
Fixed Servicing System, Fluid System Servicer

Acceleration in Earth Gravities (acceleration 9.80665 m/s2)
Gallium Arsenide/Germainium

Gas Conditioning Assembly
Geosynehronous Earth Orbit

High Gain Antenna
Human Interface

Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle
High L/D Mars Excursion Vehicle
Heat Rejection System

Internal Audio/Video
Initial Mass in low Earth Orbit
Intermodule Ventilation

Internal Research and Development
Internal TCS

Intrsvehieular Activity

Johnson Space Center

Temperature in Kelvin Units
kilograms
kilometers
kilometers/second

Kennedy Space Center
knots
kilowatts
Kilowatts electric
Kilowatts thermal

Lift

Langley Research Center
Lunar Crew Return Vehicle
Lunar Dress Rehearsal
Low Earth Orbit
Lunar Excursion Vehicle
Low Gain Antenna

Lithium Hydroxide
Lunar Orbit Rendezvous

Lunar Pressurized Logistics Module
Lunar Replaceable Unit
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS (CONTINUED)

MBSU
MCRV
MEV
MLI
MM
MO
MOC
MOD
MSFC
MSU
mt
MTC
MTS
MU
MWS

NASA
NCRP
NHI
NLS
NTP

NTR
NV

Nx, Ny, Nz

02

PA
PC
PDOSE
PEP
PHS
PLM
PLSS

PMC
PMPAC
PNP
Psi

psia
PV

qo

RCS
R&D

RFC
R&MA
RPC

RPCM
RPDA
RS

Rx, Ry, Rz

Main Bus Switching Unit
Mars Crew Return Vehicle
Mars Excursion Vehicle

Multi-layer Insulation
Mission Management
Mechanisms and Ordnance Control

Mars Orbit Capture
Meteoroid/Orbital Debris

Marshall Space Flight Center
Mass Storage Unit
Metric Ton (1000kg)
Man-Tended Capability
Mars Transportation System
Mission Unique
Maintenance Workstation

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
No Human Interface

National Launch System
Nuclear Thermal Propulsion
Nuclear Thermal Rocket
Navigation

Axial Load factor (gJs) in x-direction, y-direction, z-direction

Oxygen

Payload Aeeo m modat ions
Propulsion Control
Proton Dose Code

Personnel Emergency Provisions
Personnel Hygiene Systems
Pressurized Logistics Module
Portable Life Support System
Permanently Manned Capability

Portable Multipurpose Application Console
Probability of No Penetration
Angle defined in Figure 9-25
Pounds per square inch absolute
Photovoltaic

Dynamic Pressure

Reaction Control System
Research and Development
Regenerable Fuel CeU

Restraints and Mobility Aids
Remote Power Controller
Remote Power Controller Module

Remote Power Distribution Assembly
Range Safety
Angular Acceleration (rad/see) in x, y, z direction
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SDP
SOTA
SPCU
SPDA
SPE
SP!
SSF
STCAEM
STS

t
T&C
TCCS
TCS
THC
TLI
TMI
TPS

VECTRACE
VSB

WM
WMC
WR
WRM
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A2

A3

P

E

G

oty

oey

OSV

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS (CONCLUDED)

Standard Data Processor
State of the Art

Suit Processing and Check-out Unit
Secondary Power Distribution Assembly
Solar Proton Event

Special Performance Instrumentation
Space Station Freedom
Space Transfer Concepts and Analyses for Exploration Missions
Space Transportation System (Shuttle)

Metric tons (1000 kg), thickness

Telemetry and Command
Trace Containment Control Subsystem

Thermal Control System
Temperature and Humidity Control
TransLunar Injection
Trans Mars Injeetion
Thermal Protection System

Vector Trace

Venus Swingby

Waste Management

Waste Management Compartment

Water Recovery

Water Recovery and Management

Delta One (1)

Delta Two (2)

Delta Three (3)

density

Modulus of Elasticity(Pa)

Modulus of Rigidity (Pa)

Poisson'sRatio

Allowable Tensile Yield Stress (Pa)

Allowable Compressive Yield Stress (Pa)

Allowable Shear Yield Stress (Pa)

emissivity

solar absorptivity

eone half angle
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ABSTRACT

This report eovers the third phase of a broad-seeped and systematic study of space

transfer concepts for human lunar and Mars missions. The study addressed issues that

were raised during Phase 2, developed generic Mars missions profile analysis data, and

eondueted preliminary analysis of the Mars in-spaee transportation requirements and

implementation from Stafford Committee Synthesis Report. The major 4effort of the

study was the development of the First Lunar Outpost (FLO) baseline which evolved from

the Space Station Freedom Hab Module. Modifications for the First Lunar Outpost were

made to meet mission requirements and technology advancements.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 STUDY SCOPE

The Space Transfer Concepts and Analyses for Exploration Missions (STCAEM) study

addresses in-space transportation systems for human exploration missions to the Moon

and Mars. The subject matter includes orbit-to-orbit transfer vehicles, planetary

landing/ascent vehicles, and the crew modules needed to form complete crew and cargo

transportation systems. Also included are orbital assembly and operations facilities if

these are needed for assembly, construction, recovery, storage in orbit, or processing in-

space transportation systems for reuse. All propulsion and systems technologies that

can be technically evaluated are open for consideration. Excluded from the study are

Earth-to-orbit systems. Crew entry vehicles intended for direct Earth atmosphere entry

from a lunar or planetary return trajectory are included. Capabilities of, and constraints

on, Earth-to-orbit systems and their operations are parametrically considered as a

boundary condition on in-space transportation systems.

1.2 REPORT SCOPE

This report represents Phase 3 of the STCAEM study. Phase 1 covered a wide range

of lunar and Mars transportation options (ref. 1) and lunar rover concepts and technology

needs. Phase 2 concentrated on Mars transportation using nuclear thermal propulsion

(ref. 2). Phase 3 concluded certain trade studies on Mars transportation that were begun

during Phase 2; most of Phase 3 was devoted to analysis of a lunar surface habitation

system, the "First Lunar Outpost" (FLO). This report provides details of the FLO

habitation system in Sections 3 through 8 and on the conclusion of the Mars

transportation studies in Sections 9 to 11.

1.3 THE PREMISE OF THE FIRST LUNAR OUTPOST

The ides for the First Lunar Outpost arose during STCAEM Phase 1. Analyses of

lunar transportation and lunar base buildup scenarios had highlighted a "chicken and egg"

issue wherein astronauts are needed on the Moon to build a surface base but a surface

base is needed to house the astronauts. Phase 1 analysis indicated a possible solution in

the form of a turn-key habitation system that could be placed on the lunar surface in a

single landing of about 30 t payload. This followed logically from earlier concepts,

identified in several studies, for "construction shacks". The Phase 1 scope did not

include surface base elements, so the idea was not pursued under the contract; instead it

was picked up on Boeing IR&D. An IR&D concept was developed and briefed to NASA as

a "lunar Campsite".
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Later, a brief analysis was funded under the STCAEM contract to investigate

minimum-mass options for a FLO-type habitat, with s target of 15 t It was concluded

that a lunar-day-only habitat could be designed at about 18 t but that the target was not

reachable under the given assumptions (a) derive the habitat from a Space Station

Freedom habitat module, and (b) accommodate a crew of 4.

In 1992, the target mass was increased to 25 to 30 t by NASA in view o£ the need to

have that delivery capability for a crew mission. The concept was named First Lunar

Outpost and designated as a target initial return-to-the-Moon mission for the Space

Exploration Initiative. The STCAEM contract was modified by task order to fund Boeing

to assist NASA MSFC in developing a FLO habitation conceptual design, supported by

trade studies and analyses.

DSS/D615-10062-2/DISK 1/C2/165-3_:06 1:)
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2.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2.1 THE FLO CONCEPT

The FLO concept general requirements are:

a. To be deliverable to the Moon on a single landing and through remote and/or

automated deployment and checkout, be ready to aeeommodate a crew with

essentially no crew time devoted to preparing the FLO for habitation.

b. To aeeommodate a crew of four, under somewhat austere eonditions, e.g. no crew

private quarters.

e. To support a crew of four through one lunar day, one lunar night, and the next lunar

day.

d. To repeat thissupport mission an indefinitenumber of times, given suitable resupply

of consumables and spares.

e. To provide airloekaccess to the lunar surface.

f. To have hyperbaric chamber capability within the airloek to support aeroembolism

countermeasures.

g. To provide other somewhat unspecified lunar surface mission support capabilities.

Some specificsare known:

1. Provide EVA EMU storage, refurbishment, and servicingcapabilities,

2. Provide electric power for recharge of a small unpressurized piloted rover,

3. Include in the logisticsprovisions an allowance for science mission equipment

delivery and resupply,

4. Be stocked with enough consumables and other provisions for the first mission,

in the as-delivered configuration,

h. The FLO istargeted to have an all-upmass, as payload for a lunar lander, of 30 t or

less.

i. Redundancy provisions may be relaxed somewhat from the usual "fsil-op, fsil-op,

fail-safe" manned system approach in view of the mission design. It provides

constantly aceessible return-to-Earth capability through presence of a fueled and

ready crew return transportation system within walking distance during all of every

FLO erew mission. However, safety and abort analyses were to be conducted to

ensure crew safety and to ensure that nothing in the design or operations plan would

preelude using the abort return to Earth capability.

j. The FLO eoneeptual approach was to provide a self-contained habitation system

that could be delivered as the payload of a lander. The system was to be derived as

directly as possible from a Space Station Freedom (SSF) habitation module, to
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minimize R&D cost and maximize maturity of life support and other mission

hardware. Since a SSF habitation module relies on other elements of Space Station

Freedom for support and services, these must be provided in the complete FLO

design. Specifically, the following capabilities in addition to the SSF habitation

module are required:

1. Airloek,

2. Electrical power supply, lunar day and night,

3. External thermal control system,

4. External communications system for EVA and Earth communications,

5. Resupply provisions suitable for lunar surface operations (It is deemed not

feasible to remove and replace entire racks as accomplished for Space Station

Freedom, in view of the 1/6 g environment of the lunar surface).

An external view of the FLO concept, on the lunar surface still mated to the lander

as delivered, is shown in figure 2-1. The baseline concept is used as delivered; it is not

offloaded from the lander. An internal arrangement, top view, is shown in figure 2-2.

The high degree of heritage from the SSF habitation module is evident.

Resupply/utility hoist

Catwalk and railing_

Lander structure and

propellant tanks

ll

P,V Array, 160 m2
(total, 8Ore 2 shown deployed)

Figure 2- I. First Lunar Outpost Configuration

_CS016
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Flexible Dust Barrier

Crossover
Cabin air
TCS

SPCU/ 'Crossover

airlock iCabin air
, control Galley _TC$

Ops/su pport
stowage

_CSO t4

Figure 2-2. First Lunar Outpost Habitat, Plan View

The FLO incorporates the "crewloek" portion of the SSF airloek and the support

equipment needed to operate it. EMU servicing and storage are located in the FLO

module. The electrical power system uses solar arrays and regenerable fuel cells to

supply about 10 kWe continuous power. The large tanks on the outside of the habitat are

fuel cell gas reactant storage. Smaller tanks store water and makeup atmosphere. A

thermal control radiator is located on the top of the habitat. The external thermal

control loop includes a heat pump to raise the radiator temperature and thus reduce the

radiator size. A stairway and a motorized hoist/elevatorfacilitatecrew and equipment

transport between the airlock portal and the lunar surface. In the baseline, all internal

resupply is brought in through the airloek as a task added to normal EVA operations. A

logisticsmodule was examined inone of several trade studies.

The mass target of 30 t was attained. Earlierin the study thistarget was set at 25 t

It became clear that the baseline crew mission system would have more than 30 t

capability as a cargo system. To attain the 25-t target, itwould be necessary to delete

the hyperbaric alrloek capability or make other mass reduction changes indicated as

costly. A summary mass statement ispresented in figure 2-3.

5
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Module Structure 6345 kg

Internal Systems

ECLSS 2990 kg

Medical Sup!_or_ 668 kg

Crew Systems 1402 kg

DMS 687 kg

IAV 97 kg

Internal EPS 711 kg

Internal TCS 1262 kg

Internal Science 767 kg

Internal EVAS 535 kg

[xterrml Systems

SupDort Structure 2064 kg

C&T 72 kg

External EPS 5451 kg

External TCS 520 kg

Airlock System 2175 kg

EVA Suits with crew

Gas Conditioning Assembly 258 kg

Dedicated bdistion Protection Not Required

Consumables 2SOS kg

Contingency (15 - 28% of Ext Systems) 1477 kg

] Totid Landed Mess 29,SAG kg J

Figure 2-3. Integrated Baseline Concept Description, Mass Properties Summary

..._J

If the crew mission system were changed to incorporate a higher-performance Earth

return stage, its delivery capability would drop to the 2S-t range. Promising mass

reduction options for the FLO hab to attain a 25-t target include (1) deletion of

hyperbaric requirement; (2) reduce structural mass by redesign and use of higher-

performance materials; (3) reduce the initial consumables inventory by bringing some of

this inventory on the first crew mission; and (4) scrubbing the power budget, especially

to reduce average night time power.

2.1.1 FLO Baseline Development

Evolution of the baseline included several stages, summarized as follows:

a. An initial baseline was ereated by modifying the Space Station Freedom Hab-A only

as necessary to make it operable on the lunar surface. These changes included such

things as adding an adapted shuttle Orbiter airlock and moving active equipment

racks out of the floor tier, which is expected to accumulate lunar dust. External

systems were initially represented parametrically, e.g. power as kg/kWe so that a

be

preliminary overall mass estimate could be made.

achieve the 25-t target.

The Hab-A equipment list was reviewed in detail

eliminated because it is not needed for the FLO

The initial baseline did not

to determine what could be

mission. An example is the

convective oven in the galley. It was judged that the "somewhat austere" ground

rule for FLO permits eliminating the convective oven, retaining only a microwave

oven. This version was denoted 41.
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e. The &l configuration was reviewed to ascertain what could be modified to further

reduce mass. An example is reduction of cabin air circulating fan power since the

1/6 g lunar environment will provide some natural convection. At this time, the

overall power budget, which had been adapted from the Ha,r-A, was critically

reviewed with special attention to night time average power. Night time power

must be delivered from the fuel eeUs at a mass penalty of several hundred kg per

kWe. Significant reductions were made, including duty factor estimates for

intermittently operating equipment. This version was designated &2. This baseline

came close to the 25-t target.

d. The A2 configuration was reviewed in detail with respect to proper satisfaction of

known requirements. A major revision occurred at this time due to recognition that

the shuttle airloek was not suitable for 1/6 g operation with lunar EVA EMUs, and

that hyperbaric capability was an important requirement for the FLO mission. At

this time, the SSF "crewlock" was incorporated into the design. An alternate

concept, creating an airloek volume by placing a bulkhead in the HaI>-A module, was

also investigated but this option became quite massive when the 2.8 atmosphere

hyperbaric pressure requirement was met. The SSF "crewlock" was indicated as a

lower mass and lower cost solution, but still drove the estimated mass well above

25 t and a new target of 30 t was adopted.

e. At this point, major attention was directed to the external systems: power, thermal

control, communications, and resupply/operational provisions. Analysis of the power

system yielded some modest mass reductions in the gas storage systems. The

external thermal control system was analyzed in detail with attention to realistic

performance of thermal control coatings in the difficult daytime lunar environment.

Desirability of a heat-pumped thermal control radiator was confirmed. The SSF

Hab-A does not have an external communications system; that function is allocated

to a node in the SSF system. A communications schematic and an equipment list

were developed. An overall configuration design was developed, including

placement of the external equipment and the resupply hoist/elevator. The mass

statement was updated. Several trades around this updated baseline were in

progress or initiated upon completion of the baseline. The baseline evolution history

including mass trending is shown in figure 2-4.
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Lunar

Outpost
Habitation

MaSS (rot)

34

32

30

28

26

24

22

2O

(Sth week
of Jan '92)

1992 STCAEM TO11 and TO 1:3 Schedule

Figure 2-4. Boeing STCAEM Lunar Outpost Habitat, Concept Mass History
ACS078

A1] of the mass estimates use a 1596 contingency allowance on new equipment and

use the Space Station Freedom current allowance for SSF hardware. The SSF mass

eontingeney allowance varies from one hardware item to another depending on the

maturity of the mass estimate.

2.1.2 FLO Trades and Amdy=es

Trades and analyses are covered in detail in this report. Trades were divided into

those not involving siiF_ifieant changes to the general baseline eonfiguration and those

that are major ehanges. High points of the more si_ifieant trades are covered here;

some have already been addressed.

Analysis of avcBsble intenud volume indicated that the FLO is indeed austere but

probably aceeptable given its premises. Storage volume was seen as adequate for food

and crew supplies, but possibly inadequate for equipment spares.

No requirements were available for mission/seienee internal storage volume. A very

modest amount is available in the one rack partially devoted to seienee equipment. The

major open issue on science storage seems to be whether there is a signifieant internal

requirement, for (a) seienee equipment, (b) seienee support equipment, or (e) samples

held for return to Eaz'th.
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FLO EMUs present a significant issue. There is not space in the airloek for them.

The habitat designers presumed that EMUs would be brought by the crew and used by

them, e.g. for the transfer from the crew transport vehicle to the FLO at the beginning

of the mission. The crew vehicle designers, seeing a problem with the bulky EMUs,

presumed that they would be sent with the FLO and that the crew would use flight EMUs

(less bulky, worn by the crew during flight, suitable only for short EVA and not during the

heat of the lunar day) for the transfer.

The EMUs must be accommodated inside the FLO hab during the mission. Four

EMUs are assumed. Since the EMUs are not designed, their size and storage

requirements may only be estimated. It appears that the EMUs can be stored in the

space between the airloek and the interior sides of the hab module (there are no racks in

this location) but the space may not be sufficient. Additional space may be required by

EMU spares. Depending on the mission operations plans, it is possible fewer than four

lunar EMUs are needed, assuming the crew uses another "flight" EMU for the transfers

from the crew lander to the FLO and back. It is also possible that more than four are

needed. Also, space for storing the "flight" EMUs must be provided.

Logistics and resupply analyses addressed the issues of spares and consumables and

their handling. The storage volume in the FLO, and the mass target, permit initial

stocking with only critical spares (those for mission and safety critical subsystems).

Spares for electrical power, thermal control, communications, and ECLS are given higher

priority than those for mission functions and crew comfort.

The nominal resupply requirement was specified st 5 t. This is spartan, and includes

relatively little mission payload mass. It includes no allowance for a logistics module

and only a modest allowance for packaging. Of the 5 t, about 1.7 t must be brought into

the module interior, through the airloek. The FLO baseline is that all internal resupply

will be (a) packaged in suitcase-sized units with necessary environmental protection,

(b) transported from the crew lander to the FLO by the unpressurized rover (it is sized to

carry 500 kg per trip), (e) hoisted up to the airloek by the FLO hoist, and (d) manually

transported through the airloek by the crew. External supplies and equipment will be

suitably packaged for transport by rover and handling by the crew. Resupply fluids, for

example, are packaged on a cart towed by the rover and plugged into FLO umbilieals at

ground level.

Pressurized logistics modules were examined as an option. The smallest and lightest

option considered was a stripped and shortened version of the Alenia SSF mini-PLM

fabricated from lightweight composites. This design uses about 1.8 t of the nominal 5 t

logistics cargo al/owanee; some of the more massive options used all of it.

DSS/D615-10062-2/DISK 1/D9/165-3/3:07 P
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It was concluded that (a) the baseline method is adequate for a spartan FLO mission

operation but spares will tend to always be in short supply because of the delivery mass

limits; (b) a logistics module creates s severe mass penalty for the crew mission; and

(c) a dedicated logistics cargo flight, placed somewhere in the first five lunar crew/cargo

trips, and using a large logistics module, is a logical first step in growth of FLO to a

permanent base, and relieves the chronic resupply shortage that exists without it.

Internal pressure was a major trade. The Space Station Freedom system and

equipment is designed for one atmosphere operation with the capability to operate at

10.2 psia which is the planned man-tended operational pressure. Crew systems engineers

for FLO desire to operate at lower than one atmosphere pressure because (a) the

pressure differential between the EVA EMU and the FLO habitat module must be limited

to avoid long prebreathe periods and to minimize risk of aeroembolism (the "bends");

(b) EMUs and especially gloves are limited in mobility at higher pressures. Current

EMUs operate at about 5 psia; it isntt likely that lunar EMU weight and mobility

objectives at higher pressure can be achieved, if the EMU is to operate at 5 psia, the

FLO must be at 8 psia to attain zero prebreathe. At 10.2 psia the prehreathe

requirement is only a minor nuisance.

Reduced pressure requires higher oxygen concentration to maintain an oxygen

partial pressure similar to that at sea level. The Sk'ylab, for example, operated at 5 psia

with 70% oxygen and 30% hydrogen. The shuttle operates at a slightly enriched oxygen

level when pressure is reduced to 10.2 psia.

Alternate materials of eonstruetion were evaluated, from aluminum-lithium to

metal-matrix composites. Structural mass savings estimates were about 10% for

aluminum-lithium up to about 30% for the most advanced materials. It was concluded

that aluminum-lithium is the most promising option since it can be applied with minimum

impact to the existing FLO hab design and tooling. If a major structural configuration

design change were contemplated (see next section) the use of more advanced materials

should be revisited.

Radiation analyses were conducted to estimate crew radiation dose inside the FLO

habitat. These used the Boeing CAD-based radiation exposure model to examine the

baseline geometry and some rearrangements that provide a "storm shelter" space within

the module. The FLO geometry provides reasonable shielding by the equipment rack

locations except at the ends of the module, where no racks are located. Radiation

analysis predicted that crew doses for the baseline configuration, in the event of a

severe solar flare, would approach or exceed anticipated standards for the mission, and

substantially exceed the working limit of 9 rein for preliminary design.
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Storm shelter configurations can be created by moving racks. For these analyses it

was assumed that the racks to be moved would be storage racks not requiring

disconnection of electrical or other feeds in order to be moved. Figure 2-5 illustrates

one storm shelter configuration. The storm shelter configurations reduced the predicted

dose to the preliminary design working limit.

÷X

Plan View
, Racks (24)

Port

Starboard

Figure 2-5. Lunar Habitat Radiation Assessment Configuration- Concept M

FIX) Alternatives. Several major variations in the configuration were considered. A

list of desirable improvement goals was prepared, with subjects such as "closer to the

f_'ound" or "more usable interior volume". Specific design approaches for meeting each

of these goals were developed. Two of these studies were very significant:

Offloading the FLO module would eliminate most of the vertical height between the

lunar surface and the airloek portal. A powered hoist might not be needed depending on

resupply considerations, and only a few stairs would be climbed from the lunar surface to

the airlock. Several offloading schemes have been proposed. In this study, a deployable

ramp was considered with powered wheels on the FLO module. This concept is

iUustrated in figure 2-6. The ramp deploys after landing and the FLO module drives off

at very low speed. The powered wheel scheme solves the problem of moving the FLO to

a desired location after it gets down to the lunar surface. The powered wheels can be

designed to be removed from the FLO module and used elsewhere after offloading. The

mass of the wheels and the deployable ramp was estimated as about 2 t total. The

structure and provisions that could be removed for an offloaded FLO represent about 1 t.
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• Unloader ramp packages on the side of the lander descent stage

• Folded ramp sections self deploy on command from the ground

• Hab mobility system includes wheels, drwe and suspension system
for each whee|, and minimal guidance. Hab power supplies
deployment and unloading systems

Habitat unloads itself by driving down ramp, and "creeping" to a
pre-specified location

Mass Estimate

Ramp structure 600 kg
Deployment Mech 200 kg
Nab Mobi}ity Sys, 1120 kg

Total 1920 kg

Figure 2-6. FLO Hab Unloader Option I ACS079

An alternate habitat configuration was the principal effort under alternatives

trades. The objective of the alternative habitat configuration was to increase the usable

interior volume without an increase in structural mass. The approach was to examine

geometries that made more efficient use of internal volume and that are structurally

more efficient. The prime candidate is an ellipsoidal configuration illustrated in

figure 2-7. It was assumed that subsystems would be the same as for the cylindrical

habitat design, i.e. no changes except those required because of installation differences.

The ellipsoid is the nearest practical approach to a sphere. With a diameter of 6.5

meters, it has the same internal volume as the SSF-derived cylindrical habitat. It gains

useful internal volume since the airloek can be placed entirely external to the habitat

volume and still remains within the 10 meter launch shroud. The useful floor area is

18.6 square meters compared to 14.2 square meters for the cylindrical unit. The useful

working volume is 36.6 cubic meters compared to 34.0 cubic meters for the cylindrical

unit, in terms of volume per crew member, 9.15 versus 8.5. The ellipsoidal habitat

comes closer to satisfying a desirable working volume of 10 cubic meters per crew

member.
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Figure 2-7 FLO Ellipsoidal Habitat Option ACSO81

The different internal arrangement and geometry means that the equipment/

subsystem support racks must be redesigned. Unlike the cylindrical habitat, more than

one rack design is needed for efficient use of the available volume. The ceiling and floor

racks must fit into pie-shaped areas while the walt racks fit into a doubly curved area

similar in shape to the cylinder walls (but the tatter are not doubly curved). Also, the

redesign of rack/subsystem interconnections is a more complete redesign than required

for the cylindrical habitat.

No particular advantages were seen for thisconfiguration in terms of packaging and

installationof external subsystems, or in offloading from the lander should that be

desired. It was estimated that the ellipsoidalhabitat is 180 kg. less massive than the

cylindrical habitat assuming that savings in shell structure mass are not offset by

increases in secondary structure or rack mass.

The ellipsoidalhabitat can readily be stretched to much greater useful interior

volume by adding a 6.5-m diameter cylindricalsection to the structural shell,creating a

configuration with more than one floor or deck. The resultis a habitat geometry similar

to concepts identifiedearlierin the STCAEM study foe Mars transfer and surface mission

habitats. This elves the ellipsoidaldesign a somewhat more direct growth path to larger

habitats for later missions.
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The evaluation of the ellipsoidal habitat is that it offers modest improvements in

interior volume and floor area; it offers a more direct growth path to larger habitats for

later missions; but because of the substantial redesign compared to use of the Space

Station Freedom habitat module structure, the cost of the first FLO habitat module will

be about twice that for the SSF-derived module. In terms of the cost of the entire FLO

habitat system including external subsystems and logisties/resupply provisions, the cost

with the ellipsoidal habitat module is about 20% greater, assuming costs other than those

for the habitat module do not change significantly. Evaluated in terms of the FLO

mission itself, the ellipsoidal habitat advantages appear not worth the added cost. In

terms of a long-term evolutionary program, the eUipsoidal design may be justifiable, but

it is really a question of when the redesign costs are incurred; that is, the initial FLO

could proceed with an SSF-derived module and the redesign costs incurred for a second

or later habitat module.

Avionics Commonality. An analysis was undertaken to assess the commonality

potential for avionics, considering lunar transfer vehicles, crew modules, the FLO

habitat, potential future launch vehicles, and Space Station Freedom. It is apparent that

high commonality potential exists between Space Station Freedom and the FLO habitat.

It is almost as apparent that commonality potential exists between lunar transfer and

launch systems. We found that significant broader commonality potential also exists, i.e.

between crew modules, habitats and transportation systems. There are significant

differences in the need for and implementation of redundancy because transportation

vehicles and modules need instantaneous switehover to functional systems in the event of

a failure during a critical operation, where habitation systems do not. There is also a

potential issue of processing power and speed, depending on the particular needs of a

transportation system. Important commonality potential in software also exists with use

of object-oriented reusable code, but current space industry practices dontt offer much

encouragement in this area.

2.2 MARS TRANSPORTATION CARRY-OVER TASKS

2.2.1 Launch Vehiele Size Trade

Launch vehicle capabilities from about 125 t to over 200 t were investigated.

Shroud diameter of 10 meters is adequate for the smaller size, and 14 m. is

recommended for the larger size. We did not find significant differences in assembly

complexity over this range of launch vehicle capability. The larger vehicles require

fewer launches, mainly fewer tanks of propellant, and hence fewer berthing operations.

The nature of the operations, however, does not change over this range of launcher

capability; in all cases rendezvous and simple berthing is all that is required. These

operations can be robotic; an assembly crew in orbit appears not necessary.
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This section also includes material on assembly operations and delta-V budgets. An

important conclusion from assembly operations is that if the vehiele is designed for

assembly, a simple robotic assembly operation is adequate. A simple assembly fixture

launehed attached to the vehiele segment on the first launeh is all that is needed; an

assembly faeility in the usual sense can be eliminated by proper design of the vehicle.

The assembly operations are simpler than those planned for Space Station Freedom.

2.2.2 Lunar Dress Rehearsal Analysis

This seetion reports on a study of a full dress rehearsal for a Mars mission at the

Moon, ineluding nuclear propulsion operations, long-duration orbital storage of a Mars

transfer habitat, landing, a long-duration surfaee mission, aseent and return to Earth.

The rehearsal could be implemented using Mars mission hardware and launch vehieles.

The only unique element needed is a lunar lander, and the lunar lander used for the lunar

program appears to suffiee.

2.2.3 MEV Options

This seetion reports on two MEV analyses, intended to eomplete a survey and

analysis of MEV eoneepts, requirements, and operational faetors. The STCAEM study

had addressed a range of MEV options from L/D 0.2 to L/D nearly 2, and aerobrake

designs from a rigid-seetion deployable symmetrie sphere-eone to slender blended lifting

bodies and bieonies. This seetion reports on a parametrie study of bieonie shapes,

aerodynamies and packaging and on a struetural analysis of a blunt L/D 0.5 shape. The

bieonie analysis eoneluded that an aeeeptable bieonie configuration is feasible, with L/D

about 1.6 and base diameter small enough for integral launch as the "nose eone" of a

heavy lift vehiele. This permits integral launeh of an MEV designed for high L/D aeeess

to nearly anywhere on the surfaee of Mars.

The struetural analysis eoneluded a study of struetural eoneepts to simplify

assembly and paekaging of blunt shaped brakes. Earlier eoneepts had used struetural ribs

and spars for stiffening. These eoneepts did not divide up into easily packaged segments

for launeh. The strueture investigated here was a monoeoque shell with no diserete

stiffeners; it eoutd be divided into segments to optimize launeh paekaging. The

struetural analysis eoneluded that the monoeoque strueture eould be very effieient; this

provides a reasonable struetural solution to the design of a shaped brake for effieient

launeh paekaging and assembly on orbit.
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3.0 FIRST LUNAR OUTPOST HABITATION SYSTEM INTEGRATED BASELINE

3.1 INTRODUCTION TO FLO HABITATION STUDY

The current study has focused on defining and exploring issues and concepts for the

First Lunar Outpost. Specifically, our involvement has been to apply data and

experience gained from previous and on-going activities, such as the Lunar Campsite

study (ref. 3) and Space Station Freedom (SSF) (refs. 4 to 7), to the development of

Outpost Habitation and Airloek system configurations and resource descriptions. The

Campsite approach is intended to provide the first significant manned lunar access and

capability beyond Apollo-style sorties and to serve either in a remote stand-a/one mode

or as precursor to a more permanent base. FLO is also based on this philosophy but has

afforded a more detailed examination of the concept and each of its systems. The

methodology and current results of this initial activity wUl be discussed.

3.2 TOP LEVEL REQUIREMENTS

Basic ground rules for developing the FLO concept have included- (1) support of

multiple, non-contiguous manned missions, each involving a one-and-a-half lunar day

duration with 72 hours contingency time (for a total of 45 earth-days); (2) FLO should

consist of existing or near-term systems to the extent practicable; (3) a total landed

carEo mass of 25 mt is desirable (dependent upon matching payload capability with the

crew vehicle); (4) FLO must support a crew of four;, (5) launch of FLO elements wilt use

a 220-mr Earth-to-Orbit (ETO) vehicle with a 10m x 30m payload shroud; (6) habitation

system will arrive unmanned and deploy/activate automatically with crew arriving

separately in a common lander (which includes ascent and return stage); and, (7) growth

should not be precluded. More detailed ground rules have been included in the "First

Lunar Outpost Requirements and Guidelines" document, reference 8. Requirements

development effort has been on-going and is discussed later in this report.

3.3 DESIGN APPROACH

The First Lunar Outpost applies a "campsite" philosophy based on a direct mission

mode for human return to the Moon. Mission capability and architecture employing this

approach were first integrated in Phase I of this contract (ref. 1). Initial configurations

and concepts for the Lunar Campsite habitat and landers were developed under Boeing

IRAD in 1990. From these early feasibility studies, a dedicated Lunar Campsite effort

was conducted during Phase 2 (ref. 2) which better defined the integrated vehicles

necessary to conduct these types of missions. Early in 1992, the NASA Office of

Exploration adopted this approach as a working baseline for return to the Moon as the

First Lunar Outpost. Development of the FLO habitation system integrated baseline

began under Technical Directive 11 (TDll) which examined a number of different

16
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habitat/airloek configurations, studied deviations, modifications, and improvements

neeessa__ to utilize SSF elements and systems, and conducted more detailed trades and

concepts for Electrical Power, Heat Rejection, and Environmental Control Life Support

Systems, (ref. 9). The FLO Habitat heritage for TD11 is illustrated in figure 3-1.

Modifications were neeessa_,-y to provide FLO functions different fro-n or beyond that of

SSF Hab-A! improvements contained in the baseline as well as in the delta (4) options

were made to better match the FLO concept to the lunar environment and/or to the

campsite requirements. At the end of this portion of the study (TD11), Configuration

'tAt' which used the STS airloek was recommended as a promising concept for meeting

FLO objectives, including the 25 mt constraint.

7

Lunar Cam psite
Concepts

1990-1991

Lunar Outpost Concepts based on

exJstinglnear.term data and systems as
we(I as findings from Lunar Campsite
Study Concepts A, D and G represent
airlock variations, and deltas _ndtcate
deletions and modificat=ons to

standard $$F hardware

Lunar Outpost
Concepts

1992

Initiat Defimtion
1990

"Minimum-Sized"Camps=te
Feb1991

Baselme Campsite Configurat=on
May1991

Figure 3-1. Outpost Habitat Methodology

TD_01

The activities performed under the next portion of this study (TD13) were toeused

on developing an intetg'ated baseline concept for the FLO habitation system, on

conducting trades and analyses for numerous hardware/system/element alternatives, and

on deriving requirements through more formal functional flow analyses. As shown in

figure 3-2, the TD13 baseline sought an integrated configuration to accommodate the

SSF module, SSF Crewloek, internal and external systems, as well as access and logistics

operations. This current habitat/airloek combination was seleeted based upon mission

requirements, ineluding desire for hyperbaLrics eapability and significant use of SSF
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hardware and systems. Once the baseline had been weU defined, trades and analyses

were identified with the main objective of reducing weight, which hu resulted in

candidate slternatives even to module configuration and materials. The results of these

efforts may now support the ei_sieal functional flows to identify a set of derived

requirements to meet mission goals. Discussions expanding each of these three study

areas are addressed in this report.

SSF HAll A SSF Airlo(k System
The STCAEM FLO Integrated Baseline
Habitation System represents a consistent,
traceable concept through development
and refinement of estimates based on

ex,st,ng and calculate data/systems

TD 11 Configurations

External Systems

G_ Commun,cat,ons

Power _ Thermal Control

FLO Integrated Baseline Habitation System

! I

• i

Requtrements Development

External and internal Systems Defm=t,on

Operat=ons/Log=stlcs Analyses

Trade Stud,es

Alternative Cand,dates

Figure 3-2. $TCAEM TD 13 FLO Habitat Heritage
ACS036

3.4 HISTORY OF FLO HABITATION SYSTEM INTEGRATED BASELINE

The integrated baseline has been developed to provide a traceable, internally

consistent concept for the First Lunar Outpost Habitation System which will provide

preliminary resource estimates, a basis for alternative trades and analyses, a scenario

for operations studies, and a framework of configurations, issues, and requirements for

more detailed design. As discussed previously under Design Approach, the integrated

baseline applies previous strategies to the selected module/airlock combination (SSF

Hab-A with SSF Crewloek) while improving the definition of all internal and external

systems. The current work has afforded continued and maturing habitation concept

definition in support of the overall FLO activity.

18
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3.S HABITAT CONFIGURATION

The First Lunar Outpost Habitat has been closely based on SSF Hab-A architecture,

SSF systems, and SSF mass and power data. However, the needs of FLO require three

hab functions in addition to those provided by the standard SSF Hab-A: (1) support of

airlock operations and EVA systems; (2) internal science capabilities; and, (3) crew

health care and monitoring. Accommodation of these additional functions in conjunction

with perceived redundancy and operations needs, requires changes to the topology and

system selection for the FLO habitat module. The FLO habitation system concept

represents a coordinated compilation of functions and configurations which are currently

recognized as necessary to conduct a manned lunar mission; as a result, SSF and other

existing/near-term hardware and technology have been applied to this concept in order

to produce performance, operations, and resource profiles. This has been done assuming

that these systems and elements will be available and sufficient for the FLO program to

reduce schedule and DDT&E costs; however, more detailed studies are needed to

ultimately determine the requirements and capability for the First Lunar Outpost

3.8 PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS FOR F/RST LUNAR OUTPOST

During the performance of this study, it became clear that the airloek is a major

driver in the Outpost concept; moreover, airloek design appears to depend upon four

basic requirements: (1) hyperbaric capabilities and associated needs, (2) size of Lunar

Replaceable Unit (LRU) to be passed through the airloek, (3) number of erewmembers to

be cycled through at one time, and (4) hatch and interior dimensions necessary to allow

erewmembers to pass through the airloek. Hyperbaric treatment is preferred for

decompression sickness and other disorders which may occur during EVA or other space

activities. Although its need and appropriateness for the Outpost remains uncertain,

hyperbaric operations have potential of greatly increasing size, mass, and complexity of

both the airloek and the habitat (ref. 10). These impacts include: (1) airloek structure

will, in part, depend upon internal pressure (recommended hyperbaric pressure is

2.8 atmospheres absolute or 2.8 times 14.7 psia irrespective of EVA suit or lunar module

pressure and volume (SSF requirements state that the patient must be horizontal and

attended by a crew medical officer who has access to three sides of the patient); (2)

internal airloek systems must support extended shirt-sleeve operations (hyperbaric

treatment may last as long as 72 hours); (3) additional make-up gases, monitoring and

control equipment, etc., must be included to support hyperbaries; and (4)medical

equipment must be included within the airloek to monitor, diagnose, and respond to the

patient's condition. The other three basic airloek requirements mainly impact internal

volume needs, which consequently lead to sizing make-up gas quantities, depress pump

size and power, and operational procedures.
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In response to these concerns, numerous options for the FLO habitat/airloek

combination were initially examined. Several configuration options which utilize a

Shuttle airlock (Schemes A, B and C), a SSF Crewloek (Schemes D and E), or an internal

bulkhead which separates a portion of the habitat module to be used as an airloek

(Schemes F and G) are shown in figure 3-3. Accompanying each of these airloek element

options are the Extravehicular Activity (EVA) systems which facilitate both EVA and

airloek operations. EVAS include suit processing and maintenanee, depressurization

pumps, controls and stowage which have been burdened upon the hab module for the

concepts explored in this study. SSF system mass and power data have been used to

estimate EVAS for all habitat/airloek configurations.

SSF crewlock
5TS a,rlock

bull head
SchemeA 380" Schemed

Scheme B

323.8"

Scheme G

STS atrlock
323.8"

!
Scheme E

SSF crewlock

3937"

Scheme C Scheme F

Figure 3-3. Lunar Hab Airlock Configuration Options

Sm

I

bulkhead

/

T01]02

A qualitative study was performed to identify advantages and disadvantages

associated with each of the above airloek options. These assessments identified the STS

airloek, mounted externally to the endeone of the habitat module via a simple adaptor,

as potentially the least impact solution and was thus chosen for further evaluation along

with using either the SSF Crewloek or the integral bulkhead airloek. For this study, only

options which seemed to require minimal changes to the preliminary best SSF module

have been included; thus, Configurations A, D and G were chosen as the preliminary but
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representative set of habitat/airloek combinations. Each airloek concept's effect on the

habitat internal systems, internal volume, structure, power/thermal systems as well as

crew egress/ingress capabilities were analyzed. Also, both hyperbaric and nonhyperbaric

capabilities were assumed and examined for Configurations D and G. The qualitative

comparison for these three configurations is given in figure 3-4. The goal at this stage

of the study was to settle upon a reasonable baseline which could be studied in-depth; in

parallel, alternatives to this set were also examined, some of which departed greatly

from the reference.

! *

| iii

"A" $TS airIock

I

Nonhyperbar_c
only

. Not capable of meeting hyl:)erbanc requirements
• Provides minimum volume alrlOck, reducing depress

power requirements
• AdeClUate size for two suited astronauts, vertical or0entat_on
, Designed for microgravlty ops, making egresrJingress difficult

in lunar gravity
. Minimizes ;mpact on endcone utilities
• Airiock/EVA suit support equipment located in habitat

1

10m

Hyperbaric and
nonhyperbanc

• Designed for hyperbaric use
• Airlock/EVA support equipment located in hab,taT

• Designed for use m micrograwty
• Geometry and orientation not optimal for lunar gravity
• Intruding airlock volume may reduce or ehmmate access to four

mternal racks
• Requires endcone modificatfon, tmpacts utd_tles

8.2 m

Hyperbaric and
nonhyperbarJc

• AHOWS airiock/EVA equipment to be colocated _n a_rlock; may
improve dust management

• Eliminates addition of separate structural eiement

• InTernal bulkhead attached at existing girth nng provides
sTruCtural mass competitive w_th STS a=rlock (nonhyDerbar_c
versions only)

• Added complexity due to standoff utdlty penetrat)on of
bulkhead and structure and ecluipment cychng

• May ehminate four internal rack IOCat_ons TOrt03

Figure 3-4. Lunar Outpost Configuration Airlock Alternatives and Assessment

Based upon Configuration A, an initial Outpost was developed using the module,

architecture, and internal systems from SSF Hab-A, an airtoek from the Space Shuttle

Orbiter, and external utilities based on near-term technologies. Although each of the

configurations proposed significant changes at the rack (and, as discussed later, st the

subsystem) level, heritage has been maintained to SSF in the following ways: (1) the

Outpost module structure is assumed identical to SSF Hab-A (see a more detailed

discussion of' stz_Jetures in seetion 3.I0); (2) relative arrangement of internal systems are

preserved, especially with regard to ECLSS (see section 3.6.5); (3) overall architecture as

well as technologies of the Outpost habitat are based on SSF Hab-A; and (4) most of the

mass and power estimates are derived or taken directly from SSF data (thus, SSF internal

systems have been assumed). Although this heritage allows concepts to be defined which
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are traceable and as complete as possible, it must be recognized that future efforts will

necessarily go to greater detail as a fully integrated and coherent concept is developed.

For example, SSF Hab-A values for utilities in the standoffs and endcones have been

assumed but will require changes as Outpost packaging needs are clarified; likewise, a

unique and comprehensive redundancy scheme has yet to be applied to the FLO.

However, it would be prudent to perform substantial requirement, mission analyses,

design trades and alternative feasibility studies to define the context of the Outpost

before one particular configuration concept is exhaustively detailed.

Configurations D and G substitute their respective airloek candidates but maintain

the same basic habitat and external utilities as described for Configuration A.

Significant differences between these options, include: (I) Configurations D and G

potentially impact four internal rack locations and volumes. The SSF Crewloek of D

must be embedded approximately 1.2 meters in the habitat module to fit within the 10-

meter launch payload shroud envelope; thus, the bay of four racks (as well as standoff

and endeone equipment) located at that end of the module may be blocked from access

and made unuseable. Similarly, the placement of a bulkhead within the module might be

accommodated also by displacing a bay of four racks; however, the required shape of the

integral bulkhead has not been finalized. For this study, the bulkhead mass and size was

assumed to be the same as a SSF endeone; but, if the "alrloek" portion of the habitat

module would be used as a "safe haven" (in case the remainder of the module had become

depressurized for any reason) or if hyperbarle capabilities were necessary, then the

bulkhead would need to contain pressure differentials from either side and the design

could be quite different from that assumed. In fact, a flat bulkhead might be used which

would reduce the impact to internal volume (but would be more massive); (2) the internal

bulkhead of Configuration G will also impact standoff utility runs as well as subject

equipment and hardware on the "airlock" side to pressure cycling not normally

encountered on Space Station Freedom. The significance of these concerns has not yet

been quantified; and (3) hyperbaric operations (for which SSF Crewloek is designed and to

which Configuration G eould be modified) will require at least one dedicated hyperbaric

support rack within the habitat module (whieh must displaee some existing rack);

likewise, additional utilities and medieal support wiU be required within the alrloek

itself. This study also examined the system changes required by hyperbarics for both

Configurations D and G.
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3.6.1 Delta One (A1) Changes

As discussed above, SSF Hab-A was chosen as the reference for the FLO habitat

module; however, changes were made to the topology and accommodations in accordance

with the different and additional functions to be performed by the FLO hab. Changes

within habitat subsystem (identified as "Deltas" in this study) were also defined and

applied to all three configurations (A, D, and G), with the goal of improving the FLO

concept through the addition, deletion, or modification of reference systems or

equipment in accordance with the Outpost environment and mission. This current study

has concentrated mairdy upon the latter two of the three means of improvement in

attempts to meet the original 25-mr mass "characteristic"; however, these changes have

continued allegiance to the reference approach and have not yet proposed major

deviations from SSF or near-term technologies.

Delta One (_1) changes involved the removal or reduction of unnecessary and self-

contained items from SSF Hab-A systems. Delta One suggests changes in six

habitat/airloek areas: (1) Structures/Mechanisms. Proposed here is the removal of one

of the module hatches as the airloek hatch should suffice at that end; also, because the

habitat is located on the lunar surface (and on top of the lander in LEO), the lower half

of the micro-meteoroid debris shielding has been removed; (2) Life Support. Obsolete or

unneeded items include out-of-date information (contained in ref. 4) as well as SSF

connections between modules; (3) Crew Systems. Due to the missionts relative shortness

compared to the SSF tour of duty and the premium being put on habitat overall mass

reduction, only the minimum required crew accommodations would be included; thus, the

convection oven and Persons/ Hygiene Compartment (changing room and vanity) were

deleted; (4) Power and Heat Rejection. These systems were changed in accordance with

the new resource requirements resulting from other system changes; and (5) Airloek

Systems. The SSF EVA toolbox is sized for requirements beyond that currently identified

for the Lunar Outpost and was reduced to 15% of the tool mass.

3.6.2 Delta Two (A2) Changes

Delta Two modifications were made to SSF hardware because of known lunar

outpost requirements or due to the lunar environment. This second set of changes

correspond to four habitat/sirloek areas: (1) Structures. In accordance with the details

given in section 3.10, rack structural mass was reduced by approximately 30% through

the elimination of STS-specific launch "pseudo-forcing" functions; (2) Life Support. The

lunar gravity environment may allow removal of system complexities added to SSF due

to the weightlessness of Low Earth Orbit (LEO); replacement systems have not yet been
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estimated; (3) Power. Further possible power system reductions were studied, including

re-electrolyzing fuel cell reactants over the number of lunar days between manned visits

(which adds complexity but does not seem to significantly reduce mass); and (4) Airloek

Systems. Further reductions were proposed in EVA tool mass.

3.6.3 Delta Three (AS) Changes

Delta Three changes were suggested as candidate major departures from SSF

hardware, systems, operations, and/or current outpost scenarios. Some of these proposed

modifications included optimizing the module structural design, examining 14-day and

30-day manned missions, studying alternatives to housing systems within racks (the

purpose and utility of racks in the First Lunar Outpost should be examined), assessing

new or exotic power generation options, modifying or developing new airloek designs, and

incorporating solutions to address operational concerns such as loading/unloading, dust

removal, system deployment and safing. Most of the Delta Three options were examined

as part of the parallel alternative configuration task (see discussions later in this report).

One other investigation was conducted to determine what mass savings, if any, could

be gained from substituting the standard SSF endeone structure, which is designed to

withstand STS docking loads, with a specialized end "dome", that would also act as an

airloek adaptor. This work was done under the assumption that the airlock is being

supported by the lander structure, and is not cantilevered off the Hab. Results of this

cursory study indicate a potential savings of a few hundred kilo_n'sms but have not been

incorporated into any of the options offered by this study.

3.6.4 Development of Integrated Baseline

The initial work (TDII) performed on Configurations A, D, and G as well as the

Delta modifications provided valuable data necessary to the development of sn

integrated concept. The strong desire for hyperbaric capability made the STS sirloek

unusable; thus, formal work under TDI3 began with a short, focused trade study on the

choice of hyperbaric airlock and its attachment to the habitat module. Under

consideration were the SSF Crewlock or a new design, either of which would be located

on the module cylinder or endeone. Due to maturity of the SSF Crewloek and the lesser

impacts of mounting it onto the habitat endeone, this configuration (formerly called "D")

was chosen as the baseline to be studied. Reservations which continue with this

selection include: (1) the Crewlock is not designed for the lunar environment (less-than-

optimal internal height, dust, thermal, and radiation concerns, etc.); (2) changes to the

module endcone; and, (3)loss of four standard rack locations to accommodate the
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Crewloek within a 10 meter ETO shroud. In answer to these concerns, first, all of the

systems and elements proposed for FLO will require some design changes to survive the

lunar environment; at some point, the ultimate extent of these changes could be traded

against "all-new, lunar-optimized" designs. Second, initial estimates have shown that

enlarging the opening in the fiat portion of the module endeone should allow placement

of the Crewloek without affecting the basic endeone shape and without significantly

reducing external or internal endeone packaging volumes and schemes; however, access

to these areas, "feed throughs" to and from the Crewloek, and load requirements must

stiU be considered. Third, alternatives to losing four internal racks were examined

(including, moving the entire complement of racks aft, enlarging the payload shroud, and

assuming deeper "pockets" within the 10 meter shroud); however, the assumption of an

unnegotiable 10 meter dimension along with the need for cylinder, endeone, and adjacent

rack access as well as the possible requirement for external viewing dictated a removal

of the forward bay of four racks.

The choice of which four racks to remove is eased somewhat by a change in the

Avionics Air System; namely, this change redesigns Avionics Air from a centralized to a

distributed system. In so doing, this change also deletes the need for both Avionics Air

Crossover Racks (which is assumed to account for 2 of the 4 racks to be removed). In

accordance with NASA's emphasis on external lunar science with minimal internal

capabilities, the other two rack deletions were realized by reducing internal science

from (the TD11 number of) three dedicated racks to just one. This remaining science

rack has been based upon the SSF Lab-A Maintenance Workstation (MWS) which would

allow characterization studies, suit maintenance, etc. but would not strictly be an

experiment rack. Additional stowage or equipment volume could still be available in the

"lost" ceiling and floor locations (in addition, loose storage or EVA suits could be placed

in front of the windows) as shown in the internal volume assessment discussed later in

this report. Other aspects of internal configuration and systems selection are included in

the next section.

3.8.5 Internal Systems Location For Integrated Baseline

Given the need to accommodate different functions within the module as discussed

above, the internal configuration and system complement shown in figures 3-5 and 3-6

were developed specifically for the FLO integrated baseline with the goal to provide

these capabilities and yet maintain substantial heritage to the SSF Hab-A architecture

and design. The internal outfitting for a habitation module must observe numerous

requirements in order to provide an operational and ergonomie vehicle. FLO will share
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many of these constraints with SSF; for example, system layouts must obey adjacency

requirements (both functional and physical), packaging limitations, access requirements,

contingency needs and procedures, etc. The operating environment of FLO will also

dictate additional constraints, including gravity, radiation, dust, and thermal concerns.

Some of these considerations are discussed below and will ultimately be reflected in each

of the internal systems which, due to both inter- and intradependeneies, cascade into

overall lunar habitation design.

CHeCS Comm.
Workst.

Ops/support
stowage

Flex,ble Dust Barrier

SPCU/ Crossover
airlock Cabin a,r

control TCS

Figure 3-5. First Lunar Outpost Habitat, Plan View
_CS014

Although the Outpost configuration does arrange the ECLSS tier, Crossovers, and

Waste Management Compartment in the same relative position as they exist for SSF

Hab-A, a major change is made by locating ECLSS operating equipment in the ceiling

instead of the "floor" (as in SSF). This modification is suggested for several reasons=

(1) lunar dust is certain to enter the module irrespective of any dust-off scheme; thus, it

is deemed reasonable to avoid placing operating equipment in the floor (therefore, only

unpowered stowage is placed there); (2) solar and galactic radiation bombards the lunar

surface with essentially no attenuation (except by the Moon itself); thus, placing massive
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equipment and especially water in the eeiling provides substantial benefit. However, in

order to preserve the SSF ECLS system arrangement, water storage is no longer directly

over the proposed storm shelter location (this and other changes will be discussed later in

this section); (3) placement of non-ECLSS powered racks only on the walls is hoped to

simplify standoff utility runs and services; and (4) maintaining SSF Hab-A relative

positions for this equipment is hoped to reduce eost and design impacts (for example, the

highly eorrosive urine line from WMC to ECLSS processing is kept at its nominal ten_ch).

However, this change also results in several potential impaets; (1) pumping of water and

other fluids up to the eeiling is now required and may not be within the capabilities of

eurrently designed SSF hardware; (2) simplifying utility services may require wall raeks

to inte_aee with the standoffs at the top of the raek instead of at the bottom (whieh is

potentiaJJy a substantial ehange to both internal rack paekaging and rack pivoting design

but may be advantageous with regard to dust mitigation, avoiding interferenee with the

floor and erew activity, etc.); (3) ECLSS reeks may need to interface both at the top and

the bottom in order to feed and be fed from both adjaeent standoffs (if this proves

benefieial); and, (4) it is assumed but not known that the distributed Avionies Air

Subsystem will not preclude packaging each functional rack as shown (better data on this

subsystem axe still fortheoming). Another ehange from the SSF Hab-A ECLS system is

expansion of the second ARS rack to include redundant CO2 Removal and Mass

Constituent Analyzer assemblies (making these life eritieal funetions one-failure
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tolerant) which are assumed to fit in this rack in place of the SSF laundry facility. Also,

as described in reference 9, ECLSS water storage is reduced by half to better reflect

Outpost needs; thus, the Fluid System Servicer (FSS) is assumed to be able to share this

rack. ECLSS also includes make-up and emergency gas tanks which require

accommodation external to the module.

Several system racks have been located in an attempt to satisfy adjacency

requirements. EVA and airloek support racks (SPCUs, EVA Stowage, Depress Pump) are

placed nearest the airloek (which, in conjunction with some type of flexible dust barrier

like a zippered plastic curtain, will hopefully also serve to minimize dust transport

throughout the module). As mentioned earlier, windows are placed in the vacated

forward positions to assist in visual inspection and monitoring (actual visual requirements

and analyses have yet to be identified). Also, the Hyperbaric Support, Crew Health Care

System (CHeCS), and CHeCS Stowage racks are located near the airloek (an alternative

may be to switch the Science rack, envisioned to be like a SSF Maintenance Work Station

(MWS), and CHeCS rack locations to assist in suit maintenance activities). The

Seienee/DMS/Comm Workstation is a shared resource comprised of central computing

and crew interface hardware; this rack is located between the CHeCS and Science racks

to support both life science and selenology activities (a concern may be that the

workstation also provides [VA monitoring of EVA activities and may desire a location

nearer a window or away from other internal activities). As previously discussed, the

WMC and both Crossover racks are positioned as they are in SSF Hab-A, which locates

the GaLley rack as shown. Placing this rack next to the WMC does not result in an ideal

solution, but this concern is not overcome with the current module volume. Another less

than optimal arrangement is the location of Galley Stowage in the floor (close to the

galley for convenience). These two racks will house most of the food and meal

preparation equipment which will be frequently accessed. Another use for this food

would be as a radiation attenuator during large natural radiation events; however, due to

the presence of the Moon itself, protection is mainly needed on the module sides and

ceiling. Thus, in forming the in-situ storm shelter, this food must be relocated from the

floor as discussed later. Critical ORUs, located at the aft end, consist of equipment

spares and emergency provisions (critical spares philosophy and needs remain

unidentified; however, estimates based on SSF are included elsewhere in this report while

the baseline ORU mass and volume allowance is meant as a plaeeholder only). Since the

second hatch is normally not used, Operations Support equipment (housekeeping supplies,

cameras, etc.) are stored in this empty hatchway. Other storage space may be available

in the vacated sub-floor and ceiling in front of the airlock; also, some loose storage (to

accommodate EVA suits, for example) may be possible on the floor in this area. -....J
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As discussed above, the forward bay of four racks were removed mainly to prevent

access violations. Severs/ other access issues exist both interns/ and externs/ to the

FLO hab: (1) even in the lunar gravity environment, some type of device(s) will be

required to assist in lowering, raising, and/or moving racks to perform maintenance,

arrange storm shelters, gain seeess to the module shell, ehangeout equipment, etc.

(2) full access to the embedded Crewloek shell may still not be possible; (3) airloek

pass-through of crew and equipment requires further study to identify volume, hatch,

operations, etc. concerns; (4) access.to the external endeone opposite the airloek will

be difficult but may be necessary for equipment located there due to redundancy and

separation requirements, offloading from the forward endeone, functions/ constraints

(such as short external water lines), etc.; (5) likewise, access to much of the external

equipment, including power generation and thermal control systems, must be possible but

remains a challenge; and, (6) access to the surface in addition to airloek e_ress/ingress,

dust removal, and resupply operations may require powered hoists/lifts, large platforms,

etc. which result from the Operations/Logistics study discussed elsewhere in this report.

This aspect of the hab system design is discussed below as part of the external

configuration and will ultimately be driven by the requirements yet to be identified for

the First Lunar Outpost.

Another consideration of the FLO habitation system which will help dictate its

configuration is radiation protection. Although normal solar activity and cosmic

radiation is not currently expected to be a significant crew hazard for short duration

stay-times, the possibility of anomalously large solar proton events (ALSPEs or "solar

storms") is s very real concern for all lunar missions. Our approach to deal with these

events is to "build" a "storm shelter" as needed using available Outpost mass for

shielding. This available mass consists of racks which may be relocated, external

equipment which may be strategically pre-plseed or possibly even moved upon initial

storm warnings, and/or, if necessary, use of dedicated mass to provide additional

protection where needed. Due to high lunar transportation costs, it is desirable to

minimize the amount of dedicated shielding required and current preliminary analyses

have shown dosage to be below assumed limits using inherent habitat mass only (see

section 5.0). The storm shelter must provide living volume capable of supporting

4 people for 3 days (during the most intense period of the ALSPE); for current study

purposes, we have assumed this shelter will be formed around rack bays three and four by

closing off the aisle with storage racks from the floor and aft hatchway. This volume

provides approximately 8 cubic meters and is situated where the Galley, CHeCS, and

control workstation are nominally located. Food and galley equipment would be used to
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"close off" one half of one aisle; the other aisle would be closed using Critical ORUs and

Ops Stowage. This arrangement would plaee the Waste Management Compartment

outside of the shelter;, however, this is a less massive raek which would not provide

signifieant protection and personal hygiene may be accomplished for these three days by

means similar to that used during Earth-to-Moon transport. One concern is raised in how

mueh food will be used during this time and possibly reducing protection afforded by its

presence (one mitigation scheme proposes to replenish this "wall" with wastes). An

updated radiation analysis to assess the environment corresponding to this new layout is

included later in this report and provides some insight when compared to previous

analyses, reference 9 (for example, how much the missing forward bay of racks affects

crew dose). External configuration will also balance radiation protection with other

concerns; thus, the location of power fuel cell reactants, ECLSS gas tanks, and other

equipment will be a trade off between access, launch constraints, thermal

considerations, and other factors including their possible use as radiation shielding.

3.7 EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION FOR INTEGRATED BASELINE

In addition to the module and its internal systems, the FLO integrated baseline

includes the external equipment and accommodations necessary to support the habitat

and its erew. These external systems include power generation, storage, and

distribution, thermal control, communications, ECLSS gas storage and management, and

EVA support. While many of these systems eould share hardware and operational burdens

with the FLO lander, study assumptions have sized this coneept for habitat needs only.

As discussed above and as illustrated in figure 3-7 , external systems are very much

related to the module and its systems as well as to each other; thus, configuration and

selection of external systems must consider many of the same factors posed for internal

systems.

3.7.1 IntetPration of External Systems to Hat) Module

The habitat, its subsystems and supporting structure are treated as an integrated

payload to be attached to the lander at several points. The habitat's external subsystems

are integrated into a framework of vertical trusses and diagonal cross-bracing that

extend from the base of the hab to the bottom of the radiator panel support structure,

which support individual tanks, fuel cells, and other equipment, and transfer loads to the

habitat support structure figure 3-8. This also has the benefit of minimizing any

modifications to the lander, so that it it can function as a common lander stage for crew

delivery, or for future cargo missions in support of lunar base buildup.

L j
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Figure 3-8. First Lunar Outpost Configuration
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3.7.2 Rxtetmal Systems Location

The location of power and life support systems on the exterior of the lunar habitat is

effeeted primarily by the limitations imposed by the launch shroud diameter of

10 meters. Equipment and storage tanks have been located on either side of the habitat,

mounted in vertical frames that allow partial EVA access around the sides of the

habitat, and also provide partial eoverage of the habitat structure for radiation

protection. Power system fuel, liquid hydrogen and oxygen, is located in a series of

spherical tanks, split evenly on each side of the habitat. Fuel eel/s, eleetrolyzars and

solar array structures are also split into two separate units, and loeated on either side of

the hab. ECLS supplies, repress gasses and EVA sublimator water, are also divided

evenly, and located on either side of the hab structure, figure 3-9.

7m

/_ Radiator, 60 m 2
ReDress gas & Met. 0 2

/ /

/ r-- Fuel cells and electroiyzer
/

HzO
_Hfgh pressure RFC tank:

J-
:/

Y
_ Ca_alk and ratline

_ Lander stru_ure

1 tanksandpropellant

Elevation Plan View

Figure 3-9. First Lunar Outpost Configuration ACS017

3.7.3 External Access

During normal outpost operations, astronaut access to critical areas of the habitat

for inspection, maintenance, and repair will be required. Access to fuel cells,

eleetrolyzer, solar array deployment mechanisms and valving is achieved by placing a

catwalk type of platform around the front and forward sides of the habitat. The

catwalk, parts of which are deployed after the erew arrives, would be attaehed to the

upper members of the lander structure, and would provide a safe working area for EVA

personnel, figures 3-9 and 3-10.
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Design Requirements

,7 cubic meters of resupply weighing approximately 1700 kg must be brought into the habttat through the airlock

• Resupply packages must be lifted 8-9 meters from surface to a=rlock entrance

• The size of resupply packages may vary depending on the enclosed materials

• Externally stored resupply materials, such as repress gas, metabolic oxygen ,lnd EVA sublimator water, will not be
required to be lifted to the habitat level of the lander for resuppiy operations

A frame hoist

Habitat

Airlock

Sh_ps ladder

Safety railing

Deployable catwalk

Lander stage

t

J

Front View Side View I

Figure 3-10. Resupply and Logistics _CS018

Access to the catwalk from the surface is by way of a ladder located on one of the

forward lander legs. The long axis of the habitat/payload is oriented on the lander at a

45 degree angle to the landing legs, which allows the ladder to terminate at an open

space on the catwalk, instead of directly beneath the airloek. This will enhance the

safety of EVA operations by eliminating the need for a vertical ladder section connecting

the "leg-ladder" and the airloek. The airloek entrance is located approximately two

meters above the level of the catwalk, and has a smaller, deployable "threshold"

platform of it'sown. A ships ladder connects the catwalk and this smaller platform.

Both platforms are surrounded with handrails.

Roughly five tonnes of resupply cargo willbe offloaded from the crew lander on the

second mission, and delivered to the airloek entrance for transfer into the habitat. The

airlock entrance isseven to eight meters above the surface, and it willbe difficultfor s

suited astronaut to deliver the required resupply packages to the airlock platform by

hand. Therefore, methods were developed to minimize the amount of material liftedto

the level of the habitat. Life support resupply gases will be connected to the system

through valving located at the base of the lander, after transfer from the crew lander on

a trailerattached to a rover. Other noncriticalresupply materials can be stored under a

thermal protection blanket, under the habitat lander, and brought into the hab as needed.

Those supplies that are required immediately would be hoisted directly to the airlock

platform from the surface through the use of an "A" frame type hoist,figures 3-10 and

3-11. The hoist'scapacity will allow 400 kilograms of cargo or personnel to be lifted

directly to the airloek entrance.
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_CS033

Figure 3-11. First Lunar Outpost Configuration

3.8 INTEGRATED BASELINE MASS SUMMARY

A mass summary for the Boeing FLO Integrated Baseline Habitation System is

presented in figure 3-12. An illustrated history of FLO habitation system mass is

provided in figure 3-13. Appendix A gives a detailed breakdown of Boeing masses along

with hardware locations, data sources, and assumptions. Appendix B includes lower level

values of Boeing and MSFC mass estimates and associated rationale for any differences.

Descriptions for specific baseline systems are included in the following paragraphs of

this section.

3.9 CONSUMABLES STOWAGE VOLUME ASSESSMENT

Interna/ volume is recognized as s vs/ued commodity on SSF and may s/so be a

significant constraint to FLO design. Earlier discussions have stated the assumption that

systems currently contained within a SSF rack would continue to occupy this volume for

FLO applications; thus, system volume estimates have been made mainly on a rack-to-

rack comparison and the current internal configuration has been developed to
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Figure 3-12. Integrated Baseline Concept Description, Mass Properties Summary
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accommodate these necessary functions. The FLO habitation system also contains a

large quantity of consumables, the majority of which must be stored internal to the

module. To evaluate the internal volume needs versus availability, s preliminary

assessment was made of the volume required for 45 days worth of consumables. The

obvious purpose of this study was to identify potential problems and solutions associated

with internal volume storage requirements in support of habitat definition,

operations/Ioglstics analyses, and consumables philosophy development.

The results of this evaluation and comparison of the volume available in the current

module layout to the estimated volume needed for internal consumables is given in

figure 3-14. These initial findings sunest the baseline layout offers a potential

12.4 cubic meters of stowage volume; however, 3 m3 of this potential volume is located

in front of the windows and may not be usable due to access needs and viewing

operations but may be suitable for hanging EVA suits (and possibly allowing all four suits

to be attached to the SPCUs simultaneously). Currently, 7.9 m3 of internal consumables

have been identified and may suggest changes to the present layout; for example,

Personal/CHeCS Stowage will probably require more than one rack but Galley Supplies

and Food take up only a third of its al/ocated space (although trash and waste storage is

still unknown). Other unknowns include actual system spares and expendables needs,

furniture stowage schemes, and science/sample stowage requirements. Assuming that

the empty space in front of the windows is used for suits only, volume needed approaches

85% of volume available. Continuing definition of the quantity, size, and scheduling of

consumables is necessary to verify packaging densities, to identify resupply operations

and ehangeout needs, to help establish repair/replace and redundancy schemes, to define

both dormancy and manned requirements, and to develop the optimal consumables

manifest mix between that burdened on the initial habitat and that brought by the first

visiting crew. A very real concern is the aetual packaging available within racks,

consumable packaging, and other containers which may further reduce the available

volumes assumed in this study. FLO development should closely consider both SSF

volume s.Uoeation history and ongoing refinement to ensure reasonable planning for its

own internal volume.

3.10 PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL EVALUATION

A preliminary structural evaluation of the Space Station Freedom Hab module was

performed in order to utilize it as the First Lunar Outpost. The effects of SSF Hab-A

mass change on trunnion loads and reactions were calculated, possible weight reductions

issues were addressed, and a trade study on the selection of an airloek was conducted. A

brief summary of the work is provided.
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Figure 3-14. Study Results

3.10.1 Loads and Reactions

The SSF Hab launch and abort-landing loads/reactions were evaluated. FLO Hab's

launch configuration is 90 degrees to the SSF Hab's launch configuration (which is similar

to the SSF Hab landing configuration). Basic geometry and the trunnion locations are

shown in figures 3-15 and 3-16, respectively. In order to evaluate the magnitude of the

loads, with respect to change in mass, the following assumptions were made-

a. SSF Hab to be used without major structural modifications.

b. SSF Hab Baseline mass -17.5.

e. FLO Hab to be launched aboard an NLS-type launch vehicle.

d. FLO Hab to be supported at the same reaction points as the SSF Hab.

e. Space Shuttle forcing functions will be used for dynamic loads calculations,

Ca/eulations were based upon the FLO Hab launch "g" loading provided (fig. 3-17,

ref. 11). Static loads and reactions were calculated for the FLO Hab for three mass

eonfigurations, 17.5-, 20.0- and 23.0-metric tons. Dynamic loads and trunnion reaetions

were generated for 17.5- and 23-metric ton mass eonfigurations using the "gJ' loading and

Space Shuttle forcing functions. Reactions for 20-metric ton Hab were interpolated
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from the 17.5-mt and 23-rot reactions. Once the static and dynamic loads and reactions

were available, dynamic amplification factors were obtained for each of the three mass

configurations by taking a ratio of dynamic-to-static reaction loads. Dynamic

amplification factors provide a means of determining reaction load changes with

changing mass. Reaction loads and the dynamic amplification factors are provided in

figure 3-18, and are depicted by the graph in figure 3-19.

Lunar Habitation Study - Structures

Assessment of the effect of d,fferent launch loads on the SSF module

SSF Modules Lunar Habitat
i

Vertical or,entat_on Horizontal orientation

Launched on Shuttle Launches on HLLV-derived vehicle

Launch loads Launch loads

Ax_ah 2 g's Axiah 4.0 gls
Lateral: 2.5 g's Lateral: 2.7 g s

Modules mounted on trunn,ons

Modules required to survive an
abort land,ng

Landing loads

Ax,.,:Lateral:

• Determine m_n_mum mod_ficat=ons reclu,red to SSF modules to support the
Lunar Hab,tat m,ssbon

. Determine modifications requ,red to provide an optimized module for the
Lunar Habitat m,ssJon

Figure 3- r7. Lunar Hab Module - Launch Loading (MSFC)

The dynamic reaction loading on the Lunar Hab is nonlinear with respect to mass

increase. Increasing the mass from 17.5 mt to 20 mt (which is a 14% increase) results in

an increase in the reaction loads by almost 7096, and increasing the mass from 17.5 mt to

23 mt (a 30% increase) results in an increase in the reaction loads by almost 120%. It is

concluded that the SSF Hab can be used without major modifications as long as the mass

is kept at or below 18 rot. The severe loading increase observed when increasing the

Lunar Hab mass will require major structural changes to the SSF Hab. A more detailed

and realistic analysis must be performed as the launch vehicle and Lunar Hab launch

configuration are better defined. Realistic forcing functions for the Lunar Hsb launch

vehicle are required in order to calculate accurate dynamic amplification factors.

3.10.2 Weight Reduction Efforts

An investigation was undertaken to reduce the structural mass of the SSF Hab. A

detailed breakdown of the SSF Hab structural mass and payload was performed, and

those areas were identified that showed a potential of weight reduction. A new bulkhead

without a hatch was proposed for one of the two ends which could save as much as
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Load Total No. of
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load
(g) (Ibf) points

X 3.4 131240 2

Y 1.0 38600 1
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'l | i

X 1.4 54040 2
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* Dynamic amplification factor for 20 mt isobtained

Maximum Maximum Dynamic
static dynamic amplificationreaction reaction
(lbf) (Ibf) factor
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35705 43000 12.0

68850 89100 1.29

51000 51000 1.00

51000 96100 1.88
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44O0O

4400O

70570 1119

45938 1.04

74227 1.69

by linear interpolation of 17.5-mr and 23.mr amplification factors

Figure 3-18. Maximum Reactions and Dynamic Amplification Factors
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i:

250 kg. Changing the pressure vessel material from 2219 AI to 2090 aluminum-lithium

will also result in approximately 10% weight saving.

Storage racks seem to be another candidate for a potential weight savings as they

are add-on structure and could be modified without redesign of SSF Hab primary

structure. The present total structural weight of the racks is 2335 kg (74% as heavy as

the basic SSF Hab structure). It was found that the driving factors for the rack design

are the frequency requirements of 25 Hz, and the design loads resulting from two

conservative "Pseudo Forcing Functions". The rack design loads are shown in

figure 3-20. These pseudo forcing functions account for 40% to 60% increase in rack

loads. It was proposed that the pseudo forcing functions which are very specific to Space

Shuttle and Booster dynamics, not be considered when calculating dynamic loads for the

Lunar Hab racks. Penalizing Lunar Hab racks by imposing Space Shuttle forcing

functions is not appropriate in the conceptual design phase. Forcing functions other than

pseudos shall be considered as usual. This results in a potential weight savings of about

20% to 3096 (approximately 700 kg). The final design and sizing of the rack will be

accomplished as the Lunar Hab launch vehicle is better defined.

Oes,gn limit load factors

N X Ny N z Rx Ry RZ

Hab 3.4 1.1 3.7 ........

Racks -+9.0 ±7.6 -+8.0 -+53.4 -+42.0 +_31 5

• Des=gn ultrmaCe load factors are 1.4 e Ifrnir load factors

Figure J-20. SSFHab Module - Rack Design Load Factors

3.10.3 Hyperbaric vs. Nonltypertmrie - StTuetural Evaluation

Ah.loek. A trade study was conducted to identify concerns and features of several

FLO Habitat/Airlock configurations in order to arrive at an optimal baseline. Internal

and external airlocks were evaluated for hyperbaric and non-hyperbaric operations.

These configurations are shown in figure 3-21. External airlocks included the Orbiter

airlock, SSF Crewlock mounted on the endcone or skin, and a new airtock mounted on the

endcone and designed to fit within the 10m payload shroud. Internal airlocks included

addition of an internal bulkhead creating a chamber providing hyperbaric or non-

hyperbaric operations. Primary structural masses for configurations A, G and F were

evaluated for nonhyperbaric operations. Structural weight penalties for operating

configurations G(h) and F(h) in hyperbaric mode were calculated. Configurations G(h)

and F(h) both required major modifications to the bulkhead and skin. Mass estimates for

a.L[ configurations are provided in figure 3-22. Configuration A (nonhyperbaric), with a

SSF airlock, was the baseline configuration. Configuration G (nonhyperbaric, with

internal bulkhead) had the same structural mass as that of the baseline configuration.
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Configuration F (Extended Hab, nonhyperbarie) and configuration D (hyperbaric with SSF

Crewloek) were both about 12% higher than the baseline. Both configuration G(h) and

F(h) seemed to be about 80% heavier than the baseline. Analysis showed that interns/

airloek is not an efficient design. Mass pens/ties of up to 80% of tots/ hab strueturs/

weight wiU be realized with interns/ bulkhead designed for hyperbaric operations.

Configuration 'D' with SSF Crew lock was evaluated to be the optimum choice with

hyperbaric capabilities and about 12% higher mass than the baseline non-hyperbaric

Orbiter airloek configuration tAt.

SSF crewlock

'STS airlock

bul_headScheme A 380" _ Scheme O .
' v _ 3937 Im

323.8"
SSF c

- I

Scheme C Schem • F TD_10l

Figure 3-21. Lunar Hab Airlock Configuration Options

Once the SSF Crewlock was selected, structural analysis was performed to evaluate

the impact of adding it to the SSF hab module. Two configurations, bulkhead mounted

airloek and skin mounted airloek were evaluated. Mass savings and mass penalties were

calculated. Supporting the airloek entirely by the hab would require major structural

changes to the hab. It was assumed that the weight of the Crewloek will be supported by

some external structure such as lander platform, etc. The analysis reflected hab

modifications due to cutouts and reinforcements.

For the bulkhead mounted Crewlock configuration, a new and more efficient semi-

ellipticend cone was considered. Stress analysis for the end cone with a cutout for the

Crewlock was performed. This configuration resulted in approximately 275 kg of
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Ref
(A)

Primary Structure Weight Comparison

Outvq_t Air

Nonhyperbaric Mass (kg)

Basic module structural weight 3175

ST$ airlock weJght 454

SSF crewlock structural weight

Airlock-to-module adapter 113

(G)nh

317$

(F)nh

3175

??kOoti?n_ ,, ,
Hyperbaric Mass (kg)

(F)h

317S

New bulkhead structural weight 41S 576 1728

New cylinder skin 284 851

New bulkhead/skin installation 129 68 91

Existing bulkhead structural rood 1111

Existing skin rood

68

3742

0%

3719**

-1%

45

4148

11%

Trunnion modification
I

Total

Percent Change from Ref. (A)

(D)nh
or (G)h

(O)h

3175 3175

726

227

1728

91

1111

850

45 68

4173 7023 t

12% 88%

7024"

88%

* May be optamJzed for possible mass reduction** Using expstmg mid ring

Figure 3-22. Hyperbaric vs.Nonhyperbaric Structural Mass Comparison

structural mass savings. A drawback to this configuration is that four racks could be

lost. Skin mounted Crewlock required a ??in diameter cutout on the side of the hab.

Stress analysis for this skin cutout was performed and doubler thickness and stiffener

sizes were calculated. This configuration does not affect the end cones. Outcome of the

analysis was a net mass gain of -50 kg with the toss of two rack spaces.

A new hyperbaric airloek was also evaluated which would take advantage of the

excess volume of the 10m payload shroud. The mass of new airloek was calculated to be

-l?00kg. With this configuration no modifications to the hab were required and there was

no impact to the existing racks. The new airloek is approximately 1000 kg heavier than

the SSF erewlock but provides two to three cubic meter additional volume. Based on

technical and programmatic criteria, the configuration utilizing a SSF crewlock

embedded in the endcone of the hab was chosen.

3.10.4 FIX) External Structure

A preliminary structural mass estimate for the FLO external structure was carried

out. External structure is defined as all the structure which is outside the Hab and

Airlock, and is not a part of the Lunar lander. This includes the support structure for

tanks, arrays, erewlock, and other exterior equipment, hab to lander platform, catwalks,

and hoist and lift structure.
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Structural masses were calculated for those elements which had a defined

configuration. These included hoist and lift strueture, catwalks and beams, and radiator

secondary support structure. Mass for the remaining structural elements was estimated.

Support structure for solar array is included with external power system summary. A

summary of external structure mass is shown in figure 3-23.

An update to the mass calculations and

configuration is further developed.

Hoist and lift structure

Catwalks and Reams

Radiator secondary support structure

All other external structure

Total

estimates will be performed as the

= 25 kg

= 500 kg

= 49 kg

= 1490 kg

= 2064 kg

Figure 3-23. External Structure Mass Estimate

3.11 HUMAN SUPPORT

3.11.1 ECLS

U.S. space flight experience has been for short-duration missions (days), with Apollo

and the Shuttle9 and medium-duration missions (months) with Skylab. Spaee Station

Freedom will provide experience in long-duration (months to years) presence in space.

Life support systems for short missions are traditionally open loop. That is, life support

resources such as water and oxygen are brought from Earth, and waste products are

discarded. As mission duration inereases so does the quantity of resources that must be

carried. Longer duration missions employ closed-loop technologies which recover

resources from waste materials, thus reducing the mass of supplies which must be

brought from Earth. The lunar outpost mission (45 days) fills in the area between short-

and medium-duration missions. Additional analysis is required to determine the optimal

life support system for this application; and, whether it is appropriate to use open- or

closed-loop systems. The two major life support subsystems that are eandidates for

closed-loop or regenerative technologies are Water Recovery and Management (WRM)

and air revitalization(AR).

Functions provided by the water recovery subsystem inelude potable and hygiene

water supply, water distributionand disposal of urine. Potable water is ingested by the

erew and converted into waste products such as urine,perspirationand respirationvapor.

Hygiene water is converted to "dirty" hygiene water after being used by the

erewmembers for showers, handwash, laundry, etc. Potable and hygiene water can be

provided by stored water (open loop) or by converting waste water products back into

useful resources (closed loop). Dirty hygiene water and condensate can be processed to

directly provide usable water. Urine can be collected and stored or dumped or it can be
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processed to recover the water. There is still some debate over whether water

recovered from urine should be used by the crew. Examples of other, non-crew related

uses for water recovered from urine include electrolysis for production of oxygen or

cooling water for EVA sublimators.

Primary air revitalization functions include oxygen supply, and removal of carbon

dioxide, trace gases and particulates from the atmosphere. Crewmembers consume

oxygen and produce carbon dioxide as a waste product. Oxygen can be provided from

storage, high pressure or cryogenic (open loop), or can be generated from other sources.

There are several processes that use CO2 as the feed source and convert it to 02 (closed

loop). Conversion can be accomplished in a reactor which either converts CO2 directly

to 02, or produces water as an intermediate step which is then electrolyzed to produce

oxygen. Either way, C02 conversion is closed-loop technology because it converts waste

material into a useful product. If excess water from urine processing or fuel ceUs, for

example, is available, it can be electrolyzed directly to produce oxygen. This is not a

closed-loop system because the CO2 waste, produced as crewmembers consume 02,

would not be recovered. Carbon dioxide can be removed from the air by physical and/or

chemical means. The two technologies which have been used in the past to remove CO2

are lithium hydroxide (LiOH) absorption and molecular sieve extraction. The former is a

chemical process which permanently binds the CO2, and the spent LiOH is discarded. In

the latter, the CO2 is preferentially absorbed onto a zeolite material which can be

desorbed using vacuum or heat. If one of the regenerative technologies to recover 02

from CO2 is used, a compatible CO2 removal system must also be employed.

An analysis was performed to determine which combination of life support

technologies should be used for the lunar outpost. Power, mass and volume were

calculated for four life support system options using different combinations of

technologies. Systems were sized for a crew of four using SSF technologies for c/osed-

loop systems. Mass penalties (kg/kWe, kg/kWt, kg/m3) were assigned for power, heat

rejection and volume for each option based on the lunar outpost concept outlined earlier.

System mass and mass penalties were summed to give system "equivalent" mass. A

8"raphical representation which shows the increase in equivalent mass of the four life

support system options as mission duration increases is shown in fii'ure 3-24.

The four LSS options which were evaluated included the two open-loop systems, a

partially-closed system and a fully-closed system listed below:

a. Open loop - LiOH: open-loop water and oxygen, LiOH carbon dioxide removal.

b. Open loop - 4RMS: open-loop water and 02, four bed molecular sieve (4BMS) CO2

removal.

c. Closed - water only: closed-loop water, open-loop oxygen, 4RMS carbon dioxide

removal.
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Figure 3-24. Life Support System Open to Closed Loop Crossover
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d. Closed - water and oxygen: closed-loop water, open-loop oxygen, 4BMS carbon

dioxide removal.

These ECLSS parametric studies show that for the FLO mission duration of 45 days,

an "open" oxygen, "closed" water system is the preferred technology. Based on

Regenerable Fuel Cell (RFC) technology for the night-time power system, the water

system inks crossover occurs at 40 days for the transition from "open" (that is, not

recycled in the habitat but resupplied from Earth) to "closed" (recycled); in comparison,

the oxygen crossover is at 220 days. While a single FLO mission satisfies the water

crossover, the selection of s "closed" system is further justified by the requirement for

multiple visits (however, five visits would be necessary to make the "closed" oxygen

system mass competitive). Since the SSF Permanently Manned Capability (PMC) is also

planning for "open" oxygen, "closed" water capability, the FLO system is based on SSF

HalPA architecture and hardware.

As discussed under Internal Confiiruration in this section, the relative positions of

ECLSS equipment are identical to that of SSF Hab-A; however, the ECLSS tier has been

located on the ceiling instead of the floor mainly for dust and radiation protection

reasons. The module layout also assumes a distributed avionics air subsystem which is

currently being evaluated by SSF WP01. FLO mass estimates currently use the previous

centralized subsystem numbers as a reference until better definition of the new

architecture is available from SSF. An ECLSS mass summary is provided in fi_,ure 3-25.
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FLO ECLSS Subsystem Boeing Mass (kg)

THC
AC$
ARS
FDS
WRM
WM

811
263
650
120

1025
121

Total Internal ECLSSMass 2990

Figure 3-25. FLO Habitation System, ECLSS- Subsystem Masses

The viability and necessary modifications for each ECLS subsystem were considered

in developing the FLO concept. While utility routings and locations will definitely

change, ECLSS hardware and associated mass in the standoffs and endeones have been

assumed identical to that of SSF Hab-A. FLO habitat racks which have been based

directly on their SSF counterpart have also inherited the appropriate ECLSS supporting

hardware; however, internal EVA system racks and the active CHeCS rack incorporated

mass, power, and volume numbers for their primary funetlon which were available from

WP02 but had their rack housing and generic rack support systems (including ECLSS)

based on the SSF Hab-A Urine Processor Raek. One Atmosphere Composition Monitoring

Assembly (ACMA) and one Trace Contaminant Control Subsystem (TCCS) along with all

of the original sampling lines are included in the FLO habitat as they exist in SSF Hat>-A.

Also, the FLO baseline maintains both Cabin Air assemblies in the same locations in SSF

Hab-A. Each of the Water Storage and Water Processor Racks contain one water storage

tank to allow use from one while filling the other (this total is sized for FLO needs,

which are approximately half that of SSF due to removal of shower and laundry

facilities). Fire Detection and Suppression (FDS) equipment is identical to that of SSF

Hab-A and sized for the 17 powered racks in the FLO baseline layout. One additional

carbon dioxide removal assembly and one additional major constituent analyzer assembly

are provided to make these life-critical Subsystems one-failure tolerant. Intermodule

ECLSS hardware has been removed except for that needed between the habitat and

Crewloek. External ECLSS gas thermal and pressure control estimates have been based

on the SSF Gas Conditioning Assembly (GCA) and use one 02 and one N2 conditioning

strings.

The FLO habitat has basalined a 10.2 psia internal atmosphere, primarily in order to

facilitate EVA operations by matching pre-breath time to EMU donning time and

reducing risk of decompression sickness. SSF also intends to operate at 10.2 psia during

Manned-Tended Capability (MTC) before increasing to 14.7 psia at PMC. However, some

of the ECLSS equipment may not be optimally designed for the 10.2 psia condition and

will be modified prior to its use on FLO. Other design and safety concerns associated

with less than standard atmosphere operations are contained within the Alternative

InternalPressure Trade to be discussed later in thisreport.
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3.11.2 Food Supply

Information on the ambient temperature storage of food is summarized to provide a

rationale for baselining no refrigerated food (ref. 12). The requirements for military

operations are remarkably similar to those for space exploration: "need to appeal to

changing individual preferences under extreme physical and emotions/ stress; food may

be the only break from unpleasantness, discomfort, or monotony; food must travel long

distances and maintain properties which make them suitable and desirable for

consumption; economies/ of labor in unloading, handling, and preparation; conservation

of weight and space in transport and storage precludes reliance upon freezers." The

military has been doing research for decades to develop technologies to prepare and

package food that does not require refrigeration. Some of the technologies being looked

at include freeze drying or binding water, dehydration, thermoproeessing, ionizing

radiation, modified atmosphere packaging and various combinations of the above.

Soldiers routinely eat army rations for long periods of time with no detriments/effects.

The proposed 45-day mission to the Moon falls well within the extensive successful

military experience (minimum requirements for ambient storage of food; 3 years at 80°F

or 6 months at 100°F).

3.11.3 Medics] Support

Crew hes/th care system requirements for exploration missions faU into two major

categories; (1) operational hea/th care and (2) monitoring and countermeasure

development equipment. The operational health care system includes the following_

(1) mealies/ equipment includes dental, fluid management, diagnostic equipment,

monitoring equipment, etc.; (2) environmental monitor equipment includes monitoring

respirable atmosphere, surfaces, water, radiation, microbial, light, acoustic, etc.;

(3) hes/th equipment includes stress test equipment, nutrition monitor/ans/ysis,

laboratory, etc.; (4) minimum countermeasures equipment includes exercise equipment,

hazardous spill and cleanup supplies, etc.; and (5) supplies and stowage. Additions/

monitoring and countermeasure development equipment are required for ensuring crew

health and for biomedical investigations. Initial mass estimates for each set of

equipment were 648 and 517 kilograms, respectively. After further evaluation, it was

determined that some of the equipment could be deferred until later missions. Potential

reductions were up to 140 and 191 kilograms, respectively. This brought the combined

mass of the two sets of crew hes/th care equipment to 834 kilograms. Skylab experience

exceeded the 45-day expected lunar mission duration and encountered more serious

reduced-gravity effects than expected on the lunar surface, if this experience is

applicable, then the countermeasure development equipment could be further reduced by

another 166 kilograms, bringing the minimum hes/th care system mass down to 668

F
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kilograms (current baseline mass). There is some concern that eliminating this

equipment would introduce unacceptable risk to the lunar outpost mission because our

experience on the lunar surface was for mission durations significantly less than 45 days.

However, our philosophy has been to enable monitoring of crew health in order to

learn about lunar environment effects but to limit response to those problems that seem

reasonable for a 45-day, anytime-abort mission. As with most of the FLO concept, more

detailed scenario development and risk analyses are needed to arrive at the appropriate

CHeCS manifest.

3.11.4 Hyperbae/e Treatment

There are two reasons for having hyperbarie treatment capability on a lunar mission;

one is routine, the other is contingency (ref. 13). The firstis related to routine EVA

operations. The pressure differentialbetween the cabin and the EVA suitcan potentially

cause problems. If the ratio of the eabin nitrogen partialpressure and the suit pressure

is small enough (i.e.,eabin at 8 psia, suit at ~4-5 psia), the risk of decompression

sickness can be eliminated. The second cause of decompression sickness is accidental

erewmember exposure to vacuum. The decision about whether or not to have hyperbaric

capabilitywilldetermine what the program willpermit as acceptable riskto the crew.

Hyperbarie requirements can have s significantimpact on airloek structural design.

Two issues identified were position of a erewmember during treatment and treatment

pressure requirements. A fullyrecliningposition for a erew member being treated could

be the major driver for sizingthe sirloek. However, a horizontal position for the patient

might not be neeessary in lunar gravity and that the most important requirement for

patient orientation is attendant access to the patient, especially the head. The 2.8-

atmosphere requirement for hyperbaric treatment places specific structural demands on

the airlock. A reduction in this requirement (based on a cabin pressure less than one

atmosphere) would result in weight savings for the lunar outpost airloek. Current

hyperbaric treatment requirements are based on the extensive experience that is

available using thispressure. Medical experts felt that a different treatment pressure

might be adequate for lunar missions where the pressurized volume is below 14.7 psia,

but that extensive testing would be necessary to establishprotocols for a new treatment

regime. This type of testing is currently underway, but it will take a considerable

amount of time to develop a revised treatment regime. In the meantime, the

requirement for hyperbaric treatment will continue to be 2.8 atmospheres for the

foreseeable future.
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3.U.S Crew Systems

Crew accommodations and crew-related equipment are spartan in keeping with the

"campsite" philosophy but are closely related to the SSF Hab-A Man-Systems hardware

and/or mass. A mass summary of the crew systems envisioned for the FLO integrated

baseline habitation system is given in figure 3-28. The Endcone/Standoff Support

includes the mass for restraints and mobility aids (R&MA) used on SSF which has been

kept as an analog to the furniture and other accommodations necessary for the Moon's

one-sixth gravity field; also, contained in this support equipment are rack and endcone

closeout masses which have been increased by 50 kg over SSF Hab-A numbers to account

for additional dust containment needs. Crew bunks are usumed to be constructible cots

which would be stretched across the aisle and "plumed-in" to seat tracks on a rack face.

Stowage drawers are assumed identical to those used on SSF. The Galley is based on its

SSF Hat>-A counterpart but includes the addition of a handwuh (for a total of two in the

FLO habitat) and deletion of the convection oven (microwave has been retained). A

deployable table is added to the active Galley Rack to serve as a "wardroom" area in

contrast to the more elaborate accommodations afforded by SSF. No refrigerator or

freezer is included with the FLO baseline but several unpowered storage options may

exist for providing fresh or frozen foods (see togistics discussion later in this report) if

necessary. The SSF Hab-A waste management hardware mass is assumed to be analogous

to a corresponding system for use on the Moon. Currently, no shower is included for

FLO; however, through careful water management and design of a combination waste

management/cleansing compartment, periodic showers (which seem to be highly

desirable) may be possible. A mass representing Critical ORUs for internal systems has

been included equaling approximately 598 of the active internal systems mass, but this

serves as a placeholder only until more detailed analyses are performed (refer to "spares"

discussions later in this report). Consumables stowage needs are addressed above under

Internal Volume Assessment.

FLO Crew Systems Boeing Mass (kg)

Endcone/Standoff Suppor_

Rack Su pDor*,JStowage

Work s_a'c|onSupport

GalleyNVR Func_ton$

PHS Functions

Critical ORUs

Total Internal Crew Systems Mass

127

471

28

220

126

429

1402

Figure 3-26. FLO Habitat;on System, Crew Systems Masses
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3.12 COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Communications hardware consist of both internal and external systems which

provide both audio and video capabilities within the module, between the module and

crew or equipment on the lunar surface, and between FLO and Earth. A schematic of

the FLO external Communications and Tracking (C&T) system along with interfaces to

internal audio/video (IAV) and internal data management system (DMS) is given in

figure 3-27. The S-Band Earth links may utilizethe Deep Space Network (DSN) rather

than requiring additionalorbiting relay satellitesor new ground stations. Requirements

for voice and data rates are not yet finalized but will have substantial effect on final

systems design, internal audio and video have been modeled directly on the hardware

and masses included for SSF Hab-A and specific rack needs with one external camera

added to facilitateEVA viewing operations.

LGA HGA HGA LGA

4, f _ f

I] DJplexer I Diplexer UHF

.--_....... __.........................._--........
r

demod I dem°d ....... [ ^".... J

(

I roc. J [ AudioSig I_i ' I

....................... ...........................

_! =v I vo,,..°0o.,,o_,j
Figure 3-27. FLO Communication and Tracking

The Data Management System has also been based on SSF Hab-A and specific racks

with the addition of Standard Data Processors (SDPs) and Mass Storage Units (MSUs)

found from SSF Lab-A numbers. The Element Control Workstation (ECWS) from SSF

Lab-A has also been included as the main command and control center and the primary

computer interface for the crew. Portable Multipurpose Applications Consoles

(PMPACs) which may plug intodata ports throughout the habitat have also been provided
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for additional capabilities. With the rapid advancement in computer technology, DMS

hardware is a likely candidate for departure from standard SSF equipment; however, it is

hoped that software and code developed by SSFP wil/ remain usable to avoid the

significant costs associated with these activities.

3.13 POWER SYSTEM 8IZING/ANALYSIS SUMMARY

3.13.1 Introduction and BaeklP'ound

The FLO habitat concept, operating in the harsh lunar surface environment, places

significant requirements on both power and heat rejection systems. The power levels and

mission durations required for the FLO system have never been approached by any other

lunar system. Perhaps the closest application, Apollo, required much less power and heat

rejection eapaeity (1-2 kW), over a much shorter period of time (-2 days). The FLO

requirements (>20 kW peak capability over a several year operational lifetime) cannot be

met with strictly Apollo derived systems. The power system will require regenerable

fuel cell technology, including the application of large radiation and dust degradation

resistant solar arrays in the 1/6 g lunar environment. Significant increases in heat

rejection system effleieney will be required to handle the greater loads. Water boilers,

as used on Apollo, would require prohibitive amounts of water to reject FLO level heat

loads.

A reference power and heat rejection system concept has been developed for the

FLO mission. A power budget was derived tO support the system sizing and performance

analysis for this concept. Separate power budgets were derived for manned lunar day

and night operations (average and peak), as welt as unmanned operations. The activities

undertaken were divided into three main areas. They inelude power system requirements

determination, power system and heat rejection system sizing, and subsystem level trade

studies support. Peak and average power requirements were derived for the reference

FLO concept for both manned and dormancy operations. The power requirements for

each mission phase were utilized to size a solar/regenerable fuel cell (RFC) power

system. A significant portion of this analysis was devoted to refining the power system

components sizing procedure and/or power budget, and investigating options (both

hardware and architectural) to reduce the EPS mass. Initially, several reference cases

were investigated, (ref. A1 and A2) for 3 airloek options. A detailed account of these

analyses is included in an earlier report, reference 9. Later work focused on a single

reference case, described later in this section.
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3.13.2 Power Requirements

After an initial 10-kW power system was sized to serve as a reference, a power

budget was derived for a new reference system. The FLO power budgets were broken

clown to the element level, utilizing a SSF power summary (ref. 5) where possible.

The first power system requirements revision of the reference power summary

reflected the following operational and hardware changes. The revised top-level power

budget summary (z_l) is shown in figure 3-28. The major differences from the reference

included the following:

Item

EPOS/DMS/SPI/IAV

TCS/THC/ACS

Galley/Wardroom

Science

Water stor./Proc.

Air Revlt. System

Crew Health

Fire Det./Su ppresslon

RPC Modules

Waste Management

MF3 Hygiene

Hab Growth

Gas Cond. Assembly

Heat Pump - Day
- Night

All Loads in Watts

Conne_ed Load

1428

1849

1934

1769

1125

1298.6

911

838

455

821

345

240

2840
3OO

Av. Load

884

1535

456

702

292

796

91

4O

312

46

133

345

240

2840
3OO

Totals: - Day 16166 W 8712W
- Night 13626 W 6172W

Figure 3-28. Lunar Campsite Overall Power Budget Summary - A 1

a. Power requirements listed by subsystem; some components were removed/modified

as foUows:

1. Airloek: removed growth power; 5/1096 duty cycles (depending on component);

removed ECLS and THC.

2. TCS: removed IMV fan and resized iTCS pump and Avionics air for tower toads.

3. Crew systems: replaced oven with 600-watt microwave unit.

4. Crew health: duty cycle = 10%.

5. ACM: duty cycle = 25/100% (day/night).

6. PEP equipment: remove all PEP loads.

7. Glovebox: power level set at 250 W and a 1096 duty cycle.

8. Workstation: removed blowers, H20 pumps, and second set of tights; task tight

fixture duty cycle set at 1096.

b. SSF power growth numbers scaled and added to total.
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This revision resulted in a reduction of -2 to 2.5 kW in the average power

requirements. The &l case was further revised to reflect the removal of standoff fans

and water/air separators (not required in gravity field). The final revision, A2, is

summarized in figure 3-29. The A2* case is simply the A2 case with multiple lunar day

fuel cell reeharge. The reduction in average power for the h2 configuration was roughly

300 - 500 W. Major differences from the A1 ease included the following=

a. Some components removed/modified as follows:

1. TCS - removed standoff fans.

2. Crew systems - removed all H20/air separators.

b. SSF power growth numbers scaled and added to total.

Item
All Loads in Watts

Connected Load Av. Load

EPDS/DMS/SPI/IAV

TCS/THC/ACS

Galley/Ward room

Science

Water stor ./Proc.

Air Revit, System

Crew Health

Fire Det.P3uppress_on

RPC Modules

Waste Management

M/S Hygiene

Hab Growth

Gas Cond. Assembly

Heat Pump - Day
Night

1428 884

1552 1271

1629 443

1769 702

1125 292

1298 796

911 91

838 40

312 312

205 27

516 108

328 328

240 240

2684 2684
300 300

Totals: - Day 14836 W 8219 W
Night 12452 W 5835 W

Figure 3-29. Lunar Campsite Overall Power Budget Summary - .42

The new reference power budget described in reference 9 included all systems

outlined in the SSF habitat module summary of the report, along with additional power

requirements associated with the laboratory science racks LAS1 and LAS2 (the ECWS

and science/workbench racks). The scienee/glovebox power was derived from an older

SSF power summary, since it is no longer included in the baseline SSF design. SSF power

growth derived numbers were also included in the total. This power budget was again

modified as the FLO concept became better defined. The next change to the reference

power budget was the addition of necessary DMS, airloek, and external equipment, which

was not included in the earlier summary. A summary of these changes is shown in

figure 3-30.

-___J
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Addition Power Level DutyCycle # Units Total Power
I

Standard Date Processor 138 W 100% 2 276 W

Mass Storage Unit 160 W 100% 2 320 W

Misc. Science Equip. , 500 W 10% I 50 w

Airlock Vacuum S00 W 10% I S0 W

Airlock Lights 20 W 10% 1 2 W

External Cameras 88 W 100% 1 88 W

External Comm. Equip. 1S0 W 100% 1 150 W

Total delta 1556 W 936 W

Figure 3-30. Power Summary Changes

A reference power budget was produced for the unmanned dormaney period, in order

to more aeeurately size the RFC system (drives fuel eeU reaetant, fuel cell,

eJeetrolyzer, radiator, and array requirements). All non-necessary equipment was

deaetivated, including the CO2 remove/ unit, and other equipment (ARS, TCS, av. air,

cabin air, heat pump, etc.) were see/ed down for the lower unmanned loads. The

dormancy budget was derived from the referenee power budget and available knowledge

of both FLO requirements and $SF derived subsystems. A summary of this power budget

is shown in figure 3-31, and the eomplete breakdown is included in Appendix C. The

reference power budget was modified to reflect the additione/ power required for

redesigned fans to operate at 10.2 psi, sinee SSF fan power requirements are prohibitive

for long term 10.2 psi operation (designed for nomine/ 14.7 psi ). A brief summary of

these changes is shown in figure 3-32.

All Loads in Watts

Connected Load Av. Load

EPDS/DMS/SPI/IVA 2471 1927

TCS/THC/ACS 2257 1976

Galley/Wardroom 1629 443

Soence 2019 727

Water storJProc. 1125 292

Air Revt System 1298 796

Crew Health 911 91

Fire Det,_uppressJon 838 40

External Comm. Equip, 150 1S0

Waste Management 205 27

M/S Hygiene 516 108

Hab Growth 342 342

Gas Cond. Assy 240 240

Heat Pump - Day 3787 3787

- Night 300 300

Airlock - Day 6674 2371

- Night 6674 1551

Grand Totals- Day 24463 W 13318 W

- Night 20976 W 9011 W

Figure 3-31. FLO Reference Power Budget Summary
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Pressure(psi) Avionics air fan Cabin air fan Crossover air fan Total fan pwr Delta power

14.7 $20 W 360 W 220 W 1100 W '" NA
i

10.2 749W 519W 317W 1585W 485W

Figure 3-32. Fan Power Requirement Deltas for Reference FLO

The next step of the power budgeting process was to derive average- and peak-

power requirements for the STS type airlock, and both the hyperbaric and nonhyperbaric

$81_ derived crewlock and internal bulkhead airlocks. The summaries, shown in

fiiF_re3-33, include internal equipment as well as additional heat-pump power

requirements for the additional thermal loads they impose on the system. Airlock

required pump power was determined assuming a S-minute pumpdown for the STS and

SSF derived airlocks, and a 10-minute pumpdown for the bulkhead airloek. The

pumpdown time for the bulkhead option was extended, since the added volume allowed

for more crew operations to be performed during the process, and pumpdown power

requirements were significantly lower. Assumptions made for the calculations include

initiaL/flnal pressures of 10.2/1.02 psi, and pump and electric motor efficiencies of 7096

and 8595, respectively. The majority of the pumpdown power required is derived from

electrolyzer power bleed, which should be kept below 50% total for short periods. A 1096

duty cycle was assumed, since power system oversize for off-peak times can be utilized

to replenish the electrolyzer, although a high number of A/L cycles may require an array

oversize. Hyperbaric pressures were assumed to be obtained from stored gas (SSF

method), and a portion of the gas vented after use (mission likely aborted). The nominal

use airlock pumpdown gas was assumed routed into the Hab module. Five airlock options

were derived from the three power summaries:

a. Minimum A/L with two required pump powers for STS derived (option A - lower

power), and bulkhead (option G - higher power) options; bulkhead option ECLS

equipment power requirements are included in Hab mass/power.

b. SSF derived A/L with adjusted pumping power primarily for configuration D (SSF

crewlock).

c. SSF derived A/L with hyperbaric capabilities for configurations D and G.

The airlock pumps were resized using a compressor power computer code developed

under IR&D and along with the other power budget changes, new heat pump and hab

growth power levels were determined. These changes resulted in a power system mass

increase to approximately 5000 kg, and an array area increase from -182 m2 to -195 m2.

The reference system is sized to provide 9.912 kW average (including 1096 fuel cell

capacity margin) and 13.52 kW peak (1.5 x average power) nighttime power, and 13.32 kW

average and 19.98 kW peak (1.5 x average pwr) daytime power manned, and 2.525 kW

night-time dormancy power. The detailed power budget summary is included in

Appendix D.
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Item

Control/sel.

A/L ACS

Flame detector

Smoke sensors

A/L audio

A/L video

SPCU

CMDM

RPCMs

Depress D&C Panels (2)

Pumps (conficj. A/G)

Heat Pump Delta:
Total:

Connected Load

A&G NONHYPERBARIC

9.6

11.6

14

14

84.6

43.5

1240

I06

45

2O

1684/31 S0

327/418 W (Avg)
3272/4738 W

D NONHYPERBARIC

All Loads tn Watts

I DutyCycle(%_

0.21

100

100

100

10
10

27

50

100

100

10

491/627 W (Peak)

I Av. Load

0.02

11.6

14

14

8.S

4.4

335

53

45

20

236/441

1069/1365 W

Cabin air fan

Cab air - electrical I/F

Cab air - temp. ctrl.

Cab air - H20 sep.
Control/sel.

AJL ACS

Flame detector

Smoke sensors

A/L audio

AJL video

SPCU

CMDM

RPCMs

02-N 2 control/vent

Depress D&C Panels (2)

Pumps (confic_. D/G)

Heat Pump Delta:
Total:

292

25

34

43

9.6

11.6

14

14

846

43'5

1240

106

45

11.1

2O

1684/31 S0

500/590 W (Avg)
3677/5143 W

100

100

1.7

100

0,21

100

100

100

10

57

27

S0

100

100

100

14

750 W (Peak)

292

25

0.57

43

0.02

11.6

14

14

8.5

246

335

53

45

11.1

20

236/441

1633/1928 W

D&G HYPERBARIC

Cabin air fan

Cab air - electrical I/F

Cab air - temp. ctrl.

Cab air - H20 sep,
Control/sel.

AJL ACS

Flame detector

Smoke sensors

A/L audio

AJL video

SPCU

CMDM

RPCMs

02-N 2 control/vent

Depress D&C Panels (2)

Pumps (config. D/G)

Hyperbaric audio I/F umt

Hyperbaric gas and press ctrl. assembly

Hyperbaric environ, ctrl. assembly

H_/perbaric lic_htmc_ assembly

Heat Pump Delta:
Total:

292

25

34

43

9.6

11.6

14

14

84.6

43.5

1240

106

45

11.1

20

1684/3150

28.6

100

1175

100

100

100

1,7

100

0.21

100

100

100

10

57

27

50

100

100

100

14

2

10

10

10

292

25

0.57

43

0.02

116

14

14

8.5

246

335

53

45

111

20

236/441

0 452

10

118

10

561/478.6" W (Avg) 841/718 W (Peak)
5081/6547 W 1833/1956 W

Derived from m,mmum AJL + hyperbaric equipment.

Figure 3-33, Lunar Campsite Airlock/EVA SystemsPower
Budget Summary - A&G Nonhyperbaric
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Power system peak capabilities were determined as 1.5 x average power, which was

determined as a reasonable assumption based on previous spacecraft systems. This

assumption, although somewhat arbitrary, is reasonable for the prescribed application

until more design and operational detail is available for the outpost internal and external

systems. The array system was sized to provide peak power and nominal eleetrolyzer

charging power simultaneously. Additional power, when needed, can be derived from the

fuel cell reactant eleetrolyzer budget during the day and additional fuel eell capacity at

night. Arrays are sized for 5 year End-of-Life (EOL) performance, as derived for each

cell type. It should be noted that the overall system mass is not as sensitive to peak

power as it is to average night-time power. The power required for the external heat

pump system was scaled from total internal and airloek power, based on derived COP for

given operating conditions (primarily condenser and evaporator temperatures and

working fluid chosen).

The heat pump is not required at night, however, due to the much lower effective

sink temperature that the radiator "sees" during the lunar night (-120 K vs. -300 to 320 K

during the lunar day). Its heat transport capabilities are replaced during the night with a

single phase pumped system which requires only -300 W. The radiator is sized to reject

both internal and external loads, with the exception of eleotrolyzer inefficiencies. The

eleetrolyzers were assumed to reject their own waste heat.

The reference power budget served as a baseline for all additional system level

trade support activities.

3.13.3 Power and Heat Rejection System Sizing

After the reference manned and dormancy power budgets were finalized, the sizing

of the reference power and external heat rejection systems was initiated.

The first set of power system masses, derived from previous lunar campsite

material, were for a system sized to provide a continuous 10 kW over consecutive lunar

day/night cycles (fuel cells recharged over one lunar day). This resulted in rather large

tank masses, since the required storage temperature is high for the lunar day (-300 K),

which results in low H2 and 02 densities at even the higher tank pressures. Solar array

sizes were also large, in order to provide the high power levels needed by the water

eleetrolyzer and outpost during the lunar day. The initial power-system mass was over

6000 kg, which made it a leading candidate for possible mass savings. An initial pass was

made to validate the parametrie sizing code (SURPWER). Several refinements were

made to the analysis, which resulted in reduced system mass. The fuel cell duty cycle

was adjusted from 375 to 354 hours to more closely model the average lunar night, which

decreased the amount of reactants and storage capacity required. Power level remained

at 10 kW. The effective yield strenffth of the filament-wound composite tanks was

increased to a less conservative value of 125 ksi (although this is still a relatively low
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value for advanced composite tanks). These adjustments resulted in a system mass of

-5100 kg, not ineluding array support structure; a reduction of approximately 1200 kg

compared to the originalsystem mass.

As part of an investigation of possible methods to further reduce the mass of the

power system, an analysis was conducted to make use of the lunar night for refrigeration

of the eleetrolyzer during the lunar day. Once again, the power system was sized to

provide 10 kW of electrical power for a lunar day/night/day cycle (manned), but was

modified to provide a nominal power of -2 kW for 5 lunar day/night cycles. The fuel cell

reactants depleted during the first lunar night would be re-electrolyzed over 5 lunar

days. This time period coincides with 180day mission centers. High-pressure tanks are

utilizedto hold enough reactants to provide 2 kW during the lunar night,and 20% of the

next manned mission reactant supply. During the lunar night, the "hot" reactants are

cooled and transferred to larger,insulated lower-pressure tanks. These tanks are sized

to contain the highest pressures attained as a resultof the parasiticheat leak during the

day. This option resulted in a -600 kg decrease in system mass. By refrigerating the

larger tanks during the day, the system mass was decreased another 230 kg, at the

expense of increased complexity. Heating rates (and refrigeration power required) were

determined assuming a 300K surface temperature, and a 1-ineh thickness of multi-

layered insulation.

This option was not utilized in the reference however, due to added complexity and

reduced system flexibility. A more detailed look at the trade of electrolyzing the

reactants over 5 lunar days resulted in only a moderate mass savings (300 - 500 kg) for

the revised power level systems (ref.41 and A2), at the expense of system complexity

(additional tanks, etc.). Greater savings may be possible for higher-power systems,

and/or systems requiring less "housekeeping" power for unmanned lunar night operations

(2 kW was assumed for the current trade analysis - much lower level of design required

to determine actual requirements).

A final preliminary calibrationactivity undertaken in the power-system sizing task

was to adjust and verify the SURPWER sizing-code process for calculating tank

residuals. The routine, which had originally been written to calculate residuals for

lower-pressure storage systems, was modified to produce more accurate residual

allowances for the high-pressure storage system. The residual pressure in the hydrogen

and oxygen storage tanks was assumed to be -80 psi (60psi fuel cell operating pressure,

+20psi line pressure drop). This resulted in a significant reduction of reactants and

required storage-system mass.

The revised power system was sized based on the following:
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a. Solar PV system utilizes GaAs/Ge (8 rail) arrays; nominal efficiency - 1896

b. Night-time average power increased 10% to provide power/reactant margin; Peak

power = 1.5 x average power + eleetrolyzer power (day)

e. Fuel cell eapaeity "stretched" 1 day at 11 kW to provide mission abort window in

case of solar PV system malfunction at beginning of lunar day

d. -14.9% temperature induced array degradation at lunar "noon"; 10% radiation

degradation added (see degradation assessment information below)

e. Eleetrolyzer and array sized to provide nominal charging rate at worst ease array

performance; Nominal rate = dormancy requirements + 1/5 average manned

nighttime power (kW-hr)

f. Filament wound composite tanks utilized for 3000 psi regenerable fuel cell reactant

storage; reactant storage temperature assumed to be 300 K

g. Heat pump power requirements are derived utilizing R-11 working fluid and

compressor with -60% isentropie efficiency; Pheat pump/Prej = 0.529.

The solar array temperature induced degradation value was determined from a

survey of available performance data for GaAs and Si arrays. The average values are as

follows (referenced to 27°C):

a. GaAs : _ performance =0.23%/°C

b. Si: _ performance =0.422%/°C

The surface properties of the reference GaAs/Ge cells were found to be:

c (emissivity) = 0.85, and a (solar absorptivity) = 0.60. From this, the maximum array

surface temperature was found to be -92°C with an insulated array backside (-1/2" MLI).

The total temperature induced degradation was found to be:

a. GaAs: _ performance =14.9%

b. Si: A performance =27.4%

A brief technology survey resulted in average 5 yr degradation values in GEO to be:

a. GaAs: 20% degradation

b. Si: 27% degradation

The above radiation values were halved to account for the shielding effect of the

lunar surface. After the degradation assessment was completed, the reference power

budget was utilized to size the reference power system using the SURPWER parametric

power system sizing code. A mass summary for the FLO reference is presented in

figure 3-34.

V

v
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Fuel Cells 135 kg

Electrolyze r 88 kg

Radiator 0 kg*

Hydrogen Reactant 152 kg

Hydrogen Residual S kg

Oxygen Reactant 1218 kg

Oxygen Residual 32 kg

Hydrogen Tank(s) 1763 kg

Oxygen Tank(s) 800 kg

Water Tank 69 kg

Solar Array 435 kg

Support Equipment 305 kg
(cables, converters, etc.)

Solar array support structure 449 kg

Total Mass: 5451 kg * Included in HRS mass

Figure 3-34. Reference Top Level Power System Mass Summary

As stated earlier, the rejection of waste heat at the lunar surface is a si_mificant

problem due to the high surface temperatures experienced during the lunar day (-380 K at

lunar "noon"). The relatively high level of required heat rejection capability of the FLO

habitat (-20 kW peak daytime) p]aces s great demand on the external heat rejection

system. A method for increasing radiator efficiency (particularly during the lunar day),

and therefore decreasing required radiator area, will become a potentiaUy laz_e leverage

teehnolo_j. An increase in radiator efficiency can be effeeted by either reducing sink

temperatures from decreased exposure to the surface or sun (shielded, pointed away,

etc.), by increasing the radiator operating temperature, or by constructing the radiator

of materials with selective optical/thermal properties (tow solar absorptivity, high

emissivity). Any combination of these methods can be even more effective in increasing

radiating efficiency. Increasing the rejection temperature of the radiator is an

especially effective method for increasing radiator heat rejection efficiency (W/unit

area). AdditionaLly an increase in the emissivity of a radiating surface will have roughly

a linear effect on heat rejection capability. For this study, a heat pumped augmented

system was chosen, based on its flexibility to performance degradation, reduced radiator

area requirements, and mass. The assumptions for the heat rejection system were"

a. SSF derived internal heat acquisition/transport system desi_m

b. Radiator rejection toad:

Prej = 1.5 x (Phab + PA/L) + Pelectrol x (1 - heleetrolysis) + Qmetsbotic

c. HorizontAl radiator utilized; heat pump augmented rejection

d. Heat pump motor/pump assembly rejects waste heat at condenser temperature

(conservative assumption - probably 20 ° - 50°C higher)
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e. Compressor isentropie efficiency = 0.6 (terrestrial sys data); Peomp/Prej = 0.529

(R-II)

f. Heat pump system mass - 31.83 x Q (from terrestrialsystems data)

g. Heat pump power provided by main arrays

h. arad = 0.25 (absorptivity) fin efficiency = 0.85

grad = 0.8 (emissivity) radiator rejection temperature = 360K

radiator specific mass - 5.2 kg/m

i. Single phase pump efficiency 0.30 (used to determine night-time pump power)

j. Minimum fluid operating temp (nighttime) = 165 K (Triple Point = 162 K)

k. Qmetabolie = 132 W/person x 4 crew

During the sizing process for the heat rejection system, several issues were raised.

These issues were considered in the derivation and sizing of the reference heat rejection

system concept. The major issues derived and considered:

a. Heat rejection system performance may be very sensitive to lunar dust coverage/

surface degradation (increase in surface solar absorptivity)

b. Heat pumped system could require signifidant additional power to account for higher

effective sink temperatures; passive system would necessitate significantly

decreasing power consumption, adding radiator area, etc.

c. Heat pumped system less sensitive to radiator absorptivity clue to its higher

rejection temperatures (Qrej = T4 = a = c)

1. State of the Art (SOTA) selective optical property coatings may not be

applicable to large radiators;dust degradation may be significant(coverage and

abrasive)

2. Non-silicon based radiator coatings with low a/c (i.e., zinc orthotitanate,

TW1300) can be very brittle, and may be difficult to adhere to some materials

(metals and composites)

3. Silicon based paints with potassium silicate binders not commercially available

4. SSF utilizing SOTA coatings, which still have EOL absorptivities of 0.22 to 0.25

5. Developing suitable coatings/radiator materials for passive heat rejection on

lunar surface may require significant technology development, with some

degree of risk.

Based on the above assumptions and concerns, a heat pump augmented heat

rejection system was chosen for the reference system. A schematic of the reference

heat rejection system is shown in figure 3-35. As shown in the schematic, the heat

pumped system is utilized to reject only the habitat induced heat loads. The compressor

and eleetrolyzer, which operate at much higher temperatures, should not require the
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Figure 3-35. Reference Heat Pumped System Functional Schematic

heat pump to boost rejection temperature. For radiator sizing purposes, the eleetrolyzer

and compressor were assumed to operate at 360 K (reasonably eonservative). Pump

power required to cool the eleetrolyzer and eompressor was eonsidered negligible (- 100-

200W). The bypass pump only operates during single phase operation (during lunar night).

Due to the sensitivity of the external heat rejeetion system to dust coverage, a brief

study was undertaken to assess the possibility of aeeumulating dust on various

components of the Lunar Outpost external equipment. Three areas of possible dust

disturbance were investigated. Using simple partiele dynamics, the first two areas,

astronaut and rover movement, were determined as not being a source of dust eoverage.
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The height of the bottom of the hub (-7m) was determined to be above the maximum

height of the dust thrown up by the rover wheel (-6 m for 10 mi/hr rover). Dust disturbed

by the crew vehicle upon landing, however becomes a much larger dust coverage

problem. Dust particles entrained in the exhaust plume of the lander can reach a

significant percentage of the exhaust gas velocity (as high as 2-3 kin/see). Although the

lander can be positioned far enough away to protect the Outpost from the initial lower

velocity dust disturbed by the lander at higher altitude, no reasonable distance (<1-2 kin)

will completely spare the Outpost from the higher velocity particles (ejected just before

touch-down). These partieles will not only cover surfaces facing the Lander, but may

"sand-blast" them as well. Operational considerations such as pointing or stowing the

arrays, stowing the radiator (thermal energy storage required), or regular surface

cleaning will be investigated as this study continues. Finally, the effects of scattered

dust from the natural effects on the lunar surface (i.e., terminator line ionization/

deionization, and mierometeoroid impact scattering) were investigated. Although the

terminator line should not cause significant problems for equipment high on the lander,

its effects could be significant for other lander hardware (e.g., storage tanks).

A portion of the habitat dormancy assessment mentioned earlier consisted of an

assessment of habitat night-time operation issues (manned and dormant). Several

refrigerants were determined suitable for the heat pumped system (depending on

rejection and acquisition temperatures), including Rll, 12, 21, 22, 113, 114, 142b, 152a,

and ammonia for non-heat pumped cases (primarily at night). A summary of the working

fluids investigated is shown in figure 3-36. Due to it's relatively high specific heat as

compared to the liquid states of the other refrigerants, ammonia results in the lowest

overall night-time pumping requirements. The ability of a single working fluid to handle

both night and day operations removes the necessity of changing fluids for night/day

operation (heat pumped system), or earrying a parallel external transport loop for night

use only. Although the heat pump can be operated at night, its power requirements are

significantly higher than a single phase system. A single phase night operating concept

using the heat pump working fluid is feasible (by varying fluid level and/or pumping rate),

which would utilize the entire radiator area without freezing the working fluid,

eliminating (or at least reducing) the need for thermally disconnecting portions of the

radiator during the night. The heat pump only requires 10 to 35% of the radiator surface

area for unmanned or manned night-time use. For manned night-time use, in order to

rejeet waste heat at the lower radiator surface temperatures, a temperature drop across

the radiator of less than or equal to 10 K is required. The radiator inlet temperature was

assumed to be equal to the average temperature of the internal TCS fluid across the

interface heat exchanger (Tin = 90°F, Tout = 35°F, Tsvg = 62.5°F [290°K]). The mass

flow rate required to satisfy the above conditions was determined to be - 2300 lb/hr for a
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typical refrigerant, and - 600 Iblhr for ammonia. Although the pumping power

requirements for night-time operation would be somewhat higher for the chosen daytime

refrigerant R-11, the added complexity of switching operating fluids verses only modest

pumping power savings resulted in the selection of R-11 for both day and night-time use.

It was determined that for the R-11 night-time flow rate requirements, that the allowed

night-time pump power of 300 W was reasonable. Night-time heat pump operation,

however, would require roughly the same power level as during the lunar day, although

radiator size requirement would be significantly reduced.

Fluid

Ammon,a

R11

Ri2
R21

R22

IRl13

i R114

R142b

R152a

Tr,ple Po,nt(K)

195.5

162

115

i38

113

238

179

Pressure
(high/low-ps,)

750/125

110/1'2

38060

Not Avail.

580/110

45/5

175/25

Liqu,d SD. ht
kJ/kg K

4.815

0.88

0.98

1.07

122

0.925

0.996

kWhp/kWrej

0.643

0.529

0.782

Not Avail.

0.77

061"

0 85

<205 235/30 1.12 0.61

< < i77 400158' 1.60 071'

Figure 3-36. Heat Pump Working Fluid Options

An assessment of habitat heating during the lunar day and night was undertaken to

identify any possible areas of concern to the HRS. The assessment considered habitat

shell, penetration, and window heat leak. Heat leak through the window was determined

assuming complete solar transmission between 0.2 - 0.8 mm wavelength and 1.2 - 3 mm

wavelength (SSF windows "blind" between 0.8 and 1.2 in order to limit interference of [R

controls). All other incident solar energy was assumed to be adsorbed and included in the

thermal balance. The habitat TPS consisted of 18 layers of MLI (asurf = 0.30,

_surf = 0.40 - M/D shield outer surf). The worst case heating was determined to be at

lunar "noon", where Qleak < 1 kW (with 3 SSF sized windows). Worst case habitat heating

during the day assumed complete lunar dust coverage of the hab shell. It was assumed

that the windows would be kept relatively clean (shields, cleaning, etc.). Covering the

windows when not in use will reduce the transmitted solar radiation (i.e., heat leak) by as

much as 200 - 300 W. A portion of the waste heat produced during lunar night can be

utilized to maintain the habitat heat b_anee, aJthough it may require separate heat

transport loop. Additional TPS can be added to the habitat shell if the 700 W to 1 kW

heating rates are deemed too high. It should be noted that no shielding effects were

included for any external equipment, and therefore the heat flux is relatively

conservative. A mass, rejection load, and radiator area summary for the reference

external heat rejection system is shown in figure 3-37.
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Rejection load: 22.61 kW

Radiator Area: 63 m2

Radiator mass 327 kg

Heat pump mass 108.5 kg

Insulation mass 25 kg

Aux. pump mass 60 kg

Total HRS Mass: 520.5 kg

Figure 3-37. External Heat Rejection System Mass Summary

3.13.4 Subsystem Level Trade Studies Support

Several system level trades assessments were completed for power and thermal

system impacts. The majority of these were in support of the FLO alternate subsystems

task. In an early trade, the reference heat pumped heat rejection system was traded

against a non heat pumped system. The savings in power system mass for the non heat

pumped system was compared to the area and mass sensitivity of the heat rejection

system to radiator surface properties. The results of this and all other trades are

included in the appropriate trade sections of this document. The top level conelusion

was that power system mass was reduced only slightly (-160 k¢: heat pump only needed

during day, where power penalty is relatively low), at the expense of significant radiator

efficiency and flexibility. Another alternate subsystem trade was to utilize an open

power system with reactants resupply for each manned flight. This trade resulted in

significant additional initial FLO mass, as welt as greatly increased resupply mass, since

enough reactants must be carried with the outpost for the initial dormancy period and

the first manned mission.

Next, as a portion of s reduced pressure habitat trade, power budget deltas were

determined for habitat internal or external equipment influenced by the lower pressure

levels. The only major area of concern initially identified which could have signifiesnt

impact on the power budget was the avionics, cabin, and crossover air systems. It was

determined that the fans and dueting would require redesign for any significant pressure

level other than the SSF value of 14.7 psi, as the fan efficiency curve falls off rapidly at

higher demand levels (SSF study identified -3 kW to 1 kW ratio in required fan power for

MTC 10.2 psi operation). SSF MTC operations allow off nominal performance for

relatively brief MTC phase. The required power systems for redesigned fans were sized

for 14.7, 10.2, 8, and 5 psi operation. The results (included in graphical and tabular form

in the reduced pressure trade section) show a significant increase in required power (and

therefore power and heat rejection system mass) between 8 and 5 psia. Other aspects of

reduced power operation were also included in the trade, and are included in other

sections of this report.

V _
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A trade was undertaken to compare the performance of fixed solar arrays to the

reference articulatingsystem, in support of the alternate subsystems trade. The first

part of the task was to identify the optimum tiltangle for the FLO array. The plot,

included in the "trades" section (Section 4.2.7),included a clear crossover point at -63 °

tiltangle, which should be the point of maximum average performance. The arrays were

sized to provide peak power at worst case solar angle (noon and dawn/dusk). The fixed

array performance was found to be -4596 of articulatingsystem levels,and the required

area was -435 m2. The size and orientation of the array resulted in a significant mass

penalty over the reference system.

3.14 AIRLOCK SYSTEM

The FLO Airlock System consists of the Crewloek and its internal outfitting, EVA

systems burdened onto the habitat module, and external support hardware. As discussed

earlier in this section, the SSF Crewloek was chosen because of its perceived maturity

and hyperbaric capability but not necessarily for being the "optimal" lunar airlock. A

discussion of hyperbaric treatment requirements is included in the reference 9. Mass and

power estimates have been derived from current SSF WP02 data; however, a persistent

difficulty has been the interpretation of these data. The SSF WP02 mass report provides

an itemized breakdown of the SSF Airloek (which includes both an Equipment Lock and

the Crewloek) but is not clear as to where each of these components belong (inside,

outside, Equipment Lock, Crewloek, or elsewhere). This ambiguity has led to differing

weight estimates for the Crewlock and EVA systems; unfortunately, without better

definition from SSF WP02, the correct numbers will remain unknown. The Boeing airlock

system mass summary given in figure 3-38 combines internal habitat EVA systems (535.1

kg) with airloek and extended EVA systems (2174.8 kg) for a total of 2710 kg.

The internal EVA systems burdened onto the hab (as shown in the baseline layout)

include Suit Processing and Checkout Units (SPCUs), Airlock Depressurization Pump

Assembly (ADPA), and Hyperbaric Support which have been based on a similar SSF

Equipment Lock complement. The use of these systems assumes lunar suit operations to

be similar to the STS EMU; however, JSC has proposed a new, regenerable suit which

may require much different support. Updates to the baseline can be made once data and

definition of this new suit are available. Dedicated EVA sublimator water has been

included under Consumables but may be provided from Crew Vehicle or Lander Fuel Cell

Water, Urine Processor product water, or become unneeded for a regenerable Portable

Life Support System (PLSS). EVA suit spares necessary for 45 days are also included

under Consumables; however, the primary EMUs are assumed to be brought with the

crew. In keeping with the "Outpost" philosophy, tool and tool stowage have been reduced

by nearly 9096 from SSF numbers. EVA access needs and accommodations are discussed

earlier in this report under External Configuration. Concept development will obviously

continue for the airlock system, which is a major driver to FLO habitation design and

mass.
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FLO Crewlod_EVAS Component Boeing Mass (kg)

Structures and Mechanisms

Crewlock cylinder section

Crewlock EVA bulkhead ring

Crewlock IVA bulkhead ring

Longerons and struts

Isogr=d panel/support angles

MM/O shield

EVA/IVA hatches/mech

Non.rack�rack support struct

Crewlock rack

1/6 g ,nternal/external struct

Pass-thru lock

IV yoke

Keel trunnion ftg and Dins

Equip Lock end dome

Hab/Crewlock interface (est)

Internal EVA Systems

Crewlock hyperbaric supp

Hab EVAS (SPCU, H/B, pump)

Other Distributed Hitdwite

Crewlock EVA Hardware

External EVA Equipment

1532.7

152.9

264.0

326.6

40.6

93.0

79.2

228.1

17.8

583

656.3

_212

535.1

428.9

92.0

Total Mill 2709.9

Figure 3-38. FLO Habitation System, Crewlock/EVAS Status

3.15 CONSUMABLES

The Consumables listed in figure 3-39 include crew and system needs for the initial

4S-day manned visit to the First Lunar Outpost. Most of these masses have been derived

from SSF data or JSC FLO reports. Not included in this list are external science

payloads and external equipment spares which are still being defined (see Logistics/

Operations diseussion later in this report). Also remaining is a firm understanding of

habitat needs prior to and in-between crew visits; for example, leakage make-up gases,

system expendables, system operations, and consumable lifetimes must still be evaluated

to develop a viable concept. A stowage volume assessment is given earlier in this

section. Another consideration is the fact that consumables for subsequent visits must

be brought with the crew; thus, the Crew Lander must accommodate these items. A

brief study was conducted to determine the most probable first-visit consumables which

could be offloaded to the Crew Vehicle (included later in this report); however, while this

reduces FLO habitation mass, the Crew Vehicle mass, which may already be the mission

driver, increases by this same amount.
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FLO Consumables Mass Boeing Mass (kg)

Crew Accommodations

Crew Quarters

Clothing

Off Duty

Photography

Workstation

Food & Galley Supply

Personal Hygiene

Housekeeping

Life Support

Water (Closed LooD)

Oxygen

Nitrogen

ARS expendables

WRM expendables

WM expendables

THE expendables

1134,0

0.0

245,0

84.2

182.8

463.0

45.8

113.2

735.2

in hab

305.2

259.0

20.6129.4
D

J 11.0100

80.0• Health Maintenance

• Science 50.0

EVA

EMU expendables

EMU spares

Dust Control

EVA Subllmator Water

505.7

166.3

74.8

97.0

167.6

• Spares in hab

Total Consumables Mass 2504.9

Figure 3-39. FLO Habitation System,Consumables

3.16 INTERNAL SCIENCE

The emphasis of the FLO concept has been to conduct external lunar science and

exploration; therefore, minimaJ accommodations for internal science have been

considered. Since the aetuaJ mission objectives and profiles for the First Lunar Outpost

have not yet been completed, the integrated baseline seeks to provide some generic but

useful interns/ science capabilities. As shown in figure 3-40, this consists of one

dedicated rack (which has been modeled after the SSF Lab-A Maintenance Workstation)

and some mass allocation for general science equipment (stowage location is currently

undefined). These provisions are intended to enable limited sample examination and

characterization, to accommodate some internal maintenance capability (on EVA suits,

for example), and to support life science experiments. Also included in this list is a Fluid

System Servicer (FSS) and leak detection equipment which are based on SSF numbers and

bookkeeping (actual use and location of this equipment remains unknown). With a major

feature of FLO being the support of human presence to eonduct missions on the Moon, it

is expected that internal scienee capabilities will be a si_ifieant consideration of

habitation system design.
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FLO Internal Science Support Boeing Mass (kg)

Science Workbench 300

Science Equipment 365

Fluid System Servicer and leak 102
DeCecl:son Equipment

Sample Prep. Instruments

Imaging Instruments

Spectrometers

Total Internal Sden(e Miss 767

Figure 3-40. FLO Habitation System, Internal Science Support Mass
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4.0 SSF DEVIATION TRADE= ALTERNATE SUBSYSTEMS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Subsystem trades were undertaken to examine design alternatives to the current

FLO habitation system baseline. These were divided into two groups: (1) those that

maintain a high degree of Space Station Freedom heritage in the habitat module, called

SSF deviation trades, and (2) those that examined alternatives to the basic SSF design,

called SSF alternative trades. This section of the report describes the first group of

trades.

Subsystem alternatives were explored with the objectives of simplifying design,

simpUfying operations, and reducing cost and mass. Trades were carried out in nine main

areas. (I) "Open" vs "Closed" ECLSS water: Use stored water instead of closed-loop

processors; (2) Heat pumped vs non-heat pumped heat rejection system: Avoid

development and power costs associated with heat pump; (3)Possible uses of crew lander

fuel cell water (FCW): Use crew lander FCW for habitat oxygen and water needs;

(4)Inflatable hyperbaric chamber for use inside habitat module: Reduce mass and

volume impaets associated with SSF crewloek; (5) "Open" vs "Closed" power system:

Resupply reactants for night-time power needs; (6) Reduced power processing levels:

Simplify and consolidate power processing steps; (7) Fixed vs articulating solar arrays:

Simplify deployment and tracking systems; (8) Off-loed some first-visitconsumables to

crew lander: Unburden initialFLO mass by allocating a portion of its supplies to the

crew lander; and (9) Deferral of full power capability until arrival of first crew:

Examine manned vs dormancy requirements to off-load initialFLO mass by delivery of

augmenting power system with crew lander.

Due to the diversityof the various trades, a rather short listof common groundrules

was derived. The quantification of trade study results were based on the Boeing

Integrated Baseline FLO Habitation System. Mass comparisons considered both initial

and resupply FLO requirements. No complete cost comparisons are available at this

time; in some cases, qualifying statements regarding cost are made (for example,

existing designs and hardware should cost less for comparable systems). SSF data were

used where available, and other parameters were calculated or derived. Alternatives

which trade better than the baseline system may be explored in more detail for inclusion

into concept in the future.
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4.2 ALTERNATE SUBSYSTEMS TRADE SUMMARY

4.2.1 Open vs Closed Water Trade

A trade was performed to assess ECLSS water supply options for the FLO mission.

An open system which requires resupply of all necessary ECLSS water was compared to a

closed system utilizing SSF derived water processing equipment. Mass summaries

developed for the current reference system (closed), and the open system option are

shown in figures 4-1 and 4-2, respectively. The total mass of the reference system was

found to be approximately 626 kg lower than the open system, with the total system

masses diverging for each manned mission. The resupply requirements for either system

would consist of expendables and any spares needed, but the open system would also

require -1 mt of water and tanks for each manned visit. The overall system mass for the

closed system was found to be 1568.8 kg, while the system mass for the open system was

2194.7 kg. The increased thermal and power systems mass for the closed system water

processor operation was estimated to be only -146 kg, since the power system mass is

much more sensitive to average power than peak power levels (increase in average power

required for water processor less than peak power increase). The required resupply for

expendables for either system may be assumed similar since a complete spares

assessment cannot be completed until more is known about the respective systems,

although expendable requirements may be higher for the closed system. The EMUs will

also require water but the PLSS may be regenerable, so EMU water requirements were

not included in the trade (an overall system level water balance may also leverage this

trade for either option). Both the "Closed" and the "Open" Water Systems require 3 rack

spaces inside the module, although plumbing and other utilities may require slightly less

volume for the "open" version. The conclusion reached as a result of this trade was that

the closed version is preferred over the 'simpler _ open system for the following reasons:

a. Closed water system should be proven by SSF.

b. FLO is intended for multiple missions.

e. Both initial and resupply masses are significantly lower for closed water option.

4.2.2 Heat Pumped vs Non-Heat Pumped Heat Rejection System (HRS) Trade

A trade was performed to assess the sensitivity of the performance of the reference

heat rejection system to the presence of a heat pump to augment the rejection

temperature of the FLO radiator. Power system mass impacts of the heat pump power

requirements were also assessed to quantify the mass impacts of the heat pump. The

radiator area required to reject a representative FLO habitat waste heat (-16 kW) for a

range of radiator absorptivities, and for surface emissivities of 0.6 and 0.8 is shown in

figure 4-3. The two emissivity curves are shown to illustrate that the radiator area vs

absorptivity trends are similar for different emissivity levels. The solar absorptivity of
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Alternative Mass (kg) Power (W)

Current Baseline

Concept
(SSF "Closed

Water" System

System Oescription

, Water Storage Rack (with 1 tank)

- basic utilities and rack 159.7

- water storage assembly 157.0

- water(1 tank) 110.4

- valves, etc. 15.3

• Water Processing Rack (with 1 tank)

- basic utilities and rack 171.0

- water processor assembly 312.9

- water (1 tank) 110.1

- process cntrl wtr clual monitor 30.8

- valves, etc. 26.4

• Urine Processor Rack

- bas=c utilities and rack 187.9

- ur=ne processor assembly 146.7

- valves, etc. 112

• Expendables t 29.4

• Spares )

Total System Mass and Power 1568.8'

70W Peak

' 14WAvg

700W Peak

200W Avg

355 W Peak
I

D

i

/ 77.8 W Avg

1125W/291.9W

Figure 4-1. Mass and Power Summary for Referenced Closed Water Loop System

Alternative System Description Mass (kg)

Specification
Candidate

('Open or Stored
Water" System

Crew Water Needs:

between

465 kg/p-d x 4 people x 45 days = 837 kg
(hydrated food, handwaeh, urine/)

and

5,45 kg/p-d x 4 people x 45 days ,, 981 kg
(add 1 shower�week)

Water System Capab_tit=es

- 3 Water Storage Racks (w/3 tanks each)
(with 5 % tank fraction, will provide
945.9 kg of water total)

- PCWQM
- MDM

- Additional tankage for urme/conctensate
(assume use of emptied water tanks for

storage of weste water- tanks switched
OUt for reeupply)

• Expendables (assumed)

• Spares

20136

30 8

20 9

O0

129 4

)

Total System Mass and Power 2194 7

Power (W)

{3x70) W Peak

(3x14)WAvg

210W/42W

Figure 4-2. Mass and Power Summary for Open Water Loop System Option
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5000

4O00

3000

Radiator
Area (m 2)

2O00

1000

005

Emiuivity

! I | " " I " - "

010 0.15 020

Radiator Surface Absorptivity

0.8

omax = 0.215

!

0.25

• Selected maximum o corresl)onds tO 5% offset from asymptotic value

Rgure 4-3. Radiator Area w. Optical Surface Properties AC$023

the radiator wilt probably be the most effected by the lunar environment, since lunar

dust (whioh is likely to beeome deposited on the radiator) has a rather high emissivity

(>0.9). As ean be seen from the graph, the radiator is much more sensitive to the surfaee

absorptivity than emissivity in the area of interest. The 596 offsets were shown for

illustration only, to rive a reasonable point where the surface area goes asymptotie to a

Even absorptivity. Even at these values, however, the required radiating areas are -850

and 1000 m2, for emissivities of 0.8 and 0.6, respectively. The same area trend, along

with the radiator mass vs su_aee absorptivity is illustrated in figure 4-4. Top level

assumptions made for the trade are also shown on the figure. The radiator area and

masses were derived for a horizontal orientation at worst ease eonditions (lunar "noon").

The radiator was assumed to be insulated on the back to limit lunar surfaee heating

effeets. As ean be seen in the ficures, the non-heat pumped thermal eontrol system was

very sensitive to radiator optiesl properties (absorptivity and emissivity).

Although the heat pumped system wilt likely be slightly more eomplex than a

non-heat pumped option, and would require heat pump teehnolocy development, the

non-heat pumped TCS will pose several ehallenges in the development phase. The

absorptivity range (ineluding expected degradation) should be kept away from the mass
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Figure 4-4. Radiator Mass and Area vs. Optical Surface Properties AC$024

and area asymptotes in order to increase system reliability given the uncertainties in

dust and erosion effects on performance. Current state-of-the-art radiator coatings

have some difficulty to provide required a/c values over the FLO operational life

(frequent ehangeout may be necessary). If absorptivity approaches the asymptotic value,

small increases in degraded optical values would make required radiator size and mass

unworkable. SSF degraded a and c values used to size the heat pumped radiator (Q = 0.25

and c = 0.8), would cause the radiator mass and area to become prohibitively large for

the non-heat pumped system. Since the heat pump is only required during the day, the

reference power system impact in mass for delivering heat pump power during the lunar

daytime is only -159 kg (mainly due to increased solar array area required). The heat

pump mass is approximately 110 kg, which is more than offset by the additional radiator

mass of the non-heat pumped system. Due to its lower area, the heat pumped radiator

may be pre-integrated so as to require little or no deployment after landing. The heat

pumped TCS should be inherently more flexible than the non-heat pumped TCS in that

the power level input to the heat pump compressor can be altered to raise the evaporator

(i.e., radiator) rejection temperature. The primary conclusion of this trade was that the

heat pumped system was preferable due to its operational flexibility, greater rejection

efficiency, and lower overall external HRS mass.

4.2.3 Possible Uses of Crew Lander Fuel Cell Water Trade

A trade was performed to investigate the possibility of utilizing the erew lander fuel

cell water for the FLO habitat system. The crew lander power level is estimated to be -4

kW in active mode, and -1 kW in standby. Fuel celt water (FCW) will be produced at

?5
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8.736 kg/kW-day at these power levels. Assuming 5 days active mode on lunar transfer,

and 42 days on standby, the crew lander generates 541.6 kg of water by the end of FLO

mission. The FLO lander may also produce fuel cell water during its active mode,

depending on the lander power system architecture, and its relationship to the FLO

power system.

The fuel cell water has two major uses in the Outpost Habitation System: (1) to

meet crew water needs in an open water ECLS system, and (2) to meet crew oxygen

needs via electrolysis (utilizing FLO external power generation equipment to split this

water into 02 and H2). Either of these uses require fuel cell water to be transported

from the crew lander to the FLO habitat, so several small lander water tanks would

probably be necessary. Removal and transport operations for the water to be integrated

into the appropriate habitation system would take place very near the end of the mission,

in order to capture the most water. The crew lander TCS is not yet defined, but it may

require fuel cell water for sublimator cooling, potentially leaving no excess for FLO

uses. If it is not used for onboard TCS, the crew lander fuel cell water may be used to

meet crew water needs: the 541.6 kg of water generated by the crew lander would

provide 50 - 80% of the necessary ECLSS water for a typical FLO mission. As shown

earlier in this section, without the use of fuel cell water, the ECLSS water trade showed

that the open water system mass is 480.3 kg greater than closed version, and that open

resupply requirements may be -1 mt higher. With the use of fuel eel1 water, the first FLO

must still pay the 480.3 kg penalty (to accommodate the first manned visit needs) and

the open resupply requirements would still be -400 kg higher, so the use of crew lander

fuel cell water does not overcome the mass benefits associated with a closed water

system, although it may be very useful in meeting other needs, such as for EMU

sublimators. Another area of use for crew lander water could be to meet crew oxygen

needs, utilizing the electrical power system electrolyzer. At the end of the first

mission, lander fuel cell water would be introduced to the product water storage of the

FLO external power generation system, and electrolyzed into hydrogen and oxygen

during the interim lunar daylight periods between manned missions. The excess 541.6 kg

of water would produce 481.4 kg of oxygen, which would be more than adequate for

oxygen resupply (42 day metabolic load and makeup/repress requires 225 kg). Resizing

the FLO product water tanks to hold a full 541.6 kg of water, enlarging the oxygen

reactant tanks to hold an additional 225 kg, and increasing the array and eleetrolyzer

mass needed to split this water results in a ~164.5 kg impact to FLO power system It is

assumed that the remaining water is utilized by EMU, etc., but the hydrogen is lost,

unless it becomes valuable for later ISRU or other uses.
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There will likelybe several negative impacts to the initialFLO habitat relating to

the utilizationof the lander fuel eell water. The complexity of the FLO system will

likely be higher with delivery of oxygen from the reactant storage subsystem,

introductionof crew lander water into the fuel eellproduct storage, etc. Fuel cellwater

utilizationmay result in a -165 kg mass penalty for the firstFLO mission, above the

requirement of supplying the first mission oxygen needs (later lessened resupply

requirements may offset thisinitialimpact). The main discriminator in thistrade willbe

the amount of water available, if any, from the yet to be defined crew lander. A final

set of recommendations cannot be made untilthe crew lander isbetter defined.

4.2.4 Inflatable Hyperbarie Chamber Coneept

All FLO concepts provide hyperbarie treatment capabilities that meet current

understanding of the NASA Exploration Program Office (ExPO) requirements. The

reference SSF erewlock concept is near-term hardware which combines airloek and

hyperbaric chamber functions.The erewlock mass is high, however, (mass estimates for

the erewloek system range from 2700 to 4200 kg), and the erewlock intrudes into the

habitat volume in order to fit within the 10m launch vehicle shroud. An inflatable

hyperbaric chamber in conjunction with a smaller dedicated airlock may significantly

reduce airloek system mass and size. The airloek could be designed for optimal

egress/ingress and equipment pass-thru only, potentially reducing its size and mass

significantly. A hyperbaric chamber would stow and deploy inside the habitat module

when required. ILC Dover has constructed, tested, and delivered a one-person

collapsiblehyperbaric chamber prototype to the United States Air Force, reference 14.

In order to apply such a chamber to a FLO mission, requirements for the hyperbaric

chamber will require further clarification(i.e., attendant medical officer, treatment

profiles, internal subsystems and support, pass-thru supplies, medical needs, etc.).

In order to determine if this inflatable concept is attractive or even feasible for FLO

applications,further data and concept development willbe required.

A possible operational scenario for an inflatableairloek is shown in figure 4-5, and

the USAF model mentioned above, along with relevant physical and operational data is

shown in figure 4-6. [LC, under contract to Wright-Patterson AFB, has designed,

developed, fabricated, tested, and delivered one prototype collapsible hyperbaric

enclosure to demonstrate the technology which may be used for treatment of

decompression sickness on board STS, SSF, or remote sites. The ILC work was conducted

in two phases: Phase I established design criteriaentailingthe research of materials and

fabrication techniques, and an in-depth investigation of system design. As a result of
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this study, it was recommended that a prototype enclosure operating at 41.2 psia

(26.5 psid) should be fabricated. Phase [I included the detailed design, fabrication, and

testing (to 1.5 times the operating pressure to ensure safety) of a prototype hyperbaric

enclosure. The unit was delivered to the USAF Sehool of Aerospace Medicine at Brooks

Air Force Base for evaluation. A preliminary list of issues to be addressed before the

application of an inflatable airloek can be considered a viable option is given in

figure 4-7. As stated earlier, many of these issues are requirements driven, and as such,

cannot be addressed until more is known about the FLO mission operational

requirements.

idea: Consider a lighter weight, stowabie, inflatable pressure vessel as the hyperbaric
chamber which would be deployed and used inside of the lunar habitat module

Affected H Patient
crewperson returned prepared for

to module treatment

Inflatable hyperbaric I I Hyperbaric

chamber unstowed _ chamber check-outand assembled performed

• Attach to support structure
• Rigidize at nominal module pressure
• Connect to interfaces

• Outfit with internal equipment

Patient (and __
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J
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I
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Figure 4-5. Operational Scenario for Inflatable Hyperbaric Chamber
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Figure 4-7. Inflatable Hyperbaric Chambers Issues to be Addressed
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4.2.5 Open vs Closed Power System Trade

A brief comparison was made of an open, or non regenerable fuel cell electrical

power system, versus the reference regenerable fuel cell concept. For the reference

system, lunar nighttime power is supplied by fuel cells using oxygen and hydrogen

reactants. The eleetrolyzer is used to break down fuel cell product water into oxygen

and hydrogen in order to eliminate need for resupply of fuel cell reactants. The solar

array for the reference system is sized to accommodate daytime electrolyzer use, while

supplying required daytime power to all habitat systems. High pressure storage of the

fuel cell reactants is required to minimize tankage volume and mass, and therefore

efficiency. An alternative to this baseline is to use an open fuel ceil system, which

employs no electrolyzer, since the reactants are for one-time use only. Low pressure, or

low temperature supereritteal storage of the reactants is possible since no refrigeration

would be required to densify electrolyze reactants (required for regen systems, since

reactants leaving eleetrolyzer are at -60°C or higher). The initial reactant supply must

satisfy a 6 month dormancy period, and the first crew mission (-3595 kg of reactants and

-723 kg of tankage). Each crew must bring the same amount of reactants for each

6 month dormancy period and 42 day mission. The fuel cell product water is available

for other uses (open water system, EMU PLSS use, etc.), or must be disposed of to

provide storage space for next mission. Using the above scenario, the mass for the open

power system for the first FLO mission is about 637 kg higher than the baseline.

In addition, the open system would require an additional 4317 kg of resupply every visit

(including the first). Based on this brief assessment, the closed, or regenerable fuel cell

electrical power system was the preferred option.

4.2.6 Reduced Power ProeessinE Levels

An effort to identify possible areas of simplification for the SSF derived power

system architecture was completed on a qualitative basis. A schematic of the reference

power system is shown in figure 4-8. The schematic is similar to the current SSF

architecture, with the exception of the electrolyzer/fuel cell system (SSF utilizes

batteries). The power coming from the solar arrays requires conditioning, since it is

delivered from the array in a range between -160 - 200 V, depending on array orientation,

solar flux, surface temperature, etc. A sequential shunt unit, which "bleeds" off excess

power from the array, is used for overload protection. A DC switching unit is used to

control fuel cell discharge and eleetrolyzer recharge, and main bus switching units are

utilized to control the flow of external and internal power to and from the habitat. A

DC to DC conversion unit (DDCU) in the habitat converts power from the unregulated

nominal 160 V, to a regulated 120 V. The secondary power distribution assembly units

(SPDA) provide power at the module level, and are equivalent to a main "breaker box".

The remote power distribution assembly units (RPDA) provide power at the rack level for

user loads, and further regulation of 120 V (down to 28 or 15 V) power is executed at

ORU level within individual racks.

8O
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Figure 4-8. Reference FLO Electrical Power System Functional Schematic

Qualitative assessments were made regarding possible avenues of simplification to

the FLO EPS architecture. The fuel cell output requires relatively small amount of

conditioning as compared to the array output, so eonditioning equipment can probably be

bypassed during lunar night, increasing end-to-end power delivery efficiency. Reduced

levels of power conditioning would result in increase in power system efficiency,

although significantcomponent level redesign would be required to standardize voltage

level to 28 or 120 V, in order to accomplish this need. The required redesign of SSF

derived components to standardize electrical power requirements could be a significant

cost driver, however. If system standardization proves prohibitivelycomplex or costly,
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the amount of electronic equipment requiring off nominal power eonditioning (currently

120 V after first DDCU) should be minimized to reduce power losses, complexity, and

mass. Control and stability issues may be less severe for FLO solar array, due to its

14/14 day charge/discharge cycle compared to the 57/35 minute cycle for SSF. Utilizing

single stage DDCU's with multiple voltage outputs at the rack level may decrease

eonversion losses and complexity, although system mass may increase slightly. Until

more is known regarding the design and integration issues mentioned above, the

reference FLO system (i.e., SSF EPS architecture) was preferred due to its compatibility

with SSF derived hardware, and lack of design data on the associated eosts of common

power conditioning. A more detailed assessment of design environments and issues would

also be required for a more securate assessment of an optimal power conditioning

system.

4.2.7 Fixed vs Artieulating Arrays

A trade was undertaken to compare the performance of fixed solar arrays to the

reference FLO articulating array concept. The first part of the task was to identify the

optimum tilt angle for a fixed FLO array. A plot of fixed array output as fraction of

artieulating system output was constructed for both dawn/dusk and lunar noon sun

positions. The plot, shown in figure 4-9, included a clear crossover point st -63 ° tilt

angle, which should be the point of maximum average performance. As was the case for

articulating arrays, the fixed arrays were sized to provide peak power st worst case: 0 °

and 90 ° solar angle (noon and dawn/dusk). As can be seen in the crossover graph, and in

the array area versus array elevation graph (figure 4-10), the fixed array performance is

-4596 of articulating system levels, and the required area is -435 m2. A possible

configuration of the fixed array system, along with a summary mass statement, is shown

in figure 4-11. As shown, the size and orientation of the array result in a significant

mass penalty over the reference system. A preliminary deployment scheme for the fixed

array concept is shown in figures 4-12 and 4-13. The frame would deploy in two parts.

First, struetural "runners" would deploy to the surface, to provide support for the

deployment of main array support structure, which could unfold in "accordion" fashion.

The array would roll or unfold along the support structure, and then expand to its full

length of -15 meters (second "lengthwise" folds necessitated by 10 meter launch shroud

allowance). The advantages and disadvantages of the fixed array concept as compared to

the reference are summarized in figure 4-14. Although it will likely be more complex

than the fixed array system, the articulating system was preferred for the reference

FLO eoneept due to its significantly lower mass (885 kg vs 2575 kg) and area (190 square

meters vs-435 square meters).
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Figure 4-13. Array Blanket Deployment Scheme for Fixed Concept
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Figure 4-14. Summary of Advantages and Disadvantages of Fixed Solar Array Concept

4.2.80ftf-lotld Some First VL_It Consumables to Crew Lander

The option of off-loading some first visit consumables to the crew lander, rather

than carrying them on the unmanned FLO, which currently burdens all consumables

necessary for the first 45 day stay against the habitation system mass, was investigated.

Since this mass must be brought by the second crew to sustain their visit, the crew

lander and surface operations must be desigued to accommodate these items. Depending

upon manifest needs, the first crew could also bring a substantial amount of their initial

supplies. In fact, most of the consumables are only needed by the crew (food, etc.), or

can only be utilized by the crew (internal spares/expendables, etc.), with the exception

of make-up gas, which has not yet been fully burdened for unmanned operations. I£

crew-specific items only, were off-loaded from the habitat, including £ood, clothing,
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EMU expendables and spares,CHeCS supplies,personal hy_ene articles,operations gear,

and off-duty items, 1238.9 kg of consumables could be removed from the habitat system

mass. A consumables Stowage Volume study contained elsewhere in this report,

discusses current volume estimates, and the need for significantadditional investigation

into thispotentiallyenhancing area of operations modifications.

4.2.9 Deferral of Full Power Capability Until Arrival of FirstCrew

The reference FLO lander/habitat employs external systems which automatically

deploy and activate after the habitat comes to rest on the lunar surface. Means of

reducing the requirements on the various deployment systems have been examined. A

heat pump augmented radiator system reduces radiator size, allowing it to be pre-

integrated without deploying, or at leastsignificantlydecreasing the level of deployment

required (see heat pumped vs non-heat pumped HRS trade). The fixed vs articulating

solar array trade explores alternativesto the baseline deployment and tracking scheme,

at the expense of the difficultiesinvolved in deploying (eitherautomatically or manually)

a very large array. The self-activationof both internal and external systems require

significantfurther study and development before activation methods and operations can

be defined and selected. Options to the reference must consider system survival and

verificationboth prior to each crew arrival,and after each crew departure. This trade

examined the possibilityof equipping the initialFLO habitat with power sufficient only

for unmanned operations with the remainder of the reactants, tanks, and solar arrays

brought and emplaced by the crew.

The baseline FLO dormancy average day/night power needs are 7.85 kW, and

2.525 kW, respectively, compared to the manned requirements of 13.32 kW/9.91 kW.

This difference may allow some power system mass to be deferred by equipping the

initialFLO for dormancy power generation only, with fullpower capability delivered by

the firstcrew. Such a scheme would remove -3100 kg (including reactants, tanks, and

additionalarrays) from the habitation system mass, and add itto the Crew Lander, which

would also incur an additional -100 kg impact, for added valves, lines,etc., clueto the

splitting of the reactants into smaller tanks for transport on the two vehicles.

Crew-delivered power system augmentation supplies could be emplaced on the surface

near the habitat lander, and "plugged into" the existing systems. As with the

consumables off-loading trade, any mass off-loaded from the habitat and burdened onto

the crew lander must consider the latter'sown mass limitations,as well as the required

surface operations to be conducted by the crew. Related studies have been conducted on

this subject, and discussions are presented elsewhere in this document to aid in the

selection of optimal payload splitsfor habitat and crew lander manifests.
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4.3 SSF DEVIATION - FIX) HABITATION SYSTEM TRADES

A SSF deviation study was carried out to investigate ways, independent of SSF

design, to reduce current FLO baseline costs and weights by simplifying design, reducing

operations, and/or proposing alternate and innovative approaches of achieving FLO

mission goals. The SSF deviation study addressed alternate internal pressures, alternate

materials, alternate structural configurations, alternate subsystems, and inflatable

structures.

4.3.1 Alternate Internal Pressures

To arrive at an optimal pressure which satisfies FLO mission goals, the effects of

operating the FLO Habitation module with internal pressure lower than the current

baseline of 14.7 psia were investigated and advantages and disadvantages associated with

lower interns/ pressures were assessed. The FLO Hab is based on SSF Hab-A which is

designed and optimized for 14.7 psia and operates at the foUowing interns/pressures;

a. 14.7 psia nominal pressure-Permanently Manned Capability (PMC)

b. 10.2 psia operating pressure - Man Tended Capability (MTC).

Alternate internal pressures of 10.2, 8.0,and 5.0 psia are evaluated in this study.

Typical advantages associated with lower internalpressures are;

a. Improved EVA operations by decreasing or eliminating pre-breathe requirements,

decreasing decompression risk,and accommodating lower pressure suit to increase

mobility and reduce fatigue.

b. Reduce leakage rate resultingin lower resupply air mass and smaller tank sizes.

Keeping 02 partial pressure constant, a change in internal pressure results in a

change in oxygen concentration as indicated,figure 4-15.

Internal Pressure
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Figure 4-15. Variation in Oxygen Concentration

Change in 02 concentration and pressure impacts several areas as follows;

a. Change in Oxygen Concentration affects

1. Flammability

2. EVA Operations

3. Physiological factors

b. Change in total pressure affects

I. Pressure Vessel Structure
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2. Material Outgassing

3. Physiologleal Factors

4. EVA Requirements and Operations

5. ECLS Systems

6. Heat Rejection System (avionics cooling & cabin air systems)

7. Power Requirements

8. Leakage Rate (Resupply Air Mass & Tank Sizes).

Some of these issues are discussed in the following sections.

4.3.1.1 Flammability

NASA manned program requirements state that all materials must pass NASA's

Upward Propagation Flammability Test, reference 15. All space qualified ("A n rated)

materials must pass the NASA Upward Flammability Test st or above 30% 02

concentration. The following facts must be remembered when evaluating materials for

flammability:

a. Risk of Flammability is directly proportional to Oxygen concentration

b. For a constant partial pressure of 02, flame propagation rate increases with

decrease in total pressure. This is true even with normal 02 partial pressure

Flammability tests on frequently used spacecraft

that:

a. ~ 7696 of the materials tested pass at

b. - 5296 of the materials tested pass at

c. ~ 2896 of the materials tested pass at

d. ~ 1896 of the materials tested pass at

engineering materials indicate

14.7 psia / 21% 02

10.2 psia / 30% 02

5.2 psia / 70 96 02

5.2 psia / 100 % 02

Materials used on SSF Hab-A are qualified to approx. 30% 02 concentration. Several

high usage materials have failed the flammability test at 33% 02, such as:

a. Polyimide foam insulation

b. Silicon rubber coating used as fire barrier

c. Fabric used in Orbiter crew uniforms

d. Outer fabric of EVA suits

e. Woven composite material used in SSF racks

f. Various paints

The results from NASA's flammability tests are shown in figure 4-16. It should be

noted that flammability tests at 3396 02 were conducted on 244 materials used in the

Orbiter.
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No. of Materials 1,000
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1123
986

1504

1142
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Mall. Tested

244

20.9 23.8 25.9 30 33

% Oxygen Concentration

Figure 4-16. NASA Flammability Test Results

Test data indicates that a knee exists in the data at about 33% 02 concentration.

Less than 50% materials passed flammability test above 3396 02 concentration.

Materials that pass at 33% concentration usually pass at 100% as well. If an increase

02 concentration above 33% is desirable, material re-qualification and/or extinguishing

methods must be investigated.

4.3.1.2 Toxic Outgassing Due To Lower Pressure

The SSF Materials and Processes Group was consulted on the issue of outgassing due

to reduced pressures, it was pointed out that:

a. Material outgassing is roughly the same st any internal pressure being considered

(14.7, 10.2, 8, or 5.0 psia). Significant increase in outgassing does not occur until

neaP-vacuum pressures are reached. Pressure as low as 0.5 psia will be sufficient to

keep the outgassing problem under control (dictated by gas theory). Major outgsssing

will be produced only when there is complete vacuum (dictated by theory of

molecular dynamics).

b. At lower internal pressures, normal outgassed products form a larger percentage of

atmosphere. Contamination control system may require redesign and/or increased

maintenance to cope with higher concentration

c. As internal pressure goes down, outgassed products become difficult to scrub.

Outgassing was not considered to be a major concern. A more thorough

investigation of all of the materials involved must be carried out before a final

conclusion on outgsssing is arrived at. Materials must be selected such that outgsssed

products (especially at higher concentrations) do not increase flammability (volatiles) or
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toxicity risks. SSF is presently examining the impact of new 180-day hard vacuum

requirements (operations and survivability). Results of this study may affect design and

material selection of SSF Hab.

4.3.1.3 Structures

SSF hab structural sizing is not a function of internal pressure only. Skin sizes are

primarily driven by Space Shuttle launch/landing loads and by LEO meteoroid/debris

shielding requirements. Minimum required skin thickness for the SSF hab module is 0.125

in. Longerons and rings are designed to carry launeh/landing loads as well as localized

rack loads.

Lunar surface has no man made debris protection requirements. Meteoroid and

secondary ejeeta requirements are also different than those in LEO. Structural analysis

may be performed to resize the skin with lunar launch loading, FLO pressures, and lunar

particle/meteoroid shielding requirements. There is a potential of up to 200kg mass

savings.

4.3.1.4 Summary

As a result of reduced internal pressures, EVA operations and module leakage rates

are improved; however, physiology, flammability, and power system concerns require

additional work.

The conclusion of the trade was that 10.2 psia reduced pressure could be

accommodated with minimal impact and that 8.0 psia would probably require significant

materials changes or waivers. Little attention was given to 5 psia since crew systems

analysts indicated little interest in going below 8 psia.

4.3.2 Alternate Materials

In order to optimize weight, a preliminary investigation was carried out to find

alternate materials for FLO hab module primary and secondary structures. State-of-the-

art metallic, non-metaUie composite, and hybrid metal-matrix composite materials were

reviewed as a replacement for materials currently used on SSF Hab-A. included in this

review were aluminum-lithium, titanium, graphite/epoxy, boron/epoxy, silicon-carbide/

aluminum, silicon-carbide/titanium etc. Candidate materials selected for final

evaluation were;

a. MetaLs - aluminum-lithium

b. Non-metals- graphite/epoxy composite

C. Hybrid - silicon-carbide/aluminum metal-matrix composite.

The current FLO Hab structure is based on SSF Hab-A. Materials used on the SSF

Haly-A primary and secondary structure are summarized to establish a baseline for

investigation in figure 4-17.
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4.3.2.1

Pa_ Mater,a, W_,_)ht
I

Cylinder Skins 2219-T87 AI 1542

End Cones 2219-T87 AI 1113

Longerons 2219-_'87 AI 347

Fittings 7075-T73' AI 217

Stand-Off 7075-T73 A._ " 7042

JM/D Shield 6061-T6 AI 747

[Racks Gr/EDoxy Comp ' 2308

Figure 4-17. SSFStructural Materials

Material 8eleetlon Criteria

Material selection for space applications is based on the foUowing criteria:

a. Higher specific strength

b. Higher specific modulus

c. Fatigue and damage tolerance characteristics

d. Corrosion resistance properties

e. Degradation due to temperature extremes and thermal cycling

f. Fabrication and weldability

g. Flammability characteristics in 02 rich environment

h. Toxicity and outgassing characteristics for livable areas

i. Resistance to UV and other types of radiation

j. Inspection and maintainability

k. Design, Development, Test, and Evaluation (DDT&E) costs

I. Miscellaneous environmental effects

4.3.2.2 Metals - Aluminum-Lithium

a. Advantages. Advantages of aluminum lithium (2090/8090, or Weldalite 049) are as

follows;

1. Fully commercialized alloy,readily available (listedin MIL-HDBK 5F)

2. 896 to 1096 lower density than other aluminum alloys

3. 1096 higher modulus than other aluminum alloys

4. Higher corrosion resistance properties

5. Excellent weldability

6. Comparable fatigue and damage tolerance properties

7. Superior high temperature strength

8. Currently used in aerospace applications(A330/340, C17, Atlas, Titan)

9. Direct replacement for currently used aluminum alloys

10. Requires no new tooling development

11. Overall weight savings of more than 1096 over Aluminum materials
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be Disadvantages. Disadvantages related to aluminum-lithium are:

1. Relatively newer material

2, More DDT&E required

3. Further material testing may be required for space applications

4.3.2.3 Non-Metals - Gmphlt_poxy Composites

a. Advantages

i. Space qualified materials available (e.g., Hercules IM6 and IM7)

2. Mature resin systems meet NASA outgassing and flammability requirements

(e.g., Hercules 3501-7 and 8551-7, Fiberites 977 ete.)

3. Higher specific strength than aluminums (can be tailored to applications)

4. Higher specific modulus than aluminum alloys (up to 20% higher)

5. Low density (40-50% less than aluminum)

6. Reduced parts count with co-cured longitudinal and ring stiffeners

7. Mature manufacturing technology (filament winding, hand layup)

8. Good candidate for filament winding (process used on rocket motors)

9. Cylinder and end cones can be fabricated together eliminating shell joints

10. Mature inspection technology (ultra-sound, holography, ete)

11. Carbon composites provide 15-20% more radiation protection than aluminum

12. Overall weight savings of approximately 20% -30% over current materials

b. Disadvantages

1. Redesign of FLO hab structure required

2. Requalifieation of the structure required

3. New tooling to be developed (mandrel, handling tools, bonding and installation

tools etc.)

4. Highly reactive to atomic oxygen (can be controlled with coatings e.g. teflon,

metallic coats etc. Boeing developed a chromic anodized aluminum foil for

NASP, .002-.003 in thick that can be co-cured or secondary bonded.)

5. Requalifieation for meteoroid/particle protection required

6. Trapped particle radiation tests required (to study total dose absorption and

material ionization effects)

7. Inspection techniques and repair procedures on lunar surface to be addressed

8. Higher costs of DDT&E (up to 100% more than that of aluminum)

4.3.2.4 Hybrid Materials - Silieon-Carbide/AJ Metal Matrix Comp.

a. Advantages

1. Space qualified material available (currently being used on NASP and ATF)

2. Higher specific strength than aluminums (almost 300% higher)

3. Higher specific modulus than aluminum alloys (up to 300% higher)

4. Density equivalent to aluminum (0.103 lb/eu, in.)

5. Strength and stiffness retained at elevated temperatures (up to 500 deg F)
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6. Strength can be tailored to desired load paths by orienting the fibers

7. Superior fatigue strength over aluminum alloys

8. Welded joints axe possible (but weld strength of that of baseline aluminum)

9. Corrosion resistance properties comparable to baseline aluminum material

10. No outgassing concerns

11. Overall weight savings of over 3096 over current materials

Disadvantages

1. Relatively new technology - lacks a

applications

2. Redesign of FLO hab structure required

3. Requalification of the structure required

4. New tooling to be developed

5. Long term spaee application effects not understood as of today

6. Thermal/mechanical cycling effects due to mismatch in thermal

coefficients between matrix and fiber need to be investigated

7. Radiation, outgassing, and flammability qualification testing required

8. Higher costs of Design, Development, Test, and Evaluation

comprehensive data base for space

expansion

4.3.2.5 Conclusions

Of the three candidates, aluminum-lithium appears to be

alternate material for FLO structure for the following reasons;

a. Commercially available

b. A direct replacement for 2219 and 7075 aluminum

e. Requires minimum DDT&E

d. Current tooling applicable

e. No impact to schedules

f. Lowest cost alternative

the most desirable

4.4 INFLATABLE STRUCTURES

An investigation was carried out to study the feasibility of using inflatable

structures for space applications. The study included the history and past experiences,

inflatable structure design concepts, materiels used, and feasibility of inflatable

structures in lunar environments.

4.4.1 Advantages and Potential Applications

Typical advantages of using inflatable structures are that large volumes may be

launched in smaller packages and a possible weight saving depending on application.

Inflatablestructures may be utilizedfor the following applieations;

a. Living and storage areas

b. Airloeks

c. Landing aids
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d. Connecting tunnels

e. Surface enelosures for thermal and dust protection

f. Antennas

g. Insulation of cryogenic or other temperature critics] materials

h. Hyperbaric chambers

i. Other structures (radiator or solar panel s_pport, landing area, debris shields and

eme_ency shelters etc.)

4.4.2 History of Inflatables for A_ee Applieations

The concept of using inflatables for space applications has been around since mid

sixties. An exhaustive literature search revealed the following aerospace related

applications of inflatable structures. Most of these applications were never realized.

a. Lunar shelter developed by Goodyear Aerospace Corp. (GAC) in 1965. To support a

crew of two for 8-30 day periods with radiative thermal control and mierometeoroid

protection. The shelter was 7 ft in diameter and 15 ft long and constructed of

nylon/vinyl foam/nylon sandwich. Total weight of the shelter-148 kg.

b. Apollo Lunar Stay-Time Extension Module - hab volume addition, 1965

e. Airloek developed for U. S. Skylab by Goodyear Aero. Corp, 1967 5.2 ft diameter,

6.2 ft long airloek was developed through a joint NASA-DOD venture, constructed

of composite bladder, steel wire structure, polyurethane foam micrometeoroid

barrier, and fabric film laminate thermal coat. Total weight -85 kg.

d. Space habitat developed by GAC in 1968. A prototype of a 110 ft habitat was

developed. Prototype, dubbed "Moby Dick" was 12.8 ft in dia. and 37.5 ft long. It was

made of Dacron bladder sealed with PVC foam. The entire structure was covered

with polyurethane foam and covered with thermal controlled nylon film-fabric

laminate. Total weight 737 kg.

e. Shuttle/Spacelab connector tunnel fabricated in 1979 by GAC. 4 ft dis., 14.2 ft long

flexible tunnel between Orbiterts crew cabin and the Spaeelab module was

constructed using Nomex fabric coated with Viton B-50 elastomer wrapped around

steelbeads. Debris shield was constructed of Kevlar 29. Total weight 344 kg.

f. GAC and LaRC research including Toroids] Space Station.

g. Soviet developed airlock demonstrated in March 1985 on Vostok 2 spacecraft.

4.4.3 Available Materials and Construction

Inflatable structure for space application are constructed in layers. A multi-layered

base material (fabric) is the member carrying all the pressure loading. An elastomer

coating or a layer of vinyl is applied to seal the base material. Steel wire or another

form of expandable structure is provided to act as reinforcement. Thermal protection is

provided by a thermal control costing or a layer of thermal controlled fabric.

Mierometeoroid/debrts protection is achieved by using an outer layer of foam or Kevlar.
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The following materials have been used in the past or have a potential

construction of an inflatableaerospace structure;

a. Base Material

1. Nomex fabric coated with an elastomer

2. Nylon layered with vinyl foam

3. Dacron fabric coated with PVC foam

4. Kevlar 29 or Kevlar 49 coated with an elastomer

b. Reinforcement

1. Steel wire

2. Composite framework

c. Thermal protection."

io Thermal controlled film fabric

2. Thermal eontrolled paint

Meteoroid Protection."

I. Kevlar

2. Polyurethane/vinyl foam

do

for use in the

4.4.4 Disadvantages and Concerns Reg_u'ding FLO AppUeation

Disadvantages and concerns regarding the use of inflatable structures for FLO

specificapplieationsare as follows:

a. Subsystem integrationmust be performed after or during inflationprocess

b. Internal support structure may have to be assembled on lunar surface

e. Greater DDT&E required clueto unique application (impacts cost/schedule)

d. Inflation of structure may be complex operation. Difficulty in complying with

campsite autonomous deployment and subsystem deployment and activation

requirement, for example;

1. Access to equipment

2. Time required for deployment and system checkout

e. Limited commonality with SSF and other existinghardware

f. Integrationof exterior systems with inflatablestructures

g. Flame resistantproperties of inflatablestructural materials

h. Partiele impact shieldrequirements (mierometeoroid and lunar surface ejecta)

i. Life of structural materials inlunar environment

]. Outgassing of toxic materials into habitable areas

k. Checkout and test of subsystems prior to launch
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4.4.5 Slmp/ifled Comparison of Inflatable vs. Aluminum Structure

For evaluation purpose Kevlar 29 was chosen as the inflatable material and a direct

mass comparison with aluminum was performed.

a. Density - Kevlar(k) is 50% lighter than Aluminum(A)

P kevfar = (0.50 * p ) kg/m 3Alum

b. Strength Kevlar is 6796 stronger than Aluminum

Okevlar -- (1.67 * OAlum) Pascals

c. Thickness Skin thickness(t) required based on purely internal pressure loading

tkeu[ar -" (0.60 * t ) mmAlum

d. Mass

where,

mmisc

For same pressure loading and internal volume, an inflatable

structure mass (minflatabie) in terms of aluminum (mAlum) would be

mkevlar = (0.30 _ mAlum ) 'leg

minflatable- mkevlar + mmisc. - mkevlar ÷ 1.0_mkevlar

minflatable = (0.30" mAlum ) + 1.0"(0.30 * mAlum )

minflatable - 0.60 _'mAlum kg

is the sealant/coating and secondary support structure mass.

The above relationships show a 4096 mass savings over aluminum structure. It must

be noted that launch loads and packaging for inflatables have not been considered in this

analysis. Actual mass savings may be less than 40%.

4.4.8 Conclusions and Recommendations

In order to establish the usefulness and advantages of inflatable structures for FLO,

further research is required. Since the early applications of 60_s and 70's, materials

technology as well as analysis methodology and computing power has greatly increased.

Inflatable structures have potential for use in the lunar environments. More research,

and testing is required to space qualify the newer materials. New requirements for FLO

must be established that would reflect the use of inflatables. Following remarks are

based on the technology used on previous applications;

a. First Lunar Outpost requirements of self deployment and use of SSF derived

hardware will make using an inflatable habitat difficult.

b. Inflatable structure DDT&E costs may be higher than a metallic structure.

e. Chemically rigidized structures offer advantages but could impose added mass and

complexity. They will need further investigation.
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5.0 RADIATION ANALYSIS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

For manned U.S. spaeeflights, sufficient radiation protection has been provided to

the crew by the spacecraft's structure and equipment, detailed mission planning, short

mission durations, and relatively favorable radiation conditions. The First Lunar Outpost

mission, however, involves much longer crew durations outside the Earth's protective

magnetosphere than any prior mission. To insure crew safety for the First Lunar Outpost

habitat and crew transfer vehicles, radiation shielding must be addressed early in order

to minimize potential impacts to the program. Early development of innovative

solutions effectively and efficiently limiting crew dose is critical. At best, vehicle

designers wiU be able to reduce but not completely eliminate radiation exposure. The

application of the Boeing Radiation Exposure Model (BREM) allows radiation analysis to

be brought well forward into the preliminary design phase where major design changes

will have the least effect on system complexity, mass, and ultimately, program cost.

Radiation analyses have been performed to determine astronaut exposure for Boeing

and NASA Lunar Crew Return Vehicles (LCRV) and four FLO habitat storm-shelter

configurations. In each case, the focus of the studies was to evaluate the impact to

vehicle and habitat design due to accurate analysis of radiation exposure resulting from

three reference solar proton events

5.2 MODEI_q AND METHODS

5.2.1 Baek4_ound and Deseription of Analyses

Evaluating the radiation environment within a spacecraft involves determining the

incident radiation flux at the surface of the spacecraft and "transporting" the radiation

through the vehicles structure to derive the attenuated internal radiation environment.

To determine the exposure and resulting risk to the crew, the internal radiation

environment is then transported through a simulated astronaut to determine the

radiation fluenee at specified critical organs.

5.2.2 Natural Radiation Environment Models

When astronauts leave the relative protection of the geomagnetic field, they are

exposed to unprediets, ble solar proton events. The level of solar activity and modulation

of radiation sources is tied directly to the strength of the sun's pervasive magnetic field.

During the course of the roughly eleven year solar cycle, several tens of solar flares will

produce sufficient energy to release elevated charged particle fluxes, primarily protons.

Typical events are classified as "ordinary" and would have little effect on crew or

spacecraft. Historically, an average of two to four flares release tremendous energy and

particle fluxes and are classified as Anomalously Large Solar Proton Events (ALSPE).
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The cumulative fluenee resulting from proton events during the solar cycle are

dominated by the few occurrences of ALSPE. Large solar proton events can deliver

debilitating or lethal doses to unprotected astronauts. Three such ALSPE were used to

perform the analyses; the February 1956, August 8, 1972, and October 19, 1989 events.

All three are considered reference events and each has unique spectral qualities.

Radiation analyses of the FLO habitat incorporates the fact that the Moon has no natural

radiation protection other than its own shadowing effect. Therefore the free space

radiation environment proceeds unhindered to the lunar surface over the upper

hemisphere. The free-space differential flux of the reference events have been reduced

by a factor of 2 to account for the 2n shielding provided by the mass of the Moon.

5.2.3 The Boeing Radiation Exposure Model

The Boeing Radiation Exposure Model has been employed to perform the Radiation

Analysis task. BREM combines computer aided design (CAD) capabilities with

established NASA transport codes permitting fast, accurate and consistent radiation

analysis. BREM uses an Intergraph workstation to create the solid models of the

vehicles. VECTRACE (VECtor TRACE), a custom ray-tracing subroutine contained

within BREM was used to establish the shield-distribution about the desired analysis

points within LCRV and FLO habitats. VECTRACE divides the 41I solid angle surrounding

a "detector" into a number of equal solid angles as specified by the analyst. Vectors

originating at the detector point and co-aligned with the centers of solid angles traverse

the spacecraft shielding to determine the shield thickness and composition. Complete

descriptions of the integrated BREM modules and their applications have been reported

previously in a number of final reports and contributed papers references 2, 16 and 17.

A modified version of Hardyts PDOSE (Proton DOSE Code) (ref. 17), was used to

determine crew exposure. PDOSE has adopted a continuous slowing down approximation

to calculate the attenuation and propagation of particles in various shield materials.

Secondary particles generated by nuclear interactions are not included in PDOSE.

Results from PDOSE have been extensively compared against Shuttle measurements by

NASAts Radiation Analysis Branch (Johnson Space Center) and has been found to be

fairly accurate (ref. 18). Organ dose calculations, necessary for risk assessment, were

performed using a detailed mathematical anthropomorphic phantom. The phantom

model, known as the Computer Anatomical Man (CAM), represents the anatomical

structure of a fifty percentile Air Force male. The CAM model provides a more realistic

shield distribution for the blood forming organs (BFO), ocular lens and skin than simple

water sphere geometries. In the assessment, the BFO and skin represent the average

distribution of 33 points distributed throughout the BFO and skin organs.
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5.3 ANALYSIS RESULTS

Crew dose and dose equivalent quantities have been determined as a result of

simulated exposure to the previously noted reference solar proton events. The purpose

of the study was to estimate exposure to astronauts for early lunar missions and make

comparisons of these results with current NASA limits. The National Council on

Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) has recommended career, annual and

monthly limits for NASA to use in planning manned missions. These limits are shown in

figure 5-1. The limits presented have been established for missions taking place in Low-

Earth-Orbit but have been adopted by NASA for planning early lunar missions. The

30-day and annual exposure limits are based on considerations of deterministic effects,

whereas career limits are based on an increase in cancer mortality of three (3) percent.

Re-evaluation of the LEO 30-day and annual limits has yielded no change, but the new

career dose equivalent for both male and females has been reduced by as much as a

factor of two. The higher limits given to astronauts are based in part on risk versus gain

and a relative comparison to other potential mission risks such as vehicle system failure.

The results of the analyses are presented in chronological order.

All values presented in cSv - (cSv = rein)

Time Period BFO* Lens of Skin
Eye

i:;3__ iii!_!_::._i!if!i_i ii_"i:i_iiii_:Jiii:_ iii':ii,lii':i!_i_iJ::i__i_!iiiiii_.!ii_:_i_i;_so
Annual 50 200 300

Career See table 400 300
below

* Blood forming organs. This term has been used to denote the dose at a depth of 5cm

Career whole body dose equivalent limits based on a lifetime excess risk of cancer mortality of 3%

Age (years)

2S

35

45

55

Female Male

100 150

175 250

200 320

300 4OO

• Oata from Guidance on Radiation Received in Space Activities. NCRP Report No 98

Figure 5-1. NASA Limits

5.3.1 Boeing-Lunar Crew Return Vehicle

Dosimeter locations were established at each of the six crew couch positions. It was

assumed that crew members would stay positioned in their couches during the full

transfer period. It was necessary to construct solid anatomical figures that would

provide some degree of radiation protection. The anatomical figures are constructed of
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water which simulates the bodies self shielding capabilities. Five of these figures were

"turned-on" while the shield distribution for the sixth was being established. The

Computerized Anatomical Man model provided the shield distribution analytically for the

sixth crew member. A typical dosimeter location was established, located roughly at a

mid chest position. Results of the analysis are provided in figure 5-2.

SPE

'72 BFO

1

10.3

63.4

10.3

63.4

12.0

95.5

12.0

96.8

16.4

102.0

16.4

10 2.0Skin

'89 BFO 11.5 11.6 11.7 11.7 15.8 15.8

Skin 40.2 40.2 57.0 570 594 595

Figure 5-2. LCRV Dose Equivalent in Rein/event

The dose equivalent results are below the current annual and monthly limits but

woulcl not be sufficient to meet the accepted principle of ALARA used by NASA. New

concepts in shield materials or methods should be investigated for the LCRV. The

amount of dedicated shielding needed can be reduced, however, by first shielding with

the vehicles inherent mess. The Boeing Radiation Exposure Model allows vehicle

designers to make such design changes and decisions early in the program where their

impact is minimized.

5.3.2 Fh.st Lunar Outpost (Habitat and Storm-Shelter Evaluations)

The analysis was conducted in two phases: (1) assessment of the exposure received

within the habitat module and (2) determination of exposure inside the storm shelter.

For the habitat (without shield augmentation), the analysis was completed using a 21-

point (3 x 7) grid plane centered between floor- and ceiling-rack faces (fig. 5-3).

Analysis of the storm-shelter required use of a 9-point grid as shown in f_gure 5-4.

Astronaut exposure has been determined for critical organs as described above. Values

are Even in dose equivalent rates per event (eSv/event). The maximum ionizing

radiation dose determined for the blood-forming ot_ans for the habitat was 16.5 cSv and

for the storm shelter, 8.9 eSv (fig. 5-5). These doses were the result of exposure from

the Aug. '72 and Feb. '56 solar proton events, respectively. The hard nature of the

Feb. '56 spectrum allows its particles to penetrate through a greater amount of shielding.

The maximum exposure to the skin was calculated to be 124 cSv in the habitat and 34

eSv in the storm shelter (figs. 5-6 and 5-7, respectively). The calculated dose in both

cases was the result of exposure from the Aug. '72 event.
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Figure 5-3. Lunar Habitat Radiation Assessment Configuration
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Figure 5-4. Radiation Storm-Shelter Configuration
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• Habitat-
Normal

Operation

[] Storm
Shelter

BFO Dose
Equivalent
(rem/event)

30

25

February 1956

Recommended 30 day
8FO Limit- 25 rem

August 1972 October 19, 1989

20 _ g

15

HI5

o ni
maximum minimum maximum minimum maximum minimum

Figure 5-5. Maximum and Minimum Calculated Blood-

Forming Organ Dose Rate Points

_ February 1956
Reference Solar Proton Events August 1972

October 19, 1989

Skin Dose

Equivalent
(rem/event)

150

100

50-

i

Current 30 day skin limit

/

Maximum dose rate/event Minimum dose rate/event

Figure 5-6. Maximum and Minimum Calculated Dose Rate

Points to the Skin for the Habitat
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Skin Dose

Equivalent
(rein/event)

150

140--

120--

1;0-"

101_--

90'--

80-

6o2
5O-

40-

30--

.

111--

Reference Solar Proton Events
_ February 1956

August 1972

October 19, 1989

Current 30 day skin limit

Maximum dose rate/event Minimum dose rate/event

Figure 5-7. Maximum and Minimum Calculated Dose Rate Points to

the Skin Within the Storm Shelter

5.3.2.1 NASA 8term-Shelter Concept Radiation Analyses

An analysis was performed for two NASA storm-shelter concepts. The concepts,

described as 'Mr and 'N t, were analyzed using a single line of 3 points due to the reduced

internal shelter volume. The points again were located midway between the ceiling and

floor racks. Concept 'M' used a protection method that was similar to that employed in

the initial phase of the study in which storage reeks located in the floor and the single

end-cone rack were moved to establish the shelter (fig. 5-8). Concept 'N', on the other

hand, staggered port and starboard reeks to augment the shielding (fig. 5-9). For shelter

'M', the maximum dose equivalent estimated for the blood-forming organs was 6.4 eSv

(6.4 rein) and for the staggered concept ('N') was 7.0 eSv. These maximums were both

the result of exposure to the February '56 solar proton event. Exposure to the skin from

the August 1972 SPE resulted in the maximum doses for both shelter concepts.

The calculated maximum doses were 13.8 cSv and 20.6 cSv for concepts 'M' and 'N'

respectively. The ranges of doses for each of the concepts and reference solar proton

events are presented in figure 5-10.

In the final phase, the radiation analysis was performed taking into account external

equipment and tanks. The external equipment modeled is shown in figure 5-11.
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Figure 5-8. Lunar Habitat Radiation Assessment Configuration - Concept M

÷X Plan View , Racks (24)
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Figure 5-9. Lunar Habitat Radiation Assessment Configuration - Concept N
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^ I
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Blood-Forming Organ and Skin Dose Equivalent Comparison
for Shelter Concepts M and N

Exposures were determined for fifteen locations in the habitat module and nine

locations in the storm-shelter. The sample locations were confined to single planes

mid-way between the faces of the floor and ceiling racks. The distribution of these

points are shown in figures 5-12 and 5-13. A comparison has been provided in figure 5-14

of the differential shield distribution for a number of locations in the habitat and

storm-sheltar. The equivalent aluminum areal density (g/em2) is plotted against the

number of shield elements found in each of the defined bins. The comparison of the

averages of these groups of locations (habitat and storm-shelter) shows the increase in

shielding provided by the storm-shelter. Not only has the peak shielding region

(approximately 12 to 14 g/cm2) been shifted to the right, but the overall shield thickness

average for the greater shielding bins has also increased for the shelter. The

storm-shelter was configured by relocating three floor and the single endeone rack.

Transmission of the proton spectra through the spacecraft structure and human body

and determination of the resulting absorbed dose and dose equivalent rates were made

with PDOSE. In calculating the dose to the critical organs, the 2n proton spectrum is

first determined within the spacecraft at the point of interest by transporting the

incident spectrum along a ray through the spacecraft structure. A comparison of the

incident differential proton spectra and the transported internal spectra are shown in

figure 5-15. Although the differential proton flux for all three events has been reduced

for the full energy range, the primary attenuation takes place below approximately
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Repress Oxygen
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Fuel Cell

WateT- - -

Figure 5-11. Radiation Analysis Model Exterior

ACS020

120 MeV. The second graph then compares the internal spectra calculated for sample

location 8 in the habitat and position 5 in the storm-shelter. The interesting result to

note here is that the further attenuation of the proton spectra within the storm-shelter

is very small. The greatest reduction in the proton flux again occurs below roughly

120 MeV. The smallest reduction in the spectra occurs for the February 1956 SPE. As

noted in the results all maximum doses recorded within the storm-shelter to the blood

forming organs were the result of exposure to this event. However, the largest dose

equivalent to the skin inside and outside the storm-shelter was the result to exposure

from the August 1972 SPE. The higher energy nature of the February 1956 event allowed

particles to penetrate deeper into body even with additional storm-shelter shielding.

Integrating over the 4n solid angle about the detector point, the cumulative transmitted

spectrum at the dose point is produced. This flux is then assumed to be isotropic and is

then transmitted through the organ distribution. Any orientational effects of the

astronaut relative to the spacecraft shield distribution are removed.
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Figure 5-12. Rack and Sampling Locations
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Figure 5-13. Lunar Habitat Radiation Storm-Shelter Configuration
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Figure 5-14. Equivalent Aluminum Differential Shield Distribution
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(150 eSv) are indicated on each of the graphs. In addition, 9 eSv (described as a Proposed

FLO SPE Limit) has also been identified. This number is at this point a reeommendation

for FLO design studies. As a first cut, this threshold value has been determined to

establish a dose equivalent recommendation that would allow successful completion of a

45 day mission by maintaining both NASA's current 30-day limit to the blood forming

organs and principle of ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable). As ean be seen all

maximum exposures, with the exception of the August 1972 skin dose, are below both of

these recommended limits.

3O

25

Blood Forming Organs

2O

8FO Dose

Equivalent Rate 1S
(rein/event)

10

Sk,n Dose

Eclu,valent Rate
(rein/event)

n
n

I I
Feb '56 Aug '72 Oct '89

Solar Proton Event

No shelter

Shelter

250

Skin

225._

200-- m

175 _

150 ..........................

125 w

10o-"
u

75w
q

50 m
m

25_

0

m

m

I t
Feb '56 Aug '72 Oct '89

Proposed FLO SPE L,m,t

..... Current NASA Leo L,m,t

Solar Proton Event

Figure 5-16. Analysis Dose Equivalent Results
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4: •

J

eost to a program. The proteetion that has been devised uses inherent mass (equipment

and strueture) of the vehiele first. If, needed, these methods ean be augmented by

utilizing a dedieated mass or material. Food, water, and other "light" (low atomic

weight) materials are very good attenuators of protons. Shield augmentation may

include the use of local material sueh as the lunar regolith. At the very least, however,

the protection method employed within the habitat should use as much on-board

equipment and mass as possible.

Astronauts realize a great advantage in being on the surface of the Moon. Even

though the radiation environment is the same as that found in free-space and proeeeds

unhindered to the lunar surface from the upper hemisphere, the isotropie flux of both

galaetie cosmic and solar proton event radiation ean be redueed by a faetor of two due

to the shadowing effect of the Moon itself.

Although the results are less than the current reeommended limits for the BFO and

skin, they should not be misinterpreted. There still remains a large number of

uneertainties regarding the determination of erew exposure. The fundamental causes of

these uneertainties inelude, transport theory, nuelear eross-seetion determination, and

environment modeling. As a result, exposure predictions can potentially be in error by as

mueh as a factor of two (2). Additions to the exposure will come from trapped partieles

during lunar and Earth transfers, the oeeasional "ordinary" solar proton events, galaetie

cosmic radiation and its generated seeondary partiele effects, and man-made sources

such as small reaetors. Protection of the astronaut will vary during the course of the

mission from the relative safety of the habitat to the proteetion provided only by a spaee

suit during EVA.

Finally, the use of an on-board active SPE warning system is seen as a critical need.

SPE warning and deteetion will be the result of solar X-ray telescope that continuously

monitors the visible solar disk. In addition to SPE deteetion and warning, crew

dosimeters will be used to warn of solar proton event exposure concerns. Two threshold

dose rates are needed with sueh a detection and warning system. The first threshold

warns of an enhanced proton flux that is tied to a detected solar flare and the second

threshold dose rate warns of the eritieality they faee in seeking enhanced shielding. The

first threshold has been established to remove the problem of false alarms, the seeond to

provide maximum proteetion for crew. It is critical that work in determining solar

proton event propagation and cumulative dose versus time continue.
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8.0 REaUPPLY AND MbGIB'I'IC8

6.1 INTRODUCTION

At present the plan for surface operations begins with all the expendable items for

the first 46 terrestrial day mission on board the Outpost lander. The first manned

mission proceeds using these on-board expendables with a rover brought on the manned

vehicle. The rovers, this one and one brought on the subsequent mission is an LOR

unpressurized rover with improved drive train and tires. They are capable of carrying

4-crew or 2-crew and 500 kg packaged material in a towed cart. Their maximum speed

is 8 km/hr average (4 km/hr against a target around obstacles to a specific point).

The second manned mission brings the next crew plus 5 t of resupply for a nominal

38 day surface mission staytime. Internal and external supplies are given in figure 6-1.

The second mission lander is to land approximately one kilometer away from the FLO.

All these expendables are to be transported to the FLO area for storage. The first set of

transported items will be (a) those that are deemed critical and cannot take external

storage, such as canned or moist food, CHeCS (medical), some persona/ hygiene and

necessary clothes, EVA expendables and dust control (approximately 500 kg total), and

(b) critical externally stored items such as repressurization gases (they come carted

ready for transport). These critical stores are shown in figure 6-2. Other supplies wilt

be brought to the Outpost and stored externally until needed. These supplies will be

brought in as a regular part of the normal operations, reducing the need to expend

additional airloek repressurizations specifically to get supplies. The amount of supplies

were limited to the available volume for storage in the habitat, about 6.5 cubic meters.

(This is less than the 9 eubie meters of supplies in an early NASA estimate.)

Currently it is estimated that each manned mission will land with no less that ten

terrestrial days of sunlight before the lunar night (to ensure the correct angle of sunlight

for landing and avoiding obstacles). The first manned transport done on each mission is

currently scheduled to be with Shuttle [VA suits. The normal lunar EVA suit will be good

for eight hours of external operations for each surface venture and needs to be

refurbished before each excursion.

6.2 SMALL PACKAGE LOGISTICS

With this information the surface mission timelines is given in Appendix E for both

a single EVA operation of two crew on the surface and two in the habitat and a double

EVA operation of all four crew on the surface for eight hours of operations. It is during

this time that all supplies are transported and stored or attached and all external science

has been deployed on the surface. The logistics flow is illustrated in figure 6-3. The

single EVA requires eleven days of operations to complete all resupply and deployment
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A 8 C D

Outpost Resuppty Packaging

Mass (kg) Votume (ms)

Interior Food 360.0

Clothing 245.0

Galley Supply 103.0

ECLSS ARS 20.6

:WRM 129.4 !

WM 11.0

ITHC 10.0

EMU Expendables 166.3

Spares 74.8

_Dust Control 97.0

_CHeCS 80.0

Pers. Hygiene 45.8

Operations 182.8

Off Duty 84.2

Maintenance 113.2

Science 50.0

Exterior

Science 2390.0

Spares 17.0

# Packages

Total resupply volume

Total resupply mass

Package Mass (ea.)

Avg Package Volume, m3

# Interior packages

Interior package volume

Inter=or package mass

Exterior resupply volume

Exterior resuppiy mass

.. :/. t4,5 r
49_ t,_

S0,0
i! 151S,

: 9.1

E F

6/9/92

# Packag,es Package Votume
0.58 7.2 0.08

1.77 4.9 0.36

0.34 2.1 0.17

O.OS 0.4 '0.12

0.22 2.6 0 09

0.10 0.2 0.46

0.03 0.2 0,13

0.72 3.3 0.22

0.31 1.5 0.21

0.67 19 035

0.50 1.6 0.31

0.21 09 023

0.43 3.7 0.12

0.19 1.7 0.11

0.14 '23 006

0.16 1.0 0 16

o.t_J
O;tl

0.04
0.05

478 0.17

0.09 0.3 026

Note: shaded area not _ncJuded

m packaging estimates

7.96

Figure 6-1. FLO Resupply Packaging

tasks; the double EVA requires seven days. Pie eharts were developed for the total (all

suit usage) available EVA task time over the life of the mission using single EVAs, exeept

as noted and double EVAs. For a single EVA of two erew per EVA, 21.4% of the

available EVA time is devoted to storage, figure 6-4. These data can be compared to

using a double EVA of all four crew outside at one time in which ease 15.7% of the

available EVA time is devoted to resupply, figure 6-5.
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First Package Set:

Note: All Sets use a 500kg capacity cart for transport

Item Mass Volume # of Packages

Food*: 260.0 kg 0.42 m] 5.2

CHeCS: 80.0 kg 0.S0 m 3 1.6

(1/4) EMU resupply: 84.5 kg 0.43 m 3 1.7

Personal hygiene: 45.8 kg 0.21 m3 0.9

(1/12) clothing: 29.7 kg 0.21 m3 0.6

Total: 500.0 kg 193 m] 10.0

" food consists of moist, canned goods (temperature sens,tive)
or frozen food; dry goods come in the third set

Second Package Set: Make up Gases- Nitrogen 259 kg

Oxyqgn 120 kq
Total: 379 kg + connection hardware

Third Package Set: Metabolic Oxygen
EVA Sublimator Water
Subtotal

+

Tot a I:

185.4 kg
1676kq
353,4 kg + connection hardware
100 kq dry food
453,4 + connection hardware

Figure 6-2. Critical Items for Early Transport

J Lander secured _ Rover unloaded H

I I

Trans=t to I_ Retrieve first

Outpost I_ rover

+

I Store supplies
H Return toOutpost

External

storage

EVA crew
connects
external

supplies or
deposits

supphes in
external site

H Return tolander

Nuo.o.o.ooo,,..I[
Unload science

Trans,t to
science

deployment
area

Deploy science I

Transit tO J._....OutpOst

Figure 6-3. Initial Resupply Logistics Flow

.j-
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6.4% total EVA

Crew mission initiate and terminate

,8% total EVA

lock time

_11 34 hr.

50.1% total EVA 21.4% total EVA _;_

46.36 hr.

Unallocated time Resupply Operations _ 112.8 hr.

] 31hr.

39 hr.

] 264.84 hr.

_.9% total EVA

Soence Deployment

7.4% total EVA

Exploration traverse

31 days at 16 hr./day EVA + 2 days of double EVA (32 hr.) on landing and leaving = 528 hr. EVA

Figure 6-4. Preliminary Estimate of EVA Task Time Single EVA

4.5% total EVA
Crew mission initiate and terminate

8.4% total EVA

._"x\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\_lll IV::::::::_ _. _ 1S.7%total EVA

supplyOperatlons _ 34hr

6336 hr.

E] 118hr
62,4% total EVA 316 hr

una, ocatedt,m_\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'_i__8_' 4.2% totai Ev A F_3 362 hr.

Exploration traverse

16 days at 16 hr./day EVA + 15 days of double EVA (32 hr.) - 752 hr EVA

Figure 6-5. Preliminary Estimate of EVA Task Time Double EVA
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6.3 LOGHH_IC8 MODULES AND SPARES

A preliminary examination was made of logistics modules and an assessment for

maintenance and spares. Data from ALENIA SPAZIO S.P.A. on the Mini-Pressurized

Loglsties Module was acquired and this planned module and two redueed weight versions

of it were examined for lunar resupply use, reference 19. The resultant weight reduetion

and implications are Even in figures 6-6 to 6-9.

Basic "Requirements"

Must contain 1800 kg of resupply - 3 to 4 racks
: Must be abteto be transported

• Must contain a pressure

Using Mini.PLM as it is now designed

Provides

o-'_'_ns 8 racks - 7 for use,; (2 refrigerator/freezer, S stowage), 1 for utilities

• Has active pressure, thermal control, fluids, power, avionics, man systems
• Size is 4.3 m long by 4.4 m diameter
• Has standard SSF connections

_r

es an additional SSF hatch
• Requires crane or rampto offload and onload
• Requires a ground transport mechanism
• Requires an additional to the outpost lander platform and a bulkhead in the habitat

Disadvantaqes
• Will not use the full capacity of the Mini-PLM

- Uses--1800 kg of -4000 kg capac,ty
• Basic structural weight with systems provided is 376S kg

- Combined with the internal stores the total mass is -S.St and completely uses the allotted resupply capac,ty on the
manned lander (no additional rover, no external resuppty or science, no ground transport veh,cle)

Figure 6-6. Lunar Logistic Module from Mini-PLM

Using a "stripped down" Mini-PLM

Provides
;-L"_'_ns 8 racks- all for users, no ut, httes

• Has passive pressure and thermal control,but no utilities, man systems, or awonics
• Size is 4.3 m long by 4.4 m diameter
• Has standard SSF connections

_r

es an add,t,onal SSF hatch
• Requires crane or ramp to offload and onload
• Requires a ground transport mechanism
• Reqmres an additional to the outpost lander platform and a bulkhead in the bah,tat

Oisadvantaqes
• Will not use the full capacity of the M,m-PLM

- Uses-- 1800 kg of --4000 kg capacity
• Basic structural weight with rack supports provided is 2773.4 kg

- Combined with the internal stores the total mass is ~45t anduses the most of allotted resupply capacity on the

manned lander (rover mass not used ,n resupply, therefore =t can be flown with th,s cargo. 453 kg external resupply or
soence, no ground transport veh=cte)

Figure 6-7. Lunar Logistic Module, "Stripped Down " Mini.PLM
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Using a shortened "stripped down" Mini.PLM

Provides
_ns 4 racks - all for storage, no utilities
• Has passive pressure and thermal control,but no utilities, man systems, or avionics

Size is 32 m long by 4.4 m diameter
• Has standard SSF connections

_r
es an additional SSF hatch

• Requires crane or ramp to offload and onload

Requires a ground transport mechanism
Requires an additional to the outpost lander platform and a bulkhead in the bah*tat

Disadvantaqes
• Basic structural weight with rack supports prov*ded is 2461.3 kg

- Combined w_th the internal stores the total mass =s-4.24t and uses the most of allotted resupply capac=ty on the
manned lander (rover mass not used in resupply, therefore it can be flown w,th this cargo, 764 kg external resupply or
sc,ence, no ground transport veh,cle)

Figure 6-8. Lunar Logistic Module Shortened "Stripped Down" Mini-PLM

MinPPLM

Subsystem

Structure

ECLS

ITCS

Avionics

Man

Systems

Fluids

Total

Mass (kg)

MPLM Stripped Shortened

31164 2773.4 24613

266.2 _ --

209.3 _ m

124.1 _

18.0 _ --

55.0 Q --

3789 2773.4 2461.3

Figure 6-9. Mini-PLM Mass Summaries

A set of maintenance issues that are yet to be resolved were examined along with

some parts failure rate information obtained previously, reference 20. Data on

maintenance and spares was acquired, reference 21. The principal critical spares (class

1C and 1) for the SSF habitat was examined. This was an incomplete list but gave some

indication of the magnitude of the "spares problem" to the lunar surface. A preliminar_j

reduced list for FLO is included in Appendix F.

Major maintenance considerations that have to be addressed include:

s. A minimum of 296 of all active items should be available for maintenance covering

habitat intern_ and externaJ systems, aU active deployed science packages and aJJ

mobile equipment. (Items replaced by a module or larger unit, such as a rover wheel

will drive the percentage higher). This is resupply not initial spares.

b. Failure rates must be addressed over both the time the crew is present and in the

"dormant" conditions between missions.
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c. Commonality of parts (not systems) must be addressed and a priority on

cannibalization established.

d. Spares and maintenanee rates wiU have an impact on the amount of material to be

transported.

e. Maintenance performance tools required and the access to equipment must be

determined.

f. Review of MLessons Learned H from previous space programs should be initiated.

An initial cursory review of these "Lessons Learned" revealed several methods that

should be incorporated in the FLO logistics and design. Redundant systems should not

necessarily be identical. The backup system could fail in the same manner as the

primary, leaving the whole non operational. Systems should be designed for rapid

detection and isolation of the malfunctions. Time is more critical the further away from

home you are. Human engineering principles must be applied to reduce the time at the

task and the potential errors in correcting a problem for safety considerations.

Interdependent systems should be avoided to prevent cascading failures. It must be

recognized that some repair functions will have to be done in a space suit, both IVA and

EVA activities must be taken into account. Hardware should be standardized and

traceable to avoid "reworking" the part during the mission or the possibility of a non fit.

As many tasks as possible should be mechanized to reduce the crew time involved in the

task with the resultant fatigue. Intense tasks will "key up" the crew and should not be

done prior to a rest period Palatable excess consumables should be provided both as a

reassurance and to provide selection for the crew.

Using spares list derived from the Space Station, found in Appendix F, as the known

set of initial spares (no mission spares have been allocated), the estimated total mass and

volume that must be accommodated in a spares resupply mission is shown in figure 6-10.

Identifying what materials are the external stores and which are the internal stores,

shown in figure 6-11, an idea can be gathered of the mass and volume that must be

placed inside a pressurized volume, how much pressurized space is needed, and what

material may be left outside such a space. When the impact of initial spares and

resupply are considered together, the system appears to be driven to consider a separate

cargo flight. In identifying the initial spares and evaluating the resupply that must be

delivered at about the same time, we were driven to evaluate both the logisties module

weight and the use of an individual resupply flight.

The data from ALENIA SPAZIO S.P.A. for a Mini-PLM and

shortened versions were reexamined. A silicon carbide/aluminum

substituted for aluminum alloy in all three versions of the Mini-PLM.

the original mass of the aluminum versions and the estimated mass of the

the stripped and

matrix was then

The comparison of

matrix
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InitialSpares •

(not resu pply)

- brought once and

replenish as
required

Resupply

- brought each time

With 15% growth for

both mass & volume

Mass Volume

(kg) (m3)

External 1,149 582

Food 360 0.S8

Known internal 1,180 3.79

categories

External 3,139 9.3

Internal 1,773 64
with food

Total 7,601 2S 89

New TOtal 8,741 29.77

r or_ 9t and 30m3

* does not include lander spares and mob,le systems

Figure 6-10. Total Material to Support 45 Day FLO

Externa( Supplies & Spares
w_th growth (4288 kg wsthout)

Known Internal Supplies & Spares
w_th growth (3313 kg w=thout)

Mass Volume

(kg) (m_)

4,931 17.39

3,810 12.83

• Mass and volume drwes you to use a cargo m,ss_on

• Known internal supplies and spares might fit in a lightened Mini-Pressurized Logistics Module, if not
volume limited

• A full Pressurized Logistics Module makes physical ,ntegratlon _nto the baseline FLO Outpost d,fficult,
therefore:

• Abandon integration at 10 meters above the surface

* Add an airlock

• Set it on the surface as an independent structure

* Use it to "gear up" for 6 month capabd_ty and base establ,shment

Figure 6-11. 45 Day Mission Support Packaging

versions, that have a/1 parts that can be replaced by the matrix, is shown in figure 6-12.

From this it ean be seen that even with this reduetion in mass, and reduction in volume

of a stripped and shortened version, that the Mini-PLM still takes nearly 40% of the

available 5t transport mass on a manned mission in hardware alone. The volume

considered in any of the Mini-PLMs wiLt not support the transport of resupp/y and

to,sties spares together, and severely reduces the amount of seienee and exploration

equipment brought if used on a manned mission. At this point, the using a full

Pressurized Logisties Module (PLM) that is seheduled to be used on SSF, modified for

lunar use as given in figure 6-13, on a separate eargo flight beeomes a viable option.
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Lightened Mini-PLM concepts use silicon carbide/AI matrix
material in place of aluminum where applicable

Configuration

MPLM

Stripped

Shortened

Nominal

Mass (kg)

3'116

2773

2461

Lightened

Mass (kg)

2564

2183

1952

Figure 6-12. Lightened Mini-PLM Logistics Modules

Mass

Item (kg)

DI 316

FSE 34

Structure, internal 2,547 modified for lunar

Structure, external 410 modified for lunar

Hatch (2) 211 modified for lunar

80 inch racks 1.234 modified for lunar

E PDS 117

OMS 119

IAV 59 modified for lunar

TCS 361

ECLSS:

THC 201 modified for lunar

ACS 180

FDS 107

M,_ 1,442 modified for lunar

TSS 9

Total 7,347

Figure 6-13. Preliminary Lunar Pressurized Logistics Module Mass

6.4 IMPAC'_ TO ouTPoffr DESIGN AND OPERATIONS

Possible concept design and schedule recommendations may include the foUowing:

a. If the single EVA crew schedule is used, it is likely that the last supply transport

mission will be done in the lunar night or that the remaining supplies will be left at

the lander until lunar day returns. Recommend that the lighting at the lander, the

path back to the Outpost, and the Outpost be revised for work in Earthshine or

darkness.

b. Active suit time is critical to the time to complete the resupply from the lander. It

should be as long as possible without stressing the surface crew.
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C. With s set cargo limit, use of a lunar logistics module wiU either limit the amount

of external resupply or science that can come with a manned mission or require a

separate resupply flight. The alternative is to live with the EVA time consumed in

using small transportable packages, or design a new lunar Iogisties module. Use of s

logistics module for resupply must still be considered. It may not be feasible to

start with a logistics module, but to go to it as the activity at the FLO becomes

more regular and expands.

6.5 EVOLUTION AND OPERATIONS USING PLANNED CARGO FLIGHTS

In exploring the option given in section 6.4 item (e), that of using an independent

cargo flight with a PLM, the logistics of establishing initial spares and resupply, lends

itself to a solution that prepares the site for evolving to a lunar base with some

flexibility.

The initial site will be clone with a planned FLO habitat landing with the initial

supplies. The second manned mission will proceed with the 5t of resupply and manually

carting the provisions to the base of the FLO outpost from the lander. The third mission

will be a cargo flight that carries a modified PLM with an attached airloek all on a

mobile carriage that wiU descend to the ground. The powered Lunar PLM (LPLM) and

airlock are illustrated in figures 6-14 and 6-15. This arrangement fits into a

 lllllllll
i i

'

Figure 6-14. Preliminary LPLM and Airlock Side View
_.CSO 76
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Figure 6-15. Preliminary LPLM and Airlock End View _,cs077

10 meter die. shroud. The LPLM and aiHoek can be moved by telepresenee slowly to the

FLO site and set down. Sinee the LPLM/airioek is pressurized with aetive thermal

controls and powered, this provides an on-surface aeeess to spares and supplies with

additions1 space and emergeney (or normal) living spaee and shelter. The next manned

mission proceeds, bring more supplies and additioned science used on this mission and

may live and work out of either or both the oriRinal FLO habitat and the logisties

module. The next eeu_o flight brinp a mobile habitat that of f loads, transport to the

FLO site and eonneets to the LPLM and airloek. The mobile habitat brings another full

living spaee to be activated by the erew from the next mission. When the seeond LPLM

arrives on the sueeeeding cargo mission, and is set up by the foDowing crew, the base is

established and may Crow from this core or, sinee it is mobi]e, any seetion may be

disengaged and sent to another area. The flow for this buildup is given in figure 6-16.

The waterfall for establishing the base is given in figure 6-1"/. A top level aeeounting of

the supplies and stores over the first nine missions (base establishment) is given in figure

6-18. In eheeking the size of the sirloek-LPLM-habitat arrangement, the mass and

subsystem distribution was given s prelimineury cheek. These were based on conservative
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habitat Manned • 0 t st
i " n Outpost .., M=ssmn u po ._

lands M ss_o • se _.with (no used (w,th , u d

12L"_I__I:':°I'/_/___l__l___l__lr'*2°1'L_L__ !_ !___1_ ;

KI "l l1st Lunar P M v m , !

. L L moe$ n
Pressurized LPLM Ma ned VA

• . b robotlcs/ i i n E tot_,Y_presence . act rateLogistics deploys M ss o Outpost i
Module off w_th used P M

toOut st r I L L
(LPLM) & lander .... n_:_)¢_,, esupp y

t TM ,_,LPLMstores ground L_lb_l deploys I_1 byrobotics/ |1 Mission /
telepresence _ with

& space _ --, level off toOutpost I " } resupply I I
available Habitat lander I_cargo ground site

LPLM I Manned

EVA to Ground 2nd Lunar deployed Mission
connect corn ptex Return Pressurized and with
LPLM& -_ ready _J_ Earth == "J Logistics _ movesto "_ resupply,

Hab. then for use Module Outl_ost 6-month
activate (LPLM) cargo area capab,t_ty

begins

Outpost
used _J_

Figure 6-16. Preliminary Transition Flow

v

Science Start

Milestone
Flight _ _ _7

Six month intervals

from start r

1st FLO - Cargo Launch Supplied
Habitat

2nd FLO - Manned Mission with
Science

3rd FLO - 2nd Manned Mission
Science & Resupply

4th FLO - Cargo Launch Modtfied
PLM & A=rlock

5th FLO - Manned Miss=on

Resupply, Spares & Science

6th FLO - Cargo Launch Modified
Supplied Habitat

7th FLO - Manned Mission

Resupply, Spares & Science

8th FLO - Cargo Launch Modified
PLM Extra Spares & Supplies

9th FLO - Manned Mission
Resupply, Spares & Science

_7

Checkout 6 Month

Extended & use of CapabdJty
Stay & Abort Ground & Base

Habitat )lished

Assumes two flights per year cled_cated to _=LO

Figure 6-17. Preliminary Modified FLO Schedule
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Flight
NO.

1

2

Mission Hardware Material Supplies Supplies on Spares Spares on Supported

Type Brought Brought 8rought Surface Brought Surface Staytime

Cargo Outpost Habitat on one 45 One 45 Contingency Contingency ;One 45
lander terrestrial day terrestrial day terrestrial day

stay stay stay

Manned Rover, Rover Spares/ rone4S Contingency Contingency One4S

Science supply terrestrial day terrestrial day
allocation? stay stay

Manned Rover, Rover One 45 One45 Contingency Contingency One45

Science terrestrial day terrestrial day terrestrial day
stay stay stay

Cargo LPLM with LPM with One 45 One 45 Critical initial Critical initial One 45

airlo¢k airlock terrestrial day terrestrial day terrestrial day

stay stay stay

Science Spares/ One 45 (_ mission Critical Critical One 45 day,

supply terrestrial day start, two 45 initial + initial + extended stay
allocation? istay daystays or abort

Manned

Cargo

Manned

Surface Surface One 45 _) mission Full initial + Full _nft:al + One 45 day,

Habitat, Hab,tat terrestrial day start, two 45 extended stay
Science stay day stays or abort

Science Spares/ One 45 @ mission Full initial + Full inmal + One 45 day,

supply terrestrial day staR, two 45 iextended stay
allocation ? stay day stays or abort

8 Cargo #2 LPLM #2 LPLM Two 45 @ m*ssion Full initial + Full imtial + One 90 day, i
terrestrial day end, three 45 extended stay!
stay day stays or abort

Science Spares/ One 45 day, @ mission Full initial + Full _nJtJal + One 108 day,
supply extended stay start, four 45 extended stay
allocation? or abort day stays or abort

9 Manned

Figure 6-18. FLO Site Evolution

estimates of the systems and subsystems masses. This means that the tots] mass for the

LPLM and ground habitat shown in figure 6-19 are more likely to deerease than inerease.

Even with these masses, both systems ean fit in a 10 meter dia. shroud, with a 30t

delivery eapability.

1st LPLM

Item Mass (kg)

External spares & supplies = 4,288

Internal spares & supplies" 3,313

Logistic module 7,347

Airlock'* 2,710

Cradle 3,000

Power 4,755

Thermal 1,782

delivered mass 27,19S

Off loader 2,000

Total mass 29,195

"growth brought on manned m_ss_on
"twith Hyperbaric

Figure 6-19.

Ground Hab=tat

Item Mass (kg)

Outpost Habitat minus thermal, power & a_rlock 15,802

1/3 power system 1.585

1/3 thermal system 594

3 sections regolsth fill radiat0on shield 3,000

Cradle 3,000

Internal radiation shield 1,500

Additlonal science & stores 2,500

delivered mass 27,981

Off loader 2,000

Total mass 29,98t

Preliminary LPLM and Habitat Mission Mass statements
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7.0 FLO ALTERNATIVES

7.1 INTRODUCTION

An effort was initiated to develop alternatives to the baseline FLO habitation

system, in support of trade studies being conducted at MSFC and at JSC. The

alternative configuration study was initiated by examining the baseline, and identifying

it's perceived drawbacks and limitations with regard to the FLO mission. Results of this

examination yielded specific design goals that can be used to evaluate new concepts.

Twelve alternative concepts were identified as potential solutions to one or more goals,

and some of those were developed in greater detail in order to provide mass and cost

estimates.

7.2 FIX) ALTERNATIVE CONFIGURATIONS

The investigation of alternative configurations, conducted in order to resolve some

of the issues and concerns that are identified with the baseline habitat, resulted in a list

of goals that, when reached, would provide a FLO mission that fits within the context of

"better, faster and cheaper". The goals that were identified included better access to

the surface for EVA personnel, easier and less complicated growth towards a lunar base,

more habitable volume, better radiation protection, and a reduction in the overall

habitat system mass.

A trade study was performed to identify potential solutions to each goal, select

solutions that tended to address more than one goal, and then determine the advantages

and disadvantages that each solution might posses.

Goal I: Provide better acce_ to the aJrface for EVA personnel, and simplify

resJpply operations. This goal may be achieved in two basic ways. First, the habitat can

be placed in closer proximity to the surface to minimize vertical movement, and

secondly, the means of vertical movement can be improved. The current configuration

utilizes an "A" frame type hoist to facilitate delivery of resupply packages to the airlock

hatch. This system seems to adequately address the transfer problem, however, there is

concern that the amount of time required to transfer the resupply packages from the

surface into the airlock, and then into the habitat, may consume an unacceptable amount

of the limited EVA time. Two concepts were identified that attempt to achieve the goal

of improving vertical access.

The first concept involves relocating the airlock on the bottom of the hab cylinder,

so that EVA personnel enter the airlock at the bottom of the descent stage, and transfer

through the airlock cylinder in a vertical manner (fig. 7-1). This allows the airlock

entrance to be closer to the surface, however, translating through a vertically oriented

airlock may present some problems. Access by a ladder built into the airlock, and

hatches (lower and upper) would be difficult to operate. A potential benefit would be the

isolation of lunar dust at the bottom of the airlock, where it could be removed by

opening the lower hatch.

125
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I1

I
r

i

Potential Advantages:
Improved surface access, dust control.
proper orientation for use of the
crewlo(k, and potentiel use of the tunnel
and atrlock as a radiation "storm shelter"

Concerns:

accessthrough base of lander

Disadvantages:
added mass of tunnel

Figure 7-1. FLO Alternative Configuration - Lander Core Airlock
_,CS038

The second concept involves reeonfiguring the lander so that the habitat is located

below the propellant tanks, but above the engines and thrust structure. This is the

distinguishing characteristic of the Boeing "Campsite", figure 7-2. This configuration

does not eliminate vertical translation by EVA personnel and cargo, but limits it to about

4 meters versus 8 meters for the baseline vehicle. Another concept involves landing the

habitat with a two stage lander. The vehicle would brake and descent towards the

surface with one engine/propellant tankset, and make the final landing maneuvers with a

smaller system that includes split, throttling engine sets, and a structure that suspends

the habitat between the engines, and allows it to be lowered directly to the surface,

figure 7-3. The lander structure can also be outfitted with a mobility system, primarily

wheels, drive train and minimal navigation, that would allow the lander to transport the

habitat to a remote site.

Goal 2: Easier growth towards a/unar base. Basic design decisions to support this

goal include provisions for removing the habitat from the lander, so that it can be

connected to other future base elements, or providing tar the connection of future

elements to the integrated habitat/lander in itts original configuration and location.

Four concepts were developed to remove the habitat tram the lander. The first involves

providing a ramp and mobility system for the hab, that would enable it to "drive" itself

off the top to the lander (fig. 7-4). The ramp structure is automatically deployed from s

package on the side of the lander, and a mobility system attached to the habitat

subsystem support structure would slowly move the habitat, including all it's external

support systems, off the lander and onto the surface. A similar concept that uses
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__--_"_'_ Solar Arrays (155 m2)

/,1 _ _ RCS Thrusters (B places)

_ Propellant Tanks

_ Body Mounted

" gllllllllllllllllllll_ _.d,a,o_<,,om_)
_Radiator Shield

i_ ._Jl _i _Camps,teModo,e
,,m i ro _,,,oc_

Thrust Beam

20 klbf. EngJnes

,o° I

Advantages:
Better access to surface, oetter radiation

protection, easier resupl_ly operations
and potentially simpler growth options

Disadvantages:
corn monality with crew lander

Figure 7-2. FLO AIternative Configuration - "Boeing Campsite"

_C5035

Potential Advantages:

Better access to surface, facilitates growth to Dermanent base. mobile structure could be incorporated =nto framework for
regolith support structure

Disadvantages:
Staging and descent control with split engines, commonahty with crew lander

I

D_ d

Figure 7-3. FLO Alternative Configuration - Mobile Two Stage Lander
,_CS0]9
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anchored cables to unload the hab is shown in figure 7-5. This concept used winches

instead of motorized wheels to move the payload. Another concept would require the

lander structure to perform the task of unloading it's cargo. This could be accomplished

through the use of hoists located on the top of the lander, or by allowing the lander

structure and cargo support structure to reeonfigure, changing it's shape by hing/ng or

pivoting mechanisms once it has landed Itts payload. A fourth method of unloading the

habitat could be through the use of a two stage lander and mobility system, as previously

described under Goal I.

• Unloader ram p packages on the stde of the lander descent stage

• Folded ramp sections self deploy on command from the ground

• Hab mobility system includes wheels, drwe and suspensfon system
for each wheel, and minimal gu,dance. Hab power supphes
deployment and unloading systems

Habitat unloads itself by driving down ramp, and "creeping" to a
pre-specdied location

Mass Eat,mate

Ramp structure 600 kg

Deployment Mech 200 kg
I-lab Mobthty Sys 1120 kg

Total 1920 kg

Figure 7-4. FLO Hab Unloader Option I

_CS079

Growth by connecting modules together while still attached to the lander structure

can be accomplished in three different ways. First, the lander itself could be mobile,

which would allow habitats to be maneuvered together on the surface. The landers would

be required to orient, align and level individual modules for proper "berthing", or

connectors between each module would need to be flexible to some degree, to allow for

topography. Another method of joining modules might be through the use of inflatable

tunnels or bridges between landers. This solution might be fairly simple, but would

probably incur a substantial mass penalty depending on the distance between modules. A

third concept would cover the entire base with an inflatable pressurized structure. Even

though much work has been done over the past 20 years on the use of inflatable

structures for space applications, substantial progress in this field would have to be made

in order to consider this as a serious option.
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• Unloading cable is deployed by EVA personnel. Cable deploys
from support beams attached to either side of the habitat
subsystem support structure, and is anchored in the regolith on
two sides of the lander.

• Winch drums located on each beam pull the hab off the lander
structure until rollers located on the back edge of the beam

enter guide channels attached to the front face of the lander
descent stage.

• As the end of each beam slides down it's guide channel,
winches maintain continuous tension on the front set of cables,

while lowering the back end of the beams toward the surface.

Mass Estimate

Support Beams, Guide Channel 500 kg
Deployment Mechanisms 200 kg
Cable, Anchors 270 kg

Tota( 1920 kg "-C5080

Figure 7-5. FLO Hab Unloader Option 2

Goal 3: Prov/de more habitable vo/ume. Three methods for increasing habitable

volume have been identified. The first is to provide for increasing the existing volume of

the baseline through the addition of inflatables, logistics modules or removal of

equipment from inside the baseline. One concept was developed that provides an

inflatable logistics module that could be attached to the second hatchway on the baseline

habitat. The module would be hoisted to the hatchway, attached and sealed, and then

inflated to the habitat's interned pressure level (fig ?-6). The hatch could then be

opened, and the resupply material removed as needed. Once the module is emptied of

resupply materials, it could be used as a place to store trash and waste, it could be used

as additional habitable volume, or as an emergency airlock. Should the habitat ever be

offloaded from the lander, the log module could be used as a connector to future

pressurized volumes. This concept also has the added benefit of becoming a testbed for

the use of inflatablestructures technology on the lunar surface.

Another method of providing more habitable volume would be to simply make the

hab module lar_er, in order to do thiswithout increasing the overall mass of the vehicle,

other structures that are delivered to the surface with the FLO mission could be used to

provide pressurized livingspace. For example, the descent propellant tanks, if properly

outfitted, would provide significant added volume. Also, by providing a pressurized

connector, and the abilityto move the habitat and it'slander, the crew delivery module

could serve as added living or working space. A third method of providing more

habitable volume involves changing the geometry of the baseline pressure vessel,and the

packaging system used in integratingit'sinternalsubsystems.
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Adval_l_: Increased habitable volume, iml_roved resuppJy transfer and storage, use as a tunnel connector for future
growth, use as an emergency eirlock and as an inflatable structures "testbed"

Concerns: Added complexity and mass

i _ ,, ,I

Endcone Mtd.

¢lquip.suDpo_

v

B |

Se_ion Inflatable Resupply Module

Figure 7-6. FLO Alternative Configurations
ACS041

Because of it's efficiency as a pressure vessel, an ellipsoidal shape was selected as

an alternative geometry for this study. The ellipsoid was initially sized to provide the

same overall pressurized volume as the baseline SSF derived habitat. In this way, a

comparison could be made between the two shapes to determine which was more

efficient in terms of structural mass, usable volume, habitable volume, and floor area. A

preliminary layout of this habitat, using the baseline subsystems packaged volume as a

design requirement, was developed and is illustrated in figure 7-7. An analysis of

packaged eUipsoid habitat revealed that it's pressure vessel mass was slightly less than

that of the baseline, if similar construction and materials were assumed for both. The

packaging of internal systems was not limited to SSF type racks, and an analysis of hsb

internal functions, stowage requirements and equipment types was done to identify which

elements could be packaged together, what volumes were required, and what location

within the module was most appropriate. The resulting layout shows an improvement in

habitable volume of about 10 cubic meters, and an improvement in floor area of about 7

square meters, figure 7-8. The increases in habitable volume are s result of the

elimination of "standoffs", the reduction of the size of the airlock intrusion into the hab

and the use of fewer, larger, fixed packaging units (used instead of SSF "racks"). The

eLlipsoidal habitat seems to have distinct advantages over the baseline, however, until

more detail is put into this concept, issues such as standoff volume requirements and

access requirements will go unresolved.
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Figure 7-7. FLO Ellipsoidal Habitat Option
_CS081

Volume Allocated in Above Deck Below D,stnbuted JBaseline FLO Hab Ceiling Level Deck Systems
e
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Figure 7-8. Ellipsoidal FLO Hab Volume Analysis
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Goal 4: Better radiation protection. Severs/well known concepts exist, all of which

involve providing shielding material around or within the habitat. Several of the

alternatives to the baseline that were developed have characteristics that would

potentially enhance it's ability to protect the crew from solar flares. No schemes were

developed in this study, however, that addressed the radiation problem specifically.

Goal 5: Reduce habitat system mass. Of all the design issues concerning the FLO

hab, mass probably has the greatest impact on the goal of becoming "better, faster and

cheaper". Several concepts were developed to address reduction in mass, including

construction of the habitat primary and secondary structure by lighter weight materials

such as aluminum-lithium or other composites, redesign of the endcone for interns/

pressure loading only, launch of the hab in a vertical orientation to reduce structural

additions that would be required for the baseline horizontal launch configuration and

installation of the internal systems in non-rack packaging, as illustrated by the

ellipsoidal hab design shown in figure 7-7.

7.3 AIRLOCK ALTERNATIVE CONFIGURATIONS

During the course of the alternative concept studies, the suitability of using the SSF

crewloek as an airloek for FLO was assessed. Alternatives to the baseline airloek were

investigated. Also, recent work performed in conjunction with an in-house study,

resulted in an airloek designed speeifics/ly for lunar EVA. In considering alternatives to

the baseline, the designer is required to look at all of the activities supported by the

airloek, and at the systems that are required to perform those activities. A trade tree

illustrating airioek "options" is shown in figures "/-9 and 7-10. Options such as size,

location, number of personnel and hatch type, are factors to be considered in developing

an alternative configuration. Other factors such as hyperbaric operations impose limits

on any design options. Three ground rules were established for this study, and they

include accommodation of the MARK III EVA suit for sizing purposes, the consideration

of hyperbaric operations, and the goal of reducing the mass and volume of the FLO

airloek.

The airlock alternatives study yielded two related configurations. The first is an

airloek concept resulting from the in-house study. The distinguishing features of this

alternative are that it is non-cylindrical, and is shaped to provide standing headroom for

suited EVA personnel. [tts length is reduced from that of the baseline, but it still

accommodates hyperbaric activities (fig. "/-11). Overall volume is reduced from that of

the baseline, which should translate into saving in structural mass, volume of repress gas

required, reduction of power required to depressurize the airlock, and an increase in

habitable volume in the habitat. The second alternative focuses attention not only on

airloek geometry, but on location. This concept would loeate the new airloek in the
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Within 10 meter should t_ End

Attachment increased shroud or bumpouts Side

Location Detached from hab w/tunnel Bottom

Embedded in habitat module Top

Airlock

Configuration

Crew only _"Suited and non-su=ted

_Number at a time
Occupants Crew plus cargo

Cargo only

I

l

I

t

!

I

I
t

I

Systems _ Accommodations
SDIit weth habitat

Number inside _Patient plus attendant

_ Patient only
operat=onsHyperbaric Patient posit=on _'_ ReclimngLy_ng

Pat=ent access _" 1,2, 3 s=des
Movable or unmoveable

Accom modations

_ Split wath habitat t,_ Suit stowage

Suit processing

Hyperbar=c support
Tool stowage
A_rlock controls

To a_rtock
To surface

Through airlock

_Support _Structure
Utile,tea

Figure 7-9. Habitat/Airlock Options

center of the baseline habitat cylinder instead of at the end dome. The advantages of

this configuration are that it better utilizes the diameter of the launch vehicle shroud,

avoids redesigning complex end dome distributed systems, and may reduce the number of

racks eliminated by the insertion of the airloek into the habitat. Because the airlock is

located at the center of the cylinder9 external subsystems sueh as solar arrays, fuel cells

and life support consumables storage, and the structure that supports them, will also

have to be reconfignred.

A proposed external eonfig_ration that supports the new airlock location is shown in

figure 7-12. The addition of a radial port, and the elimination of two racks within the

habitat for aeeess to the new airloek,will also change the internal arrangement of the

hsb, and two proposed layouts are illustratedin figures 7-13 and 7-14.

These new configurations possess advantagest but also raise some questions. Some

of the advantages are the separation of the crew living area into "clean" and "dirty"

areas, storage of EMUs out of the primary living space, location of the waste

management faeilityaway from the galley, and provision for a workstation/observation

area in a modified "end dome". Issues assoeiated with the layout of option 1 include

relocation of the ADPA function, limitation of volume and area for EMU donning and
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| Shuffle throughBoth
I

• Pass through
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Interface with habitat _ Both hatches the same
Maintmn module half

Figure 7-10. Habitat/Air/ock Options (Continued)
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Figure 7-1 1. Alternative FLO Airlock
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doffing, location of the hyperbaric support rack away from the airloek, and the

distribution of module functions throughout the hab, without clearly defined "activity

zones". Option 2 enhances the division of the module into "clean" and "dirty" areas while

providing more volume for pre- and post-EVA operations, relocating crossover racks to

free up prime wall space, and placing hyperbaric support adjacent to the airloek;

however, these improvements are made at the expense of significantly affecting the

existing ECLSS tier packaging. For both option 1 and option 2, the new "end dome" poses

challenges in configuring the storm shelter and endcone equipment.

10-meter shroud

Habitat Module

Back-up Hatch

Deployable Solar Arrays
• Stowed verticall

• Deploy aft ancl
module

• Size of deployer based
on SAFE

• Must extend sufficiently
to avoid interference with

Deployable
Catwalk

Repress Gases

(3 N 2 tanks, 3 O2 tanks)

RFC H 2 and O2reactants
(6 tanks)

Modified SSF Endcone

• Elliptical with no hatch
• Allows room for

additional rack

• Attaches to existing
end ring

Metabohc Oxygen
(2 tanks)

I

EMU Subhmator Water

(1 tank)

Viewing
Wmdows

Radiator (not shown)
above mociule

RFC Product

Water Storage

;uel Ceils and Electrolyzer

S_de-Mounted Redesigned A_rlock
• - 18 m wide, -21 m high, _ m long cylinder
• Sized to SSF Crewlock length
• Curved walls may allow su_t

sultable/umbd_cals

• Includes SSF Crewlock rack

Figure 7-12. Side-Mounted Redesigned Airlock, External Configuration
_CS083
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Figure 7-13. Side-Mounted Redesigned AiHock, Internal Configuration - Option 1 Layout
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8.0 AVIONIC8 COMMONALITY ABSE88MENT

8.1 INTRODUCTION

An avtontcs commonality assessment was carried out between the First Lunar

Outpost, the National Launeh System (NLS) type vehicle, and Space Station Freedom.

The manner in which this was accomplished is iUustrated in figure 8-1.

* FLO-CIIrgO _,TLI(FLO-C)
• SSF-Hab " Lander

• NLS-EntWe vehkle

• FLO*Manrmd / TLI

(FLO-M) _ Re_um Vehicle
Lander

Cases Studied

Case-1 Case-3 Case-2

i

Figure 8-1, Avionics Commonality Assessment _csQg3

The FLO system is comprised of a cargo vehicle (FLO-C) which transports the FLO

module to the lunar surface and s separate manned vehicle (FLO-M) that transports a

crew to the lunar surface in the vicinity of FLO-C. FLO-C consists of a TLI stage and a

Lander stage; it does not have a return stage. FLO-M consists of identical TLI and

Lander stages (as FLO-C), in addition to a return stage for the trip back to Earth. These

components of the FLO system are represented at the top portion of figure 8-1. This

study attempted to identify and characterize beneficial avionics commonality and

inheritance between the FLO system, NLS, and SSF. Two commonality assessment cases

are illustrated at the bottom of figure 8-1. In Case-l, NLS avionics are compared with

the FLO system (TLI, Lander, and Return Vehicle) avionics and in Case-2 the SSF-Hab

modute is compared with the FLO-Hab modute, which is transported to the lunar surface

on the FLO-C vehicle. A third case, not explicitly shown in figure 8-1, involves

determining the avionics commonality between the shaded regions of Case-1 and Case-2.

This last case wilt then identify the common avionics between NLS, SSF, and the entire

FLO system, as illustrated in figure 8-2.
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Figure 8-2. Overall Avionics Commonality Between NLS. SSF,and FLO ACSO_

¢

8.2 AVIONICS FUNC'_ONS

The FLO system is at a conceptual stage of development and much of the avionics

hardware is at present undefined. However, this is not the same ease with the NLS and

SSF where work on these vehicles has proiF'essed to the point where the avionics

hardware and software have been defined. Hence, for consistency in this study, avionics

are considered at a functional level rather than at the more detailed hardware and

software component levels.

Since the term "avionics" can potentiaJly inelude st/ flight qualified electronics for

any partieulaz vehicle, and this can be a vet_, large number of functions and/or

components, this study has bounded avionics to those functions listed in figure 8-3.

• Veh,cie management (VM)

. Data management (DM)
• Telemetry and command (T&C)
. Nav,gatlon (NV)
• Gu,dance (Gd)
• Flight Control (FC)

• Commumcatrons (CM)

• Propulsion Control (PC)

• Mechamsms & ordnance control (MO)

• Electric power and d_$tr_bution (EP)

• Environment control (EC)

• Cr=ttcal fluids control (CF)

• Payload accommodations (PA)

• Emergency detect,on (EO)
• CoIhs,on avoidance (for prOx. OpS,) (CA)

• Range safety (RS)
• Mission management (MM)

• M_sston Unique (MU)

• Fault detect=on, isolat,ons & recovery (FR)

Figure 8-3. Avionics Functions

This does not imply that all of the vehicles being considered in this study

incorporate All these functions. The list is simply provided for completeness.
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$.2.1 Avionles Sub-Functions

Each of the avlonies functions listed in figure 8-3, was further decomposed to lower

level of sub-functions. These are listed in figure 8-4. These sub-functions are not

exhaustive; on/y the principal ones assoeiated with each of the functions are listed.

VM:

Mode control test & sequencing

Command processing & distribution

Vehicle time keeping

Vehicle health monitoring

VM health monitoring

DM:

Processing
Data Storage
Human interface

Corn m un,cation

Data acqu,sition & distribution

DM health management

T&C:

FormaCtmg telemetry

Storage
Receive

Transmit

Decode

RF link control

Instrumentation

T&C health management

NV:

Inertial measurement

Sensor compensation
State vector corn putation/ut0date

Ops processmg

On-rad alignment & sensor b,as estJmat_on

Relative nav,gatton
Navigation health management

Gd:

Guidance prediction & anatysJs

Engine cutoff timing

Translocational thruster fir_ng

Steering-mtsalingnment correction

Guidance heatth mon_tor,ng

FC:

Gai ns corn putation

Sensor data acq. & filtering

COrn pensation filtering

Global angle cond. corn putation
Wind load alleviation

Engine actuator mixing

RCS cmds corn putation

FC health management

PC:

Engine controller ¢mds.

Fluids management

Gases management

Secondary PC

Prop. health management

MOt

Mechanism timing/control

Separation timing/control

MO health management

EP:

Power distribution

Source control

Power changeover control
Source

EPS health management

EC:
Awonics thermal control

EC health management

EFt

Flow control

Fiu=ds states mon=tormg

Emergency detection

CF health management

PA:

Electrical power
TM and data collecteon

PC thermal management
Mode control

PA health management

ED:

Out-of-limit detection

Escape system activation

Vehicle sating

ED health management

CA:

CA process & control

Vehicle safing

CA health management

RS:

Tracking beacon

Destruct cmd receiving

RS sating

RS health monitoring

MM:

Task scheduling

Eventst:mmg & monitoring
Overall control & execution

MM health monitoring

MU:

Control & mon_tormg
Fault detection, =solar:on, &

recovery
Emergency detectfon

MU health management

FR:

Fault detection, _solat_on, and

recovery (FDIR)

FR health mon=tonng

CM:

Voice o Ear_h-LEO

Vo,ce - Earth-Moon

Voice- Enroute

Video - Veh=cle o external

V_deo - Vehicle - _nternal

V_deo - Sc,ence

Data - 8_omed

Data- Payload
Data - Sc,ence

V

Figure 8-4. Avionics Sub-Functions

Commonality was then addressed from this lower level of functionality. Hardware

and software component commonality can be identified from this lower level but was not

accomplished at this time.
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8.3 SPECIFIC VEHICLE AVIONICS FUNCTIONS

For each of the vehicles considered in this study, figure 8-5 lists the required

avionics functions from the superset of avionics functions listed in figure 8-3. The

abbreviations are as defined in figure 8-3.

,r

t

Avionics
Functions

VM

DM -HI

- NHI

T&C

NV

Gd

FC

PC

MO

EP

EC

CF

PA

ED

CA

RS

MM

MU

FR

CM

National
Launch

System-
Cargo

NLS
i

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(data,video)

First Lunar Outpost - Manned Vehicle

First Lunar Outpost -
Cargo Vehicle

FLO-TLI FLO-Lander FLO - Ret. Veh.
i

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(data)

FLO-Hab

X

Manned HabJtats

SSF-Hab

X

X (mechanrsms'/ X (mecha_rsms_

X X

(data,video) (voice, data, video) (voice, data, video) voEce, data, video)

Abbrev0at=ons are defined in figure 8-3
HI - Human Interfaces

NHI - No Human Interfaces

Figure 8-5. Required Avionics Functions For Each Vehicle

The NLS vehicle, being an unmanned heavy lift cargo vehicle, excludes all the

avionics that are required to support and interface with a crew during flight. For the

FLO system, avionics are separated according to the FLO system elements, defined

earlier in figure 8-1, i.e., the TLI, Lander, Return Vehicle stages, and the FLO-Hab

module. With respect to SSF, only the SSF-Hab module avionics functions are of interest

and are listed. It should be noted that the TLI and Lander stages of FLO-C and FLO-M

are identical with the exception that in the FLO-M the crew will have

control/monitoring facilities, which are not required on the FLO-C vehicle.
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8.4 AVIONICS COMMONALITY ANALYSIS

The total number of commonality assessments (CA), is given by the following

combinatorial relationship:

N N!
CA:

k! (N-k)!

N = Total number of vehicles

k = # vehicles combined; 2<=k<=N

This equation simply says that the total number of commonality assessments is equal

to the summation of the total number of assessments based on each combination of

vehicles from 2 to N. This study requires a total of 13 commonality assessments from

Case-l, Case-2, and the combination of Case-I/Case-2. This equation can be

generalized to commonality assessments of other systems and vehicles as well.

8.4.1 Case-l: NLS and FLO

Based on the relationship derived in the previous section, the total number of

avionics commonality assessments for Case-l, shown in figure 8-1, is 11, since there are

4 vehicle elements all together. These are the NLS and FLO (TLI, Lander, and Return

Vehicle).

For each of the specific vehicle combinations germane to Case-l, the avionics

functions with their associated sub-functions are shown in figure 8-6. Those avionics

functions, that are deemed to be common to the specific vehicle combination, are

indicated by a darkened square symbol. Those functions that are partially common to all

the vehicle combinations, are shown by a partially shaded square symbol and those

vehicle combinations that do not share specific avionics functions are marked by an

unshaded square symbols. A square with an X marked in it indicates that only the

specific vehicle combination has only X-marked avionics sub-functions in common. Each

of these symbols is defined in the legend in figure 8-6. From this commonality analysis,

it appears that the avionics functions shared by all vehicle combinations (marked by the

shaded square) for Case-l, are the following: VM, T&C, PC, MO, EP, EC, CF, and FR.

8.4.2 Case-2: SSF-Hab and FLO-Hab

For Case-2, there is only a single assessment of avionics commonality that has to be

performed. The common avionics functions between the SSF-Hab module and the FLO-

Hab module, shown as Case-2 on the left axis of the figure is presented in figure 8-6.

Common avionics functions between these elements are DM, T&C, EP, EC, CF, ED, and

FR functions. Since the FLO-Hab is a Lunar habitation element, certain functions will

be required that will not be required by the SSF-Hab (which is meant for LEO) and vice

versa.
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8.4.30veml/NL_ SSF, and FLO Commonality

The flna/ case is the determination of avionics commonality between the shaded

portions of Case-1 and Case--2, shown earlier in figure 8-I. As shown in figure 8-6, the

avionics functions that permeate through each of the vehicles considered in this study

are the T&C, EP, EC, CF, and FR avionics functions and the partially common avionics

are as indicated by the partially shaded square symbol in the figure.

8.5 KEY TECHNOLOGIES AND THEIR PRIORITY

Technologies, whose development and ineorporation into the FLO system will

improve its performance and reliability and perhaps aid in the reduction of overaU

avionics systems mass, are summarized in figure 8-?.

_u Driving

irements

Avionics
Technology
Areas
& Levels

Device

1 Application
specific ICs

2 Fiber optic
sensors

3 Neural
networks

4 Navigation
instruments

Net'work

Reduce Module Min,mlze
Reduce Ground/ Self- Increased Transducer Robust Htgh level awon,cs
recision $SF ,nspect,on/ number of data rate flight )erformance fault implementa-

operatiOn Operation d,agnostics transducers control process,ng detect,on t,on cost
costs Costs

X X X X

X X X

X X X X

X X

5 Digital data
buses

6 Sensor networks X X

7 Standard X X
interfaces

!Subsystems

8 Autonomous X X

nay subsys.

9 Autonomous X X

guid subsys

10 Vehicle health X X x X

momtoring

11 Expert systems X X X
12 Fault tolerant X X X

avion,cs

13 Communication X X

and Tracking

14 Regenerable X
)ower source

X X

Figure 8-7. Key Avionics Technologies

Each of the technology areas is further subdivided into specific technologies

associated with each technology areas. An indication of the technology development

priorities are shown in figure 8-8• Those technologies that should receive early attention

are shown by the lower number in the priority column.
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Specific Avionics Technologies Priority

1. Application specific integrated circuits 9
• ASIC/VHSIC_oS Microelectronics
• Wafer Micro subsystems

2. Fiber optic sensors 10

• Optically powered sensors
• Micro laser diode transcewers
• Multifunction sensors
• Protective/sensitive fiber coatings

3. Neural networks

• Neural network hardware
• Parallel processing
• Vector processing

4. Nawgat_on instruments 6
• Fiber optic gyro
• Quartz accelermeter technology

5 Digital data buses 4
• Fiber optic couplers/splitters
• MIcro laser diode transceivers
• Optical quality fibers
• Radiation hardened LAN

6 Sensor networks 13
• Multifunctions sensors

• Integrated optics

7 Standard interfaces 3

• Free space interfaces
• Standard digital interface for all fhght elements
• Standard interface across vehicles

• Packaging

8 Navigation subsystems 8

Navigation algorithm
Sensor fusion

• Synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
Range/range rate radar

: Embedded, phased array antennas

• GPS/Stellar/IMU

9 Guidance and control 7

Adaptive guidance algorithm
: Sensor data fusion

• Parallel processing

10. Vehicle health monitoring 2
• Modular, subsystem automated testsets
• Advanced system diagnostics
• Smart sensors
• Sensor data fusion
• Fiber optic sensors
• Optical disk drive system
• Ferro electric memory
• Development tools

11 Expert Systems 14
• Expert system selfcheck
• Failure trend analys_s
• Failure forecasting
• Planning
• Repair

12. Fault tolerant avionics and avioptics 1
• Fault tolerant processor (self-repair)

i Parallel processing
High total dose radiation tolerance
Fault tolerant architectures

• Photonics

13. Communication and tracking S
Image compression ICs

: High power laser diodes
• Laser communications

14. Regenerable power sources 11
• Advanced fuel cells

• Low mass/high energy rechargeable batteries

Figure 8-8.

Rationale

12 Early development not essential for FLO

Solid state NV will reduce mass and _ncrease
reliabdity

Necessary to handle large volumes of data between

subsystems

Essential for commonality to work especially _f
avionics are functionally similar but different in
terms of part numbers.

Automated systems will require advanced

algorithms to guide vehicle unassisted throughout
mission.

Necessary as feedback to operators and astronauts

Of greater use on the ground for diagnosis,
maintenance

Increased miss=on success rate even with fadures or

degradation tn redundant awon=cs systems

Necessary for the transfer of large volumes of data
between Earth and Space

Specific Avionics Technology Development Priority
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8.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has investigated the commonality in avionics functions for the FLO NLS,

and SSF-Hab systems. The avionics functions were decomposed to specific avionics

sub-functions and a commonality assessment was performed. The general conclusion

drawn from this study is that although each of the system considered in this assessment,

serve completely different missions, there are avionics functions that can be common to

alL From the sub-functions level, common avionics hardware and software can also be

derived.

FoUowing the commonality assessment, specific technology areas were extracted

from the list of avionics functions to determine the specific avionics technologies that

should perhaps receive early attention during the development phase.

8.7 DATA SOURCES

Available data to perform this brief assignment may be found in a large number of

sources. For the current effort, data was obtained from a few sources which are

identified below.

a. Boeing Space Station Program Office, "Architectural Control Document - Data

Management System", Sept. 1991.

b. Boeing Space Station Program Office, "Architectural Control Document -

Communications and Tracking Systems", June 1991.

Boeing Space Station Freedom Program Office, Element Description Handbookj

Volume 2 - U.S. Lab Modules, Issue D, Oct. 1991.

Boeing Space Station Freedom Program Office, Element Description Handbookt

Volume 3 - Habitation Modules, Issue C, Oct. 1991.

The Boeing Company, STV Contract Final Report, Doe. No. D180-32040-2, 1991.

The Boeing Company, "First Lunar Outpost Study", Oct. 1992.

Ron Kshl, NASA-ExPO, "Space Transportation/Lander Subteam Report to SEIAA',

April 1992.

"National Launch System Avionics - Product Development Team 'Cycle 01

Summary", Jan. 1992.

NASA-MSFC, "First Lunar Outpost, Lunar Habitat Documentation", May 1992.

el

d.

el

f.

g.

ho

i.
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9.0 LAUNCH VEHICLE SIZE TRADE AND RELATED SUBJECTS

9.1 ASSEMBLY OPTIONS AND CONCEPTS

A review was made of tank sizing and assembly criteria and analysis, as well as,

design and manifesting assessments. Both the I-Beam and Saddle platform designs were

considered. The features of these designs are given in figure 9-I and further defined

under the individual headings listed below.

Two Concepts

I-Beam Concept

"Saddle" Concept

a Designed to have the. mo_ of the service functions Iocate,d on the platform
• Allows cnecKout ot the venicm systemswith platform ?aCKUp L .
• Vehicle systems are conserved for the Mars oepaRure _management OT

MTBF on crwt_ca=syste,ms)
• Served as an "at hano* parts storage area
• it _s its own resource nocle.

• Designed tO use the vehicle systems as much as possible
• Long:term vehicle sy,stems cnecKo.u,t prior tg_MarS oeparture
• ">ma. ana more eas.y reconTiguraole With S,5F support
• Does not appear to require a separate launch.

Figure 9-1 Assembly Options�Concepts

A launch vehicle size trade was supported with calculations of vehicle mass and

tank size foe manifesting; considerations. A description of the conditions from which the

data was generated is shown in figure 9-2, and the resultant vehicle parameters are

shown in figures 9-3a through 9-3e. Additional orbital and flight mechanics work was

done to answer specific questions on the capability of possible vehicle elements, landing

site access and nuclear disposal questions. This information is given under its own

separate heading in section 9.4.

250 (mr) Payload Class ETO Vehicle:

Data Sheet Shroud Sizes: 14 (m) dia by up to 30 (m) cyl length
257 (rot) pay|oad actually deiwered by Launch Veh

1

4

2014 Ptl0ted NTR vehicle:
• IMLEO = 815 (mr)
• Four ETO flights are necessary for delivery to LEO
• Ven core up =n two flights

2012 Cargo NTR vehicle: .
• IMLEO = 216(mt_

• Onl}' one ETO flic_ht _snecessar}' for deliver}, to LEO

1SO (mr) Payload Class ETO Veh,cle:

Shroud Stzes: (1) 14 (m) dia by upto 30(m) cyt length
115 (rot) pll actually delivered by Eaunch Veh

or (2) 10 (m) dia by up to 30 Ira) cyl lencjth
132 (mr)p/I actually delivered by launch Veh

2014 PiJoted NTR vehicle:
• IMLEO = 815 (rot)
• Seven ETO fhghts are necessary for dehvery tO LEO
• Ven core up =n twO flights

2012 Cargo NTR vehicle:
• IMLEO = 216(mt)
• Two ETO fh_hts are necessar}' for deliver}' to LEO

Enhanced 150 (rot) Payload Class ETO Vehicle:

Increase actual deliverable payload to 148 (mr) to LEO reduces
required ETO fhghts by one, from seven to s_x.

S 2014 Pdoted NTR veh,cle:

• IMLEO = 815(mt)
• Six ETO flights are necessary for delivery to LEO
• Veh core up in two flights

Figure 9-2 Trade Study NTP Vehicle Data Sheets - Summary
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V

,______

MEV

T
32m

203 t 203 t 203 t

• Mass estimate includes debris armor and ASE

meters

203 t 179 t

• 200 t launch veh=cle, 12 m d_ameter shroud
• Crew delivered on CRV, man-rated L.V.

• Assembly steps include plumbing and structure
• Miss=on veh_ctes assembled after 7 launches

0 10 20 TO02_

Figure 9-4. Baseline NTP Manifest 12 m Diameter Shroud

,a.dditional work has been done in two areas: (a) the basic packaging of the new NTP

vehicle in the 150 t and 250 t ETO, and (b) the shroud size optimization for the new NTP.

The first area examined entails analysis of three options for manifest and launch. Two

options involve the current NTP vehicle eonfig_Jration with airborne support equipment

(&SE) and debris shields (armor). The third option involves a launch optimized vehicle

design that does not use the same criteria as was used in previous NTP configurations.

The second part was to determine the optimum length for each of the vehicle shroud

sizes based on wind loading on the launch pad. This analysis was begun with initial

results presented.

9.1.1 Shroud PaekaiOng

Three basic options for launch of the NTP Mars transfer vehicle have been

investigated. These options are based on variations in payload shroud diameter and

degree of vehicle assembly done on the ground. All configurations mass take into

account debris shields (armor) and ASE packaging mass equal to 13% of the vehicle cargo

sections (lofted mass),
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The first option describes the baseline NTP vehicle, figure 9-4. The next option

illustrates the baseline NTP concept, including 7.6m diameter transfer habitat and

subsystem array, configured for launch within a 14m diameter payload shroud, figure 9-5.

The forward section of the vehicle is attached by truss structure to a plumbing manifold,

and the vehicle structure consists of stacking truss sections. The shape of the section

has been modified to adapt to a new TMI/MOC propellant tank length. The propellant

tank length and diameter were changed to better utilize the larger payload shroud. The

aft section of the NTP differs from the baseline by using a 14m diameter ellipsoidal TEl

propellant tank, and the attached radiation shield and engine assembly are consistent

with the baseline concept. On-orbit assembly is achieved by launching a single "core"

and assembly platform, and then subsequently mating the TMI/MOC tanks in a four

launch procedure, not including crew delivery. As a delta to this option, the payload

shroud envelope was sized to include an MEV lander and descent aerobrake. The

aerobrake shown folds down and away from the attached MEV, allowing the aerobrake to

fit over the forward part of the core, reducing overall shroud length.

14 m d*ameter TMI/MOC tank
7.6 m diameter cre

Nesting truss sect,ons

14 m d_ameter TEl tank

14 m diameter

!

Jl

m

I_[ 65m

meters

0 10 20

I Core launch mass C_RV280tCrew del,vered ,n

*Mass est,mate ,ncludes debris
armor and ASE

Figure 9-5. Baseline NTP Vehicle Configured for 14 m Diameter Launch Shroud

TDO22
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The last option makes use of current work on Bieonie MEV landers, and integrates

the "core" of the vehicle with the biconie on a single launch vehicle of 12-m diameter,

and 250 tonne lift capacity, figure 9-6. This configuration requires minimal on orbit

operations, limited to deployment of a telescoping truss section that extends the nuclear

engines and shield approximately 20 meters beyond the forward core. This ensures

minimal radioactive "scattering" at the crew habitat. This deployment also requires that

plumbing from the manifold be extended and attached on orbit. This operation can

probably be accomplished through robotics, and might even be clone as part of the truss

deployment. This launch option has the advantage of significantly reducing on-orbit

assembly, reduces the number of launehes to five, and could allow the crew to be

launched with the transfer vehicle. However, it accepts radiation heating of the

propellant in the drop tanks during the trans-Mars injection burn, a telescoping truss

arrangement that stillmust be more defined to be workable and a Mars orbit ascent

stage that is a portion of the piloted bieonic nose section. A comparison of these three

configurationsand two allin one core stage launches, one with the landerP'flower petal"

aerobrake and one without are shown in figure9-7.

9.1.2 Length Sizing by Pad-Wind Loading

A parametric load/deflection analysis was carried out for an optimum payload

shroud size selection.Shrouds of varying lengths and diameters were subjected to wind

gusts of 50 to 100 kts.

Three shroud lengths were considered:

Five shroud diameters were considered:

Three wind velocitieswere considered:

Assumptions:

Payload mass (includingshroud) = 150 mt

Launch load = 4g

Sea Level airdensity

Drag coefficientfor a cylindricalshape, Cd = 1.0

Shroud material = 7075 Aluminum

30m, 42m, 50m

10m, 12m, 14m, 16m, 18m

50kts, 75kts, 100kts
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Propellant manifold

Telescoping truss

RCS
Engine/shield

TMI/MOC propellant

TEl propellant

Transit Hab

RCS/Power systems

Airlock

Piloted biconic MEV

Propellant lines

Deployed Configuration
l i Propellant lines still require

on-orbit connection.

Mass penalty incurred from
truss deployment mech.
Entire mission vehicle

assem bled through
rendezvous and dock

meters Launch Configuration

10 20

Figure 9-6a. Launch Optimized NTP Vehicle and Biconic MEV (Configuration)

TD023
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=

i

180t

i

I TMI/ iOOT|l fuel

180t 180t 180t

m eters i

.... :_::: :;_,,_ J• 12 m diameter launch shroud

_,,;,, ....................... • 5 launches to assemble vehicle
-} [ • TEl tank launched empty

0 10 20

248 t

* mass estimate includes debris armor and ASE

Figure 9-6b. Launch Optimized NTP Vehicle and Biconic MEV (Manifest)

56m

T0024
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* mass estimate intrudes debris armor and ASE

d

m

12mc 350t

Figure 9-7. Launch Vehicle Comparison

;3m

TO025

Procedure:

A preliminary sizing for the shroud was performed using 4g launch loading. Skin

thickness and moment of inertias were calculated as functions of shroud diameter. Wind

loading for each of the three eases (50 kts, 75 kts, and 100 kts) was computed as a

function of shroud length and diameter. Maximum deflection was calculated for each

VaLriable. The results of these calculations are shown in figures 9-8 and 9-9.

Over the entire range of the parameters studied, the deflections ranged from

0.0023m to 0.1254m. The 30ore long shroud was shown to be the most promising length.

It showed almost no change in deflection with varying diameter and very little change

with varying wind gusts.

-...,f
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Shroud

Length
L

(m)

Total Mass ,, 15000 kg Aluminum:
Total Load 5883600 N @4cj E -- 7.1008E + 10 Pa
;hroudArea ,: 0.014223961_ ,_2 a mid ,, 4.14E _08 Pa

Shroud
diameter

D

(m)

10
10
10

Wind

velocity

kts

50
75

100

Shroud
thickness

t

(m)

0.00045
0.00045
0.00045

Moment of
inertia

t
mA4

1.4224
1.4224
1.4224

Wind

Ioadmg
W

(N/m)

4O68
9152

16270

Maximum
deflexion

Y
(m)

0.0041
00092
0.0163

12 50 0.00038 2.0483 4881 0.0034
12 75 0.00038 20483 10982 0.0076
12 100 0.00038 2.0483 19524 00136

3O
14 50 0.00032 2.7879 5695 0.0029
14 75 0.00032 2.7879 12813 00066
14 100 0.00032 27879 22778 0.0116

16 50 0.00028 3.6413 6508 0.0025
16 75 0.00028 3.6413 14643 00057
16 100 0.00028 3.6413 26032 00102

18 50 0.00025 4.6086 7322 0.0023
18 75 0.00025 4.6086 16473 00051
18 100 000025 4.6086 29286 00091

10 S0 0.00045 1.4224 4068 0.0157
10 75 0.00045 1.4224 9152 00352
10 100 0.00045 1.4224 16270 0.0627

12 S0 000038 2.0483 4'881 0.0131

12 75 0.00038 2.0483 10982 00294
12 100 0.00038 2.0483 19524 0 0522

42 14 50 0.00032 2.7879 5695 00112

14 75 0.00032 2.7879 12813 0.0252
14 100 0.00032 2.7879 22778 0.0448

0.00028

0.00028
000028

0.00025
000025
000025

16

16

16

50
75

100

316413
3.6413
3.6413

4.6086
46086
46086

50
75

100

6508
14643
26032

7322
16473
29286

18
18
18

0.0098
00220
00392

0 00fi7
0 0196
0.0348

10 S0 0.00045 14224 4068 00315
10 75 0100045 1.4224 9152 00708
10 100 000045 1.4224 16270 0 1258

12 50 000038 2.0483 4881 0 0262
12 75 000038 2.0483 10982 0 0590
12 100 000038 2.0483 19524 0 1049

50
SO
75

100

50
75

100

14
14
14

2.7879
2.7879
2.7879

3.6413
3.6413
3.6413

4.6086
4.6086
4.6086

16
16
16

18
18
18

000032
0.00032
0 00032

5695
12813
22778

6508
14643
26032

7322
16473
29286

0.00028
0.00028
000028

0.00025
000025
000025

50
75

100

0 0225
0 0506
00899

0 0197
00442
00787

0.0175
00393
0 0699

Figure 9-8. Windload Data
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0.15

0.10

Deflection
Due to

Wind Gusts
(meter)

0 05

0.00

I0 12 14 16

Shroud Diameter
(me_er)

Figure 9-9. Shroud Size Study

... ii._.. 30 m/50 kts

42 m/S0 kts

50 m/50 kts

---o--- 30 m/75 kts

-.---IP--- 42 m/75 kts

SOm/7S kts

---j--- 30 m/100 kts

42 m/100 kts

S0 m/100 kts

18

TD026

9.2 PLATFORM CONCEPTS

Two concepts were investigated for LEO assembly utilities, with the [-beam

(figs. 9-10 and 9-11) being a "large dry dock" for the growing NTP vehicle and the Saddle

(fig. 9-12) being a "minimum" approach. The I-beam uses none of the NTP resources and,

as a redundant resource, it can supply the vehicle with emergency power and

communications if required. It is large enough to provide parts storage around the

perimeter, decreasing if not eliminating the need for special CTV delivery/retrieval

(debris shield) trips. The saddle is a smaller robotics and reaction control system

platform that uses the vehicle systems as much as possible. It provides maneuver

capability to the vehicle before the propellant tanks are in place and the vehicle RCS is

active. The robotic assembly walking arms used for assembly are controlled from this

platform.
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Figure 9- !O. MTV Assembly Platform
e Concept

BLACK

ORIGINAL

AND WHITE

PAGE
PHOTOGRAPH

Figure 9-11. NTP Platform Full-Up Configuration
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Figure 9-12 Saddle Platform CAD Model

9.2.1 l-Beam Platform

A preliminary I-Beam Assembly Platform Parts List and Weights Statement has been

completed. The results of the parts evaluation and the weight estimates are shown in

figures 9-13a to 9-13b, Assembly Platform Parts List series. The weight estimates are

based on existing hardware, where possible, or on the weight of component parts. As

much "off-the-shelf" or modified "off-the-shelf" hardware is used. Further material on

the [-Beam platform may be found in reference 2.

9.2.2 Saddle Platform

The Saddle Platform design has been completed with a parts list/weights statement

for this assembly platform configuration. A 1/200 scale drawing of the saddle platform

on the first vehicle element as launched is shown in figure 9-14 and in more detail in

figure 9-15. This platform will have four mobile (inchworm type) remotely controlled

robotic arms (fig. 9-16) that grapple, carry and offload the payloads, disengage the

packed major elements, manipulate them into position and perform the element

attachments. It wiU additionally serve as the LEO reaction control system for the

maneuvers that must be performed in order to station keep and co-orbit with the SSF.

Its third main task is to provide a platform to perform top-off refueling of the full up

vehicle prior to Mars departure. Communications for these operations is provided by six

RF antennae with communications packages, one for each arm and each function
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Q

Item

Solar Array
System

Auxiliary
batteries

Truss

structure

Thruster
_od

Item Oescript=on

Photovolta=c arrays wfth radiators,
modified integrated equipment assembty
(MIEA), alpha joint, one beta jolt, one set

of PV arrays (SSF configuration from alpha
oint to station 3), 5 m cubic truss

Additional batteries not in the MIEA

5m x 5m x 5m truss cube pattern of 10 cm
dta. composite members w_th conducive

wire embedded in the surface for chargmg
control. Entire surface is seven bay end

lpieces on a 4-bay cross piece.

'5 thruster grouping of 2S-pound thrust
GO2/H 2 thrusters, mitiatly built for the

Space Station, manifolded together

Quantity

2

2 sets

1 set

Mass Source

23 mt Old Space
estimated Station design

(total)

1 mt

Manufacturer

Prime: Rockwell
Alternate: TBD

17 mt Old Space Prime: MacDonnell-

estimated' Station design Douglas
(total) Alternate: TBD

0.06t
total

(16kg
each)

O.04t
total

(42 kg
each)

Propellant Combination of fixed and flex lines of TBD 4 sets

lines length, that will deploy with the end pieces
(flex) and be hardlinedto the propellant
tanks and thruster pod manifold 1 H 2 line

and 1 02 line

GO;z tank Insulated tank, 2 meter dla., that can be 2 0.349t
anogas removed and replaced (197 kg

each)
=

GH?tank Insulated tank, 2.7 meter dia, that can be 2 0.510t
ano gas removed and replaced (255 kg

each)

_Propellant Mamfold that allows one tank set to feed 2 0.2t
Manifold two thruster pods total

Control Station keeping and posit=on sensmg 8 ' 0.0St
Moment (total)

Gyros (CMG)

Antennae:

High Gain Ground, SSF, and CTV com. 2.7 m d_a. 2

Omni- Backup commumcat=ons, 1 meter
Directional

Robot/Data Visual, digital 1 meter dia.

RF Prox=mity operations, robot control 46cm
by 23 cm cone

Old Space Prime: Rockwell
Station design International

Alternate:

Current Prime:

terrestrial Alternate:
design

Space Station Prime: Pressure Systems
Inc.

Space Station Prtme: Pressure Systems
Inc.

Current Prime: Ithaco
Avadable Alternate: TBD

Mobde
Remote

Manipulator I
System
(MRMS)

1S meter "strongarm" used for

maneuvering into place large assembly
elements, it _son a mobde base that

translates the length of the end p_ece but
does not translate the central crosspiece.
The base is on a ratl system that w_ll be part
of the deployed truss.

Fixed

Remote

Manipulator
System
(FRMS)

12-meter arms fixed to the central

crosspiece that wdl be used to guide in the
HLLV cargo to the docking port, help
remove the cargo and hand it off to the
MRMS for assembly or storage

Robot

Walker
A TBD suzed, self-contamed system wtth
dexterous mampulators that can
"inchworm" itself along the platform,
vehicle and HLLV to ass=st in actual

assembly, component removal/storage and
fine manipulation work

0.2t Similar Pioneer

(total) upgraded
=electronics

0.04t TDRSIComm.
(total) Sats.

0.12t Com. Sats.
(tOtal)

0.12t .Com. sats.,
(total) exploration

vehicles

4.0t From Space

total Station designs
(1.01:

each)

1.2t From Space
total Station/Space

(600 kg ShuttledesJgns
each)

2 to 4 0.8t for 2 Various current

walker designs
(MacDonnell-
Douglas.
Carnegm-
Mellon,ere)

Total estimated Platform weight full up: 41.1 + 159 + 6.0 + 4.7 + 262 = 79.59t ( ==t, w_th 30% growth _ 104t)

Figure 9-13. Assembly Platform Parts List (I-Beam)
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item
l

Power
distribution
net

Item Description

Power distribution system that wdl handle
the power demands from the temporary
arrays for initial deployment, and any other
functions not covered by the MIEAs in the
permanent array package

Data

managemenl
I:system
(DMS)
Power

Handles communication linkage, robot
control, data linkage, sensor system
identifications

Handles power switching durrng
occultation that is not handled by theswitching

unit (PSU) MIEAS in the permanent array package, and
all switching with the tern Dorary arrays

i

Berthing Standard berthing port on a 2-meter
)oft stanOoff for docking the HLLV tO the

platform

Lighting/
camera post

Swivel mounted camera and lighting
assembly on a 1-meter post for wide angle
obr_rvations

ITemporary Small deployable/retractablearraysthat
arrays will power the initial platform deployment.

Each array has 2 panels 2 meters by 25
meters

Initial Jackscrewttelescopmg mechanism that

deployment _ushes out the foldedend pieces to deploy
mechanism them on theinitJal flight
(IDM)

Rail Crawler Supporting undercarriage that will extend

a pulling mechanism that will work in both
direction along the rails (forward and back)

Rails 44.5 meter segmented ra=ls that w*ll be
fitted along the truss of the vehicle (makes
theplatform independent of truss

configuration), which will allow the
!platform to translate the vehicle for
=assembly. The rails are segmented to allow
the removal of several sections to clear the
tank installation area

iLic_htwetght paneling (AI/composlte?) that
Iwdl be set up with attachment points for

Outside

panels

part storage

Quantity

2

2

Mass Source

2.01: Standard
(10 t ca. requirement

All

electronic

s, cabling
&

shielding)

1S t Standard
(.75 ca.) requirement

O.S t Standard

(250 kg requirement
each)

01 t Space Station

(100 kg
each)

0.2t

(100 kg
each)

04t

(200 kg
each)

Manufacturer

3,0 t Extendible exit

(750kg cones, SSF
each) deployment.

strategies

5.0 t SSF RMS
translation

strategies

2 4Ot

one set) (both
rails)

14 t42t
max_mu for 12
m (Sinx
Sm) 12

nominal

Figure 9-13. Assembly Platform Parts List (/-Beam) (Concluded)

(position communications and telemetry). One small one-meter antenna was added as a

visua/data and communications control link. Any additionaJ storage needs not provided

in the spaces of the platform truss (debris shielding) wiU be transferred to and from a

CTV doeked at the centre] beething port. The platform will ride on a set of extending

rails that run the length of the vehicle core (from the MCP.V connection point to the

be_dnning of the aft tank diameter expansion) that will a/low access to the full extent of

the acre assembly points and elea_ the tank connection areas. Sketches of the Saddle

platform have been made and the CAD model generated in figure 9-12. A mass

statement for the saddle platform giving the expected mass for each of the vehicle parts

with a 3096 tote/ mass geowth is listed in figure 9-17.
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Figure 9-14. Saddle Assembly On Vehicle Core

TO030

Top

3.0

2.5

i t 14m _1 1
i I

18m

S_de End

Figure 9-15a. Saddle Assembly Platform

TDOJ_
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__A m

m

I

Figure 9-15b. Saddle Platform: Top View

I_._ 14 meters -4

TOOl2

i-

Figure 9-15c.

18 mecers

Saddle Platform: Side View

T0033
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Figure 9-15d. Saddle Platform: End View

TD034

Figure9-16. Robotic Arm Detail

T0035

9.3 METEOROID/ORBITAL DEBRIS PROGRAM (MOD)

Debris shield mass trades for probability of no penetration (PNP) in LEO orbit have

been made using the Meteoroid/Orbital Debris Simulation Program (MOD). Several

simulations were done for debris shields over the habitat, central tanks and aft tank-

engine assembly in Pt4P versus shield mass. These data were based on the worst possible

case of a 6 year on-orbit stay time (from 2010 through 2016) with a target .99 PNP, and

were used in the calculation of lofted mass in section 9.1 on packaging and sizing. They

were the heaviest expected configurations.

Reducing the on-orbit stay time did lighten the expected mass. Data for the aft

tank-engine assembly, a central tank and habitat with the input conditions for one years

LEO residence are given in figures 9-18a through 9-18c. The knee of the P/qP versus

Shield Mass cure is shown in these figures, but the minimum acceptable mass has not

been pinpointed. Reevaluating the data for the currently recommended PNP of .95 will

lighten the expected shield mass even further.
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Item

Antennae

Walking robotic
arms

Fueling section

Platform

structure

Item Description

Communications between ground, SSF, vehicle, platform and the
walking robots

12-meter inchworm type arms with self-contained batteries and

vehicle power connections used for manipulating major vehicle
elements and performing fine connections

Plumbing, flange and "pumping" facility for transferring top-off
propellant from an HLLV tO the vehicle

Assembly platform basic structure, of trusswork, assembled on the
ground and launched fully configured (hard lined) with the first launch
element

Quantity

6

Mass

0.12t
total

2.4 t

total

0.5t

6t

Berthing port Keyed passive berthing port to allow the docking of a CTV, CRV or 1 0.1 t
HLLV payload at the platform

Vehicle com. bus Data, corn m unications and power transfer connection between the 2 0.2 t
vehicle and the platform total

Rail system Extending rail segments that allow the assembly platform to translate 2 rails 4 t
up and down the vehicle

Solar arrays Small 6 x 20 meter arrays used to give power to the saddle platform 4 5t
and charge the robotic arm batteries total

MIEA Modified Integrated Equipment Assembly which will act as a power 2 600 kg
distribution, switching and integration system total

Auxiliary J Additional power storage and emergency supply source 1 set 600 kg
batteries total

Thruster pods A_itude control propulsion system, consists of 5 thrusters in a manifold 2 32 kg
for each pod assembly total

Propellant lines Fixed lines from the GO 2 and GH 2 tanks to the thruster pods 2 sets 10 kg
total

GO_z tanks Gaseous oxygen propellant oxidizer 2 0349 t
anogas total

GH_ tanks Gaseous hydrogen propellant fuel 2 0.510 t
ana gas total

Crossfeed Crossfeed manifold for the propellant lines to permit both propellant 1 0.1 t
propellant tank sets to supply both thruster pods
manifold

CMGs Control moment gyros for station keeping and position sensing 4 25 kg
total

Total Mass 20.546 t

Total mass estimate w_th a 30% =rowth -- 26.71

Figure 9-17. Saddle Assembly Platform Parts List

9.4 DELTA-V AND DESCENT ANALYSIS

9.4.1 Introduction

Analyses and results shown in this section were in direct support to nuclear thermal

propulsion-Mars transportation system sizing efforts. The topics include:

a. Delta-V Sets

b. Mars parking orbit descriptions

e. 2016 TEI delta-V reduction

d. Low-L/D landing site access

e. High-L/D landing site access

f. Nuclear reactor disposal.

-....j
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Input Parameters

Geometry Model
numberof plates ,, 10
plate width = 6.16
plate length =, 137
theta - O

phi. 0
psi ,, 0

Flux Model
altitude = 398
inclination = 28.5
Meteoroids included

Orbital Debris (CR883A) included
calculated flux every 3 months
read solar flux from table

used size-dependent debris density
used linear debris growth
p = 0.05 t
q = O02 I

qPrime = 0.04

f

MOtnon

Shield Model

JSC Whipple shield used
wall: 0.998

thickness = 225

density == 2.7
ult str= 78 0.996

yield str= 68 PNP
shield:

thickness ,, 100 0.994

density = 2.7
spacing = 6
support fraction =, 67 0.992

le is PNP
x variable is tot shield mass
tStart = 2013
tEnd = 2014

Earth

Output

: ! : i

107 3 x 107 S x 107

2x107 4x107

Shteld Mass

Note: Aft core data for 1 year residence time zn LEO

Figure 9-18a. LEO Debris Shielding Model. I
TO036

Input Parameters

Geometry Model
numberof plates = 10

platewidth = 6.16 1
plate length = 98.78
theta = 0

phi = 0 %
psi = 0 /" _.

Motion
Flux Model Earth

altitude = 398
inclination = 28.5
Meteoroids included

Orbital Debris (CR883A) included
calculated flux every 3 months
read solar flux from table

used size-dependent debr=s density
used linear debris growth
p = 0.05
q = 0,02
qPrime = 004

Shield Model

JSC Whipple shield used
walt:

thickness = 125

density =, 2.7
ult str = 63

yield str ,, 52 PNP
shield:

thickness = 50

density = 2.7
spacing = 4
support fraction = 67

PlotZ._
variable IS PNP

x var_abte ,stot shield mass
tStart = 2013
tEnd = 2014 Note:

0995

0.990

0.985

0 980

0.975

Output

75

2x107 6x107 I0 s

4x107 8x107

Sh,eld Mass

Central tank data for 1 year resident t_me
Ln LEO

Figure 9-18b. LEO Debris Shielding Model-2
TD0]7

9.4.2 Delta-V Sets

Mission delta-V profilesare required as data input to vehicle sizing algorithms. The

delta-V data provided in sections 9.4.2.1 and 9.4.2.2 represent distributed minimum

energy trajectory data derived from patched conic algorithms. Section 9.4.2.1describes

Boeing optimized trajectories where the parking orbits are minimum delta-V and

elliptical,and the transfers times are of intermediate durations. Section 9.4.2.2

describes delta-V data for NASA Level II mission dates with Boeing optimized elliptical

parking orbits and with significantly faster transfer times than the Boeing transfer
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Input Parameters

Geomet, ry Model
numberof plates ,, 10
platewidth = 4.1 1 I

plate length = 31.17
theta - 0
phi = 0
psi = 0 /" _.

Motion
Flux Model

altitude = 398
inclination ,, 28.5
Meteoroids included

Orbital Debris (CR883A) included
calculated flux every 3 months
read solar flux from table

used size-dependent debris density
used linear debris growth
p = 0.05

q = 0.02
ClPrlme = 0.04

Shield Model

JSC Whipple shield used
wall:

thickness ,, 125

density =, 2.7
ult sir ,, 63

yield str= 52
Earth shield:

thickness • SO

density = 2.7

spacing - 4
support fraction = 67

le is PNP
x variable is tot shield mass
tStart = 2013
tEnd = 2014

0.999

0.998

PNP 0.997

0.996

0.995 ,_

Note:

Output

77

i t _ ,,

i

i I :

2xi0 6 6x106 10 ?

4X 106 8 x 106

Shield Mass

Habitat data for 1 year residence time in
LEO

Figure 9-18c LEO Debris Shielding Model-3
TD038

times. The net results of faster transfer times is essentia]ly higher-eneri_y missions.

Section 9.4.2.3 provides data indicating reserves, losses, mideourse contingencies, and

reactor cool-down budgets. These off-nominal fuel requirements increase the end-to-end

mission delta-V.

9.4.2.1 2012-2020 ML_ion Delta-V Data, Boelnl_

Boeing generic mission data and delta-V components for the opportunity years 2012

through 2020 are provided in fi_Jre 9-19. Mission data provided inetudes ¢ravity, plane

change, and apsidaJ rotation tosses. An in-plane eapture with a periapsis-to-periapsis

transfer is assumed for MOI, with the exeeption of the 2016 abort mission. The 2016

mission abort ineludes an off-periapsis Me[ maneuver to reduee the TEl delta-V (see

section 4).

The mission data divided into the eategories of cargo missions 1 and 2 and piloted

missions 1 through 4, along with their related abort mission options are shown in

ficure 9-19. General ground rules that were followed in analyzing the mission

opportunities deseribed in figure 9-19 are given below'.

a. If a swincby can be found, aborts utilize a Venus swingby (VSB) on Earth return to

reduce mission delta-V requirements.

b. if no VSB can be found on Earth return leg of abort, then a deep-spaee maneuver on

return is utilized to reduce mission delta-V (see 2018 mission).

e. [n the effort to anaJyze only intermediate fast transfers times, no missions with

transfer times of less than 150 days were analyzed. Intermediate transfer times

have a moderate impact on the tots1 delta-V budget.
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I,,

. •

Mission

type

Cargo 1

Cargo 2

Piloted 1

Abort Option 1

Abort Option 2

Piloted 2**

Abort Option I

Piloted 2***

Abort Option 2

Piloted 3

Abort Opt=on

Piloted 4

Abort Opt=on

Mission
Launch TMP Outbound ! MOP Mars Stay- TEl" Return Return Duration

date &V (days) &V time (days} &V (days) Vinf* (days)

111/9/11 3960 300 982 ........ 300

12/4/13 3988 294 1184 ......... 294

1/17114 4318 175 3457 100 3840 290 5482 565

1/17/14 4318 175 -- flyby 1224 376.6 5166 552

Total Abo_

&V Type

4942 ---

5172 ---

11615 ---

5542 flyby

Piloted 1 has sufficient delta-V budget for abort from surface of more than 50 days before
nominal departure

3/14/16 4152

3/14/16 4152

2/25/16 4022

2/25/16 4022

5/26/18 4034

5/26/18 4034

170 2200 610 1720 150 8072

170 -- flyby 1776 275 5484

157 3790 575 3680 160 8997

157 4060 31 3740 246 7200

170 1340 610 2000 150 3585

170 --- flyby 2551, 312 7066
1549t

600 2434 150 6539

flyby 1599 346 7033

7/13/20 4205 170 1620

7/13/20 4205 170 --

surface

930 8072 ---

445 5928 flyby

907 1;492 ---

434 ]1822; surface

930 7374 ---

482 8134 flyby

920 8259 ---

516 58041 flyby

NOT_._EE: TMI g-loss = 300 m/s, MOI g-loss = 50 m/s, TEl g-loss = 30 m/s, TMI worst plane change = 400 m/s for 2014 and
100 m/s for 2016 - 2020.

* Delta-V and V-inf are in the units of m/s.

** Optimized for a Mars flyby abort,
*** Optimized for an abort from surface within 31 days of arrival.

t Deep space maneuver of 1549 on 5/5t19

Figure 9-19. 2012 - 2020 Mission Delta-V Data

Cargo Missions. Cargo mission 1 supports the 2014 piloted mission 1, and cargo

mission 2 supports the 2016 piloted mission 2. Cargo mission 2 arrives at Mars white the

2014 mission astronauts are on the surface of Mars. Thus, the cargo supporting the 2016

mission could be used to support the 2014 erew in an emergency event. The cargo

missions are minimum enersT conjunction style missions with transfer times of

approximately 300 days and delta-V of about 5000 m/s. These cargo missions are close

to the lowest energy missions possible for their eoneomitant opportunity years.

2014 Piloted Mission. Piloted mission 1 is an opposition style mission with a

relatively short stay time of 100 days nominal and a total delta-V requirement of

11615 m/s. This 2014 mission is defined within Synthesis Arehiteeture 1 (ref. 22) as the

first piloted mission and is slated as an opposition style mission. The Earth return

trajectory utilized a Venus swingby in route, lowering the Earth return Vhp and lowering

the Mars TEl delta-V. This mission has the necessary delta-V budget required for an

early return of greeter than 50 days before the nominal Earth return date. The 2014

opportunity scenario and corresponding delta-V set was used to size the Boeing Mars

transportation vehicle and is eonsidered the referenoe opportunity.
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2016 Piloted Mission. Piloted mission 2 is launched during the 2016 opportunity date

and has two options, viz. 2** and 2***. The first option is a conjunction type mission

with the relatively long Mars stay time of 610 days and a total delta-V of 8072 m/s. This

mission option was optimized for a Mars flyby abort and therefore does not have the

delta-V capability for an abort from orbit or surface. The abort mission profile for

piloted 2** is designated as abort option 1 and indicates a lower total delta-V of

5928 m/s, which is in part attributed to no occurrence of a capture maneuver in a flyby

abort scenario.

In the case of the 2016 piloted 2***, the mission was optimized for an abort from

surface requirement, reflected in the higher total delta-V as compared to the 2**

mission. The delta-V requirement for this mission is 11492 m/s for a successful mission

(no abort is required). If an abort from surface is necessary, the tots/delta-V required is

11822 m/s for an abort within 31 days of Mars arrival. This mission can also be

considered as the first piloted mission of Synthesis Architecture 4 having an opposition

type profile with a short stay time of 31 days and having an indigenous early departure

capability corresponding to the 2014 opposition mission abort capability. An early return

of the Synthesis Architecture 4 opposition mission could occur any time within 31 clays of

nominal Mars arrival.

2018 Piloted Mission. Piloted 3 corresponds to a 2018 conjunction style mission with

a Mars stay time of 610 days and a total delta-V of 7374 m/s. This total delta-V is the

lowest mission delta-V of the four mission opportunities analyzed, reflecting the over all

"easy" opportunity year of 2018. No Venus swingby opportunity could be found for the

2018 return trajectory to aid in lowering the delta-V requirements for an aborted

mission. This mission was thus optimized for a flyby abort capability with a deep-space

maneuver of 1549 m/s on 5/5/19 during the Earth return trajectory. The deep-space

maneuver can be thought of as replacing the gravity assist that could be provided by

Venus if the planetary geometry was correct for a Venus swingby on the 2018 return leg.

2020 Piloted Mission. Piloted 4 corresponds to a 2020 conjunction style mission with

a Mars stay time of 800 days and a total delta-V of 8259 m/s. There was no counterpart

mission provided by Level II (see the following section of Level II missions). This mission

was analyzed and optimized only for a flyby abort scenario, but a Venus swingby

opportunity does exist on the Earth return trajectory and, therefore, an abort from

capture could be analyzed (as 2016 was analyzed).
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9.4.2.2 Referenee Delta-V Set, Level 11

Level [[ mission data and delta-V eomponents for the opportunity years 2012 through

2018 are shown in figure 9-20. Mission data provided ineludes gravity, plane change, and

apsidal rotation losses. An in-plane eapture with a periapsis-to-periapsis transfer is

assumed for MO[. in the next to the last column, a eomparison is made to indicate

savings that may be realized with elliptieal vs eireular parking orbits: elliptieal orbit

can save approximately 2 km/s for some Level I[ mission.

Architecture Opportunity
year/typeref

1

1&4

Maneuver/
dates

Level 2
ideal

delta-V

Finite
burn
loss

TMI 4/11/16

MOC 8/08/16
TEl 5/19/18-8/17/18

Plane

change
loss

Elliptic
orbit

savings

2012 cargo TMI 11/28/11 3653 300 100 N/A
conjunction MOC 8/6112 2538 50 N/A 1198

1 2014 crew TMI 2/1/14 4127 300 100 N/A 4627
opposition MOC 7/1/14 5299 50 N/A 1259 4090

TEl 9/29/14-12/4/14 4370 30 72 1042 3430

1 2014 cargo TMI 1/17/17 3808 300 100 N/A 4208
(for 2016) MOC 8/29/14 2802 50 N/A 1192 1660

I 2016 crew

conj unction

2016 crew

opposition

4958
4700
4212

3789
4685
$454

4615
3916
5309

TMI 3/12/16
MOC 8/04/16
TEl 9/23/18-5/11/17

300
50
30

300
50
30

300
S0
30

TMI 6/18/18
MOC 10/01/18
TEl 8/8/20-11/1/20

100
N/A
37

100
N/A

54

100
N/A

46

Figure 9-20. Reference Delta-V Set, Synthesis Report

2018 crew

conjunction

N/A
1120
989

N/A
1175

-32

N/A
976
703

Elliptic
orbits

delta-V

4053
1340

5358
3630
3290

4189
3560
5570

5015
2990
4606

9.4.2.3 2014 Reserves, Losses, Mid-Course

A delineation of the 2014 reference mission exeess fuel requirements is shown in

figure 9-21 and provides additional information concerning the end to end delta-V budget

that was used in sizing the Mars transportation vehicle. Those requirements are

indicated as reserves, losses, mideourse, and reactor cool down. For reserves and

reactor eool down, the excess fuel requirements are provided as a percentage of the

total applicable maneuvers.

Explanation

Reserves Provided for contingencies

Reactor cool down NTP operational requirement

Midcourse Correction for TMI, MOI, TEl, and

Ven us sw_ngby

Losses
g-loss estimates

Parking orbit plane and apsidal

&V Comments

(m/s)

-- 2% of maneuver TMI, TEl descent, and ascent

-- 3% of maneuver TMI, MOI, and TEl

10 Provided by RCS; recharges each 15 to 20

days. Use main engine if greater &V needed

S0 - on MOI These values wdl be updated

30 - on TEl by numerical integration

263 Losses on arrival and departure from parking
orbit

Figure 9-2 I. 2014 Reserves, Losses, Midcourse, Reactor Cool Down
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9.4.3 Mars Parking Orbit Descriptions

An end-to-end minimum energy mission requires the optimization of the Mars

parking orbit, in addition to optimizing the interplanetary trajectories (minimum energy

means lowest energy missions relative to particular transfer dates and times that have

been chosen as "fast", i.e., Mars direct transfers from 90 to 170 days). Minimum energy

elliptical parking orbits will generally vary widely in period, inclination, periapsis

latitude, and periapsis lighting from opportunity year to opportunity year. This variation

in parking orbit as a function of opportunity year is described in section 9.4.3.1. A

comparison of elliptical and circular parking orbits for Boeing and NASA Level II

missions, emphasizing that circular parking orbits are significantly higher in mission

energy requirements is described in 9.4.3.2.

9.4.3.1 Parking Orbits Depictions

Depicted in figure 9-22 are Mars parking orbits for the piloted missions 2014 through

2018. The 2016 opposition mission is included to satisfy possible requirements for abort

from Mars parking orbit. For each parking orbit, the inclination, period, periapsis

latitude, and periapsis longitude has been chosen to minimize the Mars departure delta-V

and provide daylight landing over a range of latitudes. The range of latitudes chosen is

between 20 degl-ee north or south of the maritian equator, providing a plethora of

potential landing sites with scientific merit.

_. 2014 Opposft_on

Penapsls lat. ,, 34 deg
Per_aosls long. ,, 88 deg
i - 40 °

-_-.._ 146 hr

Reference Mission

_onlunCbon

No abort from surface

Perlapsls tat. • -19 deg
Perlapsls long. = 78.46 deg

= 20 °
12.6 hr

2016 0 ooos_t_on

Abort from surface

Pertapsts lat = -29 deg
Penapsls long = 80 deg
i - 30 °
24.6 hr

201 _ COnlunctlon

Penapslslat = .19deg

PenapsJslong. - 51 deg
i • 27 °
11hr

TD039

Figure 9-22. Mars Parking Orbits
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9.4.3.2 Parking Orbit Delta-V

Provided in figure 9-23 is a comparison of circular with elliptical parking orbits for

Boeing generic missions and the NASA Level II reference missions. Comparisons are

made for the 2014 and 2016 opposition (short Mats stay time) missions as well as the

2016 and 2018 conjunction (long Mars stay time) missions. The delta-Vs are found from

the sum of MOI and TEI for the mission opportunity dates indicated in figures 9-19 and

9-20. As shown in figure 9-23, optimized elliptical Mars parking orbits can require 1 to

2 km/s less delta-V than corresponding circular Mars parking orbits.

Parking
Orbit

Delta-V
(m/s)

12000 t10000

8000

Lvl II

Lvl II

o

P

P

$

Lvl II

Boeln¢

ODpos=t=on 2016 ConjunctJon
2014 2018

Opportun=ty Year

Elliptical parking orbits reclutre 1000 to 2000 m/s less capture detta-V than c_rcular park =ng orbtts reclu_re

L_ Elhpt_cal

C=rcular

Figure 9-23. Parking Orbit Delta-V

9.4.4 2018 TEl Reduetion

The 2016 opportunity for Synthesis Architecture 1 is a long stay conjunction mission

(Boeing_s 575 day stay) designed with relatively fast transfers, reducing the astronaut

exposure to harmful space radiation. This mission also meets the requirement to provide

vehicle performance allowing for an early return (abort) within approximately 30 days

from Mars arrival. It should be noted, however, that the NTP Mars transportation

system has been baselined on the 2014 opposition (short stay time) class mission. With

the intent of assuring the 2016 TEI deita-V is less than or equal to the 2014 TEl delta-V,

analysis was performed showing that the 2016 TEI delta-V could be reduced to the level

of the 2014 mission TEI delta-V. The results of this TEI delta-V reduction analysis are

given in sections 9.4.4.1 and 9.4.4.2.
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9.4.4.1 Analysis Parameters and Procedure

This seetion attempts to clarify the relationship between the MOI delta-V and the

MOI maneuver position on the approach hyperbolic trajeetory. It will be shown that the

required delta-V to capture in the optimal elllptieal parking orbit is related to the

position that the MOI impulse is made on the approach trajectory. Note that the position

of MOI defines the periapsis of the parking orbit. Shown in figure 9-24 is the relationship

of minimum MOI and minimum TEl with a parameter termed Psi. Psi is the angle

between the tail of the arrival V-infinity vector and the point on the arrival hyperbola

that MOI impulse occurs, as shown in figure 9-25. A eompartson of MOI and TEI for the

2014 reference mission with the 2016 mission is found in figure 9-24. The periapsLs-to-

periapsis transfer impulse is indieated by "periapsis transfer" and an off periapsis

transfer impulse is indieated by "off-periapsis transfer". It is clear that the TEI for the

2016 mission can be lowered by a related increase in the MO[. The net effect is a

decrease in 2016 total mission delta-V that results from a decrease in Mars departure

apsidal-misaltgnment losses.

4.2 50 "_

4.1

4.0
Min.
MOI

Delta-V

(kin/s)
3.9

3.8

3.7

off-periapsls /

transfer
I periapsls
J transfer _e_

60 80 1O0 120

PSI (deg)

Parking orbit deita.V _sdependent upon the angle Psi at MOI

Figure 9-24. 2016 Opposition, Split Delta-V
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Actual incoming path

Parking orbit periapsis

Approach S-Vector

Mars

Parking orbit

Figure 9-25. Definition of Angle Psi

TD041

9.4.4.2 MOUTEI SplltDelta-Y Budget

Continuing the discussion of the 2016 delta-V split,the data of figure 9-26 is

provided as a delta-V budget for the 2016 opposition mission. The off-periapsis

maneuver on the 2016 Mars approach reduced the plane and apsidal loses by over

600 m/s, with a reduction in the total delta-V of 390 mls. The 2016 TEl delta-V was

reduced to below the 2014 TEl delta-V, thus, showing that the 2016 TEl stage can be

identicalto the 2014 TEl stage. Also, the 2016 early departure requirements can stillbe

met.

/

Delta-V Budget (m/s)

Mission MOC TMI MOC TEl Plane & Total
maneuver aps_dai losses detta-V

2'014 Ref Periapsis 4318 3457 3840 263 11,59S

2016 Abort Periaps,s 4022 3740 4370 1060 12,212
m

+ 50" + 30

2016 Abort Off perJaps,s 4022 4010 3710 400 11,822

+ 50 + 30

• Vehicle sized by 2014 reference m_ss,on delta-V
• Vehicle must meet 2016 abort from surface delta-V reclu_rement
• Reduction in 2016 TEl to below 2014 reference m_ss_on TEl by aps_dat rotat,on of arrival parking orb,t

• The values preceded by a " +" s,gn are estimated g-losses.

Figure 9-26. 2016 Split Delta-V
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9.4.5 Low-IJD MEV Landing Site Aeeem

The MEV performance requirements play a significant role in sizing the NTP Mars

transportation system. An ongoing issue in MEV configuration concerns the L/D

requirements for meeting the sometimes conflicting landing requirements such as

daylight landing in conjunction with landing anywhere in a Mars latitude range of

20 degrees north or south. The current section indicates the results of an investigation

performed to ascertain the viability of using an MEV with L/D of 0.2 to meet the

previously mentioned landing requirements, and meet those requirements for the widely

varying elliptical parking orbits of opportunities 2014 through 2018. It should be noted

that the 2014 reference mission and the 2018 mission represent the extremes of landing

geometries that were encountered for the missions analyzed.

9.4.5.1 2014 Landing Site Access

The analysis results of this section were derived from an assumed 2014 elliptical

parking orbit initial descent conditions as indicated below:

entry altitude = 100 km

entry latitude = 40 degree

entry longitude = 0 degree (assumed)

apoapsis altitude = 21,800 km

periapsis altitude = 40 km

inclination = 41.5 degree

argument of periapsis = 129.8 degree

periapsis latitude = 36 degree

periapsis lighting angle = 7 degree.

The 2014 parking orbit, shown in figure 9-27, will allow a daylight landing within

latitudes of 40 degree north/south of the martian equator. This landing range can be

achieved with a controlled atmospheric skip-out of a vehicle with max L/D of 0.2.

9.4.5.2 2918 Landing Site Aeeess

The 2018 parking orbit, shown in figure 9-28, has a periapsis longitude of 51 de_ree

east of the noon meridian and 19 degree south, with a node position close to the evening

terminator. This southerly location of periapsis in conjunction with the position of the

node relative to the terminator restricts accessible daylight landing sites of the low L/D

vehicle to approximately 0 to 20 degree south. For a modest parking orbit delta-V

penalty, a northerly approach to Mars can be made that will allow access to landing sites

from 0 to 20 degrees north.
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2014 Reference Mission

Entry Parameters

indn = 40 ° air = 100kin

lighting angle ,, 7= vel ,, 4.45 km/s
periaDsis latitude ,, 34 °
perlapsis longitude = 88 °

Mars

Terminator

Flight Drofile Js constant
angle of a_ack with IJD = 0.2

Parking orbit
groundtract

Landing
Entry

+ 20 °

Equator

I_ 200

I Landing Conditions [
air = 95 km lat = 20 deg North

I vel = 435 m/s long == 254deg, 14west

T0042

Figure 9-27. 2014 Landing Site Access

Terminator
Entry Parameters
incln - 27"

Tighting angle = 47 °
periaDs,s latitude • -21 °

per_apsas )ong_tude = 51 °

Mars

Entry

Parking Orbit
Ground Track

2018 Conjunction M_ssJon

Figure 9-28. 2018 Landing Site Access
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9.4.6 Hlgh-L/D MEV Landing Site Access

An analysis was performed to provide some indication of the extent to which a high

L/D vehiele could traverse the surface of Mars. The results of simulated MEV trajectory

optimizatlons to maximize the southerly latitude and thereby attempt an approach to the

martian south pole are provided in the following sections. Trajectories were simulated

for an MEV with max L/D = 1.6 (section 9.4.6.1) and with max L/D = 1.3 (section 9.4.6.2).

All analysis results of this section were derived from an assumed 2014 elliptical parking

orbit initial descent conditions as indicated in section 9.5.5.1. Final descent conditions

are MEV relative velocity = 0 and, as previously mentioned, final latitude was maximized

in the southerly direction.

9.4.6.1 Polar Access with HMEV

To gauge the landing site access capability of the high-L/D MEV with max

L/D = 1.6, a simulated descent was made in an effort to approach the martian south

polar region. In this simulation, the only control variable was roll and, therefore, the

angle of attack was constant, implying a constant L/D descent. The initial and final

conditions of this descent are given in figure 9-29 (the initial conditions are essentially

identical to the 2014 reference mission initial conditions, section 9.4.5.1). The end

martian latitude calculated is approximately 85 degree south; the Martian permanent

south-polar-ieeeap begins at 85 degree south. Also, the martian permanent north-polar-

iceeap begins at approximately 75 degree north. Thus, the HMEV may be able to reach

either the Martian north or south polar ieeeap region.

9.4.6.2 Polar Access with Bieonie

In a similar fashion, an analysis was performed to gauge the landing site access

capability of the high-L/D biconic based MEV with max L/D = 1.3. A simulated descent

was made with this vehicle in an effort to approach the martian south polar region. In

this simulation, the only control variable was roll and, therefore, the angle of attack was

constant, implying a constant L/D descent. The initial and final conditions of this

descent are given in figure 9-30. The initial conditions are essentially identical to the

2014 reference mission initial conditions, section 9.4.5.1. The end martian latitude is

approximately 72 degree south, with the martian permanent south-polar-icecap beginning

at 85 degree south. Also, the martian permanent north-polar-iceeap begins at

approximately 75 degree north. Thus, the bieonie MEV probably cannot reach the

permanent south-polar-ieecap, but may be able to reach the martian north-polar-ieeeap

region.

r
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I The HMEV may be capable of reaching a landings_te within the north or south polar icecap
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Figure 9-29.
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Initial Conditions

alt = 100kin incin = 42deg

v = 4.48km/s Azmth = 104deg

apoapse = 21850 km FPA = -6.6deg

pertapse = 55 km

Final Cond,t,ons

air = 95 km Lat = 72 deg South

v = 800 m/s Long = 134deg

2OO

Permanent ,cecap beg,ns
North Pole 75 deg North Lat
South Pole : 85 deg South Lat

J The Biconic may be capable of reaching a landingsite within the north polar _cecap. I

Figure 9-30. Polar Access With Biconic Lander
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9.4.7 Nuclear Reactor Disposal

Provided are options for the disposal of spent nuclear reactor propulsion modules in

a way that precludes or reduces the chances of Earth biosphere contamination with

nuclear waste from the reactor. A spent reactor is defined by a nuclear thermal

propulsion system reactor that has been operated over one or more Mars missions and has

come to the end-of-lifeusefulness. The reactor may or may not have propulsive abilities

remaining. Ifthe reactor does not have selfpropulsive abilitiesand ifit isin safe Earth

parking orbit,then it willbe assumed that measures will be taken to affix a dedicated

disposal vehicle to the spent reactor to facilitateappropriate delivery to safe disposal

orbit.

9.4.7.1 Safe Disposal Orbits

There have been several nuclear safe disposal orbits proposed: circular orbit

between Earth and Venus, circular orbit between Earth and Mars, and circular orbits

about Earth. The most promising from a low probability of Earth impact standpoint

appears to be a circularorbit of 0.85 AU between Earth and Venus.

9.4.7.2 Nuclear Reactor Disposal Options

Listed below are some option scenarios for delivery of the spent nuclear reactor to a

safe disposal orbit of 0.85 AU.

a. Dedicated disposal vehicle delivers reactor from shorter safe Earth parking orbit to

safe disposal orbit between Earth and Venus; crew cab may be removed for reuse

prior to disposal.

b. Nuclear Thermal Propulsion system delivers itselffrom safe Earth parking orbit to

safe disposal orbit between Earth and Venus; crew cab may be removed for reuse

prior to disposal.

c. NTP vehicle performs Earth gravity assistat Earth return. Subsequent maneuvers

willbe required to circularizeorbit to safe disposal orbit. For reuse purposes, crew

habitat could be separated and aerocaptured (unmanned) at Earth.

9.4.7.3 NTP Reactor Disposal by Powered Earth Gravity Assist

Each of the above three option should be studied in greater depth to ascertain their

impact on mission delta-V budgets. In this analysis, however, only the Earth gravity

assist option has been analyzed.

A nuclear reactor disposal delta-V summary and comments chart is found in

figure 9-31. For the 2014 and 2016 opposition missions, maneuver delta-Vs were found to

be on the order of 4.5 km/s. These maneuvers placed the vehicle in a nuclear safe

circular orbit of 0.85 AU. The 2016 and 2018 conjunction missions, however, have excess

Earth return Vhp which do not provide a sufficient turning angle to perform the Earth

gravity assistdisposal maneuver.
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Disposal Maneuver: Earth gravity assist with propulsive maneuvers at Earth and at periaDse (085 AU) of target orbits"

Opportunity

II I I

2014 opposition

2016 Opposition

Oelta-V
km/s

4._,3

4.68

Comments

I I II

Earth Vhp = 5.48 kin/s; Earth closest approach radius - 113,000 kin;
Earth delta.V • 3.14 km/s

Earth Vhp = 7.2 kin/s; Earth closest approach radius - Z7,000 kin;
Earth delta-V = 3.39 km/s

, , , =,

Insufficient turning angle to perform disposal maneuver;
Earth Vhp • 9 km/s "t

2016 conjunction

2018 conjunction -- Insufficient turning angle to perform disposal maneuver;
Earth Vhp • 3.59 km/s*"

Recommended approach csan unpowered Earth-Venus gravity assist, requiring no deita-V. (Need further work to

_dentify/assess disposal profiles.)

The Earth return Vhp could be reduced to =ncrease the turning angle; this would sign,ficantly increase total delta-V for
dlsposai maneuver.

Figure 9-31. Reactor Disposal Delta- V

An alternative approach to targeting a circular nuclear safe orbit would be to utilize

an unpowered Earth-Venus gravity assist to place the spent reactor in an elliptical orbit

with periapse at Venus' orbit and the apoapse of 1 AU. Also, in the ease of the 2016 high

Earth return Vhp of 9 km/s, an unpowered Earth-Jupiter gravity assist may be feasible,

placing the vehicle in a high inclination orbit about the sun.

9.4.8 Summary

Several conclusions may be drawn from the delta-V and descent analysis study.

Mars optimal parking orbitsdiffer widely from mission to mission, and landing site

access willlikewise differ.

Reserves, reactor cool-down, mideourse, and losses have been accounted for in

vehicle sizing.

Ellipticalparking orbitsrequire 1 to 2 km/s lessdelta-V than circular parking orbits.

Vehicle sized for 2014 opposition mission can be made compatible with the 2016

abort from surface delta-V requirements by making an off-periapsiscapture maneuver.

For the 2014 opposition mission, a low L/D MEV can land at daylight sites within

lat = 20 degree north or south through partialskip-out.

For the 2018 conjunction mission, low LID MEV daylight landing sites are within the

southern hemisphere.

The Bioonie lander may reach the northern polar ieeeap. The HMEV lander may

reach the northern or southern polar ieeeap.

Disposal of spent nuclear reactor into a "nuclear safe" orbit requires delta-V _-

4.5 kmls) recommended approach is a low delta-V Earth-Venus gravity assist into an

orbit with low probabilityof Earth impact.
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10.0 LUNAR DRESS REHEARSAL ANALYSIS

10.1 INTRODUCTION

The Lunar Dress Rehearsal (LDR) task encompasses both the definition and the

characterization of a piloted lunar mission in which a prototype Mars transfer vehicle is

utilized for a checkout mission prior to committal to a multimission Mars program. The

program time table utilized in this study calls for a lunar checkout mission in 2010, to

preceed a first piloted Mars flight of 2014. This corresponds to the timetable originally

set forth in the 1991 Synthesis Group Report Mars transportation implementations

(ref. 22).

The primary objective of this study was to examine and characterize several options

for a lunar dress rehearsal for the first piloted Mars mission. The lunar mission serves to

validate key Mars vehicle subsystems and mission operations necessary to the initial

Mars flight. The rehearsal mission crew will evaluate the spacecraft in its operational

environment, as welt as provide mission planners an opportunity to evaluate their

response to their habitat for a duration approximating that of an Earth-Mars transfer

mission. By remaining within Earth-Moon space (close proximity as compared to Earth-

Mars distances), an emergency Earth return trip time of several days rather than months

is always available. In this way, some of the risks associated with the initial use of the

nuclear thermal propulsion system and the closed-cycle ECLS crew habitation systems

wiU be reduced over that of a first-time use of these elements at the more remote Mars

distances encountered on the initial 2014 Mars flight.

In the STCAEM study, the broad initial base was selectively narrowed as the study

progressed. Some detailed analyses was concentrated on specific, clearly defined SEI

missions outlined in the Synthesis Report. With the selection of NTP as the preferred

propulsive technology, and recommendation for a first piloted Mars flight in 2014, came

a co-lataral requirement for a lunar mission to flight qualify the propulsion system and

other essential technologies.

The major emphasis presented in this section involves the identification and

assessment of a prototype Mars vehicle system, and a mission plan circumscribing the

validation of those hardware systems and mission operations unique to the Mars missions.

10.1.1 Specific Areas of Investigation

Simulating the zero-g and radiation environment effects of the Earth-Mars outbound

trajectory will be accomplished by operating, maintaining and monitoring the spacecraft

for 175 days in lunar orbit. This will supplement SSF findings relative to crew response

to long duration habitability factors and provide the essential in-space operational

experience with the prototype vehicle necessary for its flight qualification for
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subsequent Mars flights. Priority items included assessments of the influence of ETO

launch vehicle packaging (shroud size limitations) and on-orbit vehicle assembly

operations in LEO on vehicle design. Of primary importance to the qualification of a

prototype vehicle is the postflight inspection of the two major hardware systems

developed and utilized solely for Mars missions; the NTP and transfer habitat systems.

Other investigations included identifying Mars surface mission elements to be delivered

to the Moon, planning a lunar flight test of the Mars excursion vehicle ascent system and

evaluating options to the reference mission plan.

10.2 MISSION PROFILE

10.2.1 Earth-Moon-Earth Transfer

A dual-engine NTP system is utilized for all major mission phases, including a three

burn periapsis Earth departure to demonstrate the startup/shutdown cycling capability

and post-burn eooldown operation that would be necessary for the later Trans Mars

Injection (TMI) burn sequence. This system is to be as nearly identical to that of the

piloted Mars mission vehicles as the development cycle will permit. After a 4-day

outbound cruise period with capture into lunar orbit, a chemical LEV delivers the

prototype Mars surface habitat module to the surface, where a 12-to-60-day surface

mission is conducted as a means of partially 'simulating' a Mars surface mission. The low

g-level Mars surface habitat module and its associated support systems hardware will be

validated, as welt as surface crew exploration activities anticipated for the initial Mars

stay. The delivered surface hardware systems may be supplemented by existing lunar

outpost power and rover systems. Subsequent to the surface mission, the NTP transfer

vehicle departs lunar orbit for its return trip before being propulsively recaptured into

either a LEO or a high elliptical Earth orbit.

10.2.2 Reuse

Because of the relatively short NTP engine burn time associated with lunar missions

(approximately 1-1/2 hours total for the four burns), at least 75 percent of the expected

engine operational life (in hours) is still available for use on follow up lunar missions, or

for either the initial Mars cargo flight in 2012 or piloted flight in 2014. By returning the

spacecraft to LEO, the crew transfer habitat module and NTP system are accessible for

s detailed post-flight on-orbit inspection and would be available for reuse on subsequent

missions. A significant front end cost reduction might result for the follow on Mars

program, by completely eliminating the necessity for manufacture, launch and assembly

of one "core" vehicle element (i.e. propulsion, habitat, and structural/interconnect

systems). The additional resupply and resssembly required for reuse would be limited to

providing a MEV, propellant tanks, and consumables.
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10.2.3 Abort Modes

The transfer vehicle carries a Crew Return Vehicle (CRV) with a chemical

propulsion Earth return stage, similar to the Apollo service module, to provide mission

abort capability in ease of main propulsion system failure.

10.3 VALIDATION OF MARS MISSION UNIQUE HARDWARE

The LDR task activity mandates a total mission transfer time of 175 days and a

lunar surface stay time of 12 to 60 days. The 175-day mission duration approximates the

outbound trip time of the initial 2014 Mars mission. The following key subsystems are to

be validated over the course of the mission:

Space Transfer Vehicle Systems

1. Nuclear Thermal Propulsion systems

2. Transfer vehicle crew habitat module system

3. Mars vehicle truss strongbaek/intereonnect system

4. Long term LH2 cryogenic propellant storage.

Surface Habitat Systems

5. Mars surface crew habitat systems

Surface Access Vehicle Systems

6. MEV ascent stage

7. Crew Return Vehicle

Aerobrake Technology

8. MEV descent aeroshell

Optional Earth entry test separate from transfer vehicle mission.

10.4 SPACE TRANSFER VEHICLE DESCRIPTION

Application was made of the preassembled tank/truss/propellant line NTP vehicle

configuration, a refinement of the deployable truss NTR vehicle design developed earlier

in the STCAEM study, to satisfy the requirements of the Synthesis Report Mars missions.

This configuration was originally presented in the STCAEM Phase 2, Final Report

(ref. 2), following a favorable assessment of its suitability to minimizing on-orbit

assembly operations, launch vehicle packaging difficulties, and required ETO flights.
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10.4.1 Transfer Vehle/e Systems

The lunar dress rehearsal vehicle 'core' configuration includes two NTP engines at

75,000 Ibf (333.6 kN) thrust each, a tungsten/boron carbide/lithium hydride radiation

shadow shield, an aft tank/RCS assembly, an interstage 'spine s truss structure that

includes expendable tank attachment and connect provisions, a Mars transfer crew

habitat, power, thermal control, attitude control and communications utility services, a

LEV, and a small Apollo type, chemical propellant Earth return stage for s contingency

abort return, figure 10-1. This core configuration is launched in two 30-meter length by

12-meter diameter payload shrouds, with a 150-metric ton payload capability launch

vehicle. Trans lunar injection H2 propellant is provided in a single hydrogen tank

launched separately. These three vehicle sections are berthed together at the two truss

interface connect points in LEO. Separate propellant line instsflation is not required.

Design Characteristics
Mars Crew Size =

Habitat -- M,ssion duration =

Module Payload =

Airlock

Module _ Abort mode =

Lunar Engines =

Lander _ Thrus_ =

Isp =

Truss _ T/_V =
Interconnect
(forward) Area Ratio =

Mid Propellant Tanks

Truss Burn ITanks ]Propellant Load ITankMass

EO_ 143.0mt _ _S3 mt
TLIH 2_ TEl I/ 1 114.8mt.-.----_ "

Tank LOI--_" J25.8mt[+ 10.8] I

11_8.9mt (-10,81J 176mt

Truss --
Interconnect

(aft:)

MOI, TEl --
& COl

H2 tank

Af_ RCS,
Rad shield

Engines

Mass Statement

6 Mars hab,tat Sys = 47.0 mt

175 (days) Payload (lander) = 76.7 mt

LEVw,th Propellant mass = 202.1mt

30 mt cargo Tanks = 32.8 mt

Chemical CRV Propulsion (main) = 7.5 mt

NTP x 2 Radiation sh,eld • 6,8 mt

7Sk (Ibf) each Propulsion (RCS) = 3.7 mt

925 (sec) Structure = 5.2 mt

10:1 CRV stage mass = 8.5 mt

400:1 IMLEO (total) = 390.2 mt

Total Mass

t I 1092 mt

TLI I 1 12S7mt

I - _ ETO fhght_- _ m_

_CS086

Figure 10-1. Nuclear Thermal Propulsion Lunar Dress Rehearsal
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10.4.2 "l'ran_ee Vehiele Perfoemanee and Mass

Vehicle IMLEO is shown as a funetion of lander mass and lander cargo mass in

figure 10-2. For a nominal LEV delivered surface payload requirement of 30 rot, with

vehicle return to LEO, the transfer vehicle IMLEO is about 400 rot. For return to a high

enerlp] elliptical orbit, IMLEO is about 315 rot.

Transfer
Vehicle
IMLEO,

(mr)

475

Return tO LEO

457

42S

400 ...... I
Return tO

375 500 km by
q 24 hr orb,t

350 Expended,
CRV return

325

300

275

25O

20 25 30 35 40 45

LEV Surface Cargo Mass. (mr)

I I " | - | | I

57.9 67.4 76.7 86.4 95.8 105.3

LEV Mass, (mr)

Figure 10-2. Vehicle Mass Variation with Surface Payload
rD016

10.4.3 lh'ansfer Vehicle lh'opulsion System

The nuclear engines are advanced prismatic fuel or particle-bed engines with a

thrust-to-weight ratio of 10 or creater. Isp is baselined at 925 seconds. This Isp

corresponds to a 2700 K reaetor fuel element temperature, a 1000 psia chamber pressure

end a nozzle expansion ratio of 400. Liquid hydrogen is pressure fed, with warm

hydrogen gas utilized for tank pressurization during burns. Vehiele tanks are passively

insulated with multtlayer insulation and vapor-eoo]ed shields; active refrigeration is not
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used. Both engines are operated for all maneuvers unless one is inoperable. Mission

rules provide for return-to-Earth abort in the event an engine failure. Reactor and

engine-vehicle integration data (beyond that gathered during ground tests) needed to

resolve NTP specifie issues, or for engine qualifieation, include, but are not limited to,

the following=

a. Start eycle influenee on fuel element cracking and reaetor life. Mars missions will

require a total of 5 major burn maneuvers, ineluding a three burn Earth departure

maneuver. The impact of these thermal cycles on fuel element matrix�coating

delamination and subsequent atomic H2 fuel element erosion is an important

indicator of reactor life expectancy.

b. Maximum reactor temperature and reactor life. The impact of the 1.5 hour lunar

mission reactor operation time at peak temperature on fuel element integrity will

provide additional data beyond that provided by ground testing.

e. Dual engine neutronic interaction influence on reactor control. Close proximity

between two reactors may influence reactor neutronic control systems. Any

undesirable 'control linkage' existing between the reactors is to be assessed. As an

option for validating the fengine out f failure margin requirement, a deliberate

midburn single reaetor shutdown might be undertaken as a means of determining

what residual neutronie influenee the shutdown reactor might have on the

operational reactor.

Aft tank heating effects. Close placement of the aft H2 propellant tank to the

reactors may result in exaggerated H2 boiloff if adequate radiation heating

insulation is not provided. This may be difficult to simulate during a static ground

test.

Real time measurement of transfer habitat radiation levels. Determining transfer

habitat module NTP generated radiation dose as a function of engine burn time and

H2 propellant shielding influence would be desirable, and would serve as a data point

for verification of analytical radiation code predictions used during the vehicle

design phase. The lower delta-V lunar mission results in a lower level of reactor

total fission product buildup than that of the later higher deita-V Mars missions.

Predieted NTP Mars crew habitat generated radiation dosages can be extrapolated

from lower levels generated on the lunar mission.

do
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10.4.4 Transfer Vehicle Crew Systems

The transfer habitat is an aluminum composite-reinforced metal matrix pressure

vessel with unreinforced interior secondary structures. It provides fuU-service crew

systems with private quarters, galley/wardroom, command and control, health

maintenance, exercise and recreational equipment, and science and observation posts.

Crew suggestions pertaining to placement and operation of habitat systems will allow for

needed internal geometry reconfiguration and refinements prior to initial Mars missions.

10.4.5 Radiation Sources

Mars mission radiation exposure to the crew is a primary concern to mission

planners due to the variety of radiation sources and uncertainties involved with

estimating their magnitude and frequency. The exact levels and frequencies of exposure

accumulated over the course of s Mars mission, and the biological sensitivity of

astronauts to these radiation sources are difficult to quantify. The uncertainties in this

area are threefold:

a. The quantitative characteristics of the radiation in space are poorly known (i.e.,

number of particles, energy spectrum etc.)

b. The interactions of high-energy particles with various shield material are in doubt

c. The effects of the particles of different energy on human tissue (i.e., the relative

biological effectiveness) are largely unknown.

A real-time measurement of actual radiation dosages impacting the vehicle habitat

module in an environment outside the Earth magnetosphere will serve to validate

internal geometric attenuation methods. The primary radiation sources to be shielded

against are:

a. Van Allen. A belt of trapped radiation surrounds the Earth except in the polar

regions. Two zones of intense radiation exist within the belt. The interzone

contains many electrons, but more importantly, a large number of protons, of

energies of over 30 mev confined to altitudes between about 400 and 5,000 nautical

miles. The outer zone extends over a much wider range of altitudes but is mostly

composed of electrons, which are easily stopped by a thin sheet of metal.

To minimize large Earth departure gravity losses for the high delta-V Mars

missions (brought on by small vehicle thrust-to-weight ratio at Earth departure), a

three burn periapsis maneuver is employed. This would mean that three passes

would be made through the Van Allen belt.
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b. Cosmic Ray. Cosmic radiation consists of very energetic atomic nuclei, over 90

percent of which are protons. However, heavier particles, such as alpha particles,

comprise more than 30 percent of the total by weight and also have far more

deleterious effects on man. Cosmic-ray fluxes exhibit a significant variation with

time which is related to solar activity.

c. Solar Flares. At irregular intervals, the Sun emits bursts of radiation which are

classified according to the area of the visible disturbance on the Sun's surface.

Class 1 and 2 flares occur almost continuously, but their accompanying radiation is

believed to be sufficiently low in energy that it is stopped by even thin walls. Class

3 flares, which occur on the average of about once a month, emit mostly protons (of

energies up to 500 mev) with possibly 10 percent alpha particles.

At rare intervals there occur giant major flares. These are large flares of the

Class 3 category which may emit up to 10,000 times the usual intensity radiation

with particle energies as high as 20 bey. The greatest portion of shielding

attenuation is aimed at this Class of event.

d. Nuclear Propulsion (NTP). NTP reactor radiation is composed of gamma rays and

neutrons, which are of fairly low energy in comparison with the naturally occurring

particles.

The above information on radiation sources and uncertainties was condensed

from reference 23.

Dedicated radiation shielding is not provided in the baseline Mars transfer

vehicle habitat module; radiation dose calculations indicate that the shielding

provided by the transfer habitat structure, systems and consumables is adequate to

protect the crew, assuming the crew uses the galley as a storm shelter during severe

solar proton events.

10.4.6 Transfer Vehicle Attitude Control Propulsion System

Attitude control is provided by a biprop N204/MMH propulsion system. Nuclear

engines have low-rate gimbal capability for center of gravity tracking; the attitude

control propulsion system provides attitude damping during thrust periods.

10.4.7 Transfer Vehicle Truss Strongtmek/Intereonnect System (Structures)

Propellant tanks are constructed of aluminum-lithium alloy, or metal matrix

composites pressurized to 25-35 psia. Intertank and other main structures employ

advanced composites for reduced mass. The truss strongback or 'spine' uses a simple

rigid (load carrying) truss arrangement that allows for preassembly and integration of

tanks, propellant lines, pressurant lines, and other umbilicals directly to the truss at the

ground station assembly building. These elements are preassembled and flown in the
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ETO vehicles as complete preintegrated units to minimize the on-orbit assembly task.

The transfer vehicle is divided into three elements as shown in figure 10-1. This

confi_ration was developed as a means to minimizing the complexity and number of

asaembly tasks required on orbit, as well as for facilitating launch vehicle packaging. All

tank gas pressurant lines, power lines and communication lines, (i.e. cable trays) are

connected at these two interfaces. Only a single H2 propellant connection is required at

the aft-truss interconnect. Filled tanks are flown up to orbit. The only assembly

required on-orbit is the joining of the three vehicle segments at the two truss

interconnect planes. This represents the absolute minimum in assembly operations that

is possible for a three ETO vehicle delivery to orbit. It may be possible to eliminate the

need for an assembly platform altogether by attaching RMS/RCS packages to two of the

three vehicle elements to provide for autonomous self assembly. A description of the

ETO flight manifests is given below. No less than two operations is possible. Further

reductions in assembly operations can only be achieved by utilizinff larffer ETO vehicles

that can deliver the complete spacecraft in a fewer number of flights.

10.4.8 Earth-to-OH)it Vehiele Fligi_t Manifests

Three flights are planned to perform this portion of the mission:

a. Flight one delivers the transfer habitat system, forward

CRV/ehemieal abort stage, solar panel system and the LEV.

b. Flight two delivers the TLI tank/midtruss assembly.

e. Flight three delivers the engine/aft tank/RCS assembly.

truss seetior

10.5 VALIDATION OF MARS MIS_ON UNIQUE OPERATIONS

In-orbit and in-flight operations unique to the Mars mission will be conducted to

insure that the capability to accomplish these operations is in place before the first Mars

mission elements are delivered to orbit. These operations are listed according to their

chronological order in the mission timeline, figure 10-3.

10.5.1 On-Orbit Assembly/Assembly Platform

On orbit delivery and construction of the vehicle assembly platform precedes all

other space activities. This platform, co-orbiting with SSF in LEO will serve the

rehearsal and all Mars missions. Its design may be transfer vehicle configuration

dependent and specific. It is delivered as a one piece unit and assembles spacecraft

sections utilizing SSF or ground control. The optimal extent of automation vs. man-in-

the-loop controL/monitoring vs. EVA assistance was not addressed in this study. After

assembly, preflight checkout tests are conducted before the crew board the craft.

Additional checkouts and crew training follow, with the vehicle under assembly platform

control until the spacecraft is given authority to separate and fly in formation in LEO

196
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, Constru_ion/delwery of assembly platform

. Autonomous in-space assem ble

• Preflight systems checkout tests

Departure

Lunar orbit/

Surface O_

• Three-burn Earth departure maneuver

• Crew science/recr/housekeep,ng

• Anomaly response

• MEV engs checkout

• Mars surface habttat systems checkout

• CRV return or propuls,ve capture

I

• Propulsive EOC tO Nuclear Safe Orbft

• Reactor disposal

• Resupply for reuse

Figure 10-3. Validation of Mars Miss/on Unique Operations at the Moon

_CS087

with SaT and the assembly platform. The deliverer,assembly and checkout sequence for

the rehearsal mission may represent the firsttruly autonomous vehicle construction task

in space. Validation of these operations is key to meeting the Mars program assembly

timetables planned for the 2012 - 2018 time period, as proposed in the Synthesis Report.

10.5.2 Outbound Fli_ht/Lunar AJ_ival/Lunax Orbit

During this phase, crew science/recreation/vehicle housekeeping and maintenance

activitiesaxe carried out. Anomaly response, as required, iscarried out and documented

for hardware modification/upgrades for the Mars flight vehicles. Propellant tank

jettison occurs at the end of Earth departure and lunar capture burns. LEV descent

engine checkout tests may be conducted as a review for the Mars missions.
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I0.5.3 Surface Operations

The following operations fall into this category: (I) Mars surface habitation systems

checkout (see section I0.6); (2) Mars surface power systems checkout; (3) verification of

surface system control and monitoring of orbiting transfer vehicle capability; and

(4) Mars ascent flight test (see section 10.8).

10.5.4 Inbound Flight

On the inbound flight, there is continuation of crew science/recreation/

housekeeping/maintenance and anomaly response activities. Also, crew response to

zero-g isolated environment data is documented. Real-time radiation assessments are

continued.

10.5.5 Earth Return

In this category are the following: (1) propulsive vehicle EOC burn for return to

LEO, (2) EOC burn for return to nuelear safe orbit, (3)reactor disposal option, or

(4)CRV return to SSF or splashdown.

10.6 SURFACE MANIFEST

A surface stay duration of 90 days is planned for the 2014 first piloted Mars mission

as outlined in the Synthesis Group Report. A JSC supplied surface habitation/exploration

manifest for this mission is given in figure 10-4. The total cargo allotment according to

this manifest, to be delivered and deployed at Mars, is 115 metric tons. This equates to

more than 1.2 metric tons of mass per day of stay time and 15 metric tons per individual

crew member. This total includes two surface habitat modules, two airlocks, surface

power generation equipment, spares, exploration equipment and other items. It was

assumed in this study that a lunar lander capable of delivering up to about 30 metric tons

would be available. A vehicle meeting this requirement is briefly described in

section 10-7. It was determined that the rehearsal mission would deliver one LEV cargo

load to the surface, which means that only about one quarter of the planned 90 day Mars

surface mass could be delivered and operated on the Moon for checkout purposes. Those

elements selected for the rehearsal flight are indicated in figure 10-4 as the boxed

items, including a 23.9 metric ton outfitted habitat module, a 5.5 metric ton airlock and

1 metric ton of communication equipment. It was also assumed that surface power is

available to these systems from a lunar outpost or base power supply. The rehearsal

mission surface stay time must be commensurate with the surface habitation systems

actually delivered. A question arises as to what extent a crew of 6 outfitted with a 30-

ton portion of the planned 11S-ton manifest can validate the surface systems necessary

to the follow-on Mars missions, especially the conjunction class missions that are

characterized by stay times of as much as 600 days.
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Habitat,

Airlock

& Equipment

chosen for
Lunar
validation

Equipment: offloading/const ruction

Power: Martian module (100 kW)

Power management and distributLon

Rover: Pressurized Mars

25 kW power cart

Experiment/sam pie trailer

Flare warning system

Mars geology/exobiology eq u_pm ent

FlicJht Mass

5.75

5 98

Z 50

6 50

6.00

3,45

0 23

0 56

Fli,ciht Mass

Total

34.81

Habitat Modu)e 1 (MartZan)

Airtock: 2 person, Mart=an

Communication equipment, Martian

23.85

5.50

O94

I-tab=tat analytical lab instruments 0.15

Biomedical lab 0.50

Discrettonary 0.30

Fhqht 3 Fli,qht Mass Tota__./I

Habitat Module 2 (Martian) 25.50 34 75

Airlock: 2 person, Martian 5.50

Power: Mars PVA/RFC system (25 kW) 2.65

Figure 10-4. Mars Surface Exploration Manifest - 2014, 90-day stay

10.7 SURFACE HABITAT SYSTEM DELIVERY

It was assumed in the analysis that a "heavy delivery" lunar cargo lander would be

available for a 2010 mission. Initial lander work was concerned primarily with

refinement of an earlier STCAEM study Lunar Excursion Vehicle single-stage lander

design for application as the delivery vehicle for the prototype Mars surface crew

habitat module and airlock. This lander design, outfitted in its piloted/cargo

configuration was chosen because of its effectiveness in delivering the combination of a

singlelarge surface habitat module of up to 30 metric tons and a six man excursion crew

cab.
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10.7.1 Lunar Lander Applieation

This vehicle provides for unassisted cargo downloading directly to the surface by

mounting the cargo underneath its propellant tankage/propulsion system instead of above

it or to each side. Positioning the cargo in this fashion is the key to providing for safe

and effieient unloading operations. The eargo module or pallet is attaehed from above to

the ease bay, which lies below the base of the engine extension frame structure and

propellant tanks. LO2/LH2 main engines at 475 lap and N204/MMH storable propellant

RC$ thrusters at 300 Isp are used.

This 'undercarriage' design specifically eliminates the diffieulties inherent to the

'top-loaded' and 'side-loaded' eargo lander designs since no assistanee is required from a

separate overhead erane or gantry type off-loader (top-loader lander design

requirement), and the cargo does not have to be divided for side placement (side-loader

lander design requirement). Inereased access to the eargo by surface transporters, ease

of cargo ejection for an emergency deseent abort maneuver, immediate eargo drop for

emergeney ascent to orbit, and eontiguous plaeement of the surfaee habitat module and

exeursion crew modules are the advantages provided by this eonfiguration. A flatbed

surface transporter can be carried underneath the cargo for immediate transport after

touchdown. The design incorporates lessons learned from terrestrial cargo delivery

helicopter operations, reference 24.

10.7.2 Lander Mass and Performance

Required lander mass is plotted vs. surface cargo mass (Mars habitat module in this

ease) for two versions of this vehicle type: the piloted/cargo version, and an unmanned

eargo only design, figure 10-2. The cargo only version differs in the lack of the crew cab

and ascent propeUant. With 30 metric tons of cargo, the piloted version weighs

approximately 76 metric tons ineluding descent and aseent propellant.

10.8 MARLS ASCENT STAGE CHECKOUT TEST AT THE MOON

Demonstrating MEV ascent stage performance prior to committal to piloted flight is

the objective of this addition to the baseline mission plan. Propulsion systems, flight

control systems, and propellant thermal insulation systems are three key technologies to

be validated in a lunar test of a Mars ascent system. Testing of a Mars only lander on

the lunar surface as an option in a development and test program was considered as early

as 1967 in one major MEV study, reference 25.
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10.6.1 Flight Plan for Propulsion and Flight Control Systems

The propulsion and flight systems can be demonstrated by an unmanned ascent to

lunar orbit flight. Selection of a descent stage for delivery of the prototype Mars ascent

stage are presented for three options.

a. Option One. Assuming that some form of lunar transportation system is already

operational by 2010, an option entailsthe utilizationof a pre-existing lunar vehicle

descent stage for delivery of the Mars ascent stage test article. Since current

analyses tend to favor cislunar optimal single-stage vehicles,however, a significant

modification to the lunar lander design would be necessary to configure a two-stage

vehicle consisting of a lunar system descent stage with the MEV ascent stage as its

second stage.

b. Option Two. This option consists of utilizinga prototype MEV descent stage as the

descent delivery stage. The MEV must accommodate entry heating and willemploy

aerodynamic braking to reduce descent propellant mass; the lunar vehicle descent is

unaffected by descent heating and cannot make use of aerobraking. Since thisstage

is primarily an aero-deeeleration driven design, a modification would be necessary

for itsuse as a delivery stage for a lunar test. Following this approach, a complete

two stage Mars excursion vehicle would have to be delivered 2 or 3 years earlier

than would otherwise be necessary, compressing an already busy hardware delivery

schedule.

Option Three. Due to the extent of the modifications necessary to either a LEV

singlestage or MEV aerobraked stage, the development of a 'one use only' descent

stage from either of these two options might be undesirable. A lower cost

alternative is available that can satisfy the test objective. The reference MEV

ascent stage test article propellant tank capacity is sized to provide the 4500 to

5000 (m/s) of martian ascent delta-V needed to reach the transfer vehicle orbit for

rendezvous. In contrast to this,the sum of both the lunar descent and ascent-to-

orbit burns isapproximately 3900 (m/s), well below the capability of a MEV ascent

stage ifflown with itstanks completely full. Consequently, it isproposed that this

ascent stage fly both the lunar descent and ascent to orbit maneuver as a single

stage, with the sole addition of a minimum weight landing leg set for touchdown.

Option three was assessed as making minimal impact to the development schedule

and cost.

C.

10.8.2 Cryogenie Propellant Thermal InsulationValidation

Advanced passive thermal insulation systems required of the high Isp cryogenic

propellant propulsion systems need validation over long periods in the space environment.

The performance of the insulation systems are of critical importance; uncertainty
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concerning their capability would force a program decision to drop that technology in

favor of the significantly lower performing storable propellant systems, reducing the

available cargo delivery capacity of the MEV for all but the long stay conjunction

missions. Cryogenic thermal insulation systems are very sensitive to failures in the

vacuum jacket system, reference 26. Small penetrations in the jacket could result in a

significant loss in thermal insulation integrity, resulting in H2 boiloff rates so excessive

that surface mission activities would of necessity be abandoned to effect an immediate

ascent to orbit while sufficient propellant was still in the tanks. Therefore, for MEV

ascent stage designs utilizing the cryogenic propellants, the test plan should allow a

reasonable period of thermal insulation system exposure to the environment of space to

validate analytical predictions of boiloff rates and meteoroid damage assessments to

vacuum shell integrity.

10.$.3 Mars Descent Aeeobeake Qualification Flight

The approach to an MEV test plan is outlined in this section. An MEV checkout test

plan involves boosting the Mars excursion vehicle to LEO and allowing it to descend to

Earth in such a manner as to duplicate, as much as possible, the loading,_ and velocities

that will be encountered on Mars mission descents. Because of the differences in gravity

fields and atmospheres between the Earth and Mars, descent corridor entry conditions

and trajectory profiles will necessarily be different. The entry to descent point will be

higher to compensate for a more dense Earth atmosphere, however it is not possible to

match the lapse rate with that of Mars. Offloading weight could compensate for the

larger Earth gravity under steady state conditions but that would influence the dynamics

and controllability of the vehicle, an important checkout point, and therefore offloading

is not considered. It is assumed that actual flight hardware is to be used, i.e., a full scale

version of the MEV. It is clear that the entire flight corridor of a Mars descent cannot

be reproduced in its entirety, but we can match one or more points or segments of that

trajectory. The hypersonic portion of the flight is deemed as most important for testing,

as the more severe loads are placed on the vehicle in this regime. The potential Mars

flight corridors can be uniquely defined by dynamic pressure vs. relative velocity

profiles. A constant angle of attack is maintained during the hypersonic portion of the

descent. Thus, the plan is to determine an Earth descent which will most nearly match a

nominal dynamic pressure vs. relative velocity profile with emphasis on the hypersonic

regime. It will be desirable to examine as much of the corridor as possible, therefore it

might be possible to extend the flight test domain by investigating a skip out trajectory

which would intersect the corridor multiple times. Finally, analysis must verify that a

boost vehicle is capable of placing the descent vehicle in desired entry corridor. No

further analysis has been done at thispoint.
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10.9 LUNAR DRESS REHEARSAL MISSION SCHEDULES

Schedules were developed from data generated in Phase 1 of the STCAEM study,

references 27 and 28. These, together with the program schedule generated from the

Stafford Committee Report, dictate the timing and extent of the required development.

Program Full Scale Development (FSD) was based on the required commitment to

project FSD for the reactor and engine development to produce a flight qualified, man

rated system available for integration into and testing of mission flight article prior to

the first launch date in mid- 2010.

Man rating involves qualifying several critical early-needed Mars systems that will

be placed in trial checkout by the lunar dress rehearsal. These items, previously

identified, are shown on individual schedules under the man rating heading. These do not

constitute the entire systems that must be developed. As an example, the ECLS is part,

but not the whole, of the required habitat development. The habitat development,

therefore, is shown as a separate schedule. Some items have an importance that is not

apparent from the program schedule; an example of this is the Self-Check techniques,

where the procedures must be incorporated into other systems prior to their qualification

testing. This indicate that there is some cross schedule influence. Where possible,

those items that directly affect each other are shown in the same schedule page. As

many as possible of the schedules that have a major impact on the overall program were

done in the time available in this study. These schedules are shown in figures 10-5 to

10-7.

10.10 FOLLOW ON LUNAR MISSIONS

Early exploration, extended exploration, and exploitation of lunar resources

represent three categories of manned lunar operations. If SEI plans eventually call for

extended exploration or resource exploitation, a period of heightened lunar operations

would be entered into which would create the need for larger accumulations of

equipment on the Moon. Extended operations in this phase would call for a further

reduction in transportation costs. Reusable surface-to-orbit vehicles would be used at

the Earth and at the Moon, and a reusable ferry would carry the larger payloads between

their orbits. NTP vehicles such as the one described may provide economy over other

propulsion vehicles such as the lunar chemical propulsion vehicle, paving the way for the

accomplishment of two national space program goals.
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11.0 MARS EXCURSION VEHICLE OPTIONS

The Mars Excursion Vehicle options task examines aerobrake concepts which could

resultin reduced heating with extended crossrange capability,and integral launch. The

analysis covers a broad range of L/D from 0.2 to 2.0 with a close coupling between the

materials,structural analysisand aerothermodynamie analysisfor concept design.

II.I SYMMETRIC BICONIC CONCEPTS

During the course of the STCAEM contract, several aerobrake shapes have been

examined as options for the Mars excursion vehicle in descent only mode (i.e., nuclear

thermal propulsion mission profiles). Shown in figure 11-1 is a summary of these

concepts, all of which have been discussed in either the STCAEM Phase 1 or the Phase 2

reports (refs. 1 and 2) except for the symmetric biconie shapes. Biconic concepts were

analyzed during the current study in order to provide an alternative means of placing the

MEV into orbit without on-orbit assembly while still providing adequate crossrange

capability and reduced heating. Integral launch of a bieonic Mars excursion vehicle

(BMEV) will pose an even simpler problem than that of the side launched high L/D MEV

of the earlier studies as the entire vehicle will be in line without a center of gravity

(e.g.)offset. The bieonie concepts have a base diameter of 10 to 12 meters to fit atop a

heavy liftlaunch vehicle (HLLV).

11.1.1 Parametric Study

A parametric study of biconie cone angles and radii was performed to arrive at a

biconic concept which provided a high L/D (>1.0) at large angles of attack, with

aerodynamic performance comparable to the HMEV, and also allowing adequate

packaging volume for the Mars surface habitat. Constraints and initial limits were used

to aid in ruling out nonfeasible concepts. The independent variables used for this

analysis included the base Ob and nose cone O, half angles, the intermediate radius to

base radius ratio RJRb, and the nose cone radius to base radius ratio,R,,/Rb. A graphical

definitionof these parameters isdisplayed in figure 11-2.

For the initialstudy, the following ranges were examined:

0 = 8°to16 °
n

0 = 4°to7 °
b

R i/R b = 0.7,0.8,0.9
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L/D = 0.2 L/D = 0.5 L/D = 1.1 LJD • 1.6
Characterist3cs Character:stzcs Characteristics Chara_eri_ics

1050 K 1300 K

Rigid deployable Crossrange 800 km Crossrange 1500 km
(14 m. dia. shroud) May require on-orbit Integral Side Launch
3G assembly (winged)

2G 2G

Integral. reline launched
(biconic)

1300 K

Crossrange
Integral - side launch
2G

Figure 11-1. Types of Aerobrake Shapes Examined

TO001

Rb

I

9 b -" base cone ha[f angle R b - base radius

8 = nose cone half angle R. = intermediate radius
n

L = Length R = nose radius
n

Figure 11-2. Biconic Geometry Parameters
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The nose-to-base radius ratio was fixed at 0.33. This fixes the actual nose radius at

2 m for an HLLV with a 12 m shroud and 1.65 m for a I0 m shroud. The 2 m value

corresponds to a nose radius which would result in minimal heating for an serocapture

maneuver at Mars (ref. 1). For the MEV descent only vehicle, aerocapture is not

applicable and thus the nose radius should be as large as possible to reduce convective

stagnation point heating. However, in order to decrease the drag, the nose radius needs

to be small. The 2 m value was used as a compromise between heating and drag.

Aerodynamics of the biconic concepts were evaluated using the AERO program.

This analysis used Modified Newtonian Impact Theory to compute the pressures at large

angles of attack. Although thistheory isin error at low angles of attack, it is adequate

for initialconcept screening.

The concepts taerodynamic characteristicswere evaluated at a trim angle of attack

of 20 °. All aerodynamic coefficients were computed using the plan area as the

aerodynamic reference area (At,f).This reference area is nondimensional as the base

radius was set equal to unity,for thisstudy. The lift-to-dragratio as a function of drag

coefficient times the nondimensional reference area (CD'AreI)is displayed in figure 11-3.

This figure shows the resultsfor many bieonic shapes, and isactually a function of allof

the aforementioned independent variables. In this figure, concepts which fall in the

upper right corner of the graph are the most desirable. The large CD*Aref values give

small ballisticcoefficient values which would result in lo._erheating and higher pull up

altitudes. Values of CD*Aref for the biconics range from 1.3 to 1.5. If a 30-m length is

assumed for both the HMEV (L/D = 1.6) and the bieonies, the resulting scaled C_'A

(where A isthe dimensional area) would be 92 m2 and 32 m2 respectively. With identical

masses assumed, this difference in CD*A_ef would result in a 6596 increase in ballistic

coefficient over that of HMEV. Thus, these biconics willresult in lower pull-up altitudes

and the resultingheating willpotentiallybe higher than the HMEV entry.

A large L/D value for the bieonics is needed to provide aerodynamics similar to the

HMEV. For this analysis,the L/D values were weighed with greater importance (best

when L/D is 1.5 or greater). From figure 11-3, the better configuration isthe one with a

4° base cone half angle, 8° nose cone half angle, end R_/Rb = 07. The concepts will be

numbered as "a be. de fg ",where _aisthe base cone half angle,be isthe nose cone half

angle, de is the intermediate radius percentage, and f_gis the nose radius percentage.

Therefore, the selected concept willbe numbered 408.7033.

The effects of varying the nose cone half angle on L/D are more easily readable in

figure 11-4. Smaller nose cone angles result in higher L/D values. The intermediate

radius ratio was fixed at 0.7 for thiscalculation.
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The location of the center of pressure (CP) plays a large role in the ability to

package a bieonie concept. Due to the generally narrow volumes of bieonies, it is most

favorable for paekaging to have the CP located farther aft where the radius is the

largest. However, this does not mean right against the base. The normalized zcp

location (distance from the base along the x-axis) is shown with a fixed base cone half

angle of 4° in figure 11-5. It can be observed that the best L/D and zcP/L combination

occurs for the 408.7033 biconic configuration.

From this analysis, the 408.7033 biconic concept was selected as the initial

symmetric biconic shape. This concept provides an L/D of approximately 1.5 at a 20 °

trim angle of attack. The overall length of this concept, with a 6-m base radius, is 43 m.

The aerodynamic coefficients, for Concept 408.7033, as a function of angle of attack are

displayed in figure 11-6.

11.1.2 Additional Studies

Further analysis was required to arrive at additional biconic concepts in order to

reduce the overall length of the bieonic MEV configurations. The Concept 408.?033

resulted in a 43-m length when sealed up to the 12-m launch shroud diameter. This

aspeet ratio (length/base radius) provided large longitudinal volumes, which are excessive

for MEV surface habitat requirements. In order to decrease the aspect ratio and reduce

the length of the MEV, additional concepts were evaluated.
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A reduction in the lenEth of these vehicles and thus a decrease in the aspect ratio

was accomplished by increasing the intermediate radius of the shapes. However, as

evident in figure 11-3, as Ri/Rb increases, the L/D decreases, which is not desirable. To

avoid a reduetion in L/D, smaller nose radius ratios were investigated in combination

with the la-,'Eer intermediate radius ratios. For this extended examination, the following

parameter ranges were examined:

e = 4° to 7°
r¢

0b = 8°to16 °

Ri/R b = 0.7,0.75,0.8

R rt/Rb = 0.I667, 0.2, 0.33
/

A comparison of some of these bieonic shapes with the Concept 408.7033 is shown in

fiEure 11-7. The majority of these newer concepts have smaller aspect ratios and nose

radii in comparison to Concept 408.7033. The L/D as function of Co'Are[ for these

updated shapes is shown in figure 11-8 along with the 408.7033 reference point. From

this graph, it is noticeable that the product of CD_'Aref is much smaller than that of the

previous concept. Although these smaller values are less desirable, they will result in

roughly a 10% inerease in the ballistic coefficient, which is not significant. One other
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point to note is that as the nose radius ratio decreased, the L/D increased, which is a

direct function of the drag decrease or CD*Ar,f decrease. Based on the values in

figure 11-8, the best concepts are the 4 ° base cone half angle shapes, as they fall in the

upper right portion of the graph.

Of the 4° base cone shapes, the 412.7516, 414.7518, 412.7520, 513.7520, and

414.7520 (where 412.7516 - 4° base, 12° nose, Ri/Rb = 075 and Rn/Rb - 1667) provide the

best aerodynamic performanee. For preliminary concept definition, the 414.7516

concept was examined in greater detail,as itresults in values which are closest to the

408.7033 concept except in length. The aspect ratio (length/Rb)of the 414.7516 concept

is 6.04, which will resultin a shorter more compact MEV configuration when compared

to the 408.7033 values of 7.2.

As a resultof the reduced nose radii for these shorter bieonies, the heating rates

that the MEV will encounter will increase. For the descent only MEV, convective

heating is the only significantcontribution to the stagnation point heating rates. The

heating to the stagnation point varies inversely as the square root of the nose radius.

The previous nose radius of 0.33 or a 2-m radius with a 6-m base diameter resulted in

lower heating rates than the newer value of 0.1667 or 1 m for a 6-m base diameter (value

for selected concept 414.7516). A graph of the peak stagnation point heating as a

function of nose radiifor an MEV descent is shown in figure 11-9. As can be seen, the

heating rates increase significantly as the nose radius goes below one meter. The

decrease in nose radius from two meters to one meter results in only a 40% increase in

convective heating or temperatures of approximately 1450 K. This will result in the

potentialneed for the use of a li_t weight ablator or reradiative TPS covering, instead

of hot structure only, in the stagnation point region. However, as this is a small area,

the additionalTPS willnot be a significantweight increase. Once again, a reduction in

the nose radius was required to keep the L/D high while decreasing the overall length of

the vehicle.

The lift and drag coefficients as a function of angle of attack for the 414.7516

concept and the HMEV are displayed in figure 11-10. The L/D ratios for these vehicles

are displayed in figure 11-11. The aerodynamic parameters for the HMEV are shifted

only slightly as compared to the bieonie MEV 414.7516 concept. However, there is a

significant difference in reference areas thus making the total lift-and-drag forces

differ. For the pitching moment coefficients, the e.g. or reference point was chosen at

the xcp location for a 20 ° trim angle of attack. The 414.7516 bieonie displays static

stability in that the slope of the CM vs. a curve, shown in figure 11-12, is negative for the

higher angles of attack. At the lower angles of attack (a <10°), the slope turns positive.
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The values at lower angles of attack are invalid as Newtonian Impact Theory was used,

which does not give good results at low angles of attack, and additionally no viscous drag

forces were included in the preliminary screenings. A more detailed analysis is required

to determine the fully defined aerodynamic characteristics of the biconics.
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Figure 11-70. Aerodynamic Coefficients for BMEV and HMEV
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11.1.3 Bieonic MEV Struetural Analysis

A simplified structural analysis was performed in order to estimate an approximate

weight of the bieonie MEV, Concept 408.7033.

11.1.3.1 Loadlng

A total (vehicle plus payload) mass of 57.2 mt was assumed for this evaluation.

Dynamic pressure q was calculated for a 4g, 20° entry loading as follows:

q = 0.1054"g* Mass = 24116Pa
O0

The biconic vehicle was divided into three sections, section 1 (4 deg), section 2

(8 deg), and the nose cone as shown infigure 11-24. Pressure coefficients,Cp, vary along

the diameter but are constant along the length of each respective seetion. For a

simplified analysis, Cp along the largest diameter of sections I and 2 were averaged.
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Each Cp was applied along the length of the respeetive section to provide a constant

pressure distribution. Since the nose section has double curvatures (semi-spherical),

maximum Cp was applied there. Distributed loading per unit length of each section was

calculated as follows:

t / pi t

where,

F = Total load( N )

Cpi = Coefficient of pressure for section( i )

L . = Length of section ( i )
t

11.1.3.2 Analysis

The bieonic was analyzed as a beam with the assumption that the mass of each

section was acting through its eentroid. A free body diagram was constructed for this

beam with lengthwise distributed pressure loading reacted at the eentroids. Shear and

moment diagrams were developed to find the maximum moment as shown in

figure 11-13.

Using the maximum bending moment and radius for each section and a factor of

safety of two (2), a minimum required thickness, ti , was calculated. (For simplicity

longerons and frames were not considered ). The material for the bieonie was assumed

to be titanium, Ti-4AI-6V. The calculated skin thicknesses for each section were as

follows:

/l
t.t = Moment/_ II * Oyield

t I = 2.9894 * E-3 meter

t2 = 2.7290 * E-3 meter

t3 = 2.7290 * E-3 meter

Material volumes for each of the sections and the nose radius were calculated using

the geometry and the skin thicknesses and the total mass was calculated using the

volumes and the titanium density:

Total Mass = Volume * ¢J= 14,750 kg
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The calculated mass is only a conservative approximation and will be updated as the

biconie configuration becomes better defined. Ti-6AI-4V alloy was ehosen for the face

sheets for its high specific strength and the fact that it can withstand prolonged

exposure to temperatures of up to 750°F without loss of ductility.

11.1.4 MEV Bleonle Lander

The MTS analysis work consisted of development of configurations for Mars landing

vehicles, utilizing a biconic shape body. Issues addressed were the size and placement of

the surface habitat cargo and the location of engines and propellant tanks. A biconic

shape was selected to provide an L/D of about 1.5, and a packaging study was done to

determine the minimum size bieonic body required. The resulting shape has a base

diameter of 8 meters, and an overall length of 24.5 meters (fig. 11-14). For the cargo

vehicle, the surface habitat it carries is a 2-level pressure vessel located at the e.g. of

the vehicle, providing the crew with a total living area of 120-square meters. Area

requirements were derived from NASA standards, architectural standards and terrestrial

analogies (fig. 11-15). The habitat structure is integral with the lander airframe and

does not need to be "unloaded". The crew lander carries an ascent vehicle, which

consists of storable propellant and tankage, four 18-ldb engines, and a crew cab for six

(fig 11-16). Either vehicle can abort during descent or launch from the surface.

Previous bieonie designs located balanced sets of engines on either side of the c.g. of the

vehicle, landing the vehicle on its "side", or located engines in the base area, landing the

vehicle on its "tail". The current concept utilizes a cluster of four engines located below

the e.g. and the payload. In the event that an engine fails during descent, the opposite

engine would shut down in order to balance thrust, and the remaining two engines would

throttle up to continue the landing maneuver. The crew and cargo MEVs are essentially

the same vehicle; however, the descent engines are placed farther apart in the crew

version to allow room for the ascent engines.

11.1.5 Biconie MEV Summary

The selection of a final biconic concept will involve an iterative process with the

configuration layout and the aerodynamic characteristics of the shape. This will include

determining in detail the system placements such as the surface habitat, ascent and

descent engines, etc. The design process will hopefully lead to a BMEV with the

minimum dimensions capable of packaging both the crew version and cargo versions in a

common external structure.
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Figure 11-14 Biconic MEV Lander 6 Crew Habitat

11.2 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS - LOW LID AEROBRAKE (MEV)

11.2.1 Baekcround

Low L/D aerobrake structure was evaluated for Mars aerocapture maneuver loads.

Analysis included aerodynamic as well as thermal loading. Mars excursion vehicle (MEV)

is a low L/D (-0.5) blunt hyperboloid aerobrake which is 30 meters in length (fig. 11-17)

and has a total payload-plus-aerobrake mass of 84 metric tons. The payload truss

structure is attached to the aerobrake st four points.

Aerobrake structure under investigation is s sandwich shell with 3.81 em deep

aluminum (5058 A]) core and 0.173 am thick titanium (Ti-6A1-4V) face sheets. Ti-6AI-4V

alloy was chosen for the face sheets for its high specific strength and the fact that it can

withstand prolonged exposure to temperatures of up to ?50°F without loss of ductility,

It has a curved rim which is stiffened by increasing the core depth to 5.0 em and face

sheet thickness to 0.2 cm in order to reduce excessive deformations observed during

preliminary analysis of the baseline configuration (one cross-section for all structure)

with aerodynamic loads. The final configuration is shown in figure 11-1?.
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11.2.2 Finite Element Model

A Finite Element Model for the MEV sandwich shell structure was generated using

PATRAN as a pre-proeessor. Honeycomb sandwich was simulated as a monolithic

titanium plate by giving it proper bending stiffness and coupling of that of a sandwich. A

variable thickness TPS was considered which would provide a constant back surface

temperature of 750°F. Constant temperature distribution on the titanium face sheet

would eliminate the possibility of hot spots on the structure providing an even thermal

expansion and would result in an optimal TPS mass. (Note- TPS was not part of this

analysis.) The model included the curved rim (or lip) which was omitted from the

previous FE Models. The curved rim provides stiffness to the free edge and helps cut

down the deformations. Baseline analysis was performed with the rim having the same

cross-sectional dimensions as the dish structure. Results from the baseline analysis

showed large deformations at the rim. The rim cross-section was then modified to

increase stiffness. Final analysis is based on this modified rim configuration

figure 11-17.

The model consisted of mostly QUAD elements. The use of relatively stiffer

Triangular elements was kept to a minimum. A mesh was generated which would provide

a minimum number of elements without compromising the true geometry and curvatures.

The model (NASTRAS data deck) had 1032 CQUADR, 40 CTRIA3 elements, and 1093

grids resulting in 6448 degrees of freedom. Each payload attachment location was

modeled as a surface having 17 grid points, all of them constrained for translation in the

x, y, and z directions. The model is shown in figure 11-18.

Material properties used in the analysis are as follows;

E G _ p
(Pa) (Pa) (Pa) _pta_ _pCa_ Osu(Pa)

Face Sheets 1.103ell 0.427ell 0.310 4.429e3 11.030e8 10.617e8 6.894e8

Honeycomb 0.690ell 0.270e9 0.330 2.656e3 2.4133e8 0.965e8 1.448e8

11.2.3 Loads

Since max aerodynamic pressure and max thermal loads do not occur at the same

time (they are out of phase) each max loading condition was evaluated separately.
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Figure 11-18. Low L/D Aerobrake - Finite Element Model

11.2.3.1 Aerxxlynamie Load Distribution

Pressure distribution (Cp) over the ae_-obrake surface for a 20 ° entry angle was

obtained from the AERO program. Using this Cp distribution, a three dimensional

pressure surface was created using PATRAN. The three-dimensional pressure surface

constituted the unit loading ease. Applied pressure load vectors are shown in

figure 11-19. Pressure loading for the 6-g peak aerocapture maneuver was generated by

calculating the dynamic pressure (q®) for an 84 mt mass at 6g's (qoo= 7318 Pa) and

multiplyingthe unit loading (Cp) by thisdynamic pressure.

11.2.3.2 Thermal Load Condition

There isa time lag between peak "gJ'loading and peak heating. Peak heating occurs

at the stagnation point on the TPS outer surface some At seconds following the peak "g"

loading. Due to the thermal conductivity of the TPS, ittakes another 50 to 100 seconds

for the titanium face sheets to reach the design temperature of 750°F. By thistime the

"_' loading reduces to less than one "g_'(fig.11-20). It was therefore decided to treat

thermal loading with 1.0g aero loading as one case and the peak "g" loading without

thermal loading as another. For the thermal loads analysis, a constant temperature

change from 0°F to 750°F was applied across the entire outer surface of the aerobrake.
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11.2.4 Analysis Results

11.2.4.1 Aerodyrmmie Analysis Results

Structural analysis was performed using NASTRAN/ver 66, Linear Static Sol 101 on

the SiliconGraphics workstation. PATRAN was utilizedfor post-processing. The results

of the baseline analysis without a stiffened rim showed that the structure is stiffness

critical. Maximum displacement at the trailing edge was approximately 0.55m. The

total mass for the serobrake was approximately 16 mr.

In order to improve stiffness and reduce large deformations, the baseline

configuration was revised. The most promising change included stiffening the rim since

thisis where the largest deformations occurred. Stiffnessincrease was accomplished by

increasing the face sheet thickness from 0.00173m to 0.0020m and the eore thickness

from 0.0381m to 0.050m for the rim structure. New cross-section is shown in

figure 11-17. Dish structure below the rim was leftunchanged.

This modification resulted in a structural weight increase of 1.4mr (8.75%) but it

reduced the maximum deformations by almost 50%. Results from thisanalysis are shown

below. Deformed shapes and the displacement and stress fringe plots are shown in

figures 11-21 through 11-23. There is a potential for further reduction in weight with

design optimization and selection of advaneed eomposite materials.

Maximum displacement at the trailingedge rim

Maximum displacement at the leading edge rim

Matin of safety for maximum principalstress

Mass of the face sheets (From NASTRAN)

Mass of the core (Hand calculated)

Total mass of the aerobrake

- 0.26m

- 0.18 m

-3.0

- 12.95 mt

- 4.40 mt

- 17.35 mt

11.2.4.2 Thermal Analysis Results

NASTRAN Solution 101 was used to carry out the analysis with PATRAN utilized to

perform the post processing function. A uniform temperature change of 750°F along

with one "g_ loading resulted in a maximum deflection of about 10.5 era. The max

deflection occurred between the two aft MEV attach points as shown in figure 11-24.

The max deflection was considered to be very small due to the fact that itwas lessthan

0.4% of the largestdimension of the aerobrake. An exaggerated deformation plot,figure

11-25, is provided for visualization purpose. Highest stresses occurred at the 4 MEV

attach points. The yield strength margin of safety was ealeulated to be about 40%. A

fringeplot of the Von Mises stressdistributionisshown in figure 11-26.
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Figure 11-21. Exaggerated Deforrned Shape, Blue - Undeformed, Black - Deformed - Aero Loac

11.2.5 Conclusions

A summary of the results is provided as follows;

Aeroloadin_ (61z)

Maximum displacement

Max Disp. to Max Dimension Ration

Max Principal Stress

Stress Margin of Safety

Thermal Loading

26 em 11 cm

0.87% 0.35%

2.31e08 Pa 6.80e08 Pa

389% 62%

Low L/D thermal analysis shows that while the deflections are lower when compared

with peak ,g_, loading case, the stresses produced by the peak heating are higher.

Slightly higher stresses in the peak heating case may be attributed to the fact that the

MEV payload was not modeled along with the aerobrake model. In reality the truss

structure that wilt be used to attach the MEV payload to aerobrake will not be as rigid as

the current model constraints and will flex under thermal expansion of aerobrake

reducing local deflections and stresses both. There is a potential for further design

refinements and mass optimization with advanced materials.
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Figure 11-22.
Major Principal Stresseson the Outer Surface (P=) "Aero Loads
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Figure 11-23. Magnitude of Total Displacements (meters) - Aero Loads
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Figure 11-25. Exaggerated Deformation Plot - Thermal Loads
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Figure 11-26. Maximum 5tressesDue to Thermal Loads
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12.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The major significance of this report is the completion of a design study for a First

Lunar Outpost (FLO) habitat suitable for an early return to the Moon. Objectives of the

study were to develop a habitation system capable of integral launch and turnkey

operation on the lunar surface, requiring no operational procedures other than normal

checkout, and no eonstruetion or surface transportation equipment, to place the habitat

into mission support operations on the lunar surface. These objectives were met with the

exception that an original target of 25 metric tons habitat system mass was exceeded

(the later target of 30 t. was met). Avenues were identified for reaehing the 25-t. target

should this become important.

Two main habitat options were defined, both derived from the Space Station

Freedom habitat. The first option was as direct a derivative as possible; it looks very

much like the Freedom hab and uses the Freedom subsystems with in most eases less

than 10% change. This is the lowest eost option for an early FLO mission without a

defined evolution requirement. The second option employs Freedom subsystems with

little more ehange exeept modified rack geometry. The habitat structural shell and

arrangement are changed to a 6.5-meter diameter ellipsoid with an eye towards

evolution to Mars transfer and surface habitats of larger internal volume, suitable for

the larger crews and longer durations of Mars missions. The ellipsoid can be stretched by

adding 6.5-meter diameter cylinder sections, resulting in a configuration for Mars use

very like the optimum Mars transfer habitat configurations identified by earlier STCAEM

parametrie studies of habitation system designs. The ellipsoidal design is significantly

more expensive for the FLO mission, but appears to be the most economic approach to

an overall lunar/Mars program, assuming an overall program is well enough defined to

proceed along an evolutionary path.

The Mars systems studies reported herein completed a phase of Mars

mission/transportation system studies that began with the "90 Day Study" in 1989 and

ended with analyses of implementation of the Synthesis architectures. These studies

provided a broad and versatile data base for Mars transportation systems analyses.

Further development of the Mars data base is appropriate when architectures and

mission strategies evolve beyond those conceived by the Synthesis Group studies.
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Appendix A

,* 4

Boeing Mass Breakdown Details
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Appendix B

Boeing and MSFC System
Mass and Rationale

B-1
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Integrated Baseline FLO Hab Module and Systems Mass Breakdown

OutpoSt Hab Status

(mass inkg)

System

Module Structure

Boeing Reference
Mass

TO13

6345

Primary 3968

Secondary�Mechanisms 859

Ricks 1518

External Structure 2064

ECLSS 2990

Medical Support 668

;Crew Systems 1402

EndconelStandoff Support 127

Rack Support�Stowage 471

Workstation Support 28

Galley/WR Functions 220

PHS Functions 126

MSFC FLOMassl

07/20/92

7302

1614

3000

445

1694

Critical ORU$ 429

Dedicated Radiation Protection Not ReCluared 150'

CDMS 856.0 863

DMS 686.9

/AV

External C& T

Power System

Internal

External (excl. reactants)

Thermal Control System

Internal

974

71.7

4755

711

4O44

1 782

1282

520

2710

303

External

Airtock System

SPCU/Controls

Hyperbaric Support 115

Depre_ Pump 117

2175

23572

1477

25049

2505

Airlock/Adaptor/Tools

Systems Subtotal

Cont/ngency

Total Systems

Consumables

Fuel Cell Reactants 1407

EVA Suits With Crew

Internal Science Equip 767

258

29986

External Gas Conditioning

Total Landed

3476

Rationale for Difference

Main differences due to Boeing reduction of

four racks (to accommodate Crewlock) and

mssumed 30% mass savings for remaining 20

racks by removing STS-specdic forcing functions

_)ifferent configuration

Differences in FDS. ARS, and WRM assumptions

Minor different assumptions?

Minor different assumptions?

Boeing assumed limots are met w/o add'l shielding

Minor different assumptions?

Different solar array materials and power levels/

margins chosen

1990 Boeing reference includes heat pump system

4236

24770

2477

27247

1506

1336

635

62

30786

{resulting in different and smaller radiator)

Main differences m interpretation and

application of SSF Crewlock data (including

structures, internal EVA Systems, Utility

distribution hardware, and external EVA

equ,pment)

Boeing based on 15-26% of External Systems

D_fferent assumptions?

Dufferent approach

Dafferent capablhtles
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Strtuctures& MechanixmsComparison

FLO Structures and Mechanisms

Habitat Module

Primary Structure

Secondary Structure/
Mechanisms

Racks

Boeing Mass
(kg)

3968

859

1518

MSFC Mass

(kg)

4299

673

2330

Rational for Difference

Boeing mass places rack-specJfic items ("Equip Mounting
Shelf-Rack", "Faceplate", and "Rack Essentials Panel")
with racks mass

Both masses have deleted berthing mechanisms; MSFC
mass reduc'tion of MMDS greater; Boeing mass deletes
one hatch (replaced by Crewlock hatch) and includes
152.3 kg for 1/6g flooring & rack mobility aid

Boeing mass removes four racks to accommodate
Crewlock and reduces remaining 20 racks by 30% due to
assumed lack of STS-specific "pseudo-forcing functions"

Module Subtotal 6345 7302

External Support Structure 2064 1614 Different configurations and assumptions?

Structure/Mechanism Total 8409 8916
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FLOHabitationSystem

EnvironmentalControlandLifeSupportSystem

ECLSS - General Description

• ECLSS System is based on SSF Hab-A architecture and capabilities:

• relative positions of ECLSS equipment identical to SSF Hab-A, w/ECLSS tier located on ceiling instead of floor (dust
concerns)

• "open" air and "closed" water systems (both sized for FLO)

• distributed avionics air system (mass of previous centralized system kept as analog until better estimates available)

• maintained one ACMA and one TCCS with original sampling lines

• maintained both Cabin Air assemblies from SSF Hab-A

• added redundant carbon dioxide removal assembly

• added redundant major constituent analyzer assembly

• deleted intermodule hardware (except that needed for Crewlock)

• ECLS$ hardware mass in endcones and standoffs identical to SSF Hab-A

• ECLSS hardware mass in non-ECLSS racks based on similar SSF rack

• internal EVAS (SPCU, Hyperbaric Support, Depress Pump Assembly) support modeled from Urine Processor rack and

generic systems

• CHeCS support also based on Urine Processor rack and generic systems
• other racks based directly on SSF counterpart

ECLSS - Subsystem Masses

ITHC

'ACS

ARS

FLO ECLSS Subsystem
Boeing Mass

(kg)

811

263

6503

MSFC Mass

(kg)

;2o

279

583

Rational for O_fference

Mass for new distributed system not defined (old
centralized numbers used)

Boeing number includes ,nternal only (GCA, at 258 kg,
and make-up/metabolic gases bookkeeping separately)

Both MSFC and Boeing include redundant MCA; Boeing
includes 1 ACMA (MSFC: 0); Boeing _ncludes 1 TCCS
(MSFC: 2); Boeing includes all original samphng HNV
(MSFC: 0)

Boeing includes for 17 powered racks (MSFC: 12)FDS 120 136

WRM 1025 1078 Boeing includes two full water storage tanks, one each _n
Water Storage and Water Processing Racks =n order to

allow use from one while the other _sbe*ng filled
(MSFC: 1)

WM 121 121

Total Internal ECLSS Mass 2990 2717 MSFC also includes 282 kg for high pressure tanks for a
total ECLSS mass of 300 kg

ECLSS - Issues

• Location of ECLSS tier on ceiling may affect existing design

• movement of fluid through module =n lunar gravity

• some standoff-to-rack interfaces may des=re to be at the to rather than bottom of rack 0m pact=ng p_vot operations/
utility designs)

• ECLSS tier standoff-to-rack interfaces may desire to be at both ends of the rack to optimize ut=hty d_str_but_on

• Agreement on complement of FDS, ARS, and WRM equipment remains TBD

• FDS HAN is 17 powered racks per layout (MSFC: 12)

• ARS: both have redundant MCA

1 ACMA included (MSFC: O)
1TCCS included (MSFC: 2)

all original sampling hardware included (MSFC: O)

• WRM: one water storage tank (and flutd) _n both Water Storage and Water Processing racks m order to allow use
from one while collection in the other (MSFC: 1 tank =n WaterProcessmg rack only)

• Definition of THC system not yet complete

• Nominal operation at 10.2 ps=a may ,nvolve design and safety _mpacts

DSS/D61S-10062-2/DISK 5/E4/166-3/11 : 59 A
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k

FLO Medical Support

I

Monitoring and
Countermeasures

Medical Supplies

CHeCS Equipment

Total Med Support Mass

Total Dedicated Radiation
Protection Mass

Medical Sup1

Soe=ng Mass
(kg)

I

160

170

338

668

0

)orVRadiation Protection Mass

MSFC Mass

(kg)

100

345

44S

150

Rational for Difference

8oeing mass based on d_scussions and understanding

with JSC Human Factors group. Th_s complement
)rovades some basic surgical/dental and emergency first

aid capabilities with the philosophy of being able to
monitor crew health _n order to learn about bun not

necessary correct in-sJtu problems associated with the
lunar environment

Boeing analyses currently show doses recewed ina
reconfigured storm-shelter (using existing habitat mass)
during a single large flare to be below proposed
requirements (9 rem); however, requirements which are
ultimately imposed w=th regard to ALSPE rate and dose
imi_;,total exposure hmlts, number and size of

isurvivable flares, abort strategies, etc. wdl affect the
optimal shielding mass and arrangement

4L'
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CrewSystems-GeneralDescription

, Crew System masses are based on SSF Hab-A

• masses for restraints and mobility aids are kept as analog to one-sixth gravity furniture and accommodations

• rack and endcone closeout masses are increased by S0 kg to account for additional dust containment needs

• stowage drawers are assumed the same as used on SSF

• waste management hardware mass is assumed identical to lunar system

• galley has been modified by the addition of a handwash (for a total of two in the FLO habitat) and deletion of

convection oven (microwave remains) with only a table acting as a "wardroom"

• Internal systems Critical ORUs are included under Crew Systems and represents approximately 5% of the internal
systems mess (placeholder only - maintainability analyses TBD)

• Crew bunks are envisioned to be constructible cots which "plug-in" to rack seat tracks

• Stowage needs and assessment are currently being examined

Crew System Masses

FLO Crew Systems

Endcone/Standoff Support

Rack Support/Stowage

Workstation Su ppo_

GalleyNVR functions

PHS Functions

Critical ORUs

Total Internal Crew
Systems Mass

Boeing Mass
(kg)

127

471

28

220

126

429

1402

MSFC Mass

(kg)

88

234

380

497

in ECLSS .

w,thin each

system

16_

Rational for D_fference

Boeing mass based on SSF Hab-A numbers (R&MA mass to
represent 1/6th g accommodations)

Boeing mass based on SSF numbers m accordance with
reference FLO layout (overall stowage assessment stdl
pending)

Boeing mass based on SSF Lab-A numbers

Boeing mass based on SSF Hab-A numbers (includes
deployable table; handwash added to active Galley rack;
convection oven deleted w=th m_crowave remaining)

Boeing mass based on SSF Hab-A numbers

Boeing mass for Critical ORUs represents bogey for spares
(_5% of active int sys)

MSFC total from July report (known md_wduat masses do
not equal total)

DSS/D615-10062-2/DISK S/E6/166-3/11:59 A
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CDM$ Masses

FLO CDMS

Internal DMS

Internal AudioNideo

Internal CDMS Subtotal

External C&T

Boeing Mass
(kg)

687

97

784

72

MSFC Mass

(kg)

419

355

89

Total CDMS Mass 856 863

Rational for Difference

Boeing mass based on SSF numbers in accordance with

reference FLO layout (including EL'W/S, MSUs, and SDPs
from Lab-A)

!Boeing mass based on SSF numbers m accordance with
reference FLO layout

Boeing mass based on S-Band Earth links (using DSN) and
VHF surface links with 240 kbps voice and 10 Mbps
video/data; also includes external camera for EVA
viewing

DSS/D615-10062-2/DISK 5/E7/166-3/11:59 A
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Power and Thermal Control Systems Comparison

FLO Power Systems Mass

Power System - External

Power system hardware

Fuel cell reactants

Array Support Struct

Boeing Mass
(kg)

3595

MSFCMass
(kg)

2698

1407 1336

449 112

Rational for Difference

Reduced mass of GaAs array offset by higher peak power

Slightly different Dower level and margin

Power )evels (kW)
Boeing MSFC

Nt.-av/peak 9.01/13.52 9.1/na
Day-av/peak 13.3/20" 10 S/na

Sized for 1/6 g loading, and scaled from SAFE data where
applicable

Power System - Intermll 711 666 Boeing mass based on SSFnumbers in accordance with
reference FLO Layout

Power System Total 6162 4812

Thermal System * External

60

435

25

External transport

Radiator

Radiator insulation

89

619

60

Boeing number does not include power system penalty
(_7 kg)

Boeing number includes heat pump

Heat pumped radiator smaller

Radiator areas (m2)
Boeing MSFC

62,8(22.6 kWcap) 110(10 kWcap)

Thermal System * Internal 1262 1222 Includes both actwe and passive internal TCS subsystems.
Boeing mass based on SSFnumbers _naccordance w_th
reference FLO tayout

Thermal System Total 1782 i990

* Includes Heat pump power penalty

DSS/O615-10062-2/0_SK S/EB/166-3/11 :$9 A
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Crewlock/EVAS Status

(

!.

FLO Crewtock/EVAS Component

'e Structures and Mechanisms

Crewlock cylinder section

Crewlock EVA bulkhead ring

Crewlock IVA bulkhead ring

Longerons and struts

Isogrid panel/support angles

MM/D shield

EVAJIVA hatches/mech

Non-rack/rack support struct

Crewlock rack

t/6 g _nternal/external struct

Pass-thru took

IV yoke

Keel trunnion ftg and pins

Transportation pins (2 keels) X

112 Equipment Lock end dome_, _

Hab/Crewlock interface (est) .---

• Internal EVA Systems

Crewlock hyperbaric supp

Hab EVAS (SPCU, H/B, pump)

• Other Distributed Hardware

• Crewlock EVA Hardware

• External EVA Equipment

TOTAL MASS

Boeing Mass
(kg)

1532.7

152.9

264,0

326.6

40.6

93.0

79.2

228.1

17.8

58.3

_1_ 272.2

656.3

121,2

535.1

428.9

92.0

270g.9

MSFCMass

(kg)

1819.0

140.0

264.0

330.0

41.0

67.0

52.0

232.0

52

58.0

59.0

38.0

1520

46.0_-.

16.0,_

64.0/
208.0/

1103.0

585.0

396.0

333.0

4235.0

Rational for Difference

Unknown (different data?)

JSC removed 35%

JSC removed 35%

Unknown (different data ?)

Boeing incl overall 1/6g # w/hab

Boeing lncl in hab EVAS

Function of item not clear

Similar est. for 3 marked items

Function of item not clear

Unknown

Boeing incl HECAJh/b Itg assembly

Boe*ng incl internal EVAS only

This H/W assumed part of hab burden (incl racks, dist

systems, etc.) necessary to support internal EVAS; thus,
incl as part of Boeing hab systems

This hardware assumed to _nclude distributed _ystems,

umbilicals, plumb*ng, insulation, and alrlock controls
which are located within Crewlock

Included in Boeing estimates are tools and toolbox
(reduced in A2 from 553.2 kg to 572 kg), small
internal dust vacuum, external lights, and R&MA

DSS/D615-10062-2/DISK 5/E9/166-3/11 :59 A
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Consumables

FLO Consumables Mass

, Crew Accommodations

Crew Quarters

Clothing

Off Duty

Photography

Workstation

Food & Galley Supply

Personal Hygiene

Housekeeping

• Life Support

Boeing Miss
(kg)

1134.0

0.0

245.0

84.2
q

t 182.8
d

463.0

4S.8

113.2

735.2

MSFC Mass
(kg)

833.0

30.0

244.0

40.0

15.0

0.0

4640

1SO

75.0

332.0

Rational for Difference

No Crew Quarters on FLO7

Boeing mass based on JSC2-5-92 report

Boeing mass based on SSF HalPA

r Hab-A "Ops Storage" number

Boeing mass based on SSFHab-A

Boeing mass based on SSFHab-A 8oein_ mass based
on JSC2-5-92 report for "Maintenance

MSFC mass for initial charge only'; Boeing mass
includes 4S clay supply

Water (Closed Loop)

Oxygen

Nitrogen

in hab

305.2

259.0

61.2

30.0

68.5

Boeing mass inc1220.5 kg (incl tanks) initial charge in
habitat ECLSSmass

8oeing mass: 119.8 kg (make-up for 2 represses
airlock loss, leakage) + 185.2 kg (metabolic) incl
tankage

Boeing mass incl make-up (w/tanks)

ARS expendables

WRM expendables

WM expendables

THC expendables

20.6

129.4

110

10.0

• Health Maintenance 80.0

• Science S0.0

• EVA

EMU Expendables

EMU Spares

Dust Control

• Spares

TOTAL CONSUMABLES MASS

S05.7

166.3

748

97.0

in hab

2504.9

1
P 172.3

onboard

0.0

241.0 _

4236.050.0

1506.0

Boeing mass based on telecon discussion with JSC
human factors

Boeing mass is an assumed number

Boeing mass based on JSC3-6-92 #

Boeing mass based on JSC3-6-92#

Boeing mass includes 90 kg for disposable coveralls. 5
kg forbrushes, and 2 kg for double-s=ded contact
paper

Boeing includes 42g.0 kg for Critical ORUs (as a
)iaceholder) under Crew System in the habitat
module

MSFC consumables mass for 45 day resupply is 1746.0
kg (addition of appropriate MSFC initial charge and
resul_ly mass may reduce differences further)

DSS/D61S-10062-2/DISK S/E10/166-3/11 :59 A
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FLO Mass

Total EVA Suit Mass

Total Contingency Mass

EVA Suits/Contin(

Boeing Mass
(kg)

Suits with
Crew

1477

MSFC Mass

(kg)

63S

2477

lency Factor

Rational for Difference

I I

Boeing approach assumes that prfmary EVA suits will
necessarily be brought by Crew due to:
1) need for [MUS during transit between Earth and
Moon, Crew Lander and FLO:

2) special sizing for individual crewperson;
3) importance of ensuring availability and performance
of suits.

Boeing consumables numbers do include suit spares and
other suit needs for FLO m_ssion.

Boeing contingency based on ratio for power, 15% of
tanks, 15% of array, 28% of all else (inc128% on array
deployment and support structure), 0% on reactants;
28% for external structure; 28% on external %TCS; and

28% on external C&T; with no growth on consumables.
All SSF growth allowances are maintained by not
increased in Boeing numbers. MSFC contingency
represents 10% or total habitat mass.

1.
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InternalScienceSupportMass

FLO Internal Science Support

Science Work bench

Science Equipment

Fluid System Servicer and Leak
Detection Equipment

Sample Prep. Instruments

Imaging Instruments

Spectrometers

Boeing Mass
(kg)

3O0

365

102

MSFC Mass

(kg)

18

24

20

Total Internal Sdence Mass 767 62

Rational for Difference

Boeing mass based on Maintenance Workstation (MWS)

in SSF Lab-A. The MWS chosen as analog to generic
glovebox or workbench for conduction _nternal science
{examination, sampling, etc.)

Boeing mass based on Lab Support Equipment from SSF
Lab-A to represent generic mater*als/life sciences
instruments

Boeing mass based on SSF numbers and bookkeeping
(location and function of FFS remains TBD)
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Appendix C

Power Budget
Dormant Operation

(
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Lunar Campsite Internal Systems Budget Summary - Dormancy

- All Loads in Watts -

Connected Load Duty Cycte (%) Av. Load

Electrical Power Distribution System (EPDS)

Ligh_ 36O 0

Cable power losses 114 1O0

Data Manaqement System (DMS)

Ring concentrators 48 100

E&W control panel 7.5 0

E MADS 10 100

Multiptexer-dem ultiplexer (MDM) 156 100

Standard Data PrOcessors (SDP) 276 100

Mass Storage Unit (MSU) 320 25

Siqnal Processor Interface

Data acquisition s:gnal proc. 40 I00

(nternal Audio & Video

Crew wireless unit bart. 22.5 0

Camera body 34.3 1

Zoom lens 9.2 0.2

audio bus coupler 39.9 0

Video sketching unit 104.5 1

Audio terminal units 56 0

Portable video monitor 155 0

Totals 1753 W

0

114

48

0

10

156

276

B0

4O

0

0.34

0.02

0

105

0

0

725 W

Thermal Control System (,TCS

Rack flow control assembly 91 25 23

Crossover assembly 56 _0 _0

ITCS Dump assembly. 150 100 150

System flow control, assembly 14 50 7

Temp. & Humidity Control. (ECLSS-THC1

Isolation valves 100 --0 ~0

Rack air control, valves 28 0.025 001

Awomcs air fan 260 100 260

Av. air - I/F box 10 100 10

Cabin air - electrical I/F 2S 100 25

Cabin air fan g0 100 90

Fan, ceiling ventilation 22 ~0 -0

Atmosphere Control (ECLSS-ACS}

Isolation valve 2 4 100 2 4

Line press, sensor 18 100 1 8

Line temperature sensor 002 100 002

O2/N 2 discharge diffuser 6.8 100 6,8

PeA firmware controller 14 100 14

Vent & relief subassembly 1 t00 1

Totals 872 W 591 W
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Lunar Campsite Internal Systems Budget Summary - Dormancy (Continued)

-All Loads in Watts -

Connected Load Duty Cycle (%) Av. Load

Galley/Wardroom

Handwash

Diverter motor 1.8 0 0

Local control 1.6 0 0

Signal cond. 6 0 0

Temp. meas. 0.5 0 0

H20 supply 309 0 0

H20 dispenser

Chiller 280 0 0

Electronic control 16 0 0

FlOw control assembly 144 0 0

Heater assembly. 210 0 0

Insertion/dispensing 57 0 0

Elec. converter (120-28 VDC) 29 0 0

Microwave oven 600 0 0

Science/work bench

Bar code reader 20 0 0

Light fixture 5() 0 0

Converter 9.6 0 0

Local controller 68 t0 40

Control electronics 31.3 0 0

Control panels (2) 25 0 0

Delta press sensors (5) 50 0 0

Press. transducers/sensors 31 5 0 0

Temperature. sensors 0.4 0 0

Vacuum cleaner 237.5 0 0

Miscellaneous. Science Equipment 500 0 0

Water Storaqe 70 20 14

Water Processmq

Water processor 600 0 0

Process control H20 quahty 100 _0 _0

Urine processing

Dtsttllatton assembly 175 0 0

Embedded control 30 0 0

Flutd control assembly 5 0 0

Fluid pump ORU 70 0 0

Pressure control 5 0 0

Purge pump 70 0 0

Totals 3777 W 14 W
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LunarCampsite Internal Systems Budget Summary - Dormancy (Continued)

- All Loads in Watts -

Connected Load Duty Cycle (%) Av. Load

Air Revitalization System (ECLSS-ARS}

CO 2 vent valve 40 0 0

Atmosphere comp. monitor 531 25 133

CO 2 removal assembly 523.4 0 0

Converter 7.2 100 7.2

THC supply valve 20 100 20

Heater 150 25 375

TCCS - elec. I/F assembly 10 25 25

TCCS - flow control assam bly 15.4 25 3.9

Flow meter & cable 16 100 1.6

Scilpnce/DMS/Com m ./Workstation 996 27 265

Crew Health (CHeCS) 911 0 0

Fire Oetectlon/Su ppression

Fire detector 14 1O0 14

CO 2 release valve 800 0.25 2

Sensors, smoke - duct & area 23.8 100 23,8

Totals 4043 W 511 W

Waste Manaqement

Commode/urinal assembly

C/U - commode fan 50 0 0

Corn pactor 130 0 0

User panel 25 0 0

M/_ Hyqiene

Waste management compartment

Cabin air fan 30 I 0 7

Cabin air heater 100 8 8

Cabin air temperature sensor 10 10 1

Lighting system 30 0 0

Local controller 27 0 0

Handwash

Dwerter motors 18 0 0

Local control 1.6 0 0

Signal cond. 6 0 0

Temp meas 0.5 0 0

H20 supply 309 0

Totals 721 W 16 W
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LunarCampsiteInternalSystemsBudgetSummary- Dormancy(Concluded)
- All Loads in Watts -

Connected Load Duty Cycle (%) Av, Load

Hab Growth {scaled from SSF: -5.4% Pavq) 164 100 164

Gas Conditioninq Assemblv (GCA)

GCA - N z

Nz cond. assembly 1 T3 6 20 22 7

N2 growth 9,1 20 1.8

GCA - 02

02 cond, assembly 108,8 20 22

02 growth 87 20 1.7

RPC Modules 156 100 156

External Communication EquLpment 150 100 150

Rad. Ht Pump (for avq. + 10%) (day/nt) 1474/150 100 1474/150

Totals 2184/860 W 1992/818 W

Lunar Campsite Overall Power Budget Summery - Dormancy

- All Loads in Watts -

Connected Load Av Load

EPDS/DMS/SPI/IAV 1753 725

TCS/TCH/AC5 872 591

Galley/Wardroom 1629 0

Science 2019 265

Water storage/Processcng 1125 14

Air Rewt, System 1298,6 206

Crew Health 911 0

Fire Detection/Suppression 838 40

RPC Modules 156 156

External Comm= Equipment 150 150

Waste Management 205 0

M/S Hygiene 516 16

Gas cond Assembly 240 48

Heat Pump -Day 1474 1474

- N_ght 150 _50

Grand Totals: - Day 13351W 3849 W

- N_ght 12027W 2525 W

Note: A_rtock POwer (average and connected) = 0 W
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Appendix D

Power Budget Details
Crew Onboard Operations

L
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LunarCampsite Internal Systems Power Budget Summary - &2

- All Loads in Watts -

Connected Load Duty Cycle (%) Av. Load

Electrical Power Dlstrtbut:on System IEPDS}

Lights 360 50

Cable power losses 196 100

RPC modules 312 100

Data Manaqement System (DMS}

Ring concentrators 48 100

C&W control panel 7.5 100

EMAD5 10 100

Multiplexer-dem ultlplexer (MDM) 480 100

Standard Data Processors (SDP) 276 100

Mass Storage Unit (MSU) 320 100

Sicinal Processor Interface

Data acquisition signal proc. 40 100

Internal Audio & Video

Crew wireless unit batS. 225 10

Camera body 34.3 10

Zoom tens 9.2 2

Audio bus coupler 39.9 40

Video switch mg umt 104.5 10

Audio terminal units 56 30

PoRable video monitor 155 5

Totals 2471 W

180

196

"312

48

7.5

10

480

276

320

40

2.25

3.5

0.18

16

10.S

17

7 75

1927W

Thermal Control System (TCS I

Rack flow control assembly .9t

Crossover assembly $6

ITCS pump assembly 1S0

System flow control assembly 14

Temp. & Humidity Control. IECLSS-THC}

Isolation valves 100

Rack air control valves 28

Avionics air fan 749

Av. air - 1/F box 10

Cabin a,r - electrical I/F 25

Cabin air fan 519

Fan, ceiling ventilation 22

Standoff fans 317

Atmosphere Control (ECLSS-ACS I

Isolation valve 24

Line press, sensor 1 8

Line temperature sensor 0 02

O21N z discharge diffuser 68

PCA firmware controller 14

Vent & relief subassembly 1

Totals 2257 W

25 23

100 1S0

50 7

_0 -0

0025 001

100 749

100 10

100 2S

100 $19

-0 -0

100 317

100 2 4

100 18

100 0 02

100 6 8

100 14

100 1

1976W
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Lunar Campsite Internal System Power Budget Summary - A2 (Continued)

-All Loads in Watts -

Connected Load Duty Cycle (%) Av, Load

Galley/Wardroom

Handwash

Oiverter motor 1,8 4.2 0.075

Local control 1.6 100 1,6

Signal cond. 6 100 6

Temp. meas. 0.S 100 0.5

H20 supply 309 9 28

H20 dispenser

Chiller 280 0.7 196

Electronic control 16 100 16

Flow controt assembly 144 16.7 24

Heater assembly 210 0.7 147

Insertion/dispensmcj 57 16.7 95

Elec. converter (120-28 VDC) 2.9 100 2.9

Microwave oven 600 2 12

Science/work bench

Bar code reader 20 75 16

Light fixture 5(_ 10 S

Converter 9.6 32 3.1

Local controller 68 -0 _0

Control electronics 31.3 33 10.3

Control panels (2) 25 33 8.25

Delta press sensors (5) SO 33 16.S

Press. tra nsd ucers/se nsors 31 S 33 10.3

Temperature sensors 04 40 0 16

Vacuum cleaner 237.5 S 11 9

Miscellaneous. Science Equipment 500 10 50

Water Storaqe 70 20 14

Water Processin_q

Water processor 600 33 200

Process control H20 cluahty 100 _0 _0

Urine processing

D_st_llat+on assembly 175 16.5 29

Embedded control 30 100 30

Fluid control assembly 5 100 S

Fluid pump ORU 70 17 12

Pressure control S 17 0 83

Purge pump 70 1.4 1

Totals .t777 W 861 W
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LunarCampsiteInternalSystemsPowerBudgetSummary- &2 (Continued)

- All Loads in Watts -

Connected Load Duty Cycle (%) Av. Load

Air Revitalization Systipm IECLSS-ARSI

CO z vent va lye 40 0.001 0.0004

Atmosphere comp. monitor 531 (nUday) 25/100 133/531

CO2 removal assembly 523.0, 100 523.4

Converter 7.2 100 7.2

THC supply valve 20 100 20

Heater 150 57 85.5

TCCS - elec. I/F assembly 10 100 10

TCCS - flow control assembly 15.4 100 15.4

Flow meter & cable 1.6 100 1.6

SciencelDMS/Comm.^Norkstation 996 59 595

Crew Health (CHeCk} 911 10 91

Fire DetectionP,; u ppr ess_o n

Fire detector 14 100 14

CO 2 release valve 800 0,25 2

Sensors, smoke - duc_ & area 23.8 100 23.8

Totals 4043 W 1522/1920 W

Waste Manaqement

Com mocle/urinal assembly

C/U - commode fan 50 2.5 1 25

Compactor 130 0.55 0 72

User panel 25 100 ,!5

M/S Hyqiene

Waste management compartment

Cabin air fan 30 70 21

Cabin air heater 100 8 8

Cabin air tern perature sensor 10 100 10

Lighting system 30 20 6

Locat controller 27 100 27

Handwash

Dtverter motors 1.8 4,2 0.075

Local control 1.6 100 16

Signal cond. 6 100 6

Temp meas 0.5 100 0,5

H20 supply 309 9 28

Totals 721 W 135 W
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LunarCampsiteInternal/ExternalSystems Power Budget Summary - A2 (Concluded)

- All Loads in Watts -

Connected Load Duty Cycle (%) Av. Load

Hab Growth Iscaled from SSF: -5.4% Pay,el) 342 100 342

Gas Conditioninq Assembly (GCA)

GCA - N 2

N;2cond. assembly 1136 100 113.6

N2 growth 9.1 20 9.1

GCA-O2

02 cond. assem bly 108,8 100 108.6

02 growth 8.7 100 87

External Communication Equipment 1S0 100 1S0

Rad, Ht Pump lfor avq. + 10%} 3787/300 100 3787/300

Totals 451911032 W 4519/1032 W

Lunar Campsite Overall Power Budget Summary - 2

- All Loads in Watts -

Connected Load Av. Load

EPDS/DMS/SPI/IAV 2471 19273

TCS/TCH/ACS 2257 1976

Galley/Ward room 1629 443.6

Science 2019 727

Water storage/Processing 1125 292

Air Revit. System 1298.6 796

Crew Health 911 91

Fire Detection/Suppression 838 40

External Comm. Equipment 1 S0 1S0

Waste Management 205 27

Hab Growth 516 108

MrS Hygiene 342 342

Gas Cond. Assembly 240 240

HeatPumD -Day 3787 3787

,,ght 300 300

Airlock - Day 6674 2371

- N_ght 6674 1551

Grand Totals: - Day 24463 W 13318 W

- Nfght 20976 W 9011 W
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Appendix E

Surface Mission Timeline
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Preliminary Estimate Of EVA Task Time Single EVA

• Estimated total avai)able suit t_me- 38 day mission total time
- 7 days of total dark (no Earthshine)

]1 days with potential EVA time

31 days at 16 hrJday EVA + 2 days of double EVA (32 hr.) on landing and leaving , 528 hr. EVA

• Estimated task time and percentage of available time:

Task
Crew mission initiate and terminate

Total airtock time including dust off and
suit covering

Resuppfy Operations includes:

- loading carts
- preparing s_tes
- storing resupply
- resupply transfer to and from outpost

- take out garbage/bring =n supphes
- cart at'tacl_ment at outpost

Science Deployment

Exploration traverse

Unallocated time

Time Descriotion % total EVA

Initiate - 4(3.5 hr.), terminate - 4(5 hr) 34 hr 6.4%

firstday = 4(2.17 hr.), last day - 4(2,17 hr.) 46.36 hr 8.8%
29 hr. at 05 hr. per ingress and egress for
2 SUITS

4(4,5 hr.) initial, 2(4(7 hr.)) normal transfer, 112.8 hr 21 4%
2(49 hr.) final transfer, 14 hr. at 30 ram./
day for 28 days _n & out for 2 suits

Task Tim_

5(3,1 hr.) for 2 31 hr. 5.9%

5(3.9 hr.) for 2 39 hr. 7 4%

264,84 hr. 50.1%

Preliminary Estimate of EVA Task Time Double EVA

• Estimated total available suit time- 38 day mission total time

- 7 days of total dark (no Earthshine)
31 dayswith potential EVAtime

16 days at 16 hr./day EVA + 15 days of double EVA (32 hr.) on landing and leaving , 752 hr EVA

• Estimated task time and percentage of avamlable time:

Task

Crew mission initiate and terminate

Total airlock time including dust off and
suit covering

Resupply Operations includes:

- loading carts
- prepanng sites
- storrng resupply
- resupply transfer to and from outpost

- take out garbage/bring _n supphes
- cart attachment at outpost

Science Deployment

Exploration traverse

Unallocated time

Tim • Description

initiate = 4(3.5 hr.),termmate = 4(5 hr) 34 hr 4.5%

firstday .= 4(2.17 hr.), last day = 4(2.17 hr.) 63.36 hr 8.4%
4(IS x OS hr,) per Ingress and egress for
4 su_ts, 2(16 x 05 hr.)for 2 Suits

4(4.5 hr.) lnit_al, (4(7 hr.)) normal transfer, 118 hr 157%
3(2(7 hr.)) split, 2(4.9 hr) final transfer, plus
30 mJn./day for 15 days in and out for
4 su_ts

Task Time % total EVA

2(31 hr.) for4 + 2(3.4) 316hr 4.2%

2(3.9 hr.) for 4 + 2(2.5) 362 hr 4.8%

468.84 hr 62.4%
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Appendix F

FLO Habitation System

Critical Spares Assessment
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• Critical items for the First Lunar Outpost will eventually be defined and analyzed in accordance
with classical parameters:

- Criticality classification due to failure modes and effects (FMEA)

- Mean time between failures (MTBF)/mean time to repair (MTTR)
- Redundancy philosophies and schemes

- Degraded modes and scenarios

- Maintenance and logistics operations

• Identification of spares needed for critical functions will use these same criteria in addition to:

- Overall ORU definition (pertinent to FLO and lunar environment)

- Volume allocation studies (especially for pre-positioned ORUs)

- Other spares needed for routine, non-critical changeout

• Spares studies must be developed for the full set of FLO systems:
- Habitat and internal systems (including airlock, EVA systems, EMUs)

- External systems (including landers)

- Payloads (including rovers)
- Crew return vehicle

• Current assessment is preliminary and focused on spares identified to support crew survival or
FLO survival functions:

- SSF functional failure tolerance categories 1C or 1 (per requirements)

- SSF H/W criticality defined by failure modes and effects analysis

• Several SSF references are available for habitat systems:

- SSP 30000 (PDRD), Sec 3.0, Rev K contains SSMB Functional Failure Tolerance Requirements
(however, critical ORUs remain TBD)

- D683-10318-1 (Resupply/Return Analysis, ORU Candidates List, Volume 1) contains statistical
data from ORU logistics analyses

- D683-10318-2 (Volume 2) contains reliability and maintainability data to complement
Volume 1

- D683-10220-1 (Critical Items List) contains critical items identified by FMEA for each of the
SSF systems

• SSFP is currently defining its critical spares needs with results expected in the CDR timeframe
(~April 1993)

• External and other systems critical spares needs will be estimated from reference concepts

] Some questions to be answered I

• Guidelines are needed to establish a reasonable preliminary spares list:
- SSF ORU requirements are not available

- Limited payload volume and mass are available on FLO

- FLO is not permanently manned, but only tended for 45 days

- Ensuring operability during unmanned periods may drive system redundancy as much as or
more than manned requirements

• "Hot" vs. "cold" spares must be considered (balancing on-line redundancy with in-situ repair
capability)

• Differences between FLO and SSF failure to toleranc_ =.quirements, system design, and mission
focus must be addressed in developing critical spares estimates

• Is SSF MTC or PMC failure tolerances or some other scheme more appropriate for FLO?

Figure F-1. FLO Habitation System, Critical Spares Assessment- Overall

.j
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4 •

Resource

I. Respirable
Atmosphere

Function

I .I O21N 2 Storage
(external?)

t 2Oz/N z
D,stnDution

1.3 O2/N 2 Pressure
Control

1 4CO 2 Removal

1 .SAir Particulate &
Microbial Control

1.6Cabin A=r Temp
and Humidity
ControJ

1,7 Circulation

1 .SVent and Rehef

1,9Atmosphere
Corn pos=t=on

Monitonng

1,10 Trace
Contaminant
Monitor

Functional

Category/
Crwticality

1C/1R
1R
IR

1C/ tR
1R
1R
1R

1C/1R
IR

IC/1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R

1C/3

1R
1

1R
3

1C/1R
1R
1R

1R

1R
1R
1R
1R
IR

1C/

1C/

1C/1 R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R

1R
1R
1R
1R
1R

1R
1R
1R
1R
1R

1C/1R

implementing ORU

• Make-up/Metabolic O z

• Make-up N 2
• Gas conditioning assembly

• (solation valve assemblies
• Jumper assemblies
. Transducers

• Check valves

• Pressure control panel
. Press. equalization valves

• DesiccantJsorbent bed

CO 2 pump
Selector valve

, Wire harness

• Temperature sensor
• Blower/precooler unit
• Pressure transducer

•Cabm air bacteria filter

assy
Supply rack air cntrl valve
Cabin atr/lMV bact filter

• Return rack air cntrl valve

• tMV bacteria filter assy

J= Heat exchanger

Fan grOupTemperature cntrl chk
vlve

l, Outlet temperature

• sensor
Water separator

J, Electrical interface box

i• Inlet temperature sensor
• Liquid sensor
• Inlet

See above - may be enough

• Vent & rel*ef subassembly

• MCA data & cntrl assy

• Mass spectrometer assy
• COA assembly
• LOW voltage pwr supp assy

• MCA/TCM series pump
:. MCA sample distr assy
• EMI filter
• TCM data and control assy
=• Gas chromo/mass spec

assembly
• TCM heater controller assy

PCM assembly
: PCM 100 m=cron filter assy

• TCM parallel pump assy
• TCM sample distr assy
• TCM oxtdizer evaporator
• 21_ PCM filter assembly
• Verification gas assembly
• MCA chassis assembly
• TCM chassis assembly

See MCA ORU data above

Mass (kg)

119 8/185 4
259

O2/N2
292.5/292.5

O2 :N2

it3 t.t3
8.84 8.84
0.68 0.68
0,68 0.68

835
2.31

36.28
7 26
136
136

032
4.54
0.32

5.06

318
254
1L13

13 61

72 47
2050
8.21

0,77

1887
17.51
0,77
2 09
2,27

835

8.12
10.34
1052

3 22
136
2 04

72
812

30 98

753
1787
998
1 72
2 90
4 76
009
2 36

1787
17 87

Volume (m-_)

|1

0.26/0.1S
0 67

OzlNz
2.37/237

O2 N2

0.00t 0.00t
0.001 0.001

0.0001 0.0001
O,001 0.001

0.054
0.003

0 177
0.005
0 002
0.011
0.0003

0.019
0.0003

0.019

01010

0 009
0 007
0,059

0336
0 040

0025

0.0005

O 088
0.041

0 0005
O 007
0.035

0 009

0025
0.018
0 005

0 004

0 004
0 003
0 002
0 002
0 029

O 005
0005
0 001
0 001
O O01
0 001
0 001
0011
0 005
0.005

Figure F-2. FLO Habitation System, Critical SparesAssessment - Habitat
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Resource

Respirable
Atmosphere

Function

1.11 Trace Containment
Control

Functional

Category/
Criticality

1C/1 R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R

Implementing ORU

, Charcoal bed
• Post-sorbent bed

• Catalytic oxidizer
• Electronic interface assy
• Flow meter
• Blower

Assumed part of internal
thermal control ORU data

Mass (kg)

33.96
3 66

12.06
4.54
0 95

Volume

(m3)

0.076
0.008
0024
0,004
00002

1.12 Avionics Air Temperature
and Humidity Control 77

Total, excluding external spares: 476.65 1.2022
Extermd spares only: 1,149.2 5.82

12 Food J 2 1 Food Storage 21C/ IMREs or 45 day supply I 0s, i
Total: 360.0 0.58

3. Water 3.1 Water Storage

i 3.2 Water Processing

4.1 Urine Collection

IC/1R
1R
IR
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R

1C/1R

4 Personal

Hygiene

• PCWQM fluids ORU

• PCWQM main segment
• Gas/liquid separator
. Water storage ORU
Water delivery
Microbial check valve

Sterilization loop
Electrical interface box

Waste water storage
Unibed

Catalytic reactor

Ion exchange
Particulate filter

ee H20 Storage data abovq

1020 0029
19 18 0021
9 30 0.034

72.2 0381
19.14

1.72 0.005
2127 0115

18.14 0.058
48.30 0.191
57 16 0.052
24.94 0.106
1537 0.011

762 0.008

4.2 Urine Storage

4.3 Fecal Waste Collection

4.4 Fecal Waste Storage

Total: 324.54 1.427

I I 5.1 tngressto Habitat &
Repressurization

5.2 Crew Retention

1C/

1C/

1C/

!0 Odor/bacteria filter

i Urine fan/separatorUrinal hose assembly
Oxone delivery assembly

TBD

• Fecal odor/bacteria filter
• Fecal fan
• Plenum bacteria filter
• Compactor
• Transport tube
• Seat

• Waste storage canister
• User service panel
• Electrical interface box

TBD

t. 78 0.003
6.44 0007
0.36 0.0002
9.22 0.025

164 0.003
3.01 0006
0.10 0002
7.70 0 001
9.95 0.011
233 0 007
091 0.012
1 96 0001
4.93 0 017

1C/

lo JTBD

lCJ l May not be applicable

Total: 50.33 .3202

S. EVA

Capability

Total:

6. Provide Crew

with System
Status and
Data

6.1 Core Comm to/from
Ground control Personnel

(Audio/Data)

111R J• Audio Terminal Unit

1R J:• Internal audio controller

1R • Aud0o bus coupler
1R Audio Interface Un=t

External systems (?)

10.88
12.25

5.67
630

0 020
00t8

0110
0.110

Total: 35.1 .258

Figure F-2. FLO Habitation System, Critical Spares Assessment - Habitat (Continued)
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Resource

7. Power

7.2

Function

7.1 Provide Powerto

Category 1 Functions

Provide Power to

Category 1C Functions

Funct=onal

Category/

Criticality/
I/ 1R

1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R

1R
1R
1R

1R

1R
1R

1C/1 R

Implementing ORU

• Secondary pwr d=st assy
• 6.25 TBF connector
• Remote pwr dist assembly
• Utility outlet panel
• Primary cable assembly
• Secondary cable assembly
• Tertiarycable assembly
• Gen light lamp housing

assembly
• Remote control unit

• Lighting cable assembly
• Gen light baseplate/

ballast

• Rack electrical power
cable

• AJrlock lamp housing assy
• Airlock baseplate/ballast

• External systems (?)

See ORU list above

Mass (kg)

30.61

17.23
2.27

159

0.36

1 81

159
181

Total: 57.27

Volume

(m3)

0.156

0.028
0.003

0.004

0.001

0.004

0 004
0.004

.2O4

8. DMS 8.1

8.2

Data Management for
Category 1 Funct=ons

Data Management for

Cateclor_/1C Functions

1/

1C/

TBD

TBD

Total:

9. TCS 9.1 Power Generat=on Heat

ACClUlSJt_on, Transport,
and Rejection

9.2 Thermal Supportto
Category Func_lons

9.3 Thermal Support to
Category 1C Functions

9.4 Thermal Mgmt and
Control

1/

1/
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R
1R

1
1
1
I
1
I
1
I
1
1

1R

1C/

Total:

10. Health and 1/
Status
Monitor

10.1 Health and Status

Momtor of Category 1
Funct=ons

10.2 Health and Status

Monitor for Category 1C
Functions

10

• External Systems

Total:

I Other resources and/or assoc=ated func_Tons have

, Awonlcs Air:

Heat exchanger
Fan
Check valve

Outlet temp sensor
Filter

Inlet temp sensor
Delta pressure sensor
Inlet

, TCS:
- Flex tube assembhes

- Pump package assembly
- System flow control assy

Rack flow control assy
Gastrap
Filter

could plates (multiple)
Heat exchangers (muir)
Crossover/feedthru assy
Remote shut-off valve
CTB Heater

;ee TCS ORU data above

External Systems(?)

TBD

TBD

S0 98
22 13

236
077
0 86
045
1 27
3 72

2 98
74 15
11 19

681
753
2 00

52 20
13 44
33 07

_63
7 98

295.52

less critical fadure tolerance requirements J

0399
0036
0015
0000S
0003
00003
0004
0062

0008
0 133
0 029
0 013
0 002
0 0003

0 t86
0 016
0 059

0 002
0 063

1.0311

Figure F-2. FLO Habitation System, Critical Spares Assessment- Habita t (Concluded)
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. Several of these ORUs currently identified as critical seem questionable:

- Food Storage (what does this mean - amount or locations?)

- Fecal/urine collection

- Port)ons ofthe power system

- Portions of the thermal control system

• Some critical functions specific to SSF have not been included:

- Provide interface to Space Shuttle

- Assembly and Checkout

- Command and control (orbit, attitude, navigation)

• Critical spares for some FLO functions not yet identified:

. Non-WP01 items (DMS, DDCUs, etc.)

- Airlock and EVA systems

- CHeCS

- External systems

- Lander systems

- Payloads

- Crew vehicle

Figure F-3. FLO Habitation System, Critical Spares Assessment- Issues
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Appendix G

Proposed Evaluation Criteria
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G.1 INTRODUCTION

This appendix contains preliminary thoughts directed at the need for rationale,

methodology, and evaluation criteria in conducting trade studies and assessment analyses

of alternative FLO habitation elements. Comparison of different eoneepts requires

standard guidelines and figures of merit which may be appropriately and consistently

applied in order to arrive at a design which "best" meets the imposed requirements and

constraints. The following represents an initial exercise in defining some of the aspects

involved with measuring the "goodness" of a concept and relating this value to other

concepts. Significant effort remains to establish an agreed set of objectives,

parameters, weights, and sensitivities which is useful to FLO development.

G.2 CONTEXT OF GROWTH

A range of lunar program candidates which may incorporate campsites (such as the

First Lunar Outpost) as an intermediate activity is shown in figure G-1. While program

candidates represent "how" one might do something on the Moon, figure G-2 provides s

set of "what" may be done in terms of potential lunar mission candidates. As no surprise,

the matrix in figure G-3 relating the program (of figure G-I) to the mission, shows that

grsnder missions require larger programs; however, any mission may require similar

precursor programs and smaller programs may be capable of certain aspects of most

missions (colonization is probably an exception). One purpose of these listings is to give

some perspective and potential goals for what is called "growth"; that is, if one

evaluation criterion for FLO concepts is an ability to "grow", s definition is needed in

terms of capabilities (mission) and Outpost plans (programs). Simply being able to plug

more modules to an existing FLO hab may not be sufficient accommodations for

"growth".

1. Remote Sensing (Ground or Earth-orb,t based)

2. Lunar Satellites

3. Lunar Landers ('Surveyor", Artem=s, etc.)

4. Telerobot=c/robotic operations

5. Sorties (Apollo-class, rovers?)

L 6. Outpost (60 days • duraL=on • 3 days) J

7. Outpost Extens=ons

8. Permanent Base

9 "Lunar City"

10. "Terra-Forming"

11 Self-Sustaining Society

Not necessarily exclusive categories but represent depth of lunar commitment (funding, actlv,ty, schedule, etc)

Figure G. I. Lunar Program Candidates

DSS/D615-10062-2/DISK 5/J2/166-3/12 :05 P
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I#e Astronomy

V

. . . _e Site analysis _: SystemEnvironmentalperformance/character_zatiOneffects

B txp oratory _urveys _o Operations testing _,i Procedure definitionL Crew parameters

_= Mars transitJsurface

Alle Psychological/social factors

C. Lunar Testbed _** Systems

_, ISMU
| _ Construction and mining

( = Derived Dower (beamed, helium.3, etc.)
D Industrialization | Waste storage (nuclear, hazardous, etc.)

_i Large grougs

Large systems
E. Colonization Elements from A through D above

Figure G.2. Lunar Mission Candidates

1 2 3 4 S

A • • • • •

S • • •

C 0 0 0

D 0 0

E

6 7 8 9 10 11

O • • • • •

O O • • • •

O • • •

Figure G.3 Lunar Mission vs.Program Viability

G.3 EVALUATION CRITERIA DEVELOPMENT

A fundamental understanding of the standard methodology used in conducting

analyses and trade studies is offered in fis_Jre G-4. Starting from this perspective and

employing practices used on the Space Station Freedom Program as a basis, the

evaluation criteria included as figures G-5 through G-9 are proposed for discussion. The

weight percentages given in figure G-5 are taken directly from SSFP and may not be

applieable to FLO; however, in considering different aspects and goals of FLO, the

criteria seemed to boil down to the same as used for SSFP. Namely, a concept may be

evaluated in terms of its accommodating the mission, its cost, and its capacity for

growth (including internal upgrading). Examples of what may be involved below these

highest level criteria are provided, in some cases, to a fourth indention. Many of the

data necessary to quantify each of these would not be available until design had

significantly matured; thus, it is understood that any set of evaluation criteria must be

DSS/D61 S-lO062-2/DISK 5/J3/166-3/12:05 P
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tailored to fit the question without biasing the result or neglecting important

eonsiderations. This feature of evaluation eriterta development ean be ehallenging but

should be faeilitated by ensuring that the "master set" eaptures all reeognized eoneerns

and that all involved parties agree to its use and funetion.

• Usually based on a recognized set of ground rules, assumptions, and evaluatson
criteria derived from program goals and requirements

• Involve measuring cost vs, benefit of alternative concept to a baseline system design
or operation

• Evaluation criteria usually established from program objectives:

- Objectives translated _nto measurable parameters

- Weighting factors (out of 100%) selected for each based on perceived importance

- Consistent scale appl,ed for range of "goodness"

• An alternative can be elim,nated _f it fails to meet "non-tradeable" requirements of

safety, physics, etc. as defined for a program

• More than one alternat=ve may be "close to best"

• Subiectivity reduced by ensuring agreement with all involved parties

- Standards established

- Sensitivtties understood

Figure G-4. Analysis and Trade Study Methodology

• User Accommodations 40%

- Capability of system 20%

• Facillttes _°,

• Environment _%

• Resources (in-situ and away) -_

- Time for mission 20%

• "Up" vs. "down" time _

• Duty schedule ,'-

• Crew skdls/s_ze/mlx _,

• Cost 45%

- Cost risk 10%

• Schedule >%

• Performance _%

• Uncertainties 7%

- Life cycle cost 35%

• Commonahty _%

• Mass and volume _%

• DDT&E and production _°_0

• Operations _%

• Distribution _%

• Growth 15%

- M=sslon flex=bdlty 5%

• Types 2 5%

• Locations 2 S%

- Technology transparency 5%

- Expandabdlty 5%

TOTAL 100% 100% 100%

Figure G-5. Proposed Evaluation Criteria
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• User Accommodations

- Capability of system

• Facilities

- Mission support

• Tracking/commumcation/relay

• Launch and landing

• Pay)oad centers

- Mission performance

, Devoted mission payload quantity

• Depth of devoted mission payload

• Mission activation

• Mission d,vers,fication/robustness

• Environment

- Location

- Thermal

- Gravity

- Radiation

• Resources (in.sltu and away)

- Pressurized area/volume (habitabJJJty and stowage)

- Access (pre-launch, post-launch, EVA, and IVA)

- Power (and thermal)

- Launch avadabilitytrate

- Data rate

- Laboratory services

- Protection (radiation, dust, etc.)

Figure G-6. Breakdown of User Accommodations, Capability of System

• User Accommodations (continued) •

- Time for m_ss;on

• "Up" vs. "down" tame

Mean brae between fadures/mean t_me to repair

MamtaLnabd_ty

Redundancy scheme

Spares phdosophy/accom modation

Abort strategy/impacts

• Duty schedule

Devoted mJssJon payload time

Housekeeping t_me

Crew t_me (eating, sleepfng, rest, etcJ

MTBF/MTTR (agatng)

TotaJ m_ss_on t_me

• Crew skills/slze/m_x

- Speclahsts plus command plus support plus?

- Requ=rements vs deslrement

- Internat_onal goals?

Figure G-7. Breakdown of User Accommodations, Time for Mission
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• COSt

- Costrisk

• Schedule

- Program milestones

• Phasing

- Related or precursor programs

- Technology development programs

- Manufacturabdity

• Performance

- Technology maturity

- Degree of existing hardware/software

- Understanding of requirements/environment

• Uncertainties

- Fidelity and maturity of estimates

- Contingency and reserves

- Similar histories

Figure G-8. Breakdown of Cost, Cost Risk

• Life cycle cost

• Commonality

- Element/system/component levels

- Prewous/future

• Mass and volume

- Launch costs

• DDT&E and production

• Operations

- Resupply

- Malntenance/repa_r/refurblsh ment/replacement

- Construction

- Management

- Support

• Distribution

- tnternat,onal partners

- Other programs, agencies, etc

- Commeroal applications

Figure G-9. Breakdown of Cost, Life Cycle Cost

, Growth

- Mission flex,b,lity

• Types

• Locations

- Equator to poles, near to far side

- Transportability

- Technology transparency

- Expandabfllty

• Connect:ability

• Removablhty

Figure G- I0. Breakdown of Growth
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